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Abstract

In this thesis, I develop a model that uses socio-economic characteristics to explain

differences in the mortality of different populations. This thesis has two main objec-

tives. Firstly we look at mortality data of population from three countries/regions

and test a wide range of stochastic multi-population mortality models with different

sub-population datasets grouped using criteria relevant to socio-economic factors. The

most appropriate model is selected and we can learn the mortality difference over the

sub-populations that is explained by socio-economic differences. Secondly, we take

advantage of a England demographic dataset of large volume and high granularity –

a large number of small geographical areas (i.e. small neighbourhoods) along with

mortality experiences and most relevant socio-economic factors in each of them. With

this granular dataset we implement non-parametric and machine learning models. We

eventually produce a mortality index for the small neighbourhoods in England using

the estimated mortality rates.
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Chapter 1

Background and Executive

Summary

Generally speaking, this thesis is about explaining mortality differences over sub-

populations of a certain country or region divided by some criteria, by socio-economic

and other relevant factors. In other words, we analyse mortality rates on a multi-

population basis. Compared to the entire population, multi-population analysis is

expected to have the following advantages:

• More granularity: population split into a number of groups within one region
can have quite different demographical features but relate to each other in some
hidden and systematic ways. Such heterogeneity can be overlooked if we only
analyse the entire population in this region.

• Population in certain region or country can be divided into separate groups
following certain socio-economic criteria, e.g. income level, amount of pension
contribution, etc. Analysis over the sub-groups can reveal interactions between
socio-economic factors and mortality and help identify the most significant factors
that contribute to mortality variation over different sub-populations.

In this thesis we study several demographic datasets on a multi-population basis –

population in England, population of pensioners in the Canada Pension Plan (CPP,

excluding Quebec region) and pensioners in the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP). We have

more in-depth study of the data of England than CPP and QPP in this thesis. Further-

more, the population in England is studied at two levels of granularity – it is split into

ten sub-groups first, and then is split into around 33, 000 small groups by geographical

neighbourhoods. Please see more details later.

Looking over a wider horizon, some of the models and modelling methods studied in

this thesis can also be applied to populations other than England, CPP or QPP. We

1



Chapter 1: Background and Executive Summary

believe that mortality level and improvement trend in sub-populations of one country,

or even population of different countries in the world are increasingly likely to relate

to each other in some ways rather than being independent. Conclusions in this thesis

can contribute to relevant studies in this area.

1.1 Multi-population Stochastic Models

Consistent with many earlier researches published in the last decades including Cairns

et al. (2006), Villegas et al. (2014), Kleinow (2015), etc., mortality analysis in this

thesis is based on the age-year specific deaths and exposure sizes – Dtx and Etx. From

multi-population prospective, any population is split into certain number of groups

with both deaths and exposures regrouped at each individual age and year. Given the

overall population is split into G groups, the group-specific deaths and exposures are

denoted as Ditx and Eitx for group i = 1, 2, . . . , G:

G∑
i=1

Ditx = Dtx

G∑
i=1

Eitx = Etx

Crude death rates of a group i is given by mitx = Ditx/Eitx. With the mortality data by

single groups of population, models can be fitted on a multi-population basis to reveal

different patterns of mortality over the separate groups, i.e. slope over age and trend

over time. In this thesis, the England population, the CPP and QPP populations are

split into either 10 or 11 groups respectively using different criteria.

In area of mortality modelling, researchers have been working towards stochastic models

with different structures depending on the format and features of underlying population

data. Towards the age-year specific death rate mtx, there have been stochastic models

capturing mortality patterns over ages and years separately. Lee and Carter (1992)

purposed a model to decompose the death rate mtx into the age-year surface (“Lee-

Carter Model”):

logmtx = αx + βxκt

where αx describes the baseline age pattern and βx measures the age-specific improve-

ment rate over time. κt is the main period-effect factor describing mortality improve-
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ment over time. This is a commonly used mortality model that captures age and

period effects by distinct dimensions, but also with age-period interactions, i.e. by the

product βxκt. For multi-population analysis, such models can be easily extended to

multi-population version by generalizing some (or all) parameters to be group-specific.

For instance, the multi-population Lee-Carter model can be written as:

logmitx = αxi + βxiκti

It measures the age-specific improvement rates by separate groups. Li and Lee (2003)

proposed a multi-population model. In the Li and Lee model they assume the major

improvement rate and time pattern of mortality to be homogeneous over all groups,

while having group-specific baseline age factor αxi and secondary age-period factor

β2
xiκ

2
ti.

logmitx = αxi + β1
xκ

1
t + β2

xiκ
2
ti

Since the Lee-Carter model was published, researchers have put great efforts into ex-

tending capability and predictive power of the models by applying extensions and

adjustments in different formats. Cairns et al. (2006) published a mortality model

that is linear over age, while period effects are captured by two stochastic parameters

κ1
t and κ2

t as time-series. It is called the Cairns-Blake-Dowd model (CBD) and it suits

populations with smooth and simple age patterns:

logmtx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄)

It models the period effects at two levels – baseline κ1
t is the baseline period factor over

time, while the age interaction κ2
t measures the varying slope of the death rate over age.

Compared to Lee-Carter model, CBD model represents another type assuming linear

age pattern. In general, they represents two general assumptions about age pattern in

mortality: non-linear age pattern (i.e. Lee-Carter) and linear age pattern (i.e. CBD).

Which of them should be preferred depends on the data used in modelling.

Following the Lee-Carter family, Kleinow (2015) purposed a multi-population model

that assumes the same age pattern across all groups, and is known as the Common

Age Effect (CAE) model:

logmitx = αxi + β1
xκ

1
ti + β2

xκ
2
ti

The CAE model assumes homogeneous age-specific improvement rates for all individ-

ual groups while keeping group-specific time patterns. It has two separate age-year

interaction terms – β1
xκ

1
it and β2

xκ
2
it with the former describing the main trend and the

latter capturing residual effects. It is proved to work very well over multi-population

datasets in different countries or regions tested – see more details discussed in Kleinow
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(2015) and Wen et al. (2020).

In general, from the first Lee-Carter model to some more recent extensions like Li and

Lee, CBD and CAE model, these stochastic models decomposing mortality rates into

different dimensions can be called the age-period-cohort (”APC”) models. They have

parameters varying over age, period and cohort separately (cohort-effect parameter

can be added for explaining mortality rates over different years of birth, please see

more details in the Section 3.3 later in the thesis), with certain interactions between

the dimensions allowed by specific structures. For example, the product βxiκti in the

multi-population Lee-Carter model captures interaction between time and age dimen-

sions.

There are other published works about using these types of stochastic models to es-

timate mortality rates by separate groups of an entire population. With different

numbers of population groups, population sizes, demographic features, etc., there will

be different outperforming models. Villegas et al. (2017) discussed about using two-

population model for analysing basis risk in longevity hedging, with reference pop-

ulation (to learn information from) and one target group (to estimate). Although

mechanic of the two-population model is not the same as what we discuss here, the

paper sets out many criteria that help select models with multiple population groups

fitted – we rely on some of the criteria in model selection discussed in the Section 3.3.3

later. Enchev et al. (2015) used several different multi-population models to estimate

mortality rates in different countries and regions. This thesis also contains some re-

search outcomes from two publications in the Annal of Actuarial Science (AAS) and

the North American Actuarial Journal (NAAJ). They are covered within the Chap-

ter 3 of this thesis about multi-population stochastic mortality models. Cairns et al.

(2019) modelled mortality rates of the Danish population in different socio-economic

groups. The groups are subdivided by an affluence index that contains information

on individual’s wealth (at certain age and year) plus a multiple of their income in the

preceding year.

In this thesis there are twelve multi-population mortality models tested with three

different multi-population datasets – England population subdivided by the Index of

Multiple Deprivations (IMD, see Smith et al. (2015a) and (2015b) for more details

about this index, which contains more socio-economic indicators than the Danish af-

fluence index discussed in Cairns et al. (2019)), CPP of Canada and QPP of region
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of Quebec. More details are discussed in later chapters. Our motivation is to select

the best mortality model for running multi-population mortality analysis. The selected

model is expected to capture most mortality variations over time and age, while hav-

ing as few parameters to estimate as possible, i.e. parameters should be common over

the whole population if there is no significant variation across different groups. Then

the selected model is supposed to be used for forecasting future unknown mortality

rates while taking the group-wise correlations into account. However, considering the

underlying mortality data contain limited number of years’ experience available, it is

impractical to produce reliable forecast using them. Therefore, we do not discuss mor-

tality forecast in this thesis. But mortality forecast is one of the important future

researches after we have data available for longer historical period.

1.2 Socio-Economic Differences in Mortality

Many previous researchers studied the level of mortality to socio-economic factors and

corresponding results always show that there is a significant positive correlation be-

tween deprivation and mortality. Socioeconomics is a holistic concept that includes

different aspects of how economic activity affects and is shaped by social processes,

e.g. income level, lifestyle, occupation class, health status, etc. Socio-economic factors

defined for a neighbourhood describe the relevant features of population living in this

area and can be reflective of the areas deprivation level. In this sense, they can also be

strongly connected with mortality. In other words, some factors can cause one specific

area or individual to have different mortality experiences from others. The drivers of

mortality are the focus and we want to understand the most significant ones. There are

a huge amount of publicly available socio-economic factors1 and some of them can be

used in mortality estimation. By studying socio-economic differences from historical

experiences and identifying the major mortality drivers, we would be able to evaluate

the level of mortality risk within a specific neighbourhood area from certain socio-

economic inputs.

Looking back to the recent history, Bennett et al. (2015) discussed modelling life ex-

pectancies in different areas of England and Wales via a Bayesian model with spatial

effects. They found significant differences in life expectancy and also the pace of im-

1For example, this UK Census data website contains more than 150 relevant fac-
tors from the 2011 Census and they are available at small neighbourhood level:
https://statistics.ukdataservice.ac.uk/search/field geographic layer/lower-super-output-areas-95
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provements in life expectancy between different areas of England and Wales. Cairns et

al. (2019) identify different socio-economic groups in Denmark and model their mor-

tality rates using an affluence index for individuals. There are results relevant to this

thesis derived from our studies in Wen et al. (2020), where we fit multi-population

models to distinct groups of population within the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) and

the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP). In that study we found significant difference in mor-

tality level and trend of mortality improvements over time between groups defined by

pension amount. About mortality in England, Villegas and Haberman (2014) fitted

extended versions of the Lee-Carter model to population of separate socio-economic

groups in England subdivided by the IMD index. Also, Marmot et al. (2020) studied

the inequality of mortality and life expectancy in England by different regions and

deprivation groups split by IMD quintiles and obtained conclusions consistent to what

we get in this thesis.

This thesis studies interaction between mortality and socio-economic factors with dif-

ferent levels of granularity – over the 10 or 11 distinct population groups in England,

CPP and QPP, and over the 32, 844 small neighbourhoods in England called Lower-

layer Super Output Area (LSOA, see Section 2.1.1 for more details about this geograph-

ical unit). Consistent with many previous works, results show that there is significant

positive relationship between socio-economic factors and mortality. We also include

lots of detailed studies in socio-economic differences of mortality and corresponding

outcomes with more granularity that are not covered in any previous works. See more

details in the contents from the Chapter 4 to the Chapter 8.

Besides socio-economic variations of mortality, there is also detailed analysis on re-

gional and spatial patterns of mortality observed over different areas in England. From

observed mortality rates we can see the quite clear difference between population living

in different geographical regions. There are nine regions in total and any difference over

them is studied in this thesis, in order to understand whether they are really driven

by regional factors or any other hidden factors. Instead of regional differences, areas

with different levels of urbanization also shows quite significant differences in mortality

rates. The level of urbanization is also applied as one of the model inputs.

What is more, presence of care homes in one area is shown to have quite significant

effect on observed mortality rates, it is considered as one “hidden factor” beside socio-

economic and spatial factors. According to historical experiences over the past decades,
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observed mortality rates in one area tends to be higher if there are care homes nearby.

More details on distribution of care homes in England and their effects on mortality

rates can be found in Section 5.5 later.

1.3 Factor-based Models

The Office for National Statistics (ONS) creates numerical indicators of deprivation

level at the levelof small neighbourhoods (LSOAs) in England and Wales, and created

an Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) using the deprivation indicators. A number

of neighbourhood areas are used to fit the models to recognize the pattern of mortality

over relevant socio-economic factors. For each individual LSOA i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 32, 844,

we have the following data available:

• All-cause deaths Ditx and exposures Eitx over single years and ages for both
genders. They are available at single years of ages from age 0 to 89, and year
2001 to 2016 (when the research in this thesis started). We have been focusing
on ages between 60 and 89 as they are representative of pensionable population
at retirement. The same data in years 2017 and 2018 (over the same ages) were
published after the majority of research have been completed2.

• Socio-economic variables denoted as Xij (jth variable recorded at the ith LSOA),
and in one single LSOA i its variables are written as a vector xi = (Xi1, Xi2, . . . , Xip),
and p is the total number of predictive variables used. For example, income depri-
vation, employment deprivation, household affordability, etc. The entire matrix
of predictive variables covering all underlying LSOAs is denoted as X0, which is
of dimension N × p (N is the total number of LSOAs that have socio-economic
data available). Within X0, the vector xi represents the ith row, which includes
all p predictive variables in each LSOA i. And Xj = (X1j, X2j, . . . , XNj)

T is the
jth column of X0, which contains value of the jth predictive variable in all LSOAs.

• Spatial variables including coordinate location (longitude and latitude), which
geographical region is each of the LSOAs located in, which level of urbanization
is it in, etc.

With all information above, we run regression analysis between mortality rates and

socio-economic factors over all LSOAs, in order to discover and extract as many im-

portant patterns as possible. The analysis here is defined as supervised learning, as

for the LSOAs, we have the socio-economic factors as predictive variables and also

observed mortality rates as response variables. Section 1.4.2 has more discussion on

2We updated some final outcomes accordingly, but many analysis in this thesis remain are not
updated for post-2016 data.
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supervised and unsupervised learning.

1.3.1 Factor-based GLM model

For individual neighbourhoods, the socio-economic factors are good supplements to the

death and exposure counts Ditx and Eitx as observations for estimating mortality rates

in each of the individual LSOAs. With both mortality data and socio-economic vari-

ables in hand, we propose a factor-based model in the format of a Generalized Linear

Model (GLM), which is able to estimate mortality rates at single years and ages, also

in individual LSOAs. Broadly speaking, the factor-based GLM model acts as a com-

bination of Cairns-Blake-Dowd (CBD) model taking observed number of deaths and

exposures, and a GLM linear predictor taking socio-economic inputs. Basic structure

of the model is as follows:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +

p∑
j=1

βjXij

Starting with the basic structure as above, we discuss and test some extensions of it for

improving accuracy, flexibility and interpretability. For example, allowing interaction

of age and year on the linear predictor
∑

j βjXij to capture how does certain socio-

economic factor change over year in terms of its interaction with mortality, i.e. the β

coefficients can vary with age and year. More details are discussed in the Chaper 4 later.

1.3.2 Non-parametric model and machine learning

Going beyond the GLM model, the socio-economic factors can also be used as predic-

tive variables for non-parametric regression models to discover functional relationships

between mortality and socio-economic factors. The motivation here is to dig out more

hidden patterns of mortality rates over socio-economic factors and identify the most

significant drivers of mortality in a LSOA i. In this thesis, we discuss several non-

parametric models that can capture complex, non-linear patterns between response

and predictive variables. Methods like kernel smoother, local regression, principal com-

ponent analysis, random forest, etc., are tested with the mortality and socio-economic

data of England, and we compare their performance to select the most appropriate one

to use in certain situations.

Bierens (1987) had a comprehensive review on kernel smoother and its applications.
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Scott (1992) had detailed discussions on assumptions, features and hyperparameter

selection on kernel smoother. Other than kernel smoother, local regression is an-

other non-parametric approach applied for discovering complex patterns of mortality

over socio-economic factors. Cleveland (1979) is one of the earliest published works

presenting the idea of local regression, which fits specific linear models locally at in-

dividual observations by weighted Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method. Fan (1993)

showed that local regression can be an effective method for capturing non-linearity

from observed datasets. Breiman (2001) introduced the concept of random forest for

the first time in his paper, along with the way of building assembling multiple single

tree models as a combination. He also presented examples on how does random forest

work with real-world datasets. For other tree-based models, Friedman (2001) discussed

fundamental principles on using tree models rather than other traditional parametric

models. He also purposed alternative ways of tree ensemble to boost predictive power,

e.g. generalized additive models (GAM) and gradient boosting machine (GBM), which

are beyond the scope of this thesis, so we only have a light touch to relevant discus-

sions. Other than published papers, Wand and Jones (1995) explained essentials of

kernel smoother in their textbook. Loader (1999) explained complete fundamentals

of local regression and kernel smoother from fundamental definitions to application in

complicated data analysis, along with intuitive examples in his textbook, which is a

helpful guidance to practical applications. James et al. (2013) has quite detailed intro-

ductions and relevant examples for methods and tools related to data science, which

covers pretty much all methods we have studied in this thesis – GLM, local regression,

kernel smoothing, random forest, principal component analysis, etc.

Amongst all non-parametric models we studied in this thesis, we select random forest

as the most appropriate model for our research subject of estimating relative mortality

risk in small neighbourhoods in England. More details on comparing and selection over

the different models are discussed from Chapter 4 to 8, with results discussed in the

Section 8.6.

The non-parametric models discussed in this thesis produce quite accurate and in-

terpretable results. They in general have capability to handle complicated data with

highly non-linear structures and produce reliable results with good efficiency. Most

importantly, their algorithms are always highly flexible and therefore do not require

prior knowledge of the functional relationship between the response and predictive vari-

ables. It also means that they can be quite practical for solving real-world problems.
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For example, the non-parametric models are relatively simple to update with the latest

available data, as there are no new or revised assumptions required.

Compared to the stochastic APC type mortality models, e.g. Lee-Carter model and

CBD model, the factor-based models also take socio-economic inputs and therefore are

able to explain the mortality variations over populations from different areas by some

metrics that exist in the real world. Therefore the factor-based models could be more

interpretable than the APC type models. Meanwhile the APC models explain mortal-

ity rates by decomposing them into separate dimensions of age, year and cohort. They

clearly explain trends in the historical mortality rates over age, year and cohort but

do not connect mortality rates to any relevant real-world factor that are interpretable,

e.g. socio-economic factors.

However, non-parametric models also have certain drawbacks that are worthy of con-

sideration. Non-parametric methods always have relatively high requirement on data

and could be data-sensitive. Therefore they have relatively high overfitting risk, we

have to keep this in mind. Also, as they do not rely on prior knowledge of data, their

way of taking inputs and returning outputs could be a black box to people not having

relevant expertise. We need to consider their suitability carefully to prevent misuse

and overfitting.

For fitting the non-parametric models we have created a scalar metric in individual

LSOAs to represent the observed mortality level in the population there over a specific

group of ages and years. It is called the actual-versus-expected ratio (A-E ratio). A-E

ratio measures the level of relative mortality risk in a LSOA i relative to the national

average and makes all LSOAs comparable to each other. It is used as an input re-

sponse variable for non-parametric models, alongside relevant predictive variables for

estimating mortality in a LSOA i. Section 2.5 has a complete explanation on how is

the A-E ratio calculated and the way to interpret it.

1.3.3 Predictive variables

There is a large universe of predictive variables available in individual LSOAs in Eng-

land, including socio-economic factors, demographic statistics, spatial locations, level

of urbanization and internationalization, etc. However we should use only the most

relevant ones in our mortality analysis to prevent overfitting. Therefore we have to
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implement variable selection with reference to a suitable importance measure on these

socio-economic variables. Variable selection is a quite commonly discussed topic as it

is important for establishing an accurate and interpretable model. Broadly speaking,

there are two ways we can follow to measure the variables’ importance and do the

selection:

1. Subset selection: It is similar to a trial-and-error approach that tries out a large
number of possible combinations of variables with one model and picks those in
the combination having the preferred result in the model selection criteria, e.g.
likelihood, BIC, residual sum of squares, etc.

2. Analytical selection techniques: They follow certain criteria to measure the im-
portance of one variable relative to others. For example, this thesis includes
regularization methods like ridge regression and LASSO (see the Section 4.5)
and unsupervised methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (see the
Section 4.6).

Please see Tibshirani (2016) for more detailed discussion on the LASSO method. Based

on LASSO, Zou and Hastie (2005) purposed the elastic net as an extension from LASSO

for dealing with highly correlated variables in selection.

In this thesis, mortality estimation and variable selection measures are tested following

several different approaches and we compare them using appropriate criteria. By doing

so we have relevant results validated and ensure that they are reliable before drawing

any conclusion. We found that socio-economic factors related to income, employment,

education level, housing affordability and living environment have relatively strong re-

lationship to mortality level in one LSOA i, and therefore can be used for estimating

neighbourhood mortality. Beside socio-economic factors, we also found that presence

of care homes in one neighbourhood can greatly impact the observed mortality rates of

population living there. What is more, there are non-negligible difference in mortality

related to spatial location of the neighbourhoods within England.

Again, as it has been mentioned, introduction on most of the data science approaches

studied in this thesis can be found in James et al. (2013), which contains quite simple

and clear explanations on methodologies and mathematical principles behind many

commonly used machine learning and data processing approaches.
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1.4 Process of Modelling

There is a general process of building a reliable model that is followed by many re-

searchers and practitioners. As a broader concept, steps we follow to understand

observed data and fit models to it are related to a process called data mining. This

section outlines the process we have been following and helps readers to follow the logic

applied while selecting models in this thesis.

In this section we also recall some important concepts that are important in building

a good model. They should be carefully considered so that models we build fit our

purpose and produce reliable outputs.

1.4.1 Overall process

The overall data mining process was firstly published by Chapman et al. (2000). In

this work they specified the key elements of data mining to be business understanding,

data understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation and deployment. Going

back to this thesis, the second to fifth elements are more of importance:

• Data understanding: collecting deaths and exposures data, IMD index and IMD
domain scores from the ONS website. More of the socio-economic variables are
collected from the UK Census data service website. Relevant methodology docu-
ments are collected from the ONS and UK Government websites for understand-
ing the data thoroughly. We carry out preliminary analysis on these datasets
for initial understandings, e.g. overall shape of distribution, regional asymmetry,
amount of missing data, etc.

• Data preparation: deaths and exposures data are picked over most relevant age
and year ranges for mortality analysis. The socio-economic variables are stan-
dardized following a uniform-normal transformation to prevent the model being
distorted by variables in different scales (see next chapter for more details). Any
missing data (e.g. zero exposure and non-zero deaths at some points) should be
detected. And the model should be tested for its capability to handle the missing
values.

• Modelling: fit different models with the underlying data and get desired results
including estimate of mortality rates, estimate of coefficients and parameters, etc.

• Evaluation: test model performance new observations not involved in model fit-
ting and compare over different models.
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1.4.2 Supervised and unsupervised learning

The two concepts ”supervise” and ”unsupervised” learning frequently appear in text-

books and papers about machine learning and data analytics. They both can be greatly

helpful while we are working to understand the data and produce meaningful estima-

tions from it.

In a supervised learning model, its algorithm learns from a ”labelled” dataset and

discovers patterns on the functional relationship between predictive and response vari-

ables. The word “labelled” means that the dataset has observations of both predictive

variables (we take as predictors for estimation) and response variables (the target fig-

ure we want to estimate). Therefore such a dataset provides a benchmark that the

model algorithm can rely on to evaluate its performance by comparing the observed

and modelled response variable. Most of the tools and methods we study in this thesis

are supervised learning, e.g. regression models, GLM, random forest, etc.

An unsupervised learning model, in contrast, learns from ”unlabelled” dataset and

extracts features and patterns only from the predictive variables, without the corre-

sponding response variables at all, or even when there is no observed response variable

available. Therefore, unsupervised learning is mainly used for exploring the predictive

variables, which is as preliminary analysis before fitting any model with observed data.

It helps a lot if the observed dataset is of high dimension and therefore have com-

plex features. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a commonly used unsupervised

learning model and the Section 4.6 has more details discussed.

James et al. (2013) has an intuitive explanation on supervised and unsupervised learn-

ing in his textbook.

1.4.3 Training set, test set and validation set

Models have high reliance on data. However, in most cases we do not have any ”perfect”

data that accurately reflect the true pattern between predictive and response variables.

Therefore, all models we build are biased and what we should do is to reduce such bias

as much as possible while keeping volatilities at an acceptable level. In other words,

the bias-variance trade-off has to be set at an appropriate level for any good models

(James et al., 2013). Bias-variance trade-off ensures that a model produces accurate
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results but is not too sensitive to the data used. For this purpose, performance of a

model should be tested on both an in-sample and an out-of-sample basis:

• In-sample: performance of fitted model over observations that are used in fitting
the model. It measures how consistent is the model fitted to the observations
used.

• Out-of-sample: performance of fitted model over observations that are not in-
volved to train the model. It measures how does the model perform over new
observations.

Out-of-sample performance can sometimes be more of interest when we build models

to predict unknown information. We seek to construct models that can explain mortal-

ity inequalities using socio-economic characteristics even with very limited mortality

experience. Out-of-sample performance is better aligned with this motivation than

in-sample. As Hastie et al. (2008) discussed, there are in fact two separate goals to

achieve by out-of-sample testing:

• Model selection: assess performance of different models, or different settings in
one model, e.g. coefficients and hyperparameters, in order to select the best one.

• Model assessment: having chosen a final model, evaluating its prediction perfor-
mance on new data.

Given there is sufficiently large dataset, the best approach for these two goals is ran-

domly dividing the dataset into separate parts and using each part for a specific pur-

pose. The three parts are defined as the training set, the validation set and the test

set, and are manipulated as follows:

• The training set is denoted as Str and contains the observations that are used in
fitting a model. Xtr represents the matrix of predictive variables of observations
in the training set, i.e. xi is one of the rows in Xtr, ∀i ∈ Str. Meanwhile ytr is the
vector of observed response variable of LSOAs in the training set, i.e. yi ∈ ytr,
∀i ∈ Str. Given there are N tr observations in the training set, the matrix Xtr is
of dimension N tr × p (p is the total number of predictive variables used) and ytr

is of length N tr.

• The validation set is denoted as Sva and contains observations that are not di-
rectly used in model fitting, but are used for assessing performance of a fitted
model. For example, we fit a model using Str, and calculate its out-of-sample
mean-squared error (OOS MSE) using Sva to find out the most appropriate pa-
rameters to use in the fitted model. Therefore, Sva also has important impact
on the model fitted. Xva and yva represents the matrix of predictive variables in
the validation set (of dimension N va×p) and response variables in the validation
set (of length N va) respectively.
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• The test set is denoted as Ste and contains observations not involved in neither
model fitting or adjusting the model parameters. They are only used for testing a
model’s out-of-sample performance, i.e. predictive power with new observations.
Therefore Ste do not impact the fitted model at all. Xte and yte represents the
matrix of predictive variables in the test set (of dimension N te× p) and response
variables in the test set (of length N te) respectively.

There is no general rule on size of the three datasets relative to each other. In this

thesis, we have 32, 844 LSOAs in England as the dataset of observations, and we apply

different allocations of them into Str, Sva or Ste for different purposes:

• For selecting the most appropriate model, we split the 32, 844 LSOAs into training
and validation sets as two disjoint sets of LSOAs, Str and Sva, i.e. Str ∩ Sva = ∅
and Str ∪ Sva = Ω (Ω represents the set of all 32, 844 LSOAs).

• For testing performance of a seleted model in prediction, we split the 32, 844
LSOAs into training and test sets as disjoint sets, Str and Ste, i.e. Str ∩ Ste = ∅
and Str ∪ Ste = Ω. Please note that the training set Str here (i.e. created
alongside the test set) is different from the training set in the previous bullet (i.e.
created alongside validation set), even if they have the same notation.

Please note that the use of training, validation and test sets in this thesis is slightly

different from what has been more commonly applied. In a more standard approach,

all LSOAs are to be split into three disjoint sets as the training, validation and test set

respectively and the test set is not used to fit the model at all throughout the entire

process. In comparison, in some tests implemented in this thesis, we split all 32, 844

LSOAs into two disjoint sets twice independently (the two allocations of LSOAs do

not relate to each other) in a two-stage method. In stage 1 there are training and

validation set, and in stage 2 there are training and test set (training set is different in

the two stages). Therefore, there will be LSOAs in the test set of stage 2 repeatedly

used in the training set of stage 1 to fit the model. Then the out-of-sample test is not

strictly ”out-of-sample. We might consequently underestimate the out-of-sample error.

Our rationales of using this method and mitigations are:

• The overall sample size of (32, 844 LSOAs) is not sufficiently large for fitting high-
flexibility models (e.g. random forest). We utilize the available data as much as
possible.

• We repeat the two-stage random split of LSOAs for three times and take the
average error. It can mitigate the potential testing bias to some extent.

• We also implement the more standard approach for reconciliation splitting all
LSOAs into three disjoint sets with a proportion of 50% − 25% − 25% as the
training, validation, and test set (now the 25% of LSOAs in the test set are
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not used in model fitting). We repeat the out-of-sample performance using this
approach on the random forest model (we prefer this model) and still obtained
similar results see Section 8.3.2 later for more details.

More relevant details can be found later in this thesis in Sections 6.2.6, 7.9.5, 8.3.2 and

8.4, about use of the three sets to assess performance of three different models.

1.5 Socio-Economic Mortality Index

In this thesis we studied several different modelling tools that estimate mortality in

individual LSOAs by taking observed mortality rates and relevant predictive variables

as input. Based on the estimated mortality risk in single LSOAs, in this thesis we

constructed a new mortality index using a random forest model. The index explains

socio-economic variations in mortality of the population living in different areas of

England. It recognizes mortality risk level in individual LSOAs relative to others, and

points out the regions that are exposed to highest mortality risk.

The index is one of the most important outputs of our research project. For mortality

analysis, this index is expected to have the following improvements compared to the

Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) published by the ONS:

• The new index is created from the most relevant socio-economic factors explicitly
selected for mortality estimation. Meanwhile IMD is an index of deprivation and
its constituents are not selected to reflect mortality variations.

• The new index is created from observed mortality rates in single LSOAs, and
smoothed by taking the most relevant socio-economic variations into account. It
helps filter the noise in historical mortality experiences to a great extent.

• The new index is calculated using observed mortality of specific age groups, e.g.
60-69, 70-79, etc. Therefore it can reflect different mortality patterns over socio-
economic factors at different ages. It is also gender-specific. Meanwhile the IMD
does not recognize any difference by age or gender.

In Chapter 9 there are more detailed discussions on the method we followed to calcu-

late the index, alongside assessments and tests of on the index created. In terms of

real-world application, the new index is expected to benefit the National Health Service

(NHS) or other health sectors by providing insight into level of mortality rates around

areas in England. Also, it can be used by insurance companies. For example, the index

helps quantify mortality risk that an annuity portfolio is exposed to by taking relevant
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information from the policyholders, e.g. gender, age, location of home address, etc.

It also can be used as a predictive variable for predicting mortality risk of individuals

alongside other variables like smoking status, gender, etc.

In order to demonstrate the index in a more intuitive way, we have developed an on-

line App that allows users to check the distribution of the index as a mortality risk

indicator in single LSOAs, both visually and quantitatively. We also have two separate

academic papers beside this thesis about the new socio-economic mortality index.

1.6 Further Researches

With results developed from all studies in this thesis we have gained important knowl-

edge on modelling mortality rates at multi-population basis and we also managed to

understand interactions between mortality and socio-economic factors. Based on all

findings in the thesis we can keep working in the field of modelling mortality dif-

ferences at small neighbourhood level using socio-economic factors for more in-depth

understanding.

1.6.1 Mortality forecast

As it is mentioned several times in this chapter, one of the ultimate purposes of research

on multi-population models is to forecast mortality rates in future years from histori-

cal experiences. Estimate of the period-effect parameters in the APC type stochastic

models, e.g. κ1
ti and κ2

ti, explain primary and secondary period effects over time with

allowance for group-specific trends. The estimated κ’s can be treated as time series

and can be forecasted following certain well fitted multivariate structures, e.g. random

walk with drift or ARIMA process. In order to reflect group-wise variations, a correla-

tion matrix has to be determined to capture relationships over the distinct deprivation

groups while forecasting. In this thesis we do not have any future forecast as we only

have less than 20 years of experience available, which is not sufficient for producing any

reliable and robust forecast. After getting more years available we target to produce

robust forecasts of future mortality trends in England on a multi-population basis,

based on the two κ’s in the CAE model.

Other than the κ’s in APC type models, we also have time-dependent coefficients, βj0
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and βj1, for certain socio-economic factors xj in a factor-based GLM type model. The

β’s reflect every underlying socio-economic factor’s impact on mortality inequality over

different areas of England, and describes their trend over time, e.g. income, education,

housing condition, etc. The β’s can also be treated as time series and any trend shown

in the past can be used for future forecast. They represent socio-economic variations

of small neighbourhood mortality rates, therefore forecasting them helps us predict the

effect of each socio-economic factor in the near future and also how might the inequal-

ity between more and less deprived area develop in future.

1.6.2 Complete analysis on females population

In this thesis we started with analysing mortality rates of males population England,

Canada and the Quebec region. At the same time we have also completed the same

calculations for females mortality using the same models studied, and conclusions we

had on the mortality of females are in general consistent with those for males. As a re-

sult, we have not included as much detailed analysis for females. Therefore, completing

all analysis and documentation of outcomes we get for females data, along with some

cross analysis in between outcomes for males and females, will be our most important

actions to take in the near future.

Cairns et al. (2021) have discussions in a working paper on some results on interaction

between socio-economic factors and females mortality rates at the small-neighbourhood

level in England. All results for females in this research project are available upon re-

quest.

1.6.3 Regional differences in mortality rates

Both preliminary analysis and modelling on England mortality rates by region have

shown that there are non-negligible differences of mortality across the nine regions.

Some of the regional differences can be explained by the socio-economic difference over

the regions but there are still residual mortality variations apart from what socio-

economic factors tell us. What is more, London has shown quite different features

over all other regions in terms of both socio-economic factors only and interactions

between mortality and socio-economic factors. And such differences still exist after we

have explained the socio-economic variations. Therefore we would take more effort on
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studying into past history over the past fifteen to twenty years of relevant aspects, e.g.

public funding, migration, government strategies, etc. By doing so we expect to get

more explanations on the different trends of mortality across regions.

1.6.4 Model mortality rates with overdispersion

Many preliminary studies on the mortality data we have in hand have shown that the

multi-population death counts, Ditx, are overdispersed, especially at the level of indi-

vidual LSOAs. It means the variances of the death counts are actually higher than their

means. However, as Poisson assumption on death counts assumes the equality between

mean and variance, it cannot explain the feature of overdispersion. Overdispersion

can be seen in count data quite commonly, especially when the observed number of

occurrences of an event is not large enough, e.g. number of deaths occur of people

living in one specific LSOA, at a specific age and year.

Instead of the Poisson distribution, we can also use the Negative binomial distribution

to model the number of deaths within a single year, at a single age and in one single

group (e.g. IMD group or LSOA). The Negative binomial distribution has one more

parameter than the Poisson that adjusts its theoretical variance independently from

the mean. Therefore we are able to allow for overdispersion of the observed number

of deaths in estimation. With the number of deaths, Ditx, assumed to follow a Neg-

ative binomial distribution, unknown parameters of models in this thesis can still be

estimated using the Maximum Likelihood approach while taking into account overdis-

persion.

1.6.5 Try out other data science models

With a dataset of sufficient amount and quality in hand, we have implemented non-

parametric modelling approaches like local regression and random forest, and some

data learning methods including PCA, LASSO, etc., without needing any advanced

knowledge of functional relationship between predictive and response variables. These

methods also relate to the field of data science, a continuously evolving and attention-

drawing field in both academia and industry. There is not one precise definition of data

science, for instead, it can represent tools, algorithms and principles that help discover

and extract hidden patterns from observed datasets of large size and considerable com-
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plexity. What is more, the vastly improving computing power nowadays provides data

science the great environment to develop. Compared to the traditional methods of

data analysis, data science could be more flexible, efficient and accurate. Meanwhile

data science is not any brand new invention independent from the traditional methods.

Most of the concepts are established based on knowledge related to statistics, linear

algebra, geometrics, etc., alongside commonly applied logics in computer programming.

Going back to this thesis, we have estimated levels of mortality risk at small neigh-

bourhoods in England while understanding the relative importance of socio-economic

factors in determining mortality rates. Random forest is considered the most appropri-

ate one for our subject in all models tested in this thesis. As discussed in the Section

8.5.2 we would like to test the gradient boosting machine (GBM) on mortality data we

have, which is related to random forest and expected be more accurate but also a bit

more complex. We are interested in using the GBM to produce a mortality index as

an alternative to random forest, while finding out the most important mortality drivers.
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Data and Concepts

This chapter summarizes all data and key concepts along with the relevant notations

used in this thesis. There are also introductions on some relevant metrics supporting

the research. In general, we rely on two types of data in this thesis – mortality data

(death counts and population estimates in single years and ages of population of dif-

ferent sizes) and factors that relate to mortality at small neighbourhood level. More

details are given below. Appendix A outlines online sources of all underlying data that

contribute to the research in this thesis with clear citations.

2.1 Index of Multiple Deprivation

The population in England can be divided into ten groups by taking deciles of the In-

dex of Multiple Deprivation (IMD). The IMD measures level of deprivation in the small

neighbourhood areas called Lower-layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs) across England.

Therefore the ten groups of IMD deciles are expected to reflect population of different

levels of deprivation, i.e. the deprivation level should be similar over all LSOAs within

the same group, while LSOAs in different groups should have observable differences in

deprivation.

2.1.1 Data at small geographical units

Before introducing any details on the IMD, we firstly look at the definition of different

levels of geographical units in England. Depending on area and population size, Eng-

land can be split into small neighbourhood areas at different levels of geographic unit.

The different levels of geographical unit has different thresholds according to their pop-
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ulation size, area and socio-economic homogeneity. According to data available from

the ONS, there are 5 levels of geographical neighbourhood unit commonly studied by

researchers (listed from high to low level of units, with each as aggregation of the one

below):

1. Local Authorities (LA)

2. Middle-layer Super Output Areas (MSOA)

3. Lower-layer Super Output Areas (LSOA) – at which the IMD is constructed

4. Super Output Areas (SOA)

5. Output Areas (OA)

OAs are the lowest geographical level at which census estimates are published, which

are created from 2001 Census and built as aggregation of postcodes. SOAs were firstly

created in 2004 as aggregations of OAs. OAs and SOAs are the core geographical

units for which statistics are produced (ONS, 2012). OAs and SOAs are created such

that their stability should be maintained over time, only with limited change below

a certain threshold. Such stability of OAs/SOAs helps with analysis of dynamics

of census estimates over time. OAs/SOAs are used as building blocks for building

statistics for any higher level geographical units, e.g. LSOAs, MSOAs and LAs. Table

2.1 and Figure 2.1 below show two examples of geographical units at different levels.

LA MSOA LSOA OA
...

... E00176284
...

... E00176293
Hackney Hackney 029 Hackney 029D E00009102

...
... E00009104

...
... E00009105

...
... E00009101

Table 2.1: Example of specific OAs compositing one specific LSOA (Hackney 029D
in East London) and corresponding higher-level geographic units – from OA, LSOA,
MSOA to LA. Source: UK Data Service.
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Figure 2.1: Another example from an OA to its corresponding LSOA, MSOA and LA
(Leeds in England). Source: UK Data Service.

All the geographical units have their unique code for identification, which can be

mapped between different levels of unit. The main unit in this thesis is LSOA, with

each of them having population of around 1, 000−1, 500. The UK Data Service1website

has more details on these different levels of geographical units. According to the 2011

Census, there are 32, 844 LSOAs in England, which are located in nine different geo-

graphical regions and four urban-rural classes (reflecting the urbanization level of each

of the LSOAs). There are complete death and exposure data available in each of the

LSOAs for single years and ages2, see Section 2.4 later for more details.

2.1.2 IMD deprivation score

In every LSOA, the ONS measures different aspects of deprivation relying on relevant

indicators available (i.e. socio-economic statistics), and then quantifies the level of de-

privation as a numerical index, which is the IMD. According to the Technical Report

for IMD by Smith et al. (2015b), the IMD is calculated as a weighted average of seven

sub-indices (i.e. sub-domain deprivation scores) measuring different aspects of depri-

vation at individual LSOAs in England and Wales:

1See https://census.ukdataservice.ac.uk/use-data/guides/boundary-data.aspx for more details.
2See https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity and quote for corresponding data

fields.
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• Income (weight 22.5%)

• Employment (22.5%)

• Education (13.5%)

• Crime (9.3%)

• Health (9.3%)

• Barriers to housing and services (9.3%)

• Living environment (9.3%)

All the sub-domain scores are calculated using relevant indicators available in single

LSOAs and collected by the ONS, which are transformed into the sub-domain scores

following certain mathematical methods. Higher values of the IMD or sub-domain

score represents more severe deprivation in a LSOA i. IMD in individual LSOAs also

reflect relative deprivation of population living there compared to those living in other

areas of England. The LSOAs can then be ranked following the IMD from the top

(most deprived) to bottom (least deprived), and can be divided into decile groups by

level of deprivation.

For multi-population mortality analysis, the whole population of England is subdivided

into ten groups following deciles of the IMD index for individual LSOAs. Subdividing

the population in England can be done by subdividing the 32, 844 LSOAs into target

groups, and then we have group-specific populations by adding up all LSOAs in one

group. Large parts of the analysis of English mortality in this thesis are based on the

decile groups under the IMD published in 2015 (”IMD 2015”). There are also earlier

and later versions and this thesis also discusses changes of IMD over time in Section

2.7. More details about the IMD can be found in Smith et al. (2015a) and Smith et

al. (2015b), including the methodology for constructing the IMD, what data had been

used, what aspects of deprivation had been considered, etc.

The seven IMD sub-domain scores measure level of deprivation of different aspects, and

many of them relate to mortality. Therefore they can be used as predictive variables

for estimating mortality in a LSOA i, and explain mortality inequality over different

areas. This thesis has lots of in-depth discussions on modelling mortality rates in small

neighbourhoods (i.e. LSOAs in England) by the IMD sub-domain scores and other

relevant predictive variables, see later sections for more details.
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2.2 Socio-Economic Variables

2.2.1 Overview

As it has been mentioned in Section 2.1.2, there are many predictive variables available

at LSOA level besides the seven IMD sub-domain scores. Some of them are closely

related to the IMD, and some others are numerical measures relevant to different socio-

economic aspects that can also relate to mortality. All predictive variables studied in

this thesis are sourced from either the ONS website directly or available at the UK

Data Service website3, they are from the 2011 Census (except the IMD deprivation

scores) and gender neutral. Appendix A contains detailed citations on sources of all

different data used in this thesis.

Below is an outline of all predictive variables we studied in our research and only the

most significant ones are eventually used in our models. They are available at LSOA

level and reflect certain socio-economic characteristics in an LSOA.

3See the UK Census data portal at https://www.statistics.digitalresources.jisc.ac.uk/about, then
relevant data can be obtained by searching for key words like ’income deprivation’ and ’employment’,
etc.
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Variable Short code

IMD income deprivation score inc
IMD income-old deprivation score incOld

IMD income-child deprivation score incChild
IMD employment deprivation score emp
IMD education deprivation score edu

IMD education (young people) deprivation score eduY oung
IMD education (adult) deprivation score eduAdult

IMD young-skill deprivation score youngSkill
IMD adult-skill deprivation score adultSkill

IMD crime score cri
IMD barriers to Housing and Services score bHS

IMD geographical barriers score geob
IMD wider barriers score widerb

IMD living environment score liv
IMD indoor score indoor

IMD outdoor score outdoor
Average number of bedrooms numb

Proportion (or ratio) of population born that are in the UK rUK
Proportion of population working 49+ hours weekly work49h

Proportion of population taking public transport to work pubTrans
Proportion of population has no qualification of education above age 65 pNoqual65

Proportion of population has no qualification of education (all ages) pNoqual
Proportion of population has education level above L4 above age 65 pL465

Proportion of population has education level above L4 (all ages) pL4
Proportion of population had a managerial role4above age 65 pMgr65

Proportion of population had a managerial role (all ages) pMgr
Proportion of population living in rented accommodation (all ages) pRent

Proportion of unemployed population over age 35 to 64 pUnemp35to64
Proportion of unemployed population over age 65 to 69 pUnemp65to69

Proportion of population older than 60 living in care homes without nursing pCHnoN
Proportion of population older than 60 living in care homes with nursing pCHwithN

Table 2.2: Some of the socio-economic factors studied and tested as predictive variables
in this thesis. All of them are available at individual LSOAs.

Table 2.2 contains most of the predictive variables we studied for the subject in this

thesis. There are plenty of deprivation scores measuring for different aspects under

the IMD. Most of the other variables are numerical measures on the proportion of

population living in individual LSOAs with certain features, i.e. education, profession,

etc. The last two variables are for proportion of population above age 60 living in

care homes5. Most of LSOAs have them as zero except for those having population in

Communal Establishments, more details are following up later on.

4All those who have ever been in a managerial role in their career are counted, it does not describe
the current situation.
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For more detailed explanations on the IMD sub-domain scores, please see Smith et al.

(2015a) and Smith et al. (2015b). There are very detailed explanations on how each

IMD sub-domain scores is constructed, what source data and statistics are used.

2.2.2 Standardization of variables

There are many predictive variables available at LSOA level that have strong predictive

power. However, as each of them can relate to information of different aspects, they

are not measured on consistent scales from each other, e.g. some take values between

0 and 5 while others can take value up to 100. The unbalanced scales of predictive

variables can distort modelling outcomes and make prediction less reliable. Therefore

we follow a standardization approach to make all numerical predictive variables to be

normally distributed within a consistent scale in general. Then only the standardized

variables are used in the models. Denoting one predictive variables in its original scale

by Ai in a LSOA i, we have:

Ui =
rank(Ai)

N + 1
uniformized variables (2.1)

Xi = φ−1(Ui) normalized to N(0,1)

where φ represents the probability function of standard normal distribution, and N =

32, 844 represents the total number of observations (LSOAs) available. From Ai to Xi

we manage to transform the variables into consistent numerical scales to each other,

which prevents the modelling results being distorted greatly by scales of the input vari-

ables.

• Ui follows U(0, 1) and reflects the value of any variable in different LSOAs relative
to each other, i.e. it focuses on the relative order of LSOAs rather than absolute
magnitude of socio-economic differences. As the original variables are not evenly
distributed, doing so helps us mitigate impact of LSOAs having extreme value
on some variables.

• Transforming Ui to standard normally distributed Xi makes the variables sym-
metric around zero. From the normalized values it is more obvious to tell the
LSOAs that have socio-economic factors close to or different from the national
average (average is zero under the normalized scale).

5Presence of care home is proved to have significant impact on mortality of LSOAs, which will be
discussed further in Chapter 5.5 of this thesis.
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By the method in (2.1) to rescale the predictive variables, we only focus on relative

ranks of LSOAs along every dimension of the variables and assume that they are evenly

distributed, as the variables are uniformized to U(0, 1) in the first step. We take rank

of the variables to focus on socio-economic characteristic of single LSOAs relative to

each other, instead of taking full account of the absolute socio-economic differences.

Because we do not expect the absolute socio-economic differences between any two

LSOAs to be fully passed on to their mortality difference. This is analogous to the

method used in creating the IMD (see Smith et al. (2015a) for details). Taking relative

measure also helps reducing the impact of any extreme value in the variables.

There are other rescaling methods applicable to the predictive variables, e.g. use the

uniformized Ui, or standardize by extracting the mean and dividing by the standard

deviation (Zi = Xi−µ
σ

). To understand the impact of standardization on modelling

result, in this thesis we compared results from standardized variables with those from

unstandardized variables, while using the same model. We also compared the results

based on variables that are standardized following different ways. The comparisons

show that the preferred models in this thesis are robust whether the variables are stan-

dardized, and are robust to different ways of standardization6 – more details are in

Appendix E.

Some of the underlying socio-economic variables do not have much variability over the

LSOAs. In principle, we should avoid using them in modelling as they are less infor-

mative. If they are used in models (e.g. for completeness or other explicit purpose),

taking their ranks helps us to create more variability. But at the same time the arti-

ficially introduced variability can impact accuracy and it is better to avoid using such

variables.

Besides those standardized, there are a few variables that we choose not to standardize.

They have the following characteristics:

• High sparsity: valued at zero for most of the observations (LSOAs), which makes
themselves more difficult to be standardized.

• Binary variables (only take value 0 or 1, or ’yes’ or ’no’, etc.) and categorical
variables.

• ’Nuisance’ variables that only affect mortality rates but do not contribute into
socio-economic characters of LSOAs. For example, proportions of population
over 65 living in care homes, with or without nursing, pCHnoN and pCHwithN .
Please see more details in Cairns et al. (2020) or Section 5.5 in this thesis.

6For example, the standardization only has negligible impact on the random forest model
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2.3 Spatial/Geographical Information

England consists of nine geographical regions that all the 32, 844 LSOAs are divided

into. The regions help us recognize potential regional difference of mortality rates that

are not explained by socio-economic differences. In our analysis we can also identify

the regions exposed to high mortality risk relative to others and figure out the most

significant drivers. Figure 2.2 below shows distribution of LSOAs by the nine geo-

graphical regions.

According to data obtained from the ONS, all LSOAs in England are also grouped

into four different urban-rural classes (”UR class”) from class 1 (major conurbations)

to 4 (rural villages) by level of urbanization. Later in this thesis we show that there

are different mortality patterns in LSOAs of different levels of urbanization, see the

Section 5.3 for more details. Therefore, we consider UR classes of LSOAs as well as the

regional differences in the models. From what we get from the ONS, we also slightly

adjust the urban-rural classification and obtained five classes by level of urbanization

– see Section 5.1 later for more details.

Figure 2.2: Distribution of LSOAs over the 9 geographical regions in England.

As geographical units, the LSOAs are expected to be affected more by their neighbour-

hoods close to them than other ones being far away. We take advantage of longitude

and latitude coordinates of the LSOAs to calculate distances between each pair of

them, and then measure spatial effects onto the LSOAs’ mortality pattern with dis-
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tances taken into account. The spatial factors are expected to capture some residual

patterns of mortality left over by the socio-economic factors. See Chapter 5 of this the-

sis for more in-depth discussions on mortality variation over regions and urban-rural

classes. The ONS website contains all data we need about geographical region and

urban-rural class that every LSOA is in.

2.4 Number of Deaths and Population Exposures

2.4.1 Overview

There are gender-specific numbers of all-cause deaths and population estimates exposed

to mortality risk (”exposures”) available at single years and ages, in the corresponding

population groups. For any population group i = 1, 2, . . . , G with G groups in total,

we have death and exposure count in the format of:

• Number of deaths Ditx in year t at age x.

• Number of exposures (estimate of mid-year population sizes following the SAPE7

methodology) Eitx in year t at age x.

• Crude death rate is calculated as mitx = Ditx

Eitx
.

• Data for Ditx and Eitx are available over ages 0-89, and different year ranges
depending on the data source – see below for more details.

There are three different populations studied in this thesis on multi-population basis

– overall population in England, population of pensioners under the Canada Pension

Plan (CPP) except the province of Quebec and those under the Quebec Pension Plan

(QPP). The CPP and QPP populations are grouped by different criteria from the Eng-

land, therefore they can be used for comparison and validation to each other in terms

of the modelling results.

• England: population in England is subdivided into ten groups following deciles
the IMD published by ONS in 2015. The available ages are 0 to 89 and over year
2001 to 2018. All deaths and exposures in every IMD decile are available from
the ONS data portal on their website. G = 10 in this case.

7Small Area Population Estimates (SAPE) is a methodology used by the ONS for population
estimate at small neighbourhoods. Please see more details on this methodology on the ONS website:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/
bulletins/annualsmallareapopulationestimates/previousReleases
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• LSOAs in England: as it has been discussed earlier, there are 32, 844 small ge-
ographical units called LSOAs in England. For each of them we have access to
death and exposure counts in single years and ages, i.e. Ditx and Eitx for LSOA
i and G = 32, 844. The number of deaths and exposures can be very small in
single individual LSOAs, but they provide us granularity that the decile groups
do not have. We firstly focus on the males in England in this thesis as the starting
point (considering limit on time and length of thesis). Same analysis on females
mortality in individual LSOAs will be implemented later on as one of the key
future researches.

• CPP: population of pensioners under the Canadian Pension Plan and is subdi-
vided into eleven groups by proportion of the maximum pension achievable by
their cohort, i.e. people in group 1 have 0 − 9% of cohort maximum pension of
members in this scheme (different cohorts have different maximum pensions in
the CPP/QPP scheme), group 2 is with 10− 19% and so on. Group 11 contains
those having the cohort maximum pension. The underlying age is 0 to 89, which
corresponds to pensionable age, and over years 1991 to 2015. However we only
take age 65-89 as they are more relevant to pensionable age. G = 11 in this case.

• QPP: pensioners in province of Quebec under the (QPP) with the same grouping
criteria as the CPP. It also has eleven groups and over the same years and ages
as CPP. G = 11 in this case.

with G = 10 for England data and 11 for QPP and CPP populations. The exposure

size of individual groups are considered to be balanced compared to each other for both

genders. Groups with exposure sizes being too volatile are considered as less reliable

for multi-population modelling.

Group Male Exposures Female Exposures

g1 (most deprived) 1,094,182 1,142,736
g2 1,138,784 1,213,750
g3 1,198,198 1,269,708
g4 1,274,284 1,348,478
g5 1,334,111 1,424,273
g6 1,392,196 1,490,977
g7 1,414,449 1,519,678
g8 1,420,182 1,530,570
g9 1,435,837 1,553,131

g10 (least deprived) 1,439,358 1,562,401

Table 2.3: Total population sizes of individual groups of England population subdivided
by deciles of IMD 2015, over age 40-89 in year 2017.

Table 2.3 shows that the IMD decile groups of England are broadly well balanced for

exposure sizes over the underlying age range.
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Figure 2.3: Observed death rates (log-scale) in 2017 over age 40-89 (left) and at age 65
over 2001-2017 (right) for males (top row) and females (bottom row) in England, over
deprivation groups split by deciles of the IMD 2015.

Figure 2.3 shows that there is clear difference of mortality rates across groups with

different levels of deprivation. The groups are shown in pretty clear rankings, while

more deprived groups having higher mortality. Plots at right show widening gaps of

death rates over different deprivation groups over time, which indicates the growing

inequality.

Group Males Females
CPP QPP CPP QPP

g1 (lowest maximum pension) 79,789 21,785 258,284 105,984
g2 61,245 20,152 176,093 73,175
g3 56,403 20,448 159,144 65,358
g4 61,350 23,509 153,396 61,215
g5 81,513 29,253 149,517 56,771
g6 99,418 36,995 142,814 50,067
g7 103,674 46,436 138,850 44,456
g8 134,485 58,415 143,919 44,471
g9 193,718 79,079 159,039 51,391
g10 486,552 178,889 232,259 81,404

g11 (highest maximum pension) 350,099 114,694 48,725 19,154

Table 2.4: Total population sizes of individual groups of CPP and QPP population,
over age 65-89 in year 2015.
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Table 2.4 shows that distribution of population over the CPP and QPP groups are

more skewed then the IMD decile groups. For males, both CPP and QPP tend to be

skewed to the high-pension side, which have significantly more population than those

low-pension groups. Meanwhile the distribution behaves quite differently for females,

females of CPP and QPP tend to have more population at the two sides with lowest

and highest pensions. However the group 11 having the cohort maximum pension re-

ceivable has significantly less population than others for females. Such inconsistency of

population size is likely to cause the modelling outcomes to have different volatilities

and therefore different reliability over the 11 groups.

2.4.2 Poisson assumption on deaths

As it has been commonly applied for lots of other researches on mortality modelling,

here in this thesis we assume that the number of deaths Ditx at individual age x, year

t and group i follows a Poisson distribution with the mean value being the estimated

mean of number of deaths, D̂itx = m̂itxEitx. m̂itx is the estimated death rate by any

given mortality model.

D̂itx = m̂itxEitx

Ditx ∼ Pois
(
D̂itx

)
Furthermore, based on the assumption that the numbers of deaths are independent

over different ages, years and groups of population, we can apply the additive property

of the Poisson distribution and represent the aggregated number of deaths in a LSOA

i, Di =
∑

txDitx, by an aggregated Poisson variable:

Di ∼ Pois
(∑

tx

D̂itx

)
Following the Poisson assumptions we are able to construct the likelihood function,

which is to be maximized for estimating the unknown parameters in any given mortal-

ity model.

2.4.3 LSOAs with zero exposure and non-zero deaths

Among number of deaths and exposures in individual LSOAs published by the ONS,

there are some data points (i, t, x) (single LSOAs, years and ages) that have zero ex-

posure but non-zero deaths. In such LSOAs the observed death rate mitx is infinity
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in certain years and ages, and of course is meaningless for mortality estimation. This

feature is due to the published exposure data by LSOAs, Eitx, being estimated by the

ONS using the SAPE methodology. They are estimated population size in mid-year

and can have some fluctuation due to migration of residents over different areas over

time. According to the ONS, these estimates include patterns of variance and bias that

vary with age and location in both genders8. Therefore we have to be aware of this

issue while working on any model taking the exposures as input, as modelling outcome

is likely to be distorted by such bias and variances. More details are discussed in the

later chapters.

We have explored the LSOA-level deaths and exposures data in single years and ages.

For most of studies in this thesis we focus on ages 65-89 (25 ages) and years 2001-

2016 (16 years) – there are 32, 844 × 25 × 16 = 13, 137, 600 data points. Out of the

13, 137, 600 we have found 162, 237 of them having zero exposures and non-zero deaths

– a proportion of around 1.2% and we do not consider it material. They are not evenly

distributed over age – proportion is 0.09%, 0.40% and 2.64% over age groups 65-69,

70-79 and 80-89 respectively. They are dealt with by methods specific to each model in

this thesis. For example, we can combine a group of LSOAs, ages or years to mitigate

such zero exposures in aggregation.

2.5 Actual-versus-Expected Death Ratio

The crude death rates mitx for an individual LSOA shows the actual mortality expe-

riences at single years and ages. However, as the LSOAs have very small population

sizes, mitx can always be volatile at single years or ages.

The actual-vs-expected death ratio (A-E ratio) is designed to mitigate these issues.

The A-E ratio is defined for each individual LSOA as a scalar variable and contains

mortality information over a group of ages and years rather than single ones. It is

calculated as the ratio between actual deaths in every LSOA over the expected deaths

from national-level mortality. Therefore it measures the relative mortality at individ-

ual LSOAs compared to the national level. By its defintion, the observed A-E ratio

are considered as an estimate of the relative mortality risks at LSOAs compared to

8See the ONS website: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationand
migration/populationestimates/methodologies/smallareapopulationestimatessummaryofmethodology
reviewandresearchupdate
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the national mortality. For any LSOA with A-E ratio significantly larger than one,

population there are expected to be exposed to higher mortality risk. For multivariate

analysis, the A-E ratio as observed relative mortality risk is used as the response vari-

able, which represents the crude mortality level at the LSOAs.

The observed A-E ratio at LSOA i is denoted as R0
i and is defined over a specific age

and year range, x ∈ X and t ∈ T :

Di =
∑

t∈T ,x∈X

Ditx observed number of deaths in LSOA i (over T and X ) (2.2)

mb
tx =

∑
iDitx∑
iEitx

national average death rate over all LSOAs

D̂0
i =

∑
t∈T ,x∈X

mb
txEitx ’expected’ deaths in single LSOAs following national mortality

R0
i =

Di

D̂0
i

observed actual-versus-expected death ratio

Definition in (2.2) shows that A-E ratio in a LSOA i measures its relative mortality

risk of population their over certain years and ages. In this thesis, we focus on the

A-E ratio of years T from 2001 to 2016, and three distinct age groups above 60: 60-69,

70-79 and 80-89 (T = (2001, 2002, . . . , 2016) and X = (60, 61, . . . , 69), etc.).

The R0
i is a useful mortality measure for certain LSOA i relative to the national level

and to other LSOAs j for j 6= i, and therefore have value distributed around one –

see the examples in Figure 2.4 below. LSOAs with R0 significantly larger than one

indicates there is relatively high mortality risk. Considering in this way, the observed

A-E ratio R0 represents the observed relative mortality risk that a LSOA i is exposed

to compared to others. It is also an important response variable representing observed

mortality risk in a LSOA i for non-linear regression models that explore the interaction

between mortality and socio-economic factors in England, see more details later on.
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Figure 2.4: Histograms of the observed A-E ratio at ages 60-69 (left) and 80-89 (right).
The A-E ratio was calculated based on observed deaths during the years 2001-2016 in
all 32, 844 LSOAs in England.

2.6 Age-Standardized Mortality Rate

The age-standardized mortality rate (ASMR) is a useful metric for comparing mortality

levels in different populations. It is calculated following a standard distribution of

population over age, and the standard population is calibrated for a specific country

or region. Therefore ASMR helps reduce the impact of volatilities from unbalanced

volume and age profiles in different populations. ASMR is calculated as a weighted

average of observed death rates over a defined age range and in specific calendar year

t. Over a specific age range X and calendar year t, the ASMR in a specific population

i is:

ASMRit =

∑
x∈X mitxE

s
x∑

x∈X E
s
x

(2.3)

where mitx is the crude death rate. The Es
x represents the ’standard’ exposure of

population at age x. Different version of standard population are used for populations

in different areas, throughout this thesis we use the European Standard Population9

(ESP) in 2013. In this thesis we restrict the age range of ASMRs to be consistent with

underlying ages of the populations studied, that is 40-89 for England and 65-89 for

CPP and QPP.

9Report on ESP 2013 is available at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3859598/5926869/KS-
RA-13-028- EN.PDF/e713fa79-1add-44e8-b23d-5e8fa09b3f8f, downloaded 24 June 2019
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Figure 2.5: ASMR of the ten IMD decile groups in England over age 40-49 for males
(left) and females (right). All ten groups have ASMR ranked from the top to bottom
with exactly the same rank as the IMD index value, i.e. more deprived groups have
higher ASMR.

ASMRs in Figure 2.5 are much better ranked with less volatility than the observed

death rates in Figure 2.3. Clear ranking from the most to least deprived groups is also

well displayed, and we can also see the widening gaps across deprivation groups over

time.

As it has been mentioned by Wen et al. (2020) in the study of mortality differences over

CPP and QPP groups, there are three important advantages of ASMR for mortality

analysis across different populations:

1. ASMR is good for comparing mortality experiences of different populations.

2. ASMR varies over time therefore helps with analysing historical time pattern of
mortality rates.

3. ASMR uses representative standard population exposures Es, which improves
the signal-to-noise ratio of estimates based on small populations.

2.7 Changes to IMD Over Time

In this thesis we rely on the IMD index with many of its sub-domain scores for analysing

mortality rates in small neighbourhoods and split the England population into decile

groups for multi-population modelling. One of the concerns is any change of IMD

over time. Such changes might cause conclusions drawn to be different over different

periods of time. If a material portion of LSOAs move to different IMD decile groups

over years, demographical structure of the 10 groups would be changed significantly
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and modelling results are likely to be greatly distorted.

Therefore we step into details on the IMD changes from 2004 (when the first version

of IMD was published) to 2015 (the IMD we use for analysis) in this section and look

for any noise affecting the index’s reliability.

2.7.1 Key considerations

Before starting comparison of IMDs at different dates, we have to be aware of whether

the index has interpretable change over time. As Noble et al. (2019) has mentioned in

the Technical Report, the purpose of the IMD is to measure as accurately as possible

the relative deprivation at small areas rather than enabling users to compare with its

previous versions.

As the methodology of the IMD has been kept fairly constant over time, some compar-

isons can be made over time. It is only recommended to compare rankings of the IMD

in different versions at their relevant time points, instead of comparing the absolute

IMD scores. As there are changes over time limiting the ability to make comparisons,

different versions of the IMD should not be constructed as time-series, (Noble et al.,

2019). The changes are:

• Changes to the IMD domain indicators, e.g. eligibility criteria for certain benefits
used to constructed income and employment deprivation.

• Revisions of population estimates over mid 2012-2016, which are used as the
denominator to calculate proportion of population receiving benefits.

• Changes to geographical area definitions following a new Census, i.e. changes to
LSOAs as population size grows or drops.

All of these changes make comparison of the IMD over time less straightforward and

requires more of our attention. To make the index comparable we firstly need to align

the pre-2011 and post-2011 LSOAs.

2.7.2 Changes to the LSOAs in 2011 Census

Prior to analysing any IMD change over time we have to understand how are the LSOAs

changed over the same observation period, as some irregular changes of LSOA might
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make comparison of IMD over time impossible. As what mentioned in the previous

section, OA/SOA is the smallest geographic unit used with Census estimates published

by the ONS. Each of the LSOAs is an aggregation of OAs/SOAs. IMDs at LSOA level

were made available since 2004. Since then, the IMD deprivation scores and other

related socio-economic statistics were made available at LSOA level.

LSOAs do not stay completely robust over time as they follow any change made to

OAs/SOAs following breach of criteria. There are specific criteria applied for a neigh-

bourhood to be an OA/SOA, which might not be satisfied following some changes in

population. As it has been noted by ONS (2012), the OAs compositing LSOAs are

changed between the 2001 and 2011 census for one of the following reasons:

1. Their population size had changed significantly;

2. To improve social homogeneity in an OA or SOA;

3. To align with changed local authority boundaries.

The reasons above are aligned to the criteria of any geographic area to be an OA/SOA.

Table 2.5 specifies the criteria for any geography to be an OA, LSOA or MSOA accord-

ing to population size and household amount. Changes can occur to OAs (e.g. merge,

split, etc.) if there is significant population change, as population size in an OA might

come across certain criteria (and so as LSOAs).

Population thresholds Household thresholds
Geographic unit Lower Target Upper Lower Target Upper

OA 100 312 625 40 125 250
LSOA 1,000 1,500 3,000 400 600 1,200
MSOA 5,000 7,500 15,000 2,000 3,000 6,000

Table 2.5: Targets and thresholds applied to the OA-LSOA-MSOA hierarchy in 2011
Census. (Source: ONS)

Following the changes to OAs, their corresponding LSOAs are also changed according

to the criteria. The 2011 census updated the new series of LSOAs, with most of them

remaining unchanged but some others changed in different ways. IMDs published be-

fore 2011 are based on the 2001 LSOAs (IMD 2004, 2007 and 2010), meanwhile those

published post-2011 following the new LSOAs (IMD 2015 and 2019).
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ONS has published a detailed look-up table10 between LSOAs in 2001 and 2011 census

respectively, along with an changing indicator specifying categories of change. Such

changes follow the corresponding changes of OAs:

• U: No change at all from 2001 to 2011.

• S: Split. One 2001 LSOA is split into two or more 2011 LSOAs.

• M: Merged. Two or more 2001 LSOAs are merged to form a single 2011 LSOA.

• X: Relationship is irregular between these 2001 and 2011 LSOAs, this is due
to Local Authority boundary changes or improving social homogeneity. Each
of these 2001 LSOAs is best-fitted to a corresponding 2011 LSOA by plotting
centroids into boundaries of matching 2011 LSOAs.

The look-up table shows that most of the LSOAs remain stable over time, therefore

their IMDs can be compared directly at different years. Meanwhile for the LSOAs

changed, the pre-2011 IMDs have to be transformed to be comparable to post-2011

IMDs, as we rely on the post-2011 LSOAs (32, 844 in total for England) for analysis.

As ONS (2012) has mentioned, changes to the area definitions and administrative ge-

ographic areas limit the ability to make comparisons over time. Therefore we need

to make transformations to find corresponding IMD scores before the 2011 Census for

those LSOAs changed.

Transformations we propose are:

• LSOAs as ’U’: IMDs can be compared directly for them at different years.

• LSOAs as ’S’: Assign the same pre-2011 IMD score to the corresponding post-
2011 LSOAs.

• LSOAs as ’M’: Calculate pre-2011 IMD scores by averaging over the correspond-
ing 2001 LSOAs before merging.

• LSOAs as ’X’: There is no clear pattern to map them. For pre-2011 IMD, they
are mapped to their corresponding scores by the look-up table without any fur-
ther transformation. For those 2011 LSOAs with more than one corresponding
2001 LSOA, their pre-2011 IMD are calculated as a mean average11 over the
corresponding 2001 LSOAs.

10Available at: https://data.gov.uk/dataset/afc2ed54-f1c5-44f3-b8bb-6454eb0153d0/lower-
layer-super-output-area-2001-to-lower-layer-super-output-area-2011-to-local-authority-district-2011-
lookup-in-england-and-wales

11We could use a weighted average with weights proportional to population size, but as LSOAs are
of similar population size before and after the change, the impact of population size is considered
negligible.
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Other than the four changing classes above, there are still 4 LSOAs under the 2011

Census not having any matching 2001 LSOAs. We have looked into them explicitly

from multiple sources of spatial data, including what MSOA do they belong to and

what are the other LSOAs within the same MSOA. After locating the approximate

area of them, we have compared them on the maps with LSOA boundaries for both

2001 and 2011 LSOAs and picked up those corresponding 2001 LSOAs that are most

consistent with them. Their mappings are listed below:

1. E01032522 (Nottingham 028F): mapped to E01013952 (Nottingham 028D) as the
corresponding 2001 LSOA, because the boundaries show that it is a subset of the
old E01013952.

2. E01032540 (Hartlepool 003G): mapped to E01012004 (Hartlepool 003E) as the
corresponding 2001 LSOA. It is mostly consistent with the Hartlepool 003E,
with a small area contributed by the old Hartlepool 003B. Considering the small
contribution of 003B, it is represented by the 003E on its own for simplicity.

3. E01032608 (Leeds 067K): mapped to E01011289 (Leeds 067D) as the correspond-
ing 2001 LSOA, because it is a subset of the old E01011289.

4. E01033730 (Greenwich 035D): mapped to E01001643 (Greenwich 018F) as the
corresponding 2001 LSOA, because its boundaries shows it as a subset of the old
E01001643.

The following maps helps on visualized comparison of the 4 2011 LSOAs with their

mapped 2001 LSOAs by looking at their boundaries. LSOA boundaries are available

on two websites, with each having boundaries of 200112 and 2011 LSOAs13 respectively.

12http://osm.gregorywilliams.me.uk/solar/index.html
13https://www.doogal.co.uk/
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of LSOA maps between the 2011 LSOAs with their corre-
sponding 2001 LSOAs mapped for analysing the IMD scores prior to 2011. Left: 2011
LSOAs; Right: 2001 LSOAs.

Figure 2.6 shows the comparison of relevant LSOAs’ boundaries as they were in 2001

and 2011 respectively. For first, third and fourth LSOAs, it is shown clearly that the
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new 2011 LSOAs is formed as subsets of their corresponding 2001 LSOAs. The second

one is a bit more complicated – the 2011 LSOAs is formed by two 2001 LSOAs in

neighbourhood – mostly by 003E but 003B also has tiny contribution. Therefore it is

reasonable to use 003E as proxy of 003G for IMD scores prior to 2011.

Population estimates at the 4 LSOAs have been changed materially following change in

their boundaries over 2001-2017. Significant population increase or decrease indicates

construction or removal of residential blocks or areas within the LSOAs and therefore

causing changes to LSOA boundaries.

2.7.3 Absolute deprivation and relative deprivation

When analysing changes to deprivation over time by IMD scores, we have to make it

clear whether it is absolute or relative IMD that is compared. Ranking of IMD scores

could be a good indicator of relative deprivation of the LSOAs. Meanwhile the absolute

scores are not suitable to be considered as time-series, therefore it might not be correct

to state that deprivation in the area had increased or decreased on some absolute scale.

In terms of absolute IMD, as it is shown in Figure 2.7 below, the absolute index value

has not changed greatly in most LSOAs. There have been only random fluctuations,

which can be caused by changes in IMD indicators, mid-year population estimates and

allocation of geographical units.
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Figure 2.7: Four random samples of LSOAs (each has 50 LSOAs), with IMD scores
plotted over the period 2004-2019.

In Figure 2.7, the four random samples of size 50 show the same conclusion that all

the changes in IMD over time are subject to sampling variation, rather than having

any systematic upward, downward or cyclic pattern. Therefore, the IMD 2015 as one

of the versions published during 2001-2019 can be a good representative to the general

outlook of IMD distribution over this entire period.

2.7.4 Change of relative deprivation shown by IMD scores

With all LSOAs after 2011 Census having their corresponding pre-2011 LSOAs well

mapped to them, direct comparison of IMD trend over time is made available. As it

says, instead of the absolute IMD, relative deprivation shown by IMD ranking is more

of our interest. Here we rely on IMD ranking over the LSOAs for our analysis (rank 1

is the most deprived).
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Figure 2.8: IMD ranking of LSOAs in 2004 (x-axis) vs. 2015 (y-axis). Left: LSOAs in
North West highlighted in red; Right: LSOAs in East highlighted in red.

Figure 2.8 shows that LSOAs in England have IMD scores that are broadly robust

over 2004-2015. There are still some volatilities from ranking changes due to multiple

reasons, e.g. sampling variations, change of indicators, etc. Similar to IMD values, the

direction of IMD ranking shifts also has quite significant regional patterns. In Figure

2.8, LSOAs in North West generally stay below the diagonal y = x, which indicates

their increasing relative deprivation from 2004 to 2015. Vice versa, East had some

reduction in deprivation over the same period.

Ranking over all 32, 844 LSOAs could be sensitive to any minor changes to IMD.

Therefore change to IMD deciles of the LSOAs is more reliable and less volatile. We

want to understand the trend of IMD deciles’ changes over time and ensure the multi-

population modelling results are not greatly distorted over the observation period.

Figure 2.9: Transition matrix of IMD deciles over from IMD 2004 to IMD 2015 for all
32, 844 LSOAs defined under the 2011 Census.
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Figure 2.9 shows that most LSOAs stay in the same IMD decile or only had negligible

shift 2004-2015. Narrow shifts like the yellow zone in Figure 2.9 are more likely to be

from sampling variations instead of genuine pattern. The random samples in Figure

2.7 also suggests there is quite significant sampling variation of IMD scores over time

due to multiple reasons. Also, the most and least deprived deciles are more robust

than those in the middle.

Detailed analysis of the LSOAs with big IMD decile shifts shows that most of them

had geographical units changed following the 2011 Census, i.e. split (S) or merging

(M), etc. It suggests that there is rarely any significant genuine IMD decile change

and the volatilities over time are likely to be caused by changes to the way the IMD is

constructed.

2.7.5 Widening gaps of mortality under different IMDs

Mortality experiences in England since 2001 have shown widening inequality of mor-

tality over the decile groups by both the IMD 2001 and IMD 2015. Considering there

are significant interaction between socio-economic factors and mortality, the widening

gaps might be caused by increasing inequality between different socio-economic classes.

However, such widening gaps must be treated with great caution. The reason is we rely

on data grouped by IMD 2015 deciles for most of the analysis in this paper. Widening

gaps over time could also be consequence of LSOAs shifting in ranks of IMD scores over

the observation period 2001-2017, rather than changing mortality rates. We consider a

hypothetical LSOA for demonstration – it ranked in the most deprived decile (group 1)

in 2001 but had shifted to the least deprived decile (group 10) in 2015. As we rely on

2015 IMD deciles, this LSOA is considered to belong to the least deprived group (group

10). For its mortality experience over 2001-2017, it counts towards the least deprived

group in all years rather than switching following the IMD updates at different dates.

In this way, the hypothetical LSOA artificially increases mortality in the least deprived

group in early years. And vice versa, an LSOA that moves from the least deprived

group in 2001 to the most deprived in 2015 reduces mortality in the most deprived

group in the early years. In combination, such effects will lead to widening gaps even

when differences across different deciles stay constant.
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Figure 2.10: Group-specific crude death rates of England males, with groups split by
IMD deciles as at 2004 (left) and 2015 (right) respectively. Top to bottom row: at age
65, 75 and 85.

Figure 2.10 shows trends of the observed death rates over individual decile groups are

broadly consistent between IMD 2004 and 2015 deciles for males. As it has been dis-

cussed above, the widening gaps could be caused by combination of actual experiences

and the artifact due to IMD score migration of the LSOAs. Trend of widening gaps is

fairly consistent between the IMD 2004 and 2015. Experiences from females in Figure

2.11 shows similar results.
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Figure 2.11: Group-specific crude death rates of England females, with groups split by
IMD deciles as at 2004 (left) and 2015 (right) respectively. Top to bottom row: at age
65, 75 and 85.

In order to reduce volatility from the observed mortality rates, we also calculate ASMRs

for better comparison across different population groups.
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Figure 2.12: Group-specific crude ASMR (log-scale) for males in England over age
40-89 with groups split by IMD deciles as at 2004 (left) and 2015 (right).

Figure 2.12 which shows ASMRs also shows widening gaps over time under both the

IMD 2004 and 2015, and there is no significant difference in degree of widening gaps.

The transition matrix in Figure 2.9 shows that most of the LSOAs are quite robust

over 2004-2015 and have limited decile shift. And LSOAs in the group 1 and 10 (most

and least deprived) are more robust than the others. Here we look into any difference

between LSOAs shifted in different directions over the period 2004-2019. By decile

shifting the LSOAs are classified into three groups:

• Up: LSOAs moved into higher deciles (less deprived) from 2004-2019 (8, 714
LSOAs).

• Flat: LSOAs staying in the same deciles (14, 318 LSOAs).

• Down: LSOAs moved into lower deciles (more deprived) from 2004-2019 (9, 812
LSOAs).

The overall shift distribution over 2004-2019 has been broadly symmetric with similar

number of LSOAs shifting up and down, while most of the LSOAs are unchanged or

with only slight shifts.
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Figure 2.13: Group-specific ASMRs (log-scale) covering age 40-89 and plotted over
2001-2018, calculated from the three classes of LSOAs with different shift directions
over 2004-2019. Left: LSOAs moved to less deprived decile; Middle: LSOAs unchanged;
Right: LSOAs moved to more deprived decile. Decile groups are based on the IMD
2004.

Please note that the first plot in Figure 2.13 does not have group 10 while the third does

not have group 1 as they are at the ends so cannot shift down or up. Broadly speaking,

LSOAs shifting to less deprived deciles have lower ASMR than those unchanged, and

vice versa for those shifting to more deprived deciles. This partly explains the widening

gaps of mortality between populations in more and less deprived areas over the last

decade.

2.7.6 Summary

Over this section we have studied the trend of IMD changing over the period 2004-

2019. There are some minor changes shown by the IMD over time but most of them are

considered as sampling variations instead of any genuine pattern, and the variations

could be caused by the way in which the IMD is constructed.

In a nutshell, given the analysis in this section, changes to the IMD over time are not

considered to have any material impact on our research. Therefore, the grouping of

population following the IMD 2015 is valid over the full observation period since 2011.

However, we should keep monitoring any IMD changes over time in future and take

actions when changes start to appear.
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2.8 Summary of symbols and notations

Here I summarize most of the mathematical symbols and pre-defined notations to make

it easier for readers to follow them over the thesis. They are consistent over the whole

thesis without any further change. Note that most of the notations in the Table 2.6

below have not been introduced yet, but are only given here for completeness and to

assist the reader in following the remainder of this thesis.
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Notation Meaning

Ditx number of deaths
Eitx number of exposures
mitx observed death rate
mb
tx observed death rate at national-level or over aggregation of population groups

Xij standardized predictive variables of jth input factor in LSOA i
R0
i observed A-E ratio at LSOA i

Di actual number of deaths at LSOA i aggregated over certain ages and years

D̂0
i expected number of deaths at LSOA i from national-level death rate,

aggregated over certain ages and years

F̂ 1
i ,F̂ 2

i ,. . . estimated relative mortality risk at LSOA i regarding to specific risk factors
URi urban-rural class of LSOA i, it takes one of the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 representing level

of urbanization
yi observed response variable i for regression analysis
ŷi estimate of response variable yi from regression analysis

ŷ−ii or f̂−i(xi) estimate of response variable yi without taking itself in modelling
N total number of observations in the full sample of LSOAs
Wij weight of LSOA j onto LSOA i (or vice versa) in non-linear regression
y vector of observed response variable as input

X0 N × p design matrix of p predictive variables collected from N observations
Xi design matrix of socio-economic variables for local regression defined by

relative positions
xi predictive variable (scalar) at observation i under univariate scenario
xi predictive variables in an observation i under multivariate scenario
Xj jth predictive variable in the variable space, as a vector of length N
W matrix with weights between all pairs of observations in modelling
L matrix of smoothing operator for local linear regression
Li ith row of operator L for ith observation
Lij ijth entry of operator L
ŷ vector of estimate of response variable
αix baseline age-effect parameter
κix period-effect parameter
βix second age-effect parameter
γi,t−x cohort-effect parameter
l(θ) log-likelihood function evaluated at coefficients θ
σ sample/estimated standard error, or smoothing bandwidth

parameter in kernel smoother and local linear regression
Σ variance-covariance matrix of estimated relative risks ŷ,

or the matrix of multi-dimension smoothing bandwidth
Str training set, as a collection of LSOAs
Ste test set, as a collection of LSOAs
Sva validation set, as a collection of LSOAs
Xtr predictive variables of LSOAs in the training set (so as Xte and Xva)

Table 2.6: Summary of all notations used in the thesis.
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Multi-Population Mortality Models

As it is mentioned in the previous chapter, we subdivide the population of England

into ten socio-economic groups using the IMD 2015 deciles, and we have data of the

number of deaths and exposures by separate group at single ages and years. Here

in this chapter we use the data to fit twelve multi-population stochastic models and

compare the results using Bayes Information Criterion. We find that a variant of the

Common Age Effect (CAE) model fits best in a variety of situations, achieving the

best balance between goodness of fit and parsimony. We also find that the addition

of cohort effects is beneficial in some cases but not all. The preferred CAE model has

the additional benefit of being coherent in the sense of Hyndman et al. (2013), while

some of the other models are not.

We also produce modelling results from the same models fitted over the groups of

populations split by maximum pension receivable in Canada (excluding Quebec) and

Quebec, under the pension schemes of CPP and QPP, and got them published. In

this thesis their results can be considered as a validation of the results obatained for

England IMD groups as the outperforming models are pretty much consistent over the

different multi-population datasets in different countries.

Note that this chapter contains results from two published papers by the author of this

thesis and his supervisors in the Annal of Actuarial Science (AAS) (Wen et al., 2021),

and in the North American Actuarial Journal (NAAJ) (Wen et al., 2020). The author

of this thesis produced all codes, modelling results, and the initial draft for this two

publications. The modelling works are tested and challenged by Andrew J.G. Cairns

and Torsten Kleinow, and the initial drafts are then reviewed and re-phrased where

necessary. Also, some results in this chapter have been presented at some conferences
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and research committee meetings including Longevity 14, IME International Congress,

etc.

3.1 Data Used

As it is mentioned in the Chapter 2, the ONS has published sex-specific population

sizes, denoted by Eitx, and deaths counts, Eitx, for each IMD decile i1, age x and year

t for ages 0 to 89 (and 90+ as one group) and over years 2001-2018.

In the remainder of this study we will focus on ages between 40 and 89. On the one

hand, this group contains a large proportion of the working age population who con-

tribute to pension schemes and have life insurance policies. On the other hand this

group also contains all retirement ages for which data are available. An additional

reason for choosing ages over 40 is that mortality data at younger ages tend to be very

volatile, and that volatility might mask differences in the underlying mortality rates.

Of course, any results we obtain about the appropriateness of certain models must be

seen in this context, and other models might be more suitable for other ages.

And for the CPP and QPP data with 11 groups each split by the maximum pension

available, we take the years 1991-2015 with ages 65-89. They are studied with the same

models and methods, and their results are compared to those derived from the IMD

data to make sure they are interpretable.

3.2 Mortality difference over the groups

3.2.1 IMD decile groups of England

Before talking about mortality models we briefly outline some empirical features of the

mortality experiences in the ten socio-economic groups under the IMD deciles.

1At the level of single LSOAs, the ONS has published the IMD index value, index deciles and index
quintiles.
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Figure 3.1: Crude death rates (log-scale) in 2017 (left) and at age 65 (right) for males
(top row) and females (bottom row).

In Figure 3.1 we plot the crude death rates in 2017 over ages, and at age 65 for years

2001-2017. Males and females in England have similar mortality pattern at age 65

and in 2017. The death rates in the most deprived areas are very high compared to

the least deprived. In fact, there is an almost perfect ranking of death rates with

respect to the deprivation deciles. The differences between groups seem to be more

pronounced in the males, especially at younger ages and then decrease as age increases.

We also see that mortality improvements have been less significant in the most de-

prived groups, while the least deprived ones have much stronger improvements. As a

consequence, there has been a widening gap between the levels of mortality in differ-

ent IMD decile groups over 2001-2017. In addition, the 2011 slowdown of mortality

improvements is more significant at the more deprived groups.

Please note that the conclusion about the widening gap should be treated with great

caution as the ten groups are subdivided using the IMD 2015, and the index itself is

changing over time. Please see the details about analysis on change of IMD since 2001

in the Section 2.7 earlier.
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Uncertainty in the ASMR

For the group-specific ASMRs calculated above, we can assess their level of uncertainty

from the Poisson distribution on number of deaths. We start from calculating variance

of the ASMR as it is in (2.3) by year and IMD decile group:
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Following a technical document from the ONS2, equations in (3.1) above is based on

the assumption of independence on Ditx and Eitx over single ages, years and LSOAs. If

there is a large number of observed deaths in one data point (for example, larger than

20), the Central Limit Theorem suggests that its Poisson distribution Pois(λ) can be

approximated by a normal distribution N(λ, λ) with mean equal to variance. Therefore

the variance of the number of the deaths, V ar(Ditx) in (3.1), can be approximated by

the amount itself, i.e. V ar(Ditx) = Ditx, as we have the Poisson assumption on the

number of deaths in single IMD groups, years and ages. Then the standard error of

ASMRit calculated using observed mortality rates can be written as:

SE
(
ASMRit

)
=

√√√√√√∑x∈X

(
Es

x

Eitx

)2

Ditx(∑
x∈X E

s
x

)2 (3.2)

Then the 95% confidence interval of the observed ASMR of IMD group i and in year

t, over the underlying age group X is:

ASMRit ± 1.96× SE
(
ASMRit

)
(3.3)

2Please see page 17 of the document “Stability of Age Standardised
Rates for Deaths at Small Geographies and Use of the 95+ Age Group” in
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20160106020035/http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-
method/user-guidance/health-and-life-events/revised-european-standard-population-2013–2013-esp-
/index.html
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Figure 3.2: Histograms of 100, 000 simulated random variables following Poisson and
Normal distributions. Top row: Pois(5) (left) versus N(5,

√
5) (right); Bottom row:

Pois(25) (left) versus N(25,
√

25) (right).

Figure 3.2 clearly shows that as the Poisson mean getting larger, Poisson distribution

gets much closer to the corresponding Normal distribution, and the Normal distribu-

tion can be a good approximation to the Poisson distribution. This is the key logic

supporting the normal approximation to the number of deaths, as the observed number

of deaths Ditx in one decile group i is sufficiently large in most cases.

The number of deaths Ditx in IMD decile i is much larger than in a single LSOA –

Ditx is greater than 100 for most decile-year-age combinations. Therefore, the Normal

approximation of the Poisson distribution assumed for Ditx is more reliable when

LSOAs are combined into deciles.
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Figure 3.3: 95% Confidence interval of ASMRs (log-scale) calculated using the formulas
from (3.1) to (3.3), for England males (left) and females (right) aged 40-89 for the
individual IMD 2015 decile groups. Solid dotted lines: central estimate of ASMR;
Dashed lines: upper and lower bound of confidence interval.

Figure 3.3 shows confidence intervals for some of the IMD decile groups. It appears

that the groups have confidence interval of similar width, which indicates that they

have broadly similar uncertainty within the Poisson assumption. Also, confidence in-

tervals of different groups are not heavily overlapped with each other, which indicates

that the IMD deciles recognize mortality differences well, and the Poisson uncertainty

is in general at an acceptable level. There is no significant difference shown between

males and females.

3.2.2 IMD as a mortality indicator

Although there is clearly a strong correlation between mortality and deprivation, after

all, the IMD was not specifically created for identifying groups with different mortality

patterns. Here we make some comments about the suitability of using the IMD as a

mortality indicator to split the groups.

In fact, there are a few issues with the IMD in this aspect. First of all, IMD has a

health deprivation score as one of its components. According to the IMD research re-

port from Smith et al. (2015a), the health deprivation score is constructed from several

indicators including a comparative illness measure, morbidity rate and relative illness

and disability ratio. These indicators are quite relevant to observed mortality rates and

their inclusion is likely to distort the results on the interactions between socio-economic

factors and mortality. However, we expect the impact to be relatively small as Health

deprivation is only one of the seven domain indicators of the IMD and has a relatively
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small weight of 13.5%. There are other domain scores having higher weight. More

details can be found in Smith et al. (2015a). Secondly, the individual components of

the IMD are quite highly correlated. For example, the health score has a correlation

of 0.83 with the income deprivation score, and 0.88 with the employment deprivation

score. Therefore income and employment deprivation would act as effective proxies if

the health score was excluded.

As IMD deciles are derived from ranks of the IMD scores, they do not explain the

magnitude of deprivation differences between different LSOAs. Instead, they only

show relative positions that a LSOA i is more or less deprived than another.

The IMD measures deprivation rather than affluence. While the two concepts are re-

lated, it is important to keep this in mind when considering the empirical results. A

good example for illustrating this issue is income deprivation. The income deprivation

score is constructed from data on low-income state benefits, meaning that two LSOAs

with a similar number of people receiving similar amounts of income benefits will have

a similar rank with respect to the income deprivation score. On the other hand, the

average income in those two LSOAs might be very different as this is determined by

the differences in income of those people who receive high incomes and therefore, no

or little income benefits.

All of the issues mentioned suggest that a more detailed analysis of individual aspects

of deprivation might be more suitable for the identification of socio-economic groups.

However, the strong differences in observed mortality rates between deciles suggest

that the IMD is well suited to improve mortality models. In the Chapter 9 we discuss

how to create an alternative mortality index for identifying the decile groups.

3.2.3 CPP and QPP pension groups

Meanwhile the subgroups of CPP and QPP population also show clear difference in

their mortality rates over time, with groups with higher maximum pension achievable

having lower mortality and therefore more longevity. The maximum pension achiev-

able is expected to interact with many socio-economic aspects, e.g. contribution into

pensions is directly linked to income level. Therefore the 11 distinct groups of CPP

and QPP are also considered to have material socio-economic differences to study.
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Figure 3.4: Observed death rates (log-scale) plotted for the eleven CPP groups in year
2015 over age 65-89 (top) and at age 65 over year 2001-2015 (bottom). Left: males;
Right: females.

As we expect, Figure 3.4 shows the CPP groups also have ranking of mortality such that

groups with higher pension experience lower mortality, with a wider gap at younger

ages converging at older ages. However, the CPP groups show more volatilities, in

both trends within each of the groups and over different groups, than the IMD groups.

There are lots of fluctuations and crossovers across the groups. Wen et al. (2020)

discussed clustering analysis over the CPP and QPP groups, which regroups the 11

subpopulations to 4 or 5 larger groups to reduce volatility and therefore have the model

performance improved.
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Figure 3.5: Observed death rates (log-scale) plotted for the eleven QPP groups in year
2015 over age 65-89 (top) and at age 65 over year 2001-2015 (bottom). Left: males;
Right: females.

Figure 3.5 has the equivalent plots of observed death rates of the eleven QPP groups

for both genders. They follow pretty similar pattern to the CPP groups as they are

in Figure 3.4, but with a bit more crossovers between different groups. What is more,

death rates of females plotted at age 65 over the years have the groups pretty much

messed up with each other with quite significant volatilities, especially while compared

to mortality rates over the IMD groups.
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Figure 3.6: Group-specific ASMR (log-scale) over the eleven CPP (top row) and QPP
(bottom row) groups calculated over age 65-89, over years 2001-2015. Left: males;
Right: females. Please note that the colour scheme is consistent in all plots for the
same population dataset.

Figure 3.6 shows the log-scale ASMRs over the 11 groups of population under the CPP

and QPP respectively. Compared to the observed death rates in Figure 3.4, the ASMRs

show clearer ranking of mortality rates from high to low pension groups. ASMRs also

have less volatilities over the years and females generally have lower mortality rates

than males. Compared to the IMD decile groups, the 11 groups here do not show sig-

nificant widening gap over the years in either of the genders. Broadly speaking, both

the observed death rates and ASMR show that the CPP and QPP have more volatile

experiences than the IMD decile groups. There are two potential reasons. Firstly the

CPP and QPP have significantly less population size than the IMD groups, which in-

clude the entire population in England and Wales. Secondly, the IMD and CPP/QPP

groups are split following different criteria. IMD groups are split by the combined

deprivation index including socio-economic domains like income, employment, living

environment, etc. Meanwhile CPP/QPP groups have cohort maximum pension as the

criterion. Therefore the homogeneity of mortality rates within each group, and the

heterogeneity of mortality across different groups are not identical between IMD and
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CPP/QPP. And by comparing CPP and QPP we can see the QPP has more volatile

mortality experiences than CPP because of the smaller population size.

More details about demographical features of the CPP and QPP pension groups, along

with more in-depth analysis on evolution of the groups over time due to migration, can

be found in the relevant paper published by Wen et al. (2020). Please note that the

missing points in the QPP’s ASMR plots are due to zero exposure recorded at certain

years, ages and groups.

The three population datasets follow different grouping criteria, and also have different

levels of volatility, performance of the models studied is likely to be different on each of

them. There will be different models outperforming others in each case. More details

will be discussed in the next sections.

3.3 Multi-population Mortality Models

The focus of this chapter is on comparing multi-population stochastic mortality models

with respect to their ability to fit the observed mortality experiences in the ten IMD

decile groups simultaneously. In this section we look at twelve models with specific

structures and analyse the results. All models are fitted to observed mortality rates of

both genders. As it has been discussed in the Section 1.1, they all have an Age-Period-

Cohort (APC) structure, which explains patterns of mortality over the dimensions of

age, year and cohort by specific parameters.

3.3.1 Modelling assumptions

For parameter estimation, we assume the number of deaths Ditx at age x, in year

t and for IMD decile group i follows a Poisson distribution with mean and variance

represented by the estimated number of deaths, D̂itx = m̂itxEitx:

Ditx ∼ Pois
(
m̂itxEitx

)
Then the estimated death rate m̂itx is to be calculated following a certain mortality

model and we use the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to estimate the un-

known parameters. Mathematical details on the MLE approach can be found in the

appendix D. It is well-known that certain identifiability issues exist in the APC mortal-
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ity models. We, therefore, impose constraints on the estimated parameters to ensure

uniqueness of the estimated parameters. As this is a common topic in the literature

on stochastic mortality models, we do not explain our choice of constraints in detail.

However, to help readers to replicate the empirical results of this thesis, the relevant

constraints are listed in the Appendix B. For further details we refer the reader to the

relevant literatures, in particular, the references given in the list of the twelve models

(in the Section 3.3.2 below) studied in this thesis.

3.3.2 Model specification

All considered models are modelling for the log-scaled death rates, logmitx. They are

listed in the Table 3.1 while approximately ordered by level of complexity with model

m1 being the most generalized model having the most parameters among all twelve,

whilst all others can be derived from m1 by simplifying some of the parameters.

m1 logmitx = αxi + β1
xiκ

1
ti + β2

xiκ
2
ti (Renshaw & Haberman (2003))

m2 logmitx = αxi + β1
xiκ

1
ti + β2

xκ
2
ti (m1 with common β2

x)
m3 logmitx = αxi + β1

xκ
1
t + β2

xiκ
2
ti (Li & Lee (2005))

m4 logmitx = αxi + β1
xiκ

1
ti (Lee & Carter (1992))

m5 logmitx = αxi + β1
xκ

1
ti + β2

xκ
2
ti (Kleinow (2015))

m6 logmitx = αx + β1
xκ

1
ti + β2

xκ
2
ti (m5 with common αx)

m7 logmitx = αxi + κ1
ti + (x− x̄)κ2

ti (Plat (2009))
m8 logmitx = αx + κ1

ti + (x− x̄)κ2
ti (m7 with common αx)

m9 logmitx = αxi + κ1
t + (x− x̄)κ2

ti (m7 with common κ1
t )

m10 logmitx = αxi + κ1
ti + (x− x̄)κ2

t (m7 with common κ2
t )

m11 logmitx = αxi + κ1
t + (x− x̄)κ2

t (m7 with common κ1
t and κ2

t )
m12 logmitx = κ1

ti + (x− x̄)κ2
ti (Cairns et al. (2006))

Table 3.1: List of models considered in this chapter.

The unknown parameters α, β and κ capture age and period patterns of observed

mortality rates explicitly (some of the models have more than one β and κ parame-

ters). The parameter α acts as the ’baseline’ age pattern of mortality rates, while κ

describing relevant period patterns. Finally, β rescales the period effects explained by

κ to enable the models to allow for different mortality improvements at different ages.

As it has been mentioned above, model m1 is the most generalized one in the sense

that it has the most parameters. In this aspect all other models are nested to m1 while

some of them are also nested in each other. Figure 3.7 shows the model hierarchy

with arrows pointing from the nested model to the more generalized model with more
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parameters.

Figure 3.7: Model hierarchy plot specifying nested models (arrows are pointing to the
more generalized model).

Figure 3.7 shows the distinction between two families of models with different struc-

tures on mortality improvement: Lee-Carter-type models with non-parametric effects

β on the left hand side, and Cairns-Blake-Dowd-type (CBD type) models on the right

hand side where the age effects β are either constant or linear in age x, but with the

parameter α chosen to be non-parametric as suggested by Plat (2009).

3.3.3 Qualitative criteria for model selection

Before comparing performance of the models proposed in this thesis, there are some

other aspects of models that can be used for a qualitative comparison. As Villegas et

al. (2017) has outlined, there are several qualitative criteria defining whether a model

is appropriate for specific studies. I adopt this approach in the context of studies in

this thesis and expect an appropriate model to have the following properties:

• The model produces non-perfect correlations between mortality rates in different
groups of the population.

• The model produces non-perfect correlations between age-related mortality im-
provement factors in different groups of the population.

• The model permits inclusion of cohort-effect parameters if necessary.

• The model is relatively parsimonious.

These requirements are mainly related to a model’s ability to capture observed mor-

tality patterns, and the interpretability of estimated parameters and fitted mortality
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rates. Therefore they are vitally important for model selection and should be con-

sidered alongside any quantitative criteria, which are discussed in the later sections.

Following this idea, models not having the properties above are not considered as ap-

propriate for multi-pouplation estimation purpose and therefore are not studied any

further, even if they fit the data well.

3.4 Quantitative Model Selection Criteria

Keeping in mind that the discussions about qualitative model criteria above, the twelve

models are also compared with respect to a quantitative criterion for selecting the one

with preferred performance, which is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). BIC

is the main model selection criterion we rely on in this chapter.

There is not any single model that outperforms all other models in respect of all criteria

purposed. In particular, for certain population data, the models with the lowest BIC

do not completely satisfy some of the qualitative criteria proposed in Section 3.3.3. We

therefore select the outstanding model considering all aspects of criteria to achieve the

balance.

The BIC is defined by both likelihood value and some measure of the degrees of freedom

of a fitted model, which takes both modelling bias and variance into account and

therefore reflect the bias-variance trade-off to some extent. The BIC of a model is

defined as:

BIC = k log(N)− 2 log(L̂)

with k representing model’s degrees of freedom. In this chapter k is the difference

between the total number of unknown parameters to estimate and the total number of

identifiability constraints applied. N refers to the total sample size of the observations

used to fit the model. L̂ is the value of maximized likelihood function, which in this

chapter is based on the Poisson likelihood. Following the definition, a lower BIC indi-

cates a better bias-variance trade-off and therefore is preferred. The twelve models are

fitted to three distinct multi-population datasets – IMD decile groups, CPP and QPP

pension groups.
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3.4.1 IMD decile groups in England

females males

Model k log(L̂) BIC rank log(L̂) BIC rank
m1 1800 -34,398.54 85,083.16 11 -35,634.78 87,555.64 12
m2 1359 -34,652.44 81,600.86 10 -35,900.31 84,096.61 10
m3 1215 -34,848.27 80,689.64 9 -36,065.10 83,123.31 9
m4 1150 -35,083.25 80,571.50 8 -36,293.44 82,991.87 8
m5 918 -35,058.84 78,423.59 6 -36,242.45 80,790.81 3
m6 486 -35,336.06 75,069.36 1 -36,702.57 77,802.39 1
m7 820 -35,653.80 78,726.80 7 -37,422.19 82,263.59 7
m8 388 -37,375.07 78,260.70 3 -38,213.32 79,937.20 2
m9 676 -36,104.58 78,325.48 4 -37,821.39 81,759.10 6
m10 676 -35,746.95 77,610.23 2 -37,491.71 81,099.75 4
m11 532 -36,760.83 78,335.10 5 -38,171.44 81,156.32 5
m12 340 -46,822.86 96,721.99 12 -41,385.10 85,846.45 11

Table 3.2: BIC and log-likelihood values for all models fitted to IMD deciles over ages
40-89. The degrees of freedom are denoted by k.

In general, Table 3.2 shows that models with more parameters always have higher

likelihoods but are penalised for overfitting in the BIC. For both genders, model m63

(CAE model with common αx) turns out to outperform all others in the sense that it

has one of the preferable BICs, which indicates a good bias-variance trade-off. Model

m8, which imposes a specific form on the age-related parameters β1 and β2, is the

second-best model in terms of BIC for males, and one of the best models for females.

There is one common feature of m6 and m8 – their baseline age factor α is common

over all groups. This indicates that groups with different levels of deprivation actually

do not diverge from each other greatly in terms of the overall pattern over age.

Actually, model m10 has a better BIC value than m8 for females. However m8 is still

expected to be preferred to m10 as m10 does not fulfil some of the qualitative criteria

mentioned in Section 3.4. Since m10 has the common period factor κ2, age-related

slopes in the decile groups are perfectly correlated. In contrast, the empirical results

show that the observed mortality rates in different groups have clearly different slopes

over age with additional variations through time. Model m10 is therefore an example of

a model that fits the observation data well but breaches some of the desired qualitative

standards. Also, in general we prefer models with two period-effect parameters (i.e.

3Please note that the models denoted by m1, m2, . . . , m12 here are not the same as those models
“m1” to “m8” as they are in the Cairns et al. (2009) (published on the North American Actuarial
Journal).
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both κ1 and κ2)4 to have a non-perfect correlation between the year-on-year changes

in the mortality rates at different ages (Villegas et al., 2017).

While looking into other models in Table 3.2, we notice that switching from group-

specific αxi under m5 to the common αx under m6 improves the BIC significantly

without decreasing the log-likelihood too much. A similar trend is observed when

comparing model m7 and m8, although the improvement on BIC for females is not as

significant as what we get from switching m5 to m6. This again indicates that the dif-

ferent IMD decile groups have similar baseline age pattern of mortality rates. In model

m6 there are no group-specific age effects, and we have found that the magnitude of

β1
x is lower for higher ages. This means that changes in the group-specific period ef-

fects have a smaller impact on mortality at older ages compared to younger ages. As

a consequence, the increasing mortality inequalities over time are less pronounced at

older ages. See Section 3.5.2 later for more details.

Models m7 and m8 explicitly assume that the annual change of death rates is linear

over age. This assumption is well known for being justified for population at relatively

old ages. To compare the models’ performance with different age groups fitted, the

same models are fitted to both genders over the decile groups for the ages 65-89. Table

3.3 displays the log-likelihood and BIC results over the reduced age range. It appears

that m6 still has a better BIC than m8, although with narrower advantage, which is

an indication that the assumption of a linear relationship between age and log-scaled

death rates does not seem to be justified for the IMD populations in England.

4We have also tested other variants of the Lee-Carter model that only have one period-effect
paramter (like model m4), but none of them has better BIC compared to most of the twelve studied
here.
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Females Males

Model k log(L̂) BIC rank log(L̂) BIC rank
m1 1050 -19,284.74 47,341.88 12 -19,570.98 47,914.38 12
m2 834 -19,424.59 45,816.98 11 -19,700.23 46,368.27 11
m3 690 -19,596.88 44,958.48 8 -19,853.85 45,472.42 7
m4 650 -19,773.19 44,976.91 9 -20,051.25 45,533.04 8
m5 618 -19,663.73 44,490.65 5 -19,898.83 44,960.84 6
m6 411 -19,817.36 43,068.49 1 -20,179.78 43,793.34 1
m7 570 -19,964.27 44,690.70 6 -20,407.43 45,577.02 9
m8 363 -20,194.42 43,421.58 2 -20,546.68 44,126.10 2
m9 426 -20,764.87 45,088.84 10 -21,090.39 45,739.86 10
m10 426 -20,051.93 43,662.95 3 -20,482.63 44,524.35 4
m11 282 -21,015.19 44,386.39 4 -21,180.54 44,717.09 5
m12 340 -20,858.08 44,556.74 7 -20,704.75 44,250.09 3

Table 3.3: BIC and log-likelihood values for all models fitted to IMD deciles for ages
65 to 89.

The same twelve models were also fitted to the same ages and years over decile groups

of the IMD 2004, which also measures level of deprivation but is based on slightly

different indicators and methodologies of construction. Results show that the ranks of

BIC of the individual models are almost the same as those obtained in Table 3.2 for

both genders under IMD 2015. Table 3.4 outlines the BICs fitted under the IMD 2004.

The similarity between the IMD 2004 and IMD 2015 in terms of the resulting ranking

of BIC is further evidence supporting us trusting the IMD 2015 to be a valid index

for identifying socio-economic groups of population over the entire observation period

over 2001-2017.

Females Males

Model k log(L̂) BIC rank log(L̂) BIC rank
m1 1800 -34,470.91 85,227.89 11 -35,606.45 87,498.97 12
m2 1359 -34,738.92 81,773.82 10 -35,908.21 84,112.41 10
m3 1215 -34,900.15 80,793.40 9 -36,107.78 83,208.66 9
m4 1150 -35,152.35 80,709.70 8 -36,313.87 83,032.74 8
m5 918 -35,129.63 78,565.16 5 -36,338.60 80,983.09 4
m6 486 -35,442.55 75,282.35 1 -36,701.04 77,799.32 1
m7 820 -35,725.91 78,871.02 7 -37,458.38 82,335.98 7
m8 388 -37,566.38 78,643.31 6 -38,369.78 80,250.12 2
m9 676 -36,043.84 78,204.00 4 -37,668.73 81,453.79 6
m10 676 -35,830.56 77,777.44 2 -37,556.81 81,229.95 5
m11 532 -36,605.76 78,024.97 3 -37,981.09 80,775.62 3
m12 340 -47,014.12 97,104.50 12 -41,465.02 86,006.29 11

Table 3.4: BIC and log-likelihood values for all models fitted to IMD 2004 deciles for
ages 40 to 89 and years 2001 to 2017.
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3.4.2 CPP and QPP pension groups

As it has been mentioned in the Section 3.2.3 earlier, mortality experiences from the

CPP and QPP groups are relatively more volatile than the IMD decile groups. The

models have slightly different ranks of BIC with the CPP and QPP data from the

England IMD data.

Females Males

Model k log(L̂) BIC rank log(L̂) BIC rank
m1 1,331 -24,290.16 60,340.56 12 -25,425.19 62,610.63 12
m2 1,091 -24,452.58 58,544.84 11 -25,553.05 60,745.78 11
m3 851 -24,593.15 56,705.43 9 -25,754.47 59,028.08 8
m4 803 -24,760.74 56,616.50 7 -25,918.19 58,931.40 7
m5 851 -24,698.63 56,916.39 10 -25,827.52 59,174.17 10
m6 621 -24,837.52 55,161.97 5 -25,961.97 57,410.88 5
m7 803 -24,788.41 56,671.85 8 -26,010.66 59,116.34 9
m8 573 -24,907.96 54,878.74 2 -26,171.43 57,405.68 4
m9 563 -25,003.46 54,981.39 4 -26,510.92 57,996.32 6
m10 563 -24,965.16 54,904.80 3 -26,179.73 57,333.92 3
m11 323 -25,155.16 53,164.23 1 -26,665.65 56,185.21 1
m12 550 -25,217.77 55,295.15 6 -26,204.52 57,268.65 2

Table 3.5: BIC and log-likelihood values for all models fitted to the CPP groups of
population over ages 65-89 and years 1991-2015.

The CPP groups as they are shown in Table 3.5 have pretty different ranking of BIC

from the IMD decile groups. For both males and females, model m11 has the most

outstanding BIC for its lowest degrees of freedom. From Table 3.5 we note that the

models having best BIC are mostly those having fewer degrees of freedom, and models

with a simple age structure, i.e. common αx and linear β’s equal to one or (x − x̄)

tend to have better BICs. With the qualitative criteria discussed in Section 3.4 taken

into account, models m6 and m8 are considered as the preferable ones as some others

having better BICs do not satisfy some of the qualitative criteria.
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Females Males

Model k log(L̂) BIC rank log(L̂) BIC rank
m1 1,331 -20,320.49 52,401.22 12 -22,252.44 56,265.12 12
m2 1,091 -20,479.04 50,597.78 11 -22,374.90 54,389.50 11
m3 851 -20,606.71 48,732.55 8 -22,534.24 52,587.61 9
m4 803 -20,781.29 48,657.6 7 -22,709.91 52,514.84 7
m5 851 -20,718.95 48,957.03 10 -22,628.04 52,775.22 10
m6 621 -20,848.99 47,184.91 6 -22,771.52 51,029.98 5
m7 803 -20,827.53 48,750.08 9 -22,715.28 52,525.58 8
m8 573 -20,929.10 46,921.02 2 -22,867.36 50,797.55 3
m9 563 -20,995.12 46,964.71 4 -23,096.68 51,167.84 6
m10 563 -20,982.06 46,938.6 3 -22,930.37 50,835.22 4
m11 323 -21,142.33 45,138.57 1 -23,319.30 49,492.51 1
m12 550 -21,139.54 47,138.69 5 -22,875.45 50,610.50 2

Table 3.6: BIC and log-likelihood values for all models fitted to the QPP groups of
population over ages 65-89 and years 1991-2015.

Model selection criteria calculated from the QPP groups as they are in Table 3.6 are

quite consistent over both genders, meanwhile the ranking of BIC is pretty different

from what is derived from the IMD decile groups. Model m8 is suggested to be the

most appropriate model for QPP populations of both genders, while model m6 also

satisfies all qualitative criteria while having an acceptable BIC value. Although there

are other models having better BICs than m8 and m6, they do not satisfy the qualita-

tive criteria discussed in Section 3.4. For example, model m11 has the best BIC, but

the changes in the mortality rates in different groups are perfectly correlated. This is

in contrast to our empirical findings. For that reason we do not consider m11 a good

model.

Other than quantitative assessment as BIC, the twelve models are also assessed and

compared graphically including plotting trends of the parameter estimates over ages or

years, shape of distribution of standardized residuals along age and year dimensions,

etc.

Other than the BIC there are also other assessments implemented over the models

studied. For example, assessing trends of the estimated parameters graphically and

testing distribution of the standardized residuals, which are discussed in more details

in later sections, e.g. Section 3.5 and 3.6.
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3.5 Estimated Parameters

We now turn to comparing the twelve models with respect to trends of the estimated

parameters over age and year respectively. In particular, we are interested in how val-

ues of the estimated parameters compare to those estimated from the baseline model

m1, which is the most generalized one and has most number of parameters. We start

with m1 and then look into some of the other models that provide good fit to the

underlying datasets by BIC and some graphical assessments. Please see Table 3.2 for

the BICs fitted over IMD decile groups.

This section mainly discusses fitting results of the twelve models over the IMD decile

groups. The CPP and QPP groups are referred to some points in order to display

and compare results of estimate of the same models but under population groups with

different demographical features.

3.5.1 Model m1 – Baseline model

Model m1 is an extension of the Lee-Carter model with age enhancement (additional

βκ term). It was first proposed by Renshaw and Haberman (2003). We fit m1 to

each individual group. All parameters are group-specific, as it is in Table 3.1. Using

this model would implicitly assume that mortality patterns are very different between

distinct groups over both age and year dimensions. We consider the model here as

a baseline as it has the most generalized parameter structure. The estimated age

and period-effect parameters in other models are compared to those derived under the

model m1.

As it is in most of stochastic mortality models, there are some identifiability issues

with model m1 and we need to impose constraints to obtain a unique set of parameter

estimates when maximising the likelihood function. The following set of constraints

are applied to estimated parameters at individual groups i:∑
x

(β1
xi)

2 = 1,
∑
x

(β2
xi)

2 = 1, κ1
0i = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0

κ1
0i = 0 indicates that the κ1 as the major period-effect parameter starts at zero from

the first observation year, for all individual groups i. Figure 3.8 below shows the

estimated parameters under the model m1 for females.
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Figure 3.8: Estimated parameters for model m1 over the ten IMD decile groups, results
from female population are plotted.

We can see in Figure 3.8 that the estimated αxi as a baseline age pattern confirms

our earlier observations that there are clear differences over the ten socio-economic

groups, which are decreasing with age. Regarding to the pattern over age, it indicates

that a group-specific α seems to be desired for the IMD groups. Note that α is not

identifiable in this model. A constant can be added to alpha and the effect of that

constant can be absorbed by other parameters, so that the fitted mortality rates are

unchanged. However, adding a constant will not change the shape of α as a function

of age. We can clearly see that α is increasing for all groups and that gaps between

groups are narrowing with age. When considering models m6 and m8 we will see how

other parameters pick up the age-related differences between groups when α is common

to all groups.

κ1
ti is the leading period effect. It clearly shows a downward trend over time indicating

improvement of longevity over the observation period 2001-2017 for all IMD deciles.

However, we notice the kink appearing in 2011 at which the downward slope of κ1
ti

becomes less steep. This corresponds to the well-documented slow-down5 of longevity

improvements in the England since 2011, which effects all IMD groups. Figure 3.8 also

reveals that the mortality improvement rates are very different over the IMD groups

5A research article of ONS by Sanders (2018) concentrates on the trend of slowdown in mortality
improvement within the UK and had similar finding to this thesis. A working paper by Murphy et al.
(2019) about research the Department of Social Policy in London School of Economics (LSE) carries
out also mentioned the slowdown, which also covers observations in other high-income countries.
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such that less deprived groups have experienced more significant improvements. We

should notice here that the slope of κ1
ti is only identifiable up to a group-specific con-

stant, i.e. κ1
ti is not uniquely identifiable on its own, but is identifiable as κ1

ti + Ci or

κ1
tiCi, with Ci being a group-specific constant. However, we have chosen identifiability

constraints6 on β1 such that the parameters β1 are on a similar level for all IMD groups.

This means that the different slopes of κ1 can only be explained by mortality improve-

ment rates that are different over different IMD deciles. This makes it meaningless

to keep κ1 to be common over all groups. Table 3.2 supports the similar conclusion,

where BIC of m3 is not as good as many of the others.

In terms of the age-related improvement factors, β1 and β2, Figure 3.8 shows that β1
xi

is pretty volatile over ages up to about 60, and there seems to be a regular pattern

at the older ages. In particular, we find that β1 increases from age 60 to its maxi-

mum value at around age 75, and starts to decrease afterwards. This indicates that

the greatest longevity improvements occur at around age 75, and this pattern can be

observed at all IMD groups. Furthermore, it seems that β1 and β2 are similar across

the ten groups with non-systematic differences. This suggests the possibility that they

might perform well as common parameters over all groups without omitting much of

genuine variations across the groups.

Finally, in terms of secondary parameters, both κ2
ti and β2

xi are quite noisy and without

any regular pattern. They absorb lots of second order effects over age and year, which

appear to be volatile after most of the genuine patterns are explained in αxi, κ
1
ti and β1

xi.

m1 fitted over the CPP/QPP populations

As the model with the most generalized age-period structure, m1 is also fitted over

the eleven pension groups under the CPP and QPP respectively for identifying any

different behaviour from results drawn from the IMD groups.

6Identifiability constraint for all models discussed in this chapter can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.9: Estimated parameters in model m1 fitted to females over the eleven CPP
groups.

Figure 3.9 shows estimated parameters of the model m1 from female populations under

the CPP. Compared to the results from IMD females in Figure 3.8, we can see that the

αxi and κ1
ti of CPP females do not have as a clear ranking over the groups as the IMD

groups do. Meanwhile the κ2
ti and two β’s are quite volatile. The group-wise variations

are to be mostly explained by the αxi and κ1
ti as baseline and leading period effect

respectively. However, even they do not have obvious separation over the groups, and

this could be the reason for the CPP groups not having mortality rates as well ranked

as the IMD groups.
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Figure 3.10: Estimated parameters in model m1 fitted to females over the eleven QPP
groups.

Figure 3.10 with estimated parameters for m1 from the QPP females shows similar

behaviours to those in the Figure 3.9 above. We can also see that for the two leading

age and period effects, αxi and κ1
ti, they have slightly different degree of volatilities in

different groups of CPP and QPP over ages or years. As has been studied in Section

2.4, the CPP and QPP groups do not have population size as evenly distributed as

under the IMD decile groups. Population size can have material impact on volatilities

of modelled parameters or death rates. The observed ASMRs in Figure 3.6 also show

different volatilities in the groups caused by different sizes of population.

3.5.2 Model m6 – The selected one

As it has been discussed earlier in Section 3.4.1, the models having the best BICs over

IMD groups are the two with common age-effect parameters α, β1 and β2: m6 and

m8, and m6 is the most appropriate one. Model m6 is interpreted as a simplification

to model m5, which is the CAE model proposed by Kleinow (2015). In order to assess

the effect of common age-effect parameters rather than group-specific age effects, we

compare the estimated age effects, α, β1 and β2, of the two nested models m5 and m6,

along with model m1 as the most generalized version.

The original CAE model (m5) suggests that age-related mortality improvements over

time are identical over all distinct groups, while the baseline age structure captured
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in αxi have variations over groups retained. In contrast, model m6 has the baseline

age structure as common over all groups. Considering the significant differences of αxi

over the groups under m1 as it shown in Figure 3.8, the comparison of BIC might be

surprising. In order to gain better understanding we have compared the estimated α

as common versus group-specific in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Estimated parameters in models m5 and m6. Dashed line in the plot of α
is for m6. Dotted lines in the plots of β1 and β2 represent the corresponding estimators
under model m1 for comparison. Results from IMD females are plotted.

Figure 3.11 shows that the estimated αx in m6 (the dashed line) and the αxi in m5 have

approximately consistent slope over age, which is also pretty similar to the estimated

αxi under m1, please see Figure 3.8 for comparison.

Since all age effects are common under m6, any mortality variation across different

groups is therefore captured by the group-specific period factors κ1
ti and κ2

ti. This can

be seen clearly in the trend of estimated κ1
ti, which shows the clear decreasing ranking

over the socio-economic groups from most to least deprived one. The period effect is

multiplied with the corresponding age-related factor β1
x. In Figure 3.11 we can notice

that β1
x is rather small at higher ages, which reflects the fact that the socio-economic
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groups have narrower gaps of mortality between each other at higher ages, as it is

shown by the observed death rates in Figure 3.1.

In Figure 3.11 we have also included the estimates for β1 and β2 as they are in model

m1 to compare them with the corresponding estimates under models m5 and m6. It

is quite obvious that the estimates of parameters in models m5 follow roughly the

same pattern as those under model m1. Although β1 and β2 are only uniquely identi-

fiable in models m1 and m5 up to a constant factor, the identifiability constraints for

the two models are designed such that what exactly are distributed over the same scale.

Regarding to model m6, it indeed has a common baseline age factor αx, which assumes

a homogeneous baseline age pattern of mortality rates over the whole England pop-

ulation. However, as in other models, the parameters in model m6 are not uniquely

identifiable. They can be rewritten in a different structure with slightly different inter-

pretation of age and year patterns. A particular restructuring could be as follows:

logmxti = αx + β1
xκ

1
ti + β2

xκ
2
ti

= αx + β1
xC

1
i + β2

xC
2
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

α̃xi

+β1
x

(
κ1
ti − C1

i

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
κ̃1ti

+β2
x

(
κ2
ti − C2

i

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
κ̃2ti

= α̃xi + β1
xκ̃

1
ti + β2

xκ̃
2
ti

C1
i and C2

i are certain group-specific constants acting as shifting factors. This alterna-

tive specification can be interpreted as having group-specific baseline α̃xi, and therefore

seems to be identical to the model m5. However there are significant differences be-

tween models m5 and m6 even considering the restructuring:

1. Model m6 can be written in a format with common baseline α, while model m5
cannot.

2. The restructured group-specific α̃xi in model m6 is of a specific form as a func-
tion of three common age factors, and shifted by two group-specific constants.
Meanwhile the αxi in model m5 is of a general form.

m6 fitted over the CPP/QPP populations
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Even through there are significant differences in the CPP/QPP groups from the IMD,

model m6 still outperforms most of the other underlying models with respect to the

criteria we propose. Fitting model m6 to the CPP/QPP groups shows that a common

baseline age factor α can capture the overall age pattern of mortality. Any age related

differences in the improvement rates of mortality are captured by the common age

factors beta1 and beta2.,The shape of β1 and β2 indicates a narrowing mortality gap

between groups as age increases. Any group-specific differences in the development of

mortality rates is captured by the κ parameters.

Figure 3.12: Estimated parameters in model m6 fitted to females over the eleven CPP
groups.

Figure 3.12 for CPP females shows similar behaviour of the estimated αx and κ1
ti to

those fitted from the IMD groups – the baseline age factor steadily increases over age

and the individual κ1
ti explains most of the mortality differences over the distinct groups.

CPP has β1
x and β2

x both decreasing in model m6 and they indicate the narrowing gap of

mortality between different groups over age. The two β’s can be smoothed to filter out

the fluctuations from sampling variations, which could potentially improve the model

performance.
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Figure 3.13: Estimated parameters in model m6 fitted to females over the eleven QPP
groups.

Figure 3.13 shows the estimated parameters from the QPP groups have similar be-

haviour to those estimated from the CPP groups. The estimates over time and age are

slightly more volatile due to the smaller population size under the QPP.

3.5.3 Models m7 and m8 – linear improvement rates

One way of further simplifying the CAE models m5 and m6 is to impose parametric

structures over age in the two improvement rates β1 and β2. This is the motivation

for the models m7 and m8 to be considered, which retain the non-parametric baseline

α for capturing more non-linear age patterns. Model m7 was firstly suggested by Plat

(2009) for multi-population modelling, therefore has a group-specific parameter αxi.

Model m7 can be interpreted as an extension to the CBD model (Cairns et al., 2006)

with an extra non-parametric baseline αxi, or a simplification to the m5 (CAE model)

with β1
xi = 1 and β2

xi = x− x̄ for all individual groups.

Comparing the BIC values for models m6 and m8 (or m5 and m7) in Tables 3.2 and 3.3

we notice that the BIC tends to be worsened by introducing the constant and linear

structure for the two β’s. On the other hand, when comparing the BICs of models m7

and m8, we notice again that the common baseline αx improves the BIC from what we

get under the group-specific αxi.
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Figure 3.14: Estimated parameters in models m7 and m8 over the IMD groups for
female populations. The dashed line in the plot of α is the common age baseline of
m8.

Figure 3.14 shows the estimated parameters from models m7 and m8. The conclusion

is similar to that drawn from the comparison between models m5 and m6 – differences

in death rates between groups are firstly captured by α, but if α is selected to be com-

mon, κ1
ti and κ2

ti then take over as group-specific factors capturing any heterogeneity

of mortality patterns across the different groups.

We can observe a clear and parallel ranking of κ1
ti in model m8 (and m6), with decreas-

ing order from the most deprived group to the least deprived group. Meanwhile the κ2

in model m8 has the opposite ranking, which indicates that the slope of the Gompertz

line is steepest for the least deprived groups. It is consistent with what was observed

in Figure 3.1 that the mortality differences over the socio-economic groups are widest

at young ages, and the gaps tend narrow as age increases.

Similarly to what has been done to restructure model m6 to be parallel to model m5,
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the model m8 with common α can also be rewritten into a format with group-specific

baseline age factor so that makes it looks like m7.

logmxti = αx + κ1
ti + κ2

ti (x− x̄)

= αx + β1
xC

1
i + β2

xC
2
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

α̃xi

+
(
κ1
ti − C1

i

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
κ̃1ti

+
(
κ2
ti − C2

i

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
κ̃2ti

(x− x̄)

= α̃xi + κ̃1
ti + κ̃2

ti (x− x̄)

However, as it discussed in the previous section regarding to models m5 and m6, this

specific specification of model m8 only introduces a very specific structure for the

group-specific baseline α̃xi over age. Also, more importantly, although model m8 can

always be written in a parallel format to model m7, the model m7 cannot be rewritten

into any format that has common αx.

m8 fitted over the CPP/QPP groups

Model m8 is shown to have good performance over the CPP and QPP datasets and it

has its BIC better than that of model m6. As the CPP and QPP datasets have relatively

higher degree of volatilities than the IMD, models such as m8 having relatively simpler

structure are likely to have better selection criteria.

Figure 3.15: Estimated parameters in model m8 fitted to females over the eleven CPP
groups. Left to right: αx, κ

1
ti and κ2

ti.

Figure 3.15 shows estimated parameters of the model m8 from females of CPP. Com-

pared to results from the IMD, the overall trends of the estimators are similar. There

is a ranking from high to low mortality rates over the groups with lowest to highest

cohort maximum pension in κ1
ti, while it is the other way around in κ2

ti. Again, as

CPP has relatively small population size compared to the IMD groups, the estimators
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are more volatile and there are more crossovers between distinct groups. Figure 3.16

of QPP below again has similar results to those from the CPP, with slightly higher

volatilities.

Figure 3.16: Estimated parameters in model m8 fitted to females over the eleven QPP
groups. Left to right: αx, κ

1
ti and κ2

ti.

3.5.4 Model m3 – Common period effect

We have found in tables 3.2 and 3.3 that common age-effect parameters tend to improve

the model performance over the England population grouped by the IMD. Meanwhile,

such improvement is not found for a common period-effect factor κ1 as it in model m3.

This model was firstly proposed by Li and Lee (2005) as a model capturing common

trends over years and ages in a number of populations, while combining that common

trend with parameters β2 and κ2 varying across different populations.
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Figure 3.17: Estimated parameters in model m3 and relevant models fitted over IMD
deciles for female population. The dotted lines in the plots of β1 and κ1 represent those
estimated under the m1 for comparison. The plot for β1 also includes thoes estimated
under model m5.

We show the estimated parameters in Figure 3.17 for model m3 along with correspond-

ing parameters under other relevant models. The common period-effect factors capture

general trends of death rate movements over time across all groups. However there are

clear differences in first-order time and year patterns over the groups that cannot be

fully explained by the common factors κ1 and β1. The secondary group-specific factors

β2
xi and κ2

ti are not separable across different groups and therefore cannot capture the

group-specific variations. Behaviour of the estimated parameters together with BIC

results support the conclusion that common period effects do not appear over the IMD

groups in England for either gender. Therefore, the two period factors κ1
ti and κ2

ti are

best to be group-specific.

3.6 Assessment of Estimation Results

The BIC values presented in Section 3.4 indicate performances of the twelve models

by quantitative measurements, which reflects both sides of the bias-variance trade-off.

Any model with outstanding BIC value is expected to achieve a good balance between

accuracy and complexity. In this section we further investigate the quality of fit of some

models to the observed deaths and exposures data by means of graphical diagnostics,
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namely plots of residuals and plots comparing observed and estimated death rates at

specific ages or years.

3.6.1 Standardized residuals

Here we start assessment of the models’ fitting outcomes with Pearson’s residuals de-

noted as Zitx in this thesis. A Pearson residual is defined as the standardized difference

between the observed and estimated deaths at single years t and ages x, and also within

specific groups of population i:

Zitx =
Ditx − Eitxm̂itx√

Eitxm̂itx

(3.4)

where m̂xti represents the estimated death rate from any one of the models studied in

this chapter, at single year, age and population group. The denominator of (3.4) is the

standard deviation of the number of deaths being estimated, which is represented by

square root of the estimated deaths under the Poisson assumption made about death

counts.

A good model should result in standardised residuals which show no regular trends

or clusters over any of the modelled dimensions: age, year or cohort. Studying the

distribution of Zitx over the underlying age and year range can suggest any systematic

effects in the data that a model does not capture, e.g. residual patterns that are left

over after the parameters α, β and κ are allowed for.

We have found that models m6 and m8 provide the lowest BICs when fitted to the

IMD decile groups. Furthermore, they satisfy the desired qualitative criteria proposed

in Section 3.3.3. Therefore in this section we focus on the standardized residuals of

these two models. We study two aspects: the mean squared error (MSE), and the

distribution of standardized residuals over the age and year dimensions respectively.

MSE here is calculated for any specific model by averaging the standardized residuals

over the modelled age and year range, at individual groups of population i.

MSEi =

∑
tx Zitx
NyNx

with Ny and Nx representing the numbers of modelled years and ages respectively.
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IMD decile model m6 model m8

g1 0.674 1.209
g2 0.804 1.145
g3 0.723 0.954
g4 0.760 0.974
g5 0.824 1.096
g6 0.689 1.037
g7 0.832 1.184
g8 0.767 1.079
g9 0.792 1.177
g10 0.743 1.007

Table 3.7: MSE calculated from standardised residuals of models m6 and m8 over age
40-89 and year 2001-2017, at individual groups of IMD deciles.

Table 3.7 shows that model m6 has much lower MSEs than model m8, which is as

expected since m6 has more parameters. Model m8 still have MSEs pretty close to 1,

which indicates that model m8 does not have any significant error in estimated mortal-

ity rates in any socio-economic groups. In other words, it is shown not to be overfitted

or underfitted. Extending the MSE calculation to all twelve models outlined in Table

3.1, we find that m1 as the most complex model has the lowest MSEs and they are

much lower than 1, which indicates that m1 is overfitted.

In the other aspect, we can draw heatmaps of the standardized residuals over the un-

derlying age and year range as graphical diagnostics. By doing so we are able to see if

there is any regular pattern over age, year or cohort, which means residual mortality

patterns that are not well explained by the model.

We show heatmaps in Figure 3.18 displaying the distribution of standardized residuals

of the model m6 fitted in IMD groups 1, 5 and 10 respectively.
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Figure 3.18: Heatmaps of standardised residuals from model m6 (fitted to IMD groups
in female population) over year 2001-2017 and age 40-89 in group 1 (left), 5 (middle)
and 10 (right). x-axis: underlying years; y-axis: underlying ages; Black cells: positive
Zxti; Grey cells: negative Zitx.

Figure 3.18 shows that the heatmaps for all three groups are distributed in quite ran-

dom patterns. There is not any obvious pattern, or clusters of positive and negative

residuals, which indicates that the model m6 has captured genuine mortality patterns

well. In particular, there is no structure along any individual axis (indicating to an age

or period effect), and there is no obvious diagonal clustering (indicating to a cohort

effect). From the heatmaps, m6 appears to perform quite well over the IMD groups in

both genders, and there is no need for any extra cohort-effect parameter or age-period

factors to be added.

While we do not show heatmaps for any other groups, they are all assessed and found

to have pretty similar distributions, without any non-random clustering with model

m6.
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Figure 3.19: Standardised residuals of m6 (fitted to female population) over age (left),
year (middle) and cohort (right) for IMD group 1 (top) and 10 (bottom). Different
colours in age and year plot represent individual years/ages.

In order to understand patterns of the residuals in more details we also plotted the

residuals as functions of age, year and cohort separately in Figure 3.19. The residuals

appear to stay well between −2 and 2 over most of the years and ages as expected, and

there is no obvious regular pattern or cluster of high and low residuals. One noticeable

exception is that the residuals of cohorts around the 1918-born population appear to

be significantly larger than other cohorts. Broadly speaking, the model m6 provides a

pretty good fit to the observed mortality rates over the IMD deciles in England, which

leaves almost no unexplained variance.

Looking into model m8, we have the same series of plots for standardized residuals as

those for m6.
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Figure 3.20: Heatmaps of standardised residuals fitted by model m8 over IMD decile
groups (females as example) 1, 5 and 10.

Figure 3.20 shows that residuals from model m8 follow significantly different patterns

from those fitted from model m6. There are observable clusters of positive and neg-

ative residuals along multiple dimensions, in particular for ages. The key difference

between models m6 and m8 is that the age pattern of mortality rates reflected in the

β parameters appears to be linear rather than stochastic in model m8. The heatmaps

in Figure 3.20 indicate that there is some structure with respect to age in the residuals

that is not well explained by model m8. Furthermore, the scatter plot of residuals over

cohorts in Figure 3.21 show some non-random patterns, which suggest the possibility

of an unexplained cohort effect or a poor fit of the model along the age dimension. The

rather poor fit at different ages is also highlighted in Figures 3.20 and 3.21 which show

a non-random pattern along the age dimension.
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Figure 3.21: Standardised residuals of m6 (fitted to female population) over age (left),
year (middle) and cohort (right) for IMD group 1 (top) and 10 (bottom). Different
colours in age and year plot represent individual years/ages.

Results from CPP/QPP populations

The same analysis on the fitting residuals has been done for the CPP and QPP groups

and there are some differences from what we conclude from the IMD groups. We only

discuss the key results of CPP and QPP here without as many details as we have for

the IMD groups.
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Figure 3.22: Heatmaps of standardized residuals fitted by model m6 (top row) and m8
(bottom row) over females of the CPP pension groups 1, 5 and 11 as example.

As we can see from Figure 3.22, residuals from the CPP groups do not show any

significant non-random clustering over age, year or cohort from models m6 or m8.

Compared to results from the IMD where model m8 is shown to have residual age

and cohort patterns, model m8 does not have the same issue with the CPP. It could

indicate that there is no significant cohort variation of mortality in the CPP groups,

and therefore an additional cohort-effect parameter γ might not help as much as it

would do for the IMD groups.
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Figure 3.23: Standardised residuals of model m6 (fitted to female population) over age
(left), year (middle) and cohort (right) for CPP pension group 1 (top) and 11 (bottom).
Different colours in age and year plot represent individual years/ages.

Figure 3.23 with model m6’s standardized residuals plotted over age, year and cohort

of CPP has further confirmed the conclusion from the heatmaps in Figure 3.22. There

has been no significant non-random pattern shown.
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Figure 3.24: Standardised residuals of model m8 (fitted to female population) over age
(left), year (middle) and cohort (right) for CPP pension group 1 (top) and 11 (bottom).
Different colours in age and year plot represent individual years/ages.

Again, Figure 3.24 of standardized residuals from model m8 do not have significant pat-

tern over any of the three dimensions for CPP. It supports the corresponding heatmaps

above.
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Figure 3.25: Heatmaps of standardized residuals fitted by model m6 (top row) and m8
(bottom row) over females of the QPP pension groups 1, 5 and 11 as example.

Figure 3.25 of QPP’s residuals fitted by models m6 and m8 has pretty much consistent

results to those for CPP groups in Figure 3.22 – there is no non-random clustering,

which suggests that the QPP groups are not subject to significant cohort effect.

3.6.2 Estimated death rates

An intuitive graphical diagnostic is just comparing the observed death rates with those

fitted by the models driven by their estimated parameters. The observed death rates

have their genuine trends (as they are in Figure 3.1) that can be used to assess how

well are they explained by the fitted models. Discussions in Section 3.2.1 show that

there is a clear ranking of the IMD decile groups in terms of magnitude of the death

rates, but without any strong difference of the variability across the groups.

To compare the observed versus fitted death rates we now reproduce the plots in Figure

3.1, with the fitted death rates produced by model m6, the common age effect model

with common baseline αx. Please see Figure 3.26 for the comparison.
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Figure 3.26: Estimated death rates under log-scale for the IMD decile groups (female
population) produced by model m6. Left: in year 2017 over ages; Right: at age 65
over years.

From Figure 3.26 we can see that the estimated death rates by model m6 are smoother

than the corresponding observed death rates in Figure 3.1 as we expect. Model m6

can captures the genuine features from the observed death rates over the IMD decile

groups including the ranking over groups and decreasing gaps between groups over

age, without introducing significant volatilities. As it has been mentioned in Section

3.5.2, the decreasing gaps over groups over age is captured by the common age-related

improvement factor, β1
x, which decreases with age, please see Figure 3.11. Therefore

the group-wise variations from the group-specific κ’s are reduced at high ages.

The second age-period factor β2
xκ

2
ti also affects the group-wise differences, but how de-

pends on strongly on the underlying age and year. However, the magnitude of β2
xκ

2
ti is

shown to be much smaller than the first-order age-period factor β1
xκ

1
ti in Figure 3.11.

Therefore β1
x actually dominates the pattern of gaps over groups over age, which leads

to decreasing gaps as age increases.

For the model m8 we again reproduced the plots in Figure 3.1 with corresponding

estimated death rates by model m8, see Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Estimated death rates under log-scale for the IMD decile groups (female
population) produced by model m8. Left: in year 2017 over ages; Right: at age 65
over years.

We can see in Figure 3.27 that the estimated death rates have much smoother patterns

over age than those in model m6, which are driven by the linear structures of β1
x = 1

and β2
x = x − x̄ over ages. Meanwhile the period factors κ1 and κ2 are not affected

greatly after switching to model m8. Comparison between Figures 3.26 and 3.27 indi-

cates that the non-parametric β1
x and β2

x over age can capture more of the non-linear

mortality patterns over age rather than over time.

Figure 3.27 also shows that gaps over the different groups are narrower at high ages,

but there are slightly stronger differences remaining at age 89 compared to those from

model m6 (as it is shown in Figure 3.26) and observed death rates (Figure 3.1). The

closing gap in model m8 is driven by rescaling of differences between the groups in

the secondary period factor κ2
ti with β2

x = x − x̄ as the κ1
ti is not interacted with any

age factor (in contrast to model m6). This limits model m8’s capability to capture

this particular feature from the observed death rates. We expect model m8 to have

relatively better performance over population datasets where mortality differences over

groups persist from low up to high ages.

It appears that both models m6 and m8 can capture some of the important features

from socio-economic differences in mortality over the IMD decile groups, and produce

quite similar estimated death rates to each other. Meanwhile we have noticed that

model m6 also mimics some of the age specific features. Therefore the model m8 might

be preferred for real-world applications, as simplicity is relatively more important than

accuracy in pursuit of applicability or practicality.
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Results from CPP/QPP populations

Graphical diagnostics on the estimated death rates of CPP/QPP helps on comparison

between performance of the models m6 and m8.

Figure 3.28: Estimated death rates under log-scale for the CPP pension groups (female
population) produced by model m6 (top row) and m8 (bottom row). Left: in year 2015
over ages; Right: at age 65 over years.

Figure 3.28 shows that the models m6 and m8 have pretty much similar estimated death

rates over ages and years, while m6 captures more variations from observed mortality

rates within the β1
x and β2

x. One advantage of model m6 is that the estimated mortality

rates at very high ages (i.e. over 85) are still well split between the groups. Meanwhile

model m8 has shown some crossovers in its estimation at high ages, which is obviously

not what we would expect. This feature leads us to prefer model m6, even though its

BIC is inferior to that of model m8.
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Figure 3.29: Estimated death rates under log-scale for the QPP pension groups (female
population) produced by model m6 (top row) and m8 (bottom row). Left: in year 2015
over ages; Right: at age 65 over years.

Figure 3.29 with estimated death rates from the QPP has pretty much consistent trends

as they are in the Figure 3.28 above. The non-linear β1
x and β2

x in model m6 helps ex-

plain more of the patterns of mortality over age. Again model m8 has some crossovers

in estimated death rates at high ages, which makes it less preferred than model m6 for

modelling CPP and QPP mortality rates, even if it a has better BIC.

3.7 Cohort Effects

From Figure 3.21 of residuals we see that there is a non-random pattern along the

cohort dimension, which could be evidence for an additional cohort-effect parameter

to be needed in m8. A cohort-effect parameter could also compensate for the lack of a

non-parametric age effect in m8. We can also add a non-linear cohort parameter γ to

model m8 to improve its performance, which can be an alternative to model m6 with

non-linear age parameters β.

Therefore in this section we introduce the extension to model m8 with additional cohort
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effect γ applied, which is called m8c. Model m8c is also fitted to the IMD decile groups

of population and has its outcomes compared with those from the model m6 having

the lowest BIC out of all the twelve models in Table 3.1.

logmitx = αx + κ1
ti + (x− x̄)κ2

ti + γci

where γci represents a group-specific cohort-effect parameter capturing cohort pattern

of mortality rates along years of birth c = t−x. Similar to the previous models studied,

there are still identifiability issues existing under model m8c and certain identifiability

constraints7 are required for a unique set of estimated parameters.
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Figure 3.30: Estimated parameters for model m8c with group-specific cohort effects
fitted to females population over the IMD decile groups.

Comparing to the plots in Figure 3.14, Figure 3.30 indicates that the estimated αx and

κ1
ti are almost identical between the models m8 and m8c. Most significant differences

are shown in the secondary period factor κ2
ti, which indicates that the additional γci

in model m8c captures some residual mortality patterns from the observed death rates

that are not well captured by the leading parameters αx and κ1
ti. Therefore the added

cohort factor of m8c seems to be a genuine improvement on model m8.

The estimated γci looks pretty volatile compared to the other age and period factors,

and the distinct decile groups are not very well ranked in order of deprivation – cohorts

7See appendix C for details about identifiability constraints of models with cohort-effect parameter
γ.
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around 1930 have narrow gaps across the groups but the group-wise gaps are irregular

in most of other cohorts. Considering the high volatilities in γci, the large gaps shown

between groups seem to be unrealistic and not very reliable. They might come from

sampling variations rather than any genuine pattern.

On the other hand, the stochastic mortality models are studied here with one of the

ultimate purposes being projection of death rates into future years. Therefore projec-

tions for the individual groups are expected to be convergent over time, and any trend

of divergence in the long term is not preferred (for example, please see Hyndman et

al., 2013). In order to reduce volatilities in future mortality projection, we consider

a common cohort-effect factor γc to simplify the model m8c, which also helps keep

convergence of the group-specific projections.

logmitx = αx + κ1
ti + (x− x̄)κ2

ti + γc

where γc is common over all socio-economic (IMD) groups. It reduces the model

complexity, and of course, sacrifices some of its granularity of group-specific variations

of cohort pattern.
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Figure 3.31: Estimated parameters for model m8c with group-specific cohort effects
fitted to females population over the IMD decile groups.

Again, we observe only minor changes to the estimated age and period factors α and

κ’s, which indicates that any unexplained pattern left by model m8 is rather stable,
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and any cohort effect can be well explained by the common γc – the common γc broadly

follows a similar trend to its group-specific version γci.

3.7.1 Model selection criteria

To get further insights into the importance of cohort factors for the model m8, we

fit the model over the IMD decile groups with and without the γ, and in the format

of group-specific γci and common γc respectively, and compare their BICs. Table 3.8

contains the BIC for model m6 and model m8 with its variants (with or without γ and

then common or group-specific γ).

Females Males

Model k log(L̂) BIC rank log(L̂) BIC rank

m8 388 −37, 375.07 78,260.70 3 −38, 213.32 79,937.20 3
m8c 1045 −34, 612.99 78,680.96 4 −35, 604.34 80,663.65 4

m8c (common) 451 −36, 340.44 76,761.45 2 −36, 562.17 77,204.91 1
m6 486 −35, 336.06 75,069.36 1 −36, 702.57 77,802.39 2

Table 3.8: BIC and log-likelihood values for model m8 without cohort factor, with
group-specific cohort factors and with a common cohort factor. All models are fitted
to IMD deciles for ages 40 to 89. The degrees of freedom are denoted by k.

Table 3.8 shows that model m8c with a common cohort effect has the lowest BIC.

However, comparison between the m8c with common γc with the m6 produces differ-

ent conclusions for the IMD decile groups under different genders. Model m8c with

common γc outperforms model m6 for males, but females have the opposite conclusion

at the same time. Comparisons here show that the non-linear age-related improvement

rates (β1
x and β2

x) are more important for females than males of England. Meanwhile

the cohort factors shows the opposite result.

Besides the likelihood and BIC, performance of the models is investigated further by

graphical diagnostics on their fitting residuals and shape of estimated death rates, as

we mentioned in Section 3.6. Firstly, heatmaps of standardised residuals are shown in

Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.32: Heatmaps of standardised residuals of m8c with group-specific γci (fitted
to females of IMD decile groups) for group 1 (left), group 5 (middle) and group 10
(right). Black cell: positive figures; Grey cell: negative figures.

Comparing the heatmaps in Figure 3.32 with those in Figure 3.20 without any cohort

factor, the group-specific γci has indeed removed the residual cohort patterns from m8

to a great extent.

Figure 3.33: Distribution of standardised residuals of m8c with group-specific γci (fitted
to females of IMD decile groups) over age (left), year (middle) and cohort (right)
for group 1 (top) and 10 (bottom). Colours in age and year plot represent different
years/ages.

Turning to the model with common cohort factor γc we again plot the heatmaps of
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residuals in Figure 3.34 and scatter plot of residuals over the dimensions in Figure

3.35. The common γc here has residuals in a quadratic shape over age, especially in

groups 1 and 10. This is again an evidence that model m6 with the non-parametric age

factors β1
x and β2

x has better performance on capturing the mortality variations along

all dimensions of England IMD groups, even if there is no specific cohort parameter.

Figure 3.34: Heatmaps of standardised residuals fitted by m8c with common γc (over
females of the IMD groups) in group 1 (left), 5 (middle) and 10 (right). Black cell:
positive figures; Grey cell: negative figures.

Figure 3.35: Distribution of standardised residuals of m8c with common γc (fitted to
females over the IMD decile groups) over age (left), year (middle) and cohort (right) for
group 1 (top) and group 10 (bottom). Colours in age and year plot represent different
years/ages.

For females of the IMD decile groups, the non-parametric age factors β1
x and β2

x are more
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important than cohort effects for capturing the most important patterns of mortality.

However there is opposite finding for the males – we can see from Table 3.8 that model

m8c with a common γc has its BIC outperforming m6. In order to compare these two

models further over the males populations, we plot the heatmaps of their standardized

residuals in Figure 3.36.

Figure 3.36: Heatmaps for standardised residuals of model m6 (top row) and model
m8c with common γc (bottom row). Both are fitted to males population of the IMD
decile groups. Left: group 1; Middle: group 5; Right: group 10; Black cells: positive
residuals; Grey cells: negative residuals.

Comparing Figure 3.34 with 3.36, we see that residuals of model m8c over males IMD

groups still have some non-random clusters along the age dimension in group 1, but

is less obviously than what is observed from the females IMD groups shown in Figure

3.34. Comparing model m8c to model m6 we now find rather similar pictures of resid-

uals for the two models. These observations are in-line with the more outstanding BIC

value of m8c than m6 under the IMD males populations, as m8c manages to capture

most of the mortality patterns from males with fewer parameters.

Regarding the CPP and QPP populations, there are no obvious residual cohort pattern

shown in the standardized residuals fitted by either m6 or m8, even m8 has quite simple

age structure. Therefore, we choose not fit the variants of model m8 with cohort factor
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γc or γci with CPP or QPP data.

3.8 Conclusions and Further Considerations

In this chapter we have compared performances of several multi-population mortality

models in terms of the goodness-of-fit over observations of the ten groups of popula-

tion in England defined by deciles of the IMD. Results suggest that models allowing for

group-specific time patterns outperform other models having first-order period-effect

factor common over all groups. Comparison of the estimated κ1 between the Li & Lee

model (m3) and the m1 as the most generalized version suggests that the ten IMD

decile groups indeed have different trends of mortality improvement, in terms of both

magnitude and slope. Since 2001, the relatively less deprived groups have had more

significant improvements than those more deprived, and this explains the widening gap

of mortality rates over different socio-economic groups to some extent.

3.8.1 Overall conclusions

The other important conclusion from this empirical study is that the non-parametric

age-related improvement factors, represented by β1
x and β2

x in this chapter, are quite

important for capturing the age-specific mortality improvement rates. Assuming a

linear trend of log death rates over age could be simple and less volatile, but there

will be significant non-linearity in the observed mortality rates left over. Although an

additional cohort effect can be a good supplement to models with β’s in linear struc-

ture (for example, m8c versus m6 for IMD males population), it appears to be less

significant if the model incorporates non-parametric β factors – that is, in models such

as m8c, the cohort effects from observed death rates might be well captured by the

age-period factors anyway. What is more, BIC fitted with the England IMD decile

groups suggets that common non-linear age factors αx, β
1
x and β2

x are preferred over

group-specific factors – as the best-fit models, m6 for females and m8c with common

γ for males, both have all age-related factors common over all groups. In other words,

the ten socio-economic groups in England are suggested to follow consistent non-linear

patterns over age, while the group-specific variations are driven by the group-specific

time factors κ with their absolute levels and paces of change over calendar years.

Furthermore, it is worth to remark that the m6 (CAE model with common αx) also
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satisfies the principle of coherence8 (Hyndman et al., 2013). Meanwhile some other

models having even lower BICs than m6 do not show strong evidence of coherence in

terms of mortality forecast, therefore m6 is selected as the best-fitting model in this

thesis as it is the coherent one having most outstanding BIC value.

Among all results and conclusions in this chapter, here are some words of caution. The

results presented here are based on the population data for England, Canada and its

region of Quebec. Therefore the results are likely to be quite different if populations

in any other countries or regions are considered, or even for data from the same pop-

ulation but over different ages and/or years. For instance, as shown in this chapter

briefly, CPP and QPP populations also have the twelve models in Table 3.1 fitted, and

resulting in a different ranking of models. Wen et al. (2020) discussed more details

on studies and analysis done over the CPP and QPP populations. However, it turned

out that the selected model for IMD decile groups, m6, still outperforms other models

for the Canadian data. Although it does not have the best BIC value from Canadian

data, it satisfies all qualitative criteria proposed for multi-population models, while

some others do not.

Deaths and exposures data by socio-economic groups are only available over relatively

short periods. For example in this thesis, the IMD data only covers 17 years from 2001

to 2017, while CPP and QPP are available over 25 years from 1991 to 2015. Neither

of them can be considered as sufficiently long to produce sufficiently reliable modelling

outcome for time patterns. This could be one of the reasons for models with group-

specific period-effect parameters outperforming others with common period effects. A

common period factor might explain joint movement of mortality rates in all groups

over the long run. However the joint movement is always hidden behind group-specific

variations over short observation periods. As IMD and CPP/QPP have different rel-

ative length between the underlying ages and years, Table 3.3 shows BIC results of

the same twelve models but fitted over a restricted age range and there are indeed

some differences of BIC ranking. We would suggest this as an issue to be investigated

further, i.e. impact of relative amount of years and ages to each other in underlying

data on performance of models with different complexities in age and year dimension

8Most of the models allow for the possibility of a widening gap between groups (as we have seen in
recent years), typically captured through the dynamics of the period effects. However, for some models
it is inevitable that these gaps grow with time and populations diverge in the long run. For other
models, on the other hand, short-term divergence is reversible depending on the choice of multivariate
time series model. Having coherence as a desirable property means that we exclude models that
guarantee long-term divergence of mortality rates for different populations.
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respectively.

On the other hand, we can find the difference made from length of ages in the observed

deaths and exposures, from the comparison between m6 and m8 fitted to different

datasets. The IMD data has 50 ages while the CPP/QPP data have only 25. m6

having the β’s in non-linear structures tends to perform better when there are more

ages available9 in underlying data such as IMD. Meanwhile m8 having simple linear

β’s performs better in CPP/QPP as there are fewer ages, and the non-linear β’s in m6

is likely to overfit the CPP/QPP data with less observation along the age dimension.

This could explain why m6 has better BIC than m8 under the IMD dataset, but it is

the other way around for CPP/QPP. Also, when the two models are fitted to the IMD

dataset with reduced age range of 65-89, although model m6 still has the better BIC,

the gap between them is narrowed.

3.8.2 Future researches

The analysis in this chapter are first steps towards future projection of death rates

of the IMD deciles in England, or for the eleven subpopulations under the CPP and

QPP pension schemes. Empirical evidences found in this chapter suggests that mortal-

ity models for a country can be refined significantly by considering mortality patterns

in different socio-economic groups. There are obviously correlations between different

groups but also group-specific features, and it is important to allow for both in future

mortality projection. The individual period-effect parameters suggested in this thesis

actually create the new challenge of finding a parsimonious multivariate time series

model, which is supposed to capture the group-specific time patterns over years while

reflecting the group-wise correlations well. Also, it has to avoid divergence between

different groups over the long term as much as possible.

The m6 (CAE model with common α) as the best-fit model is worthy of further im-

provements for better performance. One important action is to smooth the two age-

related improvement factors β1
x and β2

x. As they are shown in figures 3.11, 3.12 and

3.13, there is clear trend of the estiamted β’s under m6 but with some fluctuations.

For any specific population dataset, we can smooth the β1
x and β2

x explicitly and there-

fore reduce effects of sampling variations from the observed mortality rates over age.

9Compared to the linear age-relate improvement factors in model m8 (β1
x = 1 and β2

x = (x − x̄)),
the non-linear β’s in m6 are more complex and require data in larger volume to prevent overfitting.
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Superiority of the m6 in all the three datasets – IMD, CPP and QPP suggest that we

could treat m6 as one of the first models to consider when modelling any new multi-

population dataset.

As discussed by Wen et al. (2020), the relative size of the population at retirement

age (e.g. 65-70) over the eleven CPP/QPP groups changes over time, and there are

different trends observed between males and females. For example, since 1980 it was

observed that the relative size of the group with the highest pension (group 11) at age

65 has been reducing over the years in both genders, i.e. the cohorts approaching age

65 in each of the years between 1980 and 2015 has less proportion of people that have

pension amount of 100% of the maximum pension of their cohorts. Such shifts can

relate to different elements including varying cohort maximum pension, variations in

the number of members that do not contribute to the scheme over the full working

career, etc. (Wen et al., 2020). We would like to test if these variations contribute an

additional cohort-effect in the group-specific mortality rates. For example, we can try

with a group-specific cohort effect that is proportional to the relative size of the groups

in each cohort, i.e. γCPPci = b × pci for group i of scheme members of cohort c. pci is

the proportion of population that group i covers in the overall population of cohort c,

over some relevant ages and years, i.e.
∑

i pci = 1 in all cohorts c. b is an unknown

constant, whether its estimate is close to zero potentially tells us if the varying relative

size over groups by cohort have any non-trivial impact on cohort mortality.
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A Factor-Based GLM Mortality

Model

Within this chapter we talk about a model as a more interpretable extension to the

stochastic models studied in the previous chapter. It has a linear predictor of Gener-

alized Linear Model (GLM) format for capturing interactions between mortality rates

and socio-economic factors in small neighbourhoods (LSOA) of England. It is described

as factor-based1 because it takes socio-economic factors in individual LSOAs as pre-

dictive variables alongside the deaths and exposures data.

4.1 Motivation

This factor-based GLM model is designed to take deaths, exposures and socio-economic

factors as input, and estimate mortality rates while explaining the relationship between

mortality rates and socio-economic factors. Considering the individual LSOAs have

relatively small population sizes, the number of deaths and exposures in individual

LSOAs, years and ages can be quite volatile. In order to mitigate this issue, we aggre-

gate the deaths and exposures over all the LSOAs at single years and ages, and only

use them to model the national average mortality rates. Meanwhile the LSOA-specific

mortality rates are modelled from relevant socio-economic factors as relative shifts from

the national average mortality rates. This framework helps improve the signal-to-noise

ratio by avoiding too much reliance on small-area mortality data. The idea of aggre-

1Note that the models are described as factor-based because it is fitted using relevant socio-
economic and spatial factors at LSOA level as predictive variables. It does not refer to the factor
models that are akin to factor analysis (e.g. Lee-Carter model with latent factors of κ and its multi-
plier as β). He et al. (2021) has clear explanation of factor analysis, which helps to understand the
differences between factor analysis from the factor-based models defined in this thesis.
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gating small populations into larger clusters for mortality modelling is also discussed

in some other relevant works, including Chen et al. (2017) and Cairns et al. (2020).

On the other hand, the socio-economic inputs are more interpretable than those stochas-

tic parameters in the previous chapter, i.e. αxi, κti, etc. All socio-economic factors are

clearly defined in the real world (e.g. factors related to income deprivation, education

deprivation, etc., in individual LSOAs) and therefore we can improve interpretation of

the model. By fitting a GLM-type model over the socio-economic factors, we can learn

the magnitude and direction of their impact on mortality rates and then have some

in-depth analysis on those having most significant impact.

4.2 Model Specification

The model is constructed with a GLM predictor, which allows the socio-economic

factors to shift the national base mortality up and down according to socio-economic

metrics in individual LSOAs. It is a supervised learning model – each LSOA has both

observed mortality rates mitx and many socio-economic variables known to us. The

observed mortality rates are response variables at level of single LSOAs, i.e. what we

want to estimate. The GLM-type model has its overall structure as follows:

logmitx = logmb
tx +RRitx (4.1)

RRitx =

p∑
j=1

βjXij

mb
tx represents the base mortality matrix capturing national age-year specific mortal-

ity, which is common over all the LSOAs. RRitx act as the relative mortality risk

at individual LSOAs relative to the national level, which drives the LSOAs to have

different mortality rates departing from the common mb
tx. RR is modelled by a GLM

predictor as a linear combination of socio-economic variables Xij at LSOA i, and there

are p variables in total with j = 1, 2, . . . , p. The coefficients β not only measure the

magnitude of the variables’ effects onto mortality, but also how socio-economic factors

lead to inequality of mortality rates over different areas in England. This interpretation

comes from the fact that RRitx represents departure of neighbourhood mortality rates

from the national level.
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With the response variable set as observed death rates, mitx, this factor-based model is

interpreted as a GLM with a specific link function transforming the linear predictorsXij

(socio-economic variables) to target death rates to estimate. Starting with a Poisson

assumption on the number of deaths such that Ditx ∼ Pois(D̂itx), the model as in

(4.1) can be interpreted as an estimator of mortality rates in a single year and age, and

within a single LSOA:

D̂itx = Eitxm̂itx (4.2)

= Eitx exp
(

logmb
tx +

∑
j

βjXji

)
log
(
D̂itx

)
= logEitx + logmb

tx +
∑
j

βjXji

The estimator in the last row of (4.2) can be rewritten into an estimator of the death

rates, m̂itx = D̂itx/Eitx, as a function of the base mortality matrix mb
tx and the GLM

predictor as they are in (4.1). Given the Ditx and Eitx alongside the socio-economic

variables Xij, the key items of the factor-based GLM are outlined below:

GLM item Notation

random component target variable Ditx over a range of (i, t, x)

systematic component link function log link function gitx = log
(
D̂itx

)
at specific point (i, t, x)

linear predictor gitx = logEitx + logmb
tx +

∑
j βjXij

Table 4.1: Overall structure of the factor-based GLM for modelling the death rate mitx.

As it is shown in (4.2), the number of deaths can be estimated as the expected value of

actual death count Ditx with a log link function evaluated at individual LSOAs, ages

and years, (i, t, x). The link function is modelled as a function of a linear combina-

tion of socio-economic factors and an additional offset term logEitx + logmb
tx. This

basic framework of the GLM still has potential for further extensions to capture more

complex mortality variations, please see more details in later sections. McCullagh and

Nelder (1989) gave a complete introduction to GLMs. Macdonald et al. (2019) de-

scribed the Poisson assumption of the number of deaths, which is a quite commonly

used assumption in mortality modelling.
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In order to have more flexibility to capture more of the non-linear patterns in national

mortality rates, the base matrix mb
tx can be extended to a non-parametric framework

with stochastic parameters such as those discussed in the previous chapter. Here we

use the Cairns-Blake-Dowd (CBD) model to evaluate the national base mortality rates,

which assumes linear age dependency and non-linear time dependencies (Cairns et al.,

2009):

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +

p∑
j=1

βjXij (4.3)

The model in (4.3) with the CBD framework for national mortality rates is called the

CBD-GLM model in this thesis. It assumes linear and homogeneous age pattern over

all individual LSOAs.

Alternatively we can also estimate the mb
tx with aggregated deaths and exposures at

national level and make it to be fully consistent with the observed national mortality

rates:

mb
tx =

∑N
i=1Ditx∑N
i=1Eitx

(4.4)

N = 32, 844 represents all LSOAs in England. With (4.4) the base matrix is consid-

ered as a saturated model of national mortality rates. It has very low bias but variance

could be significantly higher than other formats. As the saturated mb
tx is derived di-

rectly from the observations, we do not need to estimate unknown parameters following

a criterion. However, please keep in mind that the saturated mb
tx has quite high degrees

of freedom as it has each of the single years and ages ’estimated’. Therefore models

having saturated base matrix could perform poorly under certain model selection cri-

teria such as the BIC.

4.2.1 Age interaction and time dependency

Neither the predictive variables (socio-economic factors) nor the β coefficients vary

with age in the GLM in (4.3), it only captures the age pattern in national average

mortality rates with its linear term (x − x̄). The individual LSOAs are consequently

assumed to have a homogeneous age pattern of mortality over the underlying age range,

and the model cannot capture differences in age patterns of mortality over different

LSOAs. Therefore the model in (4.3) is not suitable in modelling mortality rates over

any wide age range. We can mitigate this by multiplying age-related factors with the
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β coefficients.

On the other hand, most of the socio-economic variables were published in the 2011

Census and are not updated between two Censuses. Therefore (4.3) does not reflect

any pattern of socio-economic effects on mortality rates changing over time. In order

to understand more on their evolution over the recent years, the coefficients β can be

modelled as time series with time dependency over calendar year. They are denoted

as βt with time dependency. Furthermore, βt can be forecasted over future unknown

periods if there is a sufficiently long history of past mortality experiences available.

With both the age and time dependency considered, the improved GLM model is

written in a slightly different format with the relative shifts at small neighbourhoods

having interactions with both age and year:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij (4.5)

This version in (4.5) with age interaction and time-dependency is named as the CBD-

GLMtx model in this thesis to highlight its additional variations allowed for neigh-

bourhood mortality rates over different ages (x) and years (t). The Table 4.2 below

summarizes the GLM-type models with different structures of parameters and different

levels of complexity. They can be considered as different versions related to each other,

only with national mortality rates and LSOA-level relative shifts modelled in different

ways.

Model Formula

saturated GLM logmitx = logmb
tx +

∑p
j=1 βjXij

CBD-GLM logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
∑p

j=1 βjXij

CBD-GLMtx logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
∑p

j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

saturated GLMtx logmitx = logmb
tx +

∑p
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

CBD-GLMtx logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
∑p

j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij + γt−x

with cohort effect

Table 4.2: Summary of factor-based GLM models for estimating neighbourhood mor-
tality rates.

In this paper we mainly focus on the CBD-GLMtx model as it reveals variation of

relationship between mortality rates and socio-economic factors over different years
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and ages, which is vitally important for mortality analysis.

Parameter Interpretation

κ1
t baseline period-effect parameter for national mortality rates
κ2
t age-related improvement over time of national mortality rates

βj0,t effect from jth variable on mortality rates
βj1,t age-related slope of jth variable’s effect on mortality rates

Table 4.3: Interpretation of the parameters under the CBD-GLMtx model, all have
time dependency to highlight trends of socio-economic variations over time.

As it is outlined in Table 4.3, the CBD-GLMtx model has the following extensions to

the original GLM in (4.3), which could improve performance materially:

• The GLM predictor (relative shifts from the national mortality rates) is incor-
porated with age, therefore the model is capable of being fitted over relatively
wider age ranges.

• The coefficients β’s have time dependency so that they can capture change of
the socio-economic factors’ interactions with mortality rates over time. The time
varying coefficients also tell us how the relative importance of the socio-economic
factors change over time.

While the CBD-GLMtx model captures more age and time variations, the additional

complexity introduced is likely to increase computational cost and cause overfitting

issues. We should apply model selection criteria to make sure that improvement in

model performance offsets the increased complexity, e.g. BIC takes both goodness-of-

fit and degrees of freedom into account.

4.3 Parameter Estimation

Here in this section we discuss on parameter estimation of the proposed factor-based

GLM models, from simple GLM to the CBD-GLMtx model with age and year inter-

actions. We discuss the model fitting criteria used, interpretation of the estimated

parameters and comparison of results from different GLM models. From the estimated

parameters we also get an idea of the relative importance of different socio-economic

variables compared to each other in mortality estimation.

Similarly to the twelve stochastic models discussed in the previous chapter, the GLMs

here also rely on the MLE for parameter estimation, which is again established based

on the Poisson assumption for the number of deaths at individual LSOAs, years and
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ages, i.e. Ditx ∼ Pois(D̂itx). Following this Poisson assumption the log-likelihood func-

tion can be created and then maximized with respect to the unknown parameters to

estimate, including national period-effect parameters like κ1
t and κ2

t and socio-economic

coefficients β’s in the GLM predictor.

4.3.1 CBD-GLM Model

First of all we look at the simple CBD-GLM model without any age or year interaction

in the LSOA-level predictor. Two socio-economic factors are applied as examples –

X1 = inc and X2 = emp, which are related to deprivation on income and employment

dimension in individual LSOAs, see Table 2.2 earlier for all underlying socio-economic

factors. Therefore the relative shifts RRitx are evaluated by income and employment

related factors and the CBD-GLM model looks like:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) + β1Xi1 + β2Xi2

Considering there is no age interaction in the β coefficients, the model in (4.3.1) cannot

capture any age variation of socio-economic impacts on mortality. We need to keep

the underlying age range relatively narrow with this model to mitigate this limitation.

Here we still fit them over ages ranges with length 25 years to make it comparable to

other versions having age and time dependency.
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Figure 4.1: Estimated national period-effect parameters κ1
t (left) and κ2

t (right) with
CBD-GLM model in (4.3.1) from observed mortality rates of England males, with inc
and emp as predictive variables. Top row: age 65-89; Middle row: age 45-69; Bottom
row: age 25-49. Underlying years are 2001-2016.

The κ1
t as the baseline period factor shows improvement of national mortality rates

over 2001-2016 in all three age groups from young to old, with a significant slowdown

of improvement in around 2011. κ2
t represents the age-related mortality improvement

over time. It increases over time except for age 45-69. Any large κ2
t indicates a steeper

slope of mortality over age, which is a feature of low-mortality populations in most

cases. As mentioned previously, we focus on age 65 and above here to understand

more about retirement and pensionable ages.
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Age β1 (inc) β2 (emp) Log-likelihood BIC

45-69 0.244 0.113 −3, 194, 074 6, 388, 705
45-69 CBD only −3, 248, 590 6, 497, 705
65-89 0.144 0.042 −6, 585, 532 13, 171, 622
65-89 CBD only −6, 624, 881 13, 250, 287

Table 4.4: Estimated coefficients and model selection criteria of CBD-GLM model
fitted over two different age groups with two variables – inc and emp. ”CBD only”
means the simple CBD model fitted to the overall observed mortality rates without
the variables explaining LSOA-level shifts.

Table 4.4 reflects the relative effect of the two variables on mortality rates. Impact

of income deprivation appears to be more significant on the mortality in an LSOA,

and employment deprivation has relatively higher impact at the younger than older

ages. Both coefficients are positive, which indicates that income and employment de-

privation are positively related to mortality rates in any one LSOA i. Comparisons

between the CBD model with and without the LSOA-specific variables demonstrates

the importance of the socio-economic variables as the BIC is improved significantly by

them.

Please note that the log-likelihood and BIC of the CBD models without socio-economic

variables in Table 4.4 are still fitted to observed deaths and exposures, Ditx and Eitx,

over individual LSOAs separately (Ditx and Eitx are not aggregated over all LSOAs in

any year and age). The purpose is to keep the constant term in the likelihood func-

tion comparable with models with the socio-economic variables. Please see more details

on the log-likelihood function built from LSOA-specific mortality rates in the appendix.

4.3.2 The CBD-GLMtx model

The CBD-GLMtx model with age and year dependencies enables the individual LSOAs

to have their own age patterns interacted with the socio-economic variables by virtue

of the age interacting term βj1(x− x̄). Similar to the previous section, we start testing

it over the same 2 variables – inc and emp:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
(
β10,t + β11,t(x− x̄)

)
Xi1 +

(
β20,t + β21,t(x− x̄)

)
Xi2 (4.6)

Patterns of β10,t and β20,t over time reveal the contribution of their corresponding

variables to inequality of mortality rates over years 2001-2016. Meanwhile β11,t and

β21,t reflect the change in magnitude of age effect onto neighbourhood mortality levels
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over the same period.

Age X1 X2 Log-likelihood BIC

25-49 inc emp −1, 038, 416 2, 078, 405
45-69 inc emp −3, 192, 926 6, 387, 425
65-89 inc N/A −6, 578, 163 13, 157, 374
65-89 inc emp −6, 577, 865 13, 157, 304

Table 4.5: Model selection criteria for the CBD-GLMtx model fitted over distinct age
groups of males in England, with inc or both inc and emp as variables.

Table 4.5 shows multiple pieces of information. First of all emp is shown to be able

to improve the model’s BIC while applied additionally to inc on its own, over the

pensionable ages 65-89. Also, from comparison to of Table 4.4, we see that the CBD-

GLMtx improves the BIC for all three age groups. Also, the addition of extra age and

year interactions does not distort the shapes of the estimated national parameters κ1
t

and κ2, which still behave very similarly to those under the simpler CBD-GLM model.

Figure 4.2: Estimated GLM coefficients under the CBD-GLMtx model fitted over age
65-89 with inc and emp. Top row: inc; Bottom: emp; Left: intercept βj0,t; Right:
age-interacting βj1,t.

Figure 4.2 shows an increasing pattern of β10, which indicates that inc has an increas-

ing contribution into inequality of mortality over different areas over 2001-2016 (for

England males aged 65-89). Meanwhile emp also has β20 increasing over years but its
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trend is not as significant as that of inc.

In comparison, the age interacted coefficients β11,t and β21,t do not have any clear trend.

For inc, the positive β10 and negative β11 suggests that income deprivation (reflected

in inc) has higher impact on mortality at younger ages, i.e. below the mean age of 77

(underlying age group is 65-89). The combined item of inc,
(
β10,t + β11,t(x − x̄)

)
Xi1,

can explain the logic. For any LSOA with inc being positive (areas more deprived

than national average), β10,t is positive over all years while β11,t(x− x̄) is only positive

at ages younger than 77. So people of ages younger than 77 have their estimated

mortality rates further increased by the age interaction β11,t(x− x̄). Vice versa, people

of ages older than 77 have β10,t and β11,t acting in the opposite way and there is

offsetting effect between them. The different patterns below and above age 77 are a

consequence of the modelling assumptions reflecting our empirical finding that socio-

economic inequality tends to be less obvious at relatively high ages. For illustration,

we plot the effective coefficients of the two variables as a function of age to assess the

impact of age interaction. The effective coefficient of one variable Xj at age x in year

t is written as: (
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
It is a matrix covering a group of single ages and years. They are analogus to the linear

coefficients in simple GLMs and explain the impact of predictive variables on mortality

rates in a LSOA i.

Figure 4.3: Left: estimated effective coefficients
(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x − x̄)

)
of inc and emp

appplied over ages 65-89. Dashed lines: year 2001; Solid lines: year 2016; Black: inc;
Red: emp. Right: same figures with inc replaced by incOld, which describes income
deprivation for population in elder age group.

Figure 4.3 shows different patterns of the effective coefficients over age for the two pre-

dictive variables. Both of them decrease over age which indicates that socio-economic

differences of mortality rates over different areas are less significant at high ages. For
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every variable tested, their coefficients in 2016 are higher than 2001, which indicates

that inequality of mortality over different neighbourhoods is increasingly driven by

them during 2001-2016. It corresponds to what is shown in Figure 4.2 by the increas-

ing β10,t and β20,t over years.

On the other hand, slope of emp in Figure 4.3 is much less steep than that of inc, which

indicates that the mortality effect of employment deprivation is less sensitive to age

than income deprivation. It suggests that age interaction in the model could be less

genuine for some variables than others. There are more relevant discussions in Section

4.7 regarding selective age interaction for different variables.

In the estimates for 2001, Figure 4.3 shows a crossover between the two variables

around age 84. This is quite surprising as we expect income deprivation to be more

influential than employment deprivation at older ages. This could be related to the way

that inc (IMD income deprivation score) is constructed – it takes the proportion of the

population receiving certain types of income support over the entire age range, which

might not be representative at older ages, e.g. above 80. There are two other income-

related deprivation scores published by the ONS – IMD income-child score (incChild)

and income-old score (incOld), which are constructed from the same indicators as inc

but over more precise age groups. Therefore, for age groups like 65-89 (old) or 15-39

(young), the incOld and incChild could be more precise. The right hand plot in Figure

4.3 shows that the crossover is eliminated after replacing inc with incOld. Please see

the IMD Technical Report (2015) for more details on the definition of the deprivation

scores. Also, the strong correlation between income and employment deprivation can

make the estimated coefficients distort each other.

After assessing the predictive variables marginally, we can also look into their combined

effect on mortality rates in a LSOA i. As an example, for the model in (4.6), we look

at the estimated value of the linear predictor that covers both inc and emp. It can

be considered as the estimated relative mortality risk (relative to the national average

mortality) that is driven or explained by the two socio-economic factors:

RRitx =
(
β̂10,t + β̂11,t(x− x̄)

)
Xi1 +

(
β̂20,t + β̂21,t(x− x̄)

)
Xi2 (4.7)

As (4.7) shows, RRitx represents the relative mortality at single years and ages for a

LSOA i compared to the national average mortality in the same age and year.
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Figure 4.4: Estimated relative risks (RRitx) explained by the inc and emp in two
calendar years, over age 65-89 for males in England. A sample of 50 LSOAs are selected
randomly and are the same in both plots for years 2001 (left) and 2016 (right).

Figure 4.4 shows patterns of the LSOA-specific relative risks and implies that LSOAs

can have either positive and negative relative risks at the same time. Socio-economic

differences of mortality tend to shift toward zero as age getting older. The sample in

2016 has wider gaps between different LSOAs than in 2001, which again indicates the

increasing inequality of mortality.

For assessment, the CBD-GLMtx model can have residuals calculated at different levels

of granularity. We start from calculating standardized residuals with number of deaths

in single years and ages at national level.

Ztx =
Dtx − D̂tx√

D̂tx

with Dtx and D̂tx being the observed and estimated number of deaths respectively in

single year t and age x, with all LSOAs aggregated. The estimated D̂tx is from the

CBD-GLMtx model over age 65-89 and 2001-2016, with inc and emp as predictive

variables.
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Figure 4.5: Heatmaps of standardized residuals of CBD model (left, single population
model without any LSOA-specific variation) and CBD-GLMtx (right) model fitted
using England males data aged over 65-89 and 2001-2016.

Figure 4.5 shows that the CBD-GLMtx model does not explain the cohort effect in

national average mortality rates well, as there is significant clustering of positive and

negative residuals along the diagonal. Inclusion of LSOA-specific variations in RRitx

does not make any material improvement from the traditional CBD model over the

entire population of England. It suggests that the CBD-GLMtx model requires a na-

tional cohort-effect parameter to explain the residual cohort patterns. More details are

discussed later in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.3 Saturated GLMtx model

Table 4.2 also contains a version of the GLM-type model with ’saturated’ national

mortality rates. In this model the base mortality is calibrated from the observed

mortality rates at every single year and age:

logmitx = logmb
tx +

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

mb
tx =

∑
iDitx∑
iEitx

The mb
tx is the base matrix as defined in (4.4) earlier, which represents the national av-

erage mortality rates in single years of ages. It is interpreted as the saturated mortality

matrix here as it replicates the observed mortality rates in every single year and age.
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The saturated matrix can reduce bias greatly but also consequently increases variance

by introducing more parameters, i.e. every entry in mb
tx is equivalent to a parameter

in the model. We still test the model over males aged over 65-89 with two variables,

inc and emp. The estimated coefficients are very similar to those in Figure 4.2. It

shows that the relative risks in individual LSOAs are not materially affected by the

way national mortality rates are estimated.

Age X1 X2 Log-likelihood BIC

65-89 inc emp −6, 576, 701 13, 161, 008

Table 4.6: Model selection criteria for the saturated (GLMtx) model fitted using Eng-
land males data aged 65-89 and with inc and emp as variables.

Table 4.6 shows the saturated model has log-likelihood improved from the CBD-GLMtx

model with unknown κ’s for national mortality, but the BIC is worsened for having a

much large number of parameters (compared to Table 4.5 for the CBD-GLMtx model).

The CBD-GLMtx model relies on κ1
t and κ2

t to smooth out noise in observed mortality

rates and therefore better prevents overfitting. In this aspect we prefer the CBD-

GLMtx model for mortality estimation.

Another key consideration stopping us using the saturated m̃b
tx is future mortality

projection. The estimated κ1
t and κ2

t have time trends estimated, from which we can

forecast the national mortality rates in future years if there is sufficient historical data.

4.3.4 CBD-GLMtx model with cohort effect

As Section 4.3.3 discusses, we might need a cohort-effect parameter to explain any

cohort pattern in the observed mortality rates (the saturated m̃b
tx is shown not to

capture cohort effects well despite having a large number of parameters). We add a

cohort parameter γc into the CBD-GLMtx model on the side of national mortality

rates.

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) + γt−x +

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij (4.8)

with the two variables still being inc and emp. We test the CBD-GLMtx model with

cohort effect. There are identifiability constraints required for γc to enforce it to sum

up to zero (similar to what we have done to the model m8 with cohort effect in Chapter

3).
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∑
c

γc = 0
∑
c

γc(c− c̄) = 0

Figure 4.6: Estimated γc under the modified CBD-GLMtx model as defined in (4.8).

Figure 4.6 shows some seasonal cycles of the estimated γc over the underlying cohorts,

including a abnormal valley at the 1919 cohort (due to errors in population data in

this cohort (Cairns et al., 2016)) and upward jumps in post-1945 cohorts, which might

be sampling variation or a boundary effect. Table 4.7 below shows that inclusion of γc

improves the BIC.

Age X1 X2 Log-likelihood BIC

65-89 inc emp −6, 576, 855 13, 155, 907

Table 4.7: Model selection criteria for the CBD-GLMtx model with a national γc over
England males aged 65-89 and with inc and emp as variables.

γc can also be constrained in a different way for a quadratic shape over cohorts. An

extra identifiability constraint is required:
∑

c γc(c − c̄)2 = 0. In order to implement

this constraint we need an extra quadratic term in the model to absorb the quadratic

term in the additional constraint of γc. Please see the appendix for more details about

the identifiability constraints. On the other hand, it might also help to capture more

non-linearities in observed mortality rates. The extended model is as below:

logmitx = κ1
t +κ2

t (x− x̄)+κ3
t

(
(x− x̄)2−σ2

x

)
+γt−x+

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t+βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij (4.9)

where σ2
x =

∑
x(x−x̄)2

Nx
andNx is the total number of underlying ages. With the additional

κ3
t , the first two period factors κ1

t and κ2
t still have almost identical shapes and amounts
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as previously. What is more, the linear socio-economic coefficients (β’s) are pretty

robust to the national mortality rates and are not materially changed the additional

parameters.

Figure 4.7: Estimated κ3
t and γc under the modified CBD-GLMtx model as it in (4.9).

Figure 4.7 shows the estimated γc is not materially changed by the additional quadratic

terms. There are still seasonal cycles over the cohorts at similar level of volatilities.

Meanwhile the BIC is worsened after adding κ3
t because of the increased degrees of

freedom.

Age X1 X2 Log-likelihood BIC

65-89 inc emp −6, 576, 841 13, 156, 124

Table 4.8: Model selection criteria for the CBD-GLMtx model with cohort effect γt−x
and quadratic age-year interaction driven by the κ3, fitted over males aged 65-89 and
with both inc and emp as variables.

Figure 4.8: Heatmaps of standardized residuals from the CBD-GLMtx model with
cohort parameter, fitted over males at ages over 65-89 and in years 2001-2016. Left:
with γc only; Right: with γc and another κ3 driving the quadratic age-year interaction.
Black cells: positive figures; Grey cells: negative figures.
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From Figure 4.8 we can see the significant improvement in standardized residuals

brought by the additional γc. Residual cohort effects appear to be well explained

as clusters along the diagonal are eliminated. The extra κ3 along with the extra con-

straint on γc does not make any significant difference from the γc on its own. Therefore

we would add a γc into the national mortality side of CBD-GLMtx model but without

the quadratic constraint.

4.3.5 Robustness of GLM coefficients

While the parameters κ1
t , κ

2
t and γc evaluating the national mortality rates that are

common to all the LSOAs, the GLM coefficients β driving the relative LSOA shifts

RRitx give us information about interaction of neighbourhood mortality rates with dif-

ferent socio-economic factors. The sections above discuss multiple frameworks to model

the national mortality rates as the baseline, and it is important to test whether the

estimated β’s are robust under different structures of the national mortality rates. In

this circumstance the selection of socio-economic variables and selection of framework

to model the mb
tx can be separated and done in parallel.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of estimated GLM coefficients β̂ under different structures of
national component of CBD-GLMtx model, fitted over two variables inc and emp Top
left to bottom right: β10,t, β11,t,β20,t and β21,t. Black: original CBD-GLMtx model;
Red: model with saturated m̃b

tx; Blue: CBD-GLMtx model with additional κ3
t and γc

as it in (4.9).

Figure 4.9 shows that all the β coefficients with socio-economic variables are pretty

robust under different formats of national mortality rates. Therefore the relative risk

factors RRitx are not sensitive to the national component at all. Results about the vari-

ables’ effects on mortality rates are therefore not easily distorted, and we can study

the national (as mb
tx) and neighbourhood mortality rates (as RRitx) separately without

any systematic bias. For example, assuming one variable Xj1 is shown to have a higher

effect on mortality than the other variable Xj2 , then this conclusion can be assumed to

hold no matter how the national component mb
tx is modelled, given consistent under-

lying ages and years and the consistent structure of RRitx =
∑

j

(
βj0,t+βj1,t(x−x̄)

)
Xij.

The following sections in this chapter are mostly about the selection of socio-economic

variables by different methods of measuring variable importance, which are about the

relative shifts RRitx and therefore not expected to be affected by the national compo-

nent to anything but a limited extent. The reference model used is the CBD-GLMtx

model with national component evaluated by κ1
t and κ2

t , as it is in the Table 4.2:
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logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

Despite the improvement in the BIC brought by the γc, the later studies in this chap-

ter are based on the model without γc first to select the most important variables. As

Figure 4.9 shows, the national component of the CBD-GLMtx model does not mate-

rially impact the estimate of RRitx and β coefficients at level of individual LSOAs.

After selecting the most important variables we can then add the γc to the national

component to explain the cohort effects.

4.4 Selection of Variables

There are many variables available at individual LSOAs, which could be potentially

related to mortality rates at neighbourhoods in different ways. Most of the variables

are outlined in Table 2.2. However, considering the curse of dimensionality, any model

incorporating too many predictive variables is more likely to have high variance and

therefore will be sensitive to data. On the other hand, interpretability is one of the

most important criteria for a good model. Therefore researchers generally prefer sim-

pler models to complex ones for clearer relationships between response and predictive

variables. Therefore we only select the most significant variables for modelling rather

than taking all of them. Also, it is important to exclude any irrelevant variables to

reduce redundancy of the fitted model.

4.4.1 Basic ideas

Most of the variable selections are related to the bias-variance trade-off. Variance refers

the model’s sensitivity to different data inputs. Bias refers to the error of the estimated

model when fitted to certain data (James et al., 2013). If any model is fitted to be

too close to the data used, it can have high variance and sensitive to data used. On

the other hand, if the model is not fitted to the data well, it cannot capture important

patterns and therefore is less accurate. Broadly speaking, the selected variables are

expected to have the following characteristics:

1. They should capture as much information as possible, while limiting the degree
of over-parameterization. This can be assessed by selection criteria like likelihood
and BIC, etc.
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2. Ideally the input variables are not expected to have very strong correlations with
each other.

3. Ideally the input variables are not expected to have very strong correlation with
the target response variable being estimated, i.e. crude death rate mitx or A-
E ratio yi in this thesis. All individual predictors should have an explainable
connection with the response variable. And connections between the predictors
themselves should be interpretable.

Selection of variables is done by multiple methods in this thesis, including forward step-

wise subset selection trying out different combinations of variables for the best BIC

achievable, along with analytical judgements based on meaning of the variables. It is

informative and inclusive, and we will rarely miss any important variable. However, it

is quite computationally expensive.

Other than subset selection, some automated data learning approaches (both super-

vised and unsupervised) are applied to validate the results obtained from subset selec-

tion to make sure we do not miss anything crucial. They include Lasso shrinkage (su-

pervised), principal component analysis (unsupervised), Random Forest (supervised),

etc. The key difference between supervised and unsupervised learning is whether the

underlying data is labelled or not, i.e. whether the approach takes both predictive and

response variables from the dataset, or only predictive variables.

In this section we concentrate on the subset selection fitting the GLM model over dif-

ferent sets of variables. The next sections discuss more variable selection approaches

as validations to the results obtained in this section.

4.4.2 Subset selection

The Technical Report and Research Report of IMD have sufficient information on the

how the relevant deprivation scores are constructed. Each of the scores is made up from

several relevant indicators representing the level of deprivation over their dimension,

i.e. income, education, employment, etc. For other LSOA-level variables we can find

information from a variety of sources. With sufficient background research we are able

to be aware of the meaning and rationale of all individual variables and take a view on

the initial choice of variables to be included in modelling. Please see the Research and

Technical Report of IMD (Smith et al., 2015a and 2015b).
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In order to select the most important variables out of the full universe, we have imple-

mented different approaches to measure the importance of the candidate socio-economic

variables. We start from one of the most traditional methods here, which is subset se-

lection. A top-down selection approach is applied, which starts from models with the

least number of variables and then sequentially add additional variables that most im-

prove the BIC. This is pretty much equivalent to a forward-stepwise subset selection,

which might be sub-optimal compared to trying out all possible combinations of vari-

ables but has much less computational burden. Please see Hastie et al. (2008) for more

details on subset section methods.

Analysis here is based on the CBD-GLMtx model as the reference model with age and

year interaction with the relative shifts at the LSOAs. It is to be fitted over ages 65-89

and years 2001-2016 for population of England males. As has been discussed, although

the cohort effect parameter γc is shown to improve the model performance in respect

of the national mortality rates, we still represent the national mortality rates by the

original CBD structure as it does not affect the results derived on the LSOA-specific

shifts RRitx. Given there are p variables included, the reference model is the one we

have discussed in Section 4.2.1:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

We follow the process below to implement the forward-stepwise subset selection, start-

ing from the simplest model:

1. Put in only one variable first and try out all reasonable choices. Pick up the one
having the best BIC as the ’keystone’ variable.

2. Based on the keystone variable from step 1, add the second variable that brings
the most significant improvement in BIC.

3. Add additional variables one at time based on the previous stage’s outcome un-
til the BIC cannot be improved anymore (the likelihood function keeps being
improved even after overfitting arises but BIC does not).

Please note that there are also judgements applied over the process arising from the

definitions of the variables. According to the definitions of the variables we sometimes

have prior knowledge on their interaction with mortality or which ones are likely to

work better while in combination with other ones. What is more, correlation is another

concern – in principle we would prefer to avoid using highly correlated variables at the

same time.
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Figure 4.10: Correlation matrix for most of the underlying predictors believed to be
connected with mortality level.

From Figure 4.10 we can identify the strongly correlated predictive variables – for the

pairs with correlation being too strong, i.e. above 0.9, there will be limited chances of

improving the model performance if they are both applied.

The first variable

When there is only one variable, the IMD income-old deprivation score, incOld, appears

to be the one to select for having the best likelihood and BIC over all others. Age 65-

89 is more relevant to older people at pensionable ages, and income deprivation is

considered to be one of the most important factors affecting health and mortality level

in other relevant studies. For example, Smith et al. (2015a) assigned the highest weight

to income deprivation in the IMD, and the Danish affluent index discussed in Cairns

et al. (2019) also rely heavily on the income level of individuals. Therefore, it is not

a surprise here that incOld outperforms others. What is more, compared to the IMD

income deprivation score (inc) that covers income deprivation factors of the population

over all ages from child to old, incOld is considered more relevant to explain mortality

variation in population of pensionable ages, i.e. 65-89 here. In order to mitigate multi-

colinearity within the model, we do not seek to apply both inc and incOld at the same

time as they are strongly correlated (their correlation coefficient is 0.89).
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X1 LL BIC

inc −6, 578, 163 13, 157, 374
incOld −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
emp −6, 580, 988 13, 163, 025

pNoqual65 −6, 579, 353 13, 159, 756

Table 4.9: Top-performing variables in terms of BIC while fitted on their own to model
CBD-GLMtx, over age 65-89.

The full set of fitting outcomes containing all variables is available in the appendix

as references, please see more details there. Table 4.9 suggests that those related to

income, employment and education are the ones having the best BICs – they are sug-

gested to have relatively strong predictive power in respect of mortality of England

males aged 65-89.

Two variables

Beginning with incOld, which is supported by the previous round, we go through

other variables by applying each one of them besides incOld. According to the logic of

forward-stepwise selection, we deliberately omit the likelihood that any two variables

without incOld outperform any pair involving incOld.

X1 X2 LL BIC

incOld emp −6, 573, 330 13, 148, 234
incOld edu −6, 574, 225 13, 150, 024
incOld widerb −6, 574, 151 13, 149, 876
incOld numb −6, 575, 024 13, 151, 621
incOld rUK −6, 573, 361 13, 148, 296
incOld pNoqual65 −6, 570, 880 13, 143, 333
incOld pL465 −6, 572, 951 13, 147, 476

Table 4.10: The best performing pairs of variables while fitted to model CBD-GLMtx
over age 65-89 for England males.

Table 4.10 shows that some of the variables not performing on their own in the previous

step, but have good BICs when applied as supplement to incOld. pNoqual65, rUK,

edu, and numb have the most significant improvements on BIC, and pNoqual65 is the

best one out of them.

Three variables
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For a higher level of flexibility we keep adding extra predictors and look for potential

improvement of the likelihood/BIC suggesting that they are capturing more of the

mortality-related patterns between mortality rates and the predictors.

X1 X2 X3 LL BIC

incOld emp numb −6, 572, 760 13, 147, 617
incOld emp rUK −6, 572, 114 13, 146, 325
incOld numb rUK −6, 572, 653 13, 147, 404
incOld edu widerb −6, 572, 812 13, 147, 721
incOld work49h rUK −6, 572, 384 13, 146, 867
incOld emp pNoqual65 −6, 570, 288 13, 142, 673
incOld pNoqual65 rUK −6, 570, 338 13, 142, 774
incOld pNoqual65 numb −6, 570, 180 13, 142, 458
incOld pNoqual65 widerb −6, 570, 022 13, 142, 143

Table 4.11: The best performing triples of variables fitted with model CBD-GLMtx
over age 65-89 for England males.

Table 4.11 suggests that widerb with incOld and pNoqual65 have the best BIC, and

is superior to other combinations without pNoqual65. pNoqual65 is the proportion of

uneducated or less educated persons in a LSOA and therefore informative. It measures

education deprivation to some extent and could be an alternative to the edu (IMD

education deprivation score) that is more informative for the older population as the

proportion is calculated from those older than 65. widerb describes deprivation related

to housing, i.e. affordability, heating system, living area, etc. and could be related to

mortality rates by common sense. The Technical Report of IMD (Smith et al., 2015)

contains more details on definitions of the IMD deprivation scores.

Four and more variables

After many tests over different combinations of variables with the CBD-GLMtx model,

the BIC is optimized under a 4-variable combination. Although the likelihood is im-

proved further with 5 or 6 or even more variables, the BIC starts get worse after this

point as overfitting arises. Appendix F contains a full list of BIC results from subset se-

lection, with all the combinations of predictive variables (starting from single variable)

tried out with the CBD-GLMtx model. More discussions on other predictive variables

not related to socio-economic factors are in the next sections, i.e. spatial locations,

urbanization level, etc.
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Input predictors LL BIC
incOld+ emp+ numb+ rUK −6, 571, 590 13, 145, 803

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb −6, 569, 714 13, 142, 051
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + rUK −6, 569, 799 13, 142, 220
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + widerb −6, 569, 457 13, 141, 537
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ rUK −6, 569, 646 13, 141, 914
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ rUK −6, 569, 263 13, 141, 674
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ rUK + widerb −6, 569, 281 13, 141, 710

Table 4.12: The best performing sets of variables with 4 or more, fitted to CBD-GLMtx,
over age 65-89 for England males.

Table 4.12 suggests the following four variables optimize the BIC over the others:

• X1 = incOld (IMD income-old score)

• X2 = pNoqual65 (Proportion of no-qualification population above age 65)

• X3 = numb (Average number of bedrooms per household)

• X4 = widerb (IMD wider-barriers deprivation score)

The four variables reflect different aspects of socio-economic factors that are related to

mortality. incOld and pNoqual65 reflects deprivation related to income and education

at any particular LSOA i. numb is the average number of bedrooms per household,

which reflects housing affordability and indoor living environment. It is also related

to level of income. widerb is somehow correlated with numb as it is constructed from

indicators of housing overcrowding and affordability. However, widerb is also an in-

dicator of homelessness level, which is an important aspect of deprivation and could

be a good supplement besides the other three predictors for reflecting mortality level.

Also, we have to keep in mind that interactions between numb and widerb are likely

to affect reliability of the estimate of their coefficients.
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Figure 4.11: Estimated coefficients of predictive variables under the CBD-GLMtx
model with the 4 variables having the best BIC. Top to bottom row: incOld,
pNoqual65, numb and widerb. Left: intercept βj0,t; Right: age interaction βj1,t.

Figure 4.11 shows behaviours of the estimated coefficients for the four variables having

the best BIC over age 65-89. Increasing β10,t and β20,t over the years indicate increasing
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contribution to inequality of mortality rates over different areas by income and educa-

tion related factors – incOld and pNoqual65. The estimated β30 and β40 are at much

smaller scales and they have no clear trend over time. It indicates that incOld and

pNoqual65 have more effect on mortality and greater predictive power at the LSOA

level.

The signs of the coefficients indicate whether their corresponding variables increase or

reduce mortality rates at the LSOA level. Results show that incOld and pNoqual65 are

positively related to mortality – LSOAs with higher income deprivation or more people

with low or without educational degree above age 65 tend to have higher mortality

than the national average. The opposite of true for numb – LSOAs with relatively

more bedrooms per household tend to have lower mortality accounted for by their

higher-than-average affluence and living standards.

For widerb, intuitively, higher deprivation relating to housing overcrowding and af-

fordability might be positively correlated with mortality. But its actual behaviour is in

the other way around, which is shown by its negative intercepts β40,t. There are some

possible reasons driving such behaviour:

• LSOAs based in London (as one of the nine geographical regions) have signif-
icantly high widerb as the result of high population density and house prices.
However the LSOAs in London have relatively low observed mortality rates and
quite significant mortality improvements over recent years (more discussions are
coming in later sections).

• There are interactions between widerb and the other three variables, which affect
the estimated coefficients. For example, numb has overlap with wider in terms
of information it reflects, and captures much of the genuine pattern of mortality
with the widerb.

In terms of the age interactions, βj1,t, there is no significant pattern over time shown

from them, and their values are quite small compared to the intercepts. Negative

β11,t and β21,t indicate that the upward shift of mortality due to income and education

deprivation is partly offset for the population older than 77, while the situation is

the opposite for β31,t and β41,t. This indicates that older population in an LSOA i

with high income and education deprivation have their mortality rates less affected

compared with younger people.
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Variable Level of impact Correlation with mortality

incOld major +
pNoqual65 major +
numb residual -
widerb residual -

Table 4.13: Outlook of mortality effect of the predictors optimizing BIC over age 65-89.
’+’ refers to positive correlation while ’-’ refering to negative.

Table 4.13 summarizes the effect of the predictors on mortality reflected by the esti-

mated coefficients. incOld and pNoqual65 are shown to be positively correlated to

mortality, while numb and widerb are negatively correlated.

4.5 Regularization

The subset selection method tries out all combinations and produces reliable results,

but is time consuming and it is always hard to cover all possible combinations. In

this section we introduce some ’automated’ variable selection methods that follow reg-

ularization algorithms. They follow certain objective functions and do not require too

many rounds of trail-and-error experiments.

Regularizations always adjust the objective function by adding extra penalty terms

related to model complexity, e.g. number of variables. By doing so the unknown co-

efficients are estimated under a constrained space and can be shrunk down towards

zero, and those having most significant reduction are considered as less important.

The Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) is one of the most

commonly used regularization methods. It can force some of the estimated coefficients

to be zero with a penalty function added to the objective function (Tibshirani, 1996).

For LASSO we use a simplified GLM from the CBD-GLMtx model that has all age

interactions and time dependencies removed. The simplified GLM is as follows:

logmitx = logmb
tx +

p∑
j

βjXji (4.10)

As age interaction is removed, it does not have the capability to model mortality rates

over any wide age group. Therefore it is fitted by narrow age groups separately, e.g. 41-

45, 61-65, etc., and the coefficients are estimated under certain constraints introduced

by the penalty function. Although removing the age interactions negatively impacts
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the model accuracy, the purpose of LASSO here is to compare variable importance

and we expect the rank of variable importance stays stable with or without the age

interaction2. We run the LASSO through the simplified GLM over different age groups

to mitigate the lack of age interaction.

4.5.1 Ridge regression

Prior to the LASSO we introduce a closely related method first – ridge regression, which

was firstly proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970). It forces some of the estimated

coefficients to be shrunk down towards zero by adding an extra penalty function ontoto

the log-likelihood function. The penalized MLE (we call it ”PMLE” in this section)

subjects the log-likelihood function to a bound on the l2-norm (sum of squared values)

of the coefficients to estimate:

lR(β) = l(β)− λ
p∑
j=1

β2
j (4.11)

with lR referring to the log-likelihood function with ridge regression, and l being the

full log-likelihood. λ is the penalty parameter controlling the degree of shrinkage, i.e.

how much are the coefficients constrained to be close to zero.

Following (4.11), the coefficients are estimated by maximizing the constrained log-

likelihood function, lR. Coefficients are shrunk down towards zero from their original

full-MLE estimators as λ increases from zero (λ = 0 represents a full MLE). By in-

creasing λ from zero steadily, we can see paths of the coefficients being shrunk down

and assess how robust is each of them is under their l2 bound. The most robust ones

(reduce at slowest speeds) are considered as the most important ones.

Considering in another way, the ridge penalty term in (4.11) is equivalent to a constraint

on the sum of squared coefficients:
p∑
j=1

β2
j ≤ t (4.12)

where t is a non-negative real number representing the upper limit of sum of squared

coefficients. It can be considered as a decreasing function of λ. Please note that the

same penalty function is also applicable to other objective functions for coefficient

estimation, e.g. sum of squared residuals for OLS.

2We tried running the LASSO with full age interactions as in (4.6), but it was very time consuming
and there were volatile results. Therefore, we prefer a simpler approach to be more practical.
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Figure 4.12: Shrinking paths of 17 selected variables by ridge regression with the
simplified GLM model fitted over age 61-65 of England males. x-axis is the shrink
ratio with one representing the full MLE, and any ratio close to zero indicates a large
λ (and a small t).

Figure 4.12 shows estimated coefficients of the 17 variables as the shrink factor λ

increases from zero (right to left). The shrink ratio is another representation of the

degree of shrink. This actually says that the degree of shrink is defined as the ratio

between aggregated estimators from the PMLE over those from the full MLE, as in

(4.13). incOld, emp, numb and pNoqual65 appear to be more robust than other

variables for being reduced toward zero at relatively slow speed.

srR =
||β̂

R
||2

||β̂||2
(4.13)

In (4.13), the numerator is the l2-norm of coefficients estimated by PMLE, while the

denominator is the l2-norm of the full MLE estimator when λ = 0. The shrink ratio

measures the significance of the regularization boundary as it measures the percentage

of the full MLE estimators retained under regularization.

However, as Tibshirani (1996) mentioned, ridge regression does not make any of the

coefficients exactly zero. All variables are still kept in the model with reduced coeffi-

cients, and its interpretability is therefore questioned. LASSO is an improved method

in terms of sparsity3, which is proposed by Tibshirani (1996). It sets some coefficients

3In mathematics, sparsity is always used to refer to feature of a vector or matrix that most of
the entries are zero. Here it represents the feature that some of the predictive variables will have
coefficient shrunk to exactly zero, i.e. they are completed removed from the model rather than just
have reduced impact.
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exactly at zero given sufficiently large λ.

4.5.2 LASSO

LASSO follows similar logic to ridge regression, and the only difference being LASSO

has its penalty function defined as an l1-norm (sum of absolute values) of the coef-

ficients. As the l1 boundary is a shape of rectangle instead of circular boundary as

ridge regression, LASSO sets some coefficients to be exactly zero. The LASSO PMLE

is defined as:

lL(β) = l(β)− λ
p∑
j=1

|βj| (4.14)

Analogous to the constraint of ridge regression, LASSO applies the following constraint

on the sum of absolute values of estimated coefficients:
p∑
j=1

|βj| ≤ t

Similar to ridge regression, LASSO in this paper is implemented by fitting the simplified

GLM by PMLE over narrow age groups, which are 41-45, 61-65 and 81-85. By running

the analysis over distinct age groups we can identify different importance of variables

over different ages. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, all variables are standardized.

Therefore the measure of importance here is not distorted by the scale of variables.
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Figure 4.13: LASSO shrinking paths of estimated coefficients from PMLE. Top left:
mortality rates over age 41-45; Top right: age 61-65; Bottom: age 81-85.

The shrink ratio of LASSO is defined similarly as it is under ridge regression, only with

the l2-norm (as with Ridge Regression) changed to l1-norm as a sum of absolute values:

srL =
||β̂

L
||1

||β̂||1
(4.15)

Figure 4.13 suggests that the importance of variables is different in mortality estima-

tion over different age groups. emp appears to be the most important over relatively

young ages. From those negatively correlated to mortality, numb appears to be the

most important. For ages 61-65 and 81-85, incOld and pNoqual65 dominate the posi-

tive zone while widerb being the most robust on in the negative zone.

Simplified LASSO with scalar input

In order to reduce the computational burden, we can simplify the LASSO by taking

the observed A-E ratio as the mortality indicator in an LSOA i instead of the observed

death rates mitx in single years and ages. Please see Section 2.5 in Chapter 2 for more

details on the A-E ratio. We take the A-E ratio in log-scale to mitigate the effect

of extreme observations. In LSOA i, the observed A-E ratio is denoted as yi, which

indicates relative mortality level to the national average over the specific age group.
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Please note that taking the logarithm of the A-E ratio can create meaningless num-

bers in LSOAs having zero observed deaths over certain ages, which are excluded from

modelling as they have immaterial impact.

We use a simple linear regression as the underlying model with scalar inputs for all

LSOAs:

yi = β0 + β1Xi1 + β2Xi2 + . . .+ βpXip

where yi is the A-E ratio in log-scale over years 2001-2016 and distinct age groups, e.g.

60-69, 70-79, etc. We rely on the OLS to estimate the unknown coefficients, and the

same LASSO penalty function is applied to the sum of squared residuals:

SSL(β) =
N∑
i=1

(
yi − ŷi

)2

+

p∑
j=1

|βj|

The penalty function as l1-norm is used no matter what method we use to estimate

the coefficients (MLE or OLS). Depending whether the objective function is to be

maximized or minimized, the penalty function is subtracted or added.

Figure 4.14: Shrinking paths of estimated coefficients by the simplified LASSO. Top
left: age 40-49; Top right: age 60-69; Bottom: age 80-89.

Figure 4.14 shows broadly similar results as those from the more complicated LASSO
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in Figure 4.13. The shrinking paths are generally less volatile and have clearer rankings

across as the A-E ratio covers multiple ages and years instead of single years and ages,

which reduces sampling variation. Considering all results derived from regularization,

the variables highlighted as important by LASSO are outlined below.

Age group
Variable 41-45 61-65 81-85

incOld X X X
emp X X

pNoqual65 X X
numb X X
widerb X X

Table 4.14: Most robust variables under LASSO shrinkage while modelling mortality
of different age groups.

As Table 4.14 shows, broadly speaking, the important variables highlighted by LASSO

are in-line with those highlighted by better BICs in subset selection. Therefore those

selected by the BIC-driven subset selection can be seen as fundamental variables in the

CBD-GLMtx model for mortality modelling by LSOA. We can add additional factors

beside them to further improve the model’s predictive power.

4.5.3 Elastic net

One of the most significant disadvantages of LASSO is that it does not handle groups

of highly correlated variables well. LASSO always selects only one out of them while

shrinking others down to zero quickly. It does not care about which one from the

group to select (Zou and Hastie, 2005). As it is shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.13, a group

of highly correlated variables always only have some of them show robustness with

LASSO. The reason is that the l1-norm penalty is not strictly convex and therefore

does not have a grouping effect for correlated variables. Ridge regression has a group

effect as the l2-norm is strictly convex. Please see more explanations in Zou and Hastie

(2005) and Efron et al. (2004).

As we can see from Figures 4.13 and 4.14, there are very few variables left after λ

becomes very large. Meanwhile most of the others could be shrunk down to zero early

for their high correlation with the ones highlighted, instead of not being important.
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Method Grouping effect Sparsity

Ridge regression Yes No
LASSO No Yes

Elastic net Yes Yes

Table 4.15: Comparison of the three regularization methods for variable selection ac-
cording to grouping effect and sparsity (interpretability).

Elastic net is designed to overcome this issue. It can be interpreted as a weighted

combination of LASSO and ridge regression. As shown in Table 4.15, the elastic net

have capability for both grouping effect and sparsity. Similar to LASSO, elastic net

also defines a penalized objective function with an additional shrinking term:

lE(β) = l(β)− λ
(
α
∑
j

|βj|+ (1− α)
∑
j

β2
j

)
for MLE estimation (4.16)

SSE(β) = SS(β) + λ
(
α
∑
j

|βj|+ (1− α)
∑
j

β2
j

)
for OLS estimation

where λ is still the shrinkage factor similar to that defined under the LASSO. α ∈ [0, 1]

is the weight of the l1-norm in elastic net, which controls the relative contribution of

LASSO and ridge regression in the regularization. When α = 1 the elastic net turns

into a LASSO and it will be ridge regression when α = 0. Any α ∈ (0, 1) makes the

regularization have characteristics of both LASSO and ridge regression. Elastic net

can select ’grouped’ variables highly correlated to each other (Zou and Hastie, 2005).

Here we have set the α to 0.35 to highlight the grouping effect from ridge regression.
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Figure 4.15: Shrinking paths of estimated coefficients from PMLE with elastic net
penalization. Top left to bottom: age 41-45, 61-65 and 81-85. The weight factor α is
set as 0.35.

Figure 4.15 shows that the grouping effect of elastic net makes a difference mostly to the

ages 40-49 and 60-69, which used to be dominated by the emp and incOld+pNoqual65

respectively in LASSO in Figure 4.13. Elastic net does not ignore those highlighted by

LASSO, but others are highlighted. Over age 41-45, the three income related variables

are highlighted alongside emp. Over age 61-65, emp, inc and incChild are highlighted.

These variables are omitted in LASSO for their strong correlation with emp that is

highlighted over age 41-45 and incOld and pNoqual65 (highlighted over 61-65). Mean-

while there has been no significant change over ages 81-85.

Elastic net is also applicable with the simplified linear model taking the A-E ratio as

mortality input.
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Figure 4.16: Shrinking paths of estimated coefficients using the simplified elastic net
with OLS optimization. Top left to bottom: age 40-49, 60-69 and 80-89. The weight
factor α is set as 0.35.

The simplified elastic net in Figure 4.16 also shows more grouping effect over ages 40-49

and 60-69, where emp and incOld used to be much more robust than others. Now with

elastic net, emp and incOld are still highlighted but a lot of others are also highlighted

alongside them. Results show that all income related factors (e.g. inc, incOld and

incChild), emp and numb are important over age 40-49 and 60-69. What is more, the

difference in importance of these variables is not as big as what LASSO indicates in

Figure 4.14 and 4.13.

In general, elastic net does not suggest any different result on variable importance from

LASSO. It highlights the importance of those omitted for their high correlation with

the highlighted ones. The selected variables by LASSO in Table 4.14 are also supported

by elastic net.
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4.6 Principal Component Analysis

The LASSO is a supervised learning method for measuring importance of different

variables. It takes both the predictive variables (socio-economic factors) and response

variable (mortality) as input.

Other than supervised learning, there are also unsupervised learning methods that

take only the predictive variables (socio-economic factors in this thesis) as input. They

can help extract important information about the predictive variables even without

observed response variables. They learn patterns from the predictive variables only

and help identify those having special features compared to others, which also helps

variable selection. Unsupervised learning also helps preliminary analysis on complex

datasets before using them in modelling. We discuss principal component analysis

(PCA) as an unsupervised learning method in this section.

4.6.1 Introduction

PCA is a commonly used unsupervised learning method for dimensionality reduction

initially introduced by Hotelling (1933). Within one set of predictive variables, some

of them can be highly correlated with each other. The correlation causes redundancy

in the variable space which can cause models to be overfitted. What is more, some

variables might be flat over different observations, i.e. the variance is low across the ob-

servations. Flat variables do not capture much variation over observations. Therefore,

they do not improve models greatly. PCA can extract informative features from the

variable space while stripping out redundant information, i.e. reduce the dimension of

the original variable space.

PCA can be interpreted in different ways. The core idea is to construct new orthogonal

variables from one set of predictive variables, which capture as much variation from the

original variable space as possible. The newly created orthogonal variables are called

principal components (PC). The number of PCs is the same as the number of underly-

ing predictive variables (i.e. p PCs can be created from an N × p variable space), with

the logic that the first PC captures the highest proportion of total variation, the sec-

ond PC captures the second most, etc. Here in our subject, we only focus on the first

two PCs as they explain over 80% of total variation in the underlying socio-economic

variable space in most cases.
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The PCs are calculated as linear combinations of the original variables that are driven

by certain linear coefficients on them. The coefficients are called the loading vectors,

which are solved so that variances along direction of each of the PCs are maximized.

We denote a (N × p) variable space with p predictive variables by X0, i.e. X0 =

(X1, X2, . . . , Xp). The PCs are calculated as follows:

PC1 =

p∑
j=1

φj1Xj = φ11X1 + φ21X2 + . . .+ φp1Xp (4.17)

PC2 =

p∑
j=1

φj2Xj = φ12X1 + φ22X2 + . . .+ φp2Xp

. . .

PCp =

p∑
j=1

φjpXij = φ1pX1 + φ2pX2 + . . .+ φppXp

φ’s are coefficients driving the linear transformations from original variables to PCs,

they are called loading vectors. For the first PC, its φ’s are solved by maximizing the

variance along its direction. For the second PC, φ’s are still solved to maximize the

variance in its direction but we have to ensure that the second PC is orthogonal to

the first PC, and so on. All PCs are orthogonal to each other. For example, loading

vectors for the first two PCs are solved as follows:

(φ11, φ21, . . . , φp1) = argmax
φj1

1

N

N∑
i=1

( p∑
j=1

φj1Xij

)2

(4.18)

(φ12, φ22, . . . , φp2) = argmax
φj2,PC1⊥PC2

1

N

N∑
i=1

( p∑
j=1

φj2Xij

)2

Please note that the optimizations in (4.18) above are subject to an additional con-

straint that all loading vectors φ of any one variable, or all φ’s of any one PC, have

unit sum of squares, i.e.
∑p

j=1 φ
2
kj = 1 and

∑p
k=1 φ

2
kj = 1 for every j, k = 1, 2, . . . , p.

Equations in (4.17) alongside loading vectors solved following (4.18) can be written in

matrix format:

P = X0V (4.19)

In (4.19), P is a N × p matrix with all PCs as columns, i.e. P = (PC1, PC2, . . . , PCp).
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PCs in P are ranked from the first PC (most variation explained) to the last PC (least

variation explained) in columns from left to the right. V is a p×p matrix with columns

containing the loading vectors φ.

PCA can be interpreted in different ways of matrix decomposition following the same

logic that variance along the direction of each PC is maximized. Within the matrix

interpretation, it is quite important to understand some concepts relevant to linear

algebra, e.g. eigenvectors and eigenvalues, etc. The next sections explains the PCA as

an eigen decomposition and singular value decomposition of the variable space respec-

tively.

4.6.2 PCA via eigen decomposition

Given the variable space of dimension (N × p) in a matrix X0, PCA is equivalent to

an eigen decomposition over the variance-covariance matrix, C, of X0:

C = (X0)TX0 variance-covariance matrix (4.20)

= VΛVT eigen decomposition of the variance-covariance matrix

This interpretation of PCA follows the properties of eigenvalue and eigenvectors of a

matrix. It maximizes the variance (expressed as the variance-covariance matrix C) in

X0 by finding the eigenvectors with largest eigenvalues. The matrices obtained from

eigen decomposition are:

• Columns in V are eigenvectors of the variance-covariance matrix C. V is a p× p
matrix. The eigenvectors point out direction of the PCs extracted from X0.

• Λ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of C along the diagonal, and in descend-
ing order from top-left to bottom-right. They represent the variances of the
eigenvectors in V and also variance explained in direction of the PCs.

Eigenvectors in V define directions of the PCs extracted from X0 – the loading vectors

φ in (4.17) are identical to the columns of V, i.e. eigenvalues of the variance-covariance

matrix of X0 are loading vectors in PCA. The eigenvector having the largest eigenvalue

(first column in V, and the top-left entry in Λ) represents the direction of the first PC,

i.e. direction in which variance in the variable space X0 is maximized. With eigen

decomposition, the PCs can be calculated from the original variables in X0 via the

eigenvectors in V:

P = X0V
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It is clear that the equation above is identical to the one in (4.19) earlier. It shows that

the two methods of implementing PCA are based on the same logic that the variance

along each of the PCs is maximized, and they are orthogonal to each other.

4.6.3 PCA applied to socio-economic variables

From PCA we can get the first PCs with most variance explained from the data. PCs

sometimes reveal hidden information that is not well reflected in the original variables.

Therefore variables having highest contributions to the first one or two PCs are more

likely to be the important ones as they reflect variation over observations in the data.

This is one of the ways for measuring variable importance. However, we should keep in

mind that PCA is an unsupervised learning method, so it says nothing about mortality

here. We can use PCA to validate variable selection results from other methods we

tried out.

With our subject here, X0 consists of socio-economic variables that potentially re-

late to mortality rates. We calculate the first two PCs and then project all 32, 844

LSOAs onto the space spanned by them rather than original variables. The scatter

plot below contains projection of the LSOAs onto the space spanned by the first two

PCs derived from an X0 with seven socio-economic variables denoted by X1 to X7:

incOld, emp, edu, numb, rUK, pNoqual65 and widerb. All the variables selected

by BIC-driven subset selection and LASSO in earlier sections are included. In this

thesis, we select variables using a supervised learning method (subset selection relying

on BIC) at first, rather than include all potential variables within the PCA. PCA is

an unsupervised learning method that does not account for mortality, it helps us to

understand data variability but cannot explain relationship between mortality and so-

cioeconomics. Therefore, we use PCA as a secondary method to validate earlier results.

PCA is also used in other relevant research publications about socioeconomics and

mortality. PCA was also considered beside some factor analysis methods for building

the IMD domain scores at LSOA level, in which domains deprivations tend to exist in

different spatial and temporal forms and the domain indicators need to be combined

at an ecological level with appropriate loadings (Noble et al., 2004). Similar research

has been done by Barbieri (2020) with the data of the US to create a socio-economic

index at level of neighbourhood areas (counties), and PCA is shown to produce the

most reliable coefficients that combine several indicators into the index, while compared
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with some other approaches.

Figure 4.17: All LSOAs in England projected onto the space of the first two PCs
constructed from the seven socio-economic variables. Black dots: LSOAs with their
values of the first two PCs; Red arrows: projection of the seven socio-economic variables
onto the 2D PC space.

Figure 4.17 is called a PCA biplot. The x-axis (first PC) is the most-varying direction

of the variable space X0, and the y-axis (second PC) is the second most-varying di-

rection. The LSOAs are plotted in the first two dimensions in the PCA-rotated space

instead of the original variable space defined by the seven socio-economic variables.

Axis labels on the left and bottom are the standardized first two PCs. Standardized

PCs here are the PCs in (4.17) divided by their maximized standard deviations follow-

ing (4.18), σPC1 and σPC2
4. Meanwhile the top and right axis are used for interpreting

direction of the arrows, which are determined by the loading vectors in (4.17) scaled

by standard deviations of corresponding PCs.

The directions of the arrows represents the directions of the seven original variables

relative to the first two PCs, and they are determined by the loading vectors φ of every

variable, e.g. φ1j and φ2j for variable Xj in (4.17) earlier. They reflect the contributions

of the variables to the first two PCs – variables with directions close to horizontal

axis (PC1) or vertical axis (PC2) are those ones having significant contributions to

them respectively. In other words, as PC1 points out the most-varying direction in

X0, any variable having direction close to PC1 is more varying than others and more

4These are square roots of the diagonal of matrix Λ as in (4.20) from Eigen decomposition – see
Section 4.6.2.
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informative. In this case of the seven variables, equations of the first and second PCs

can be written as linear combinations driven by their loading vectors φ:

PC1 = 0.45× incOld+ 0.43× emp+ . . .− 0.09× rUK (4.21)

PC2 = −0.08× incOld+ 0.22× emp+ . . .+ 0.73× rUK

In (4.21) we can see that incOld and emp have similar contributions to the first PC

and both are significant. Meanwhile rUK is the main contributor to the second PC

and dominates others for its significantly large loading vector. The direction of each

arrow is determined by the corresponding loading vectors that are scaled by standard

deviations captured by the PCs. For example, according to PC equations in (4.21),

the slopes of the arrows in Figure 4.17 representing X1 = incOld and X5 = rUK are

calculated as follows:

φ12 × σPC2

φ11 × σPC1

=
−0.08× 225.18

0.45× 372.36
= −0.11 (4.22)

φ52 × σPC2

φ51 × σPC1

=
0.73× 225.18

−0.09× 372.36
= −4.72

In 4.22, the loading vectors of PC1 and PC2 are scaled by the total standard deviation

explained in the first two PCs as they are maximized following (4.18) earlier:

σPC1 = 372.36 σPC2 = 225.18 (4.23)

σPC1 and σPC2 can be obtained directly from
√

Λ in (4.20) following eigen decompo-

sition. The same logic also applies to all other arrows. The length of one arrow ap-

proximates the standard deviation of the variable – in this thesis they are standardized

before the PCA and therefore are of roughly the same length. In this particular case

of seven variables, the first two PCs capture more than 85% of the total variance in X0.

Figure 4.17 suggests that incOld and numb are the two variables having the highest

contribution to the first PC. emp, pNoqual65 and edu also make quite significant con-

tributions to PC1. rUK is the one contributing the most to PC2. widerb stays at a

pretty neutral position between PC1 and PC2, which means that it does not make a

significant contribution to either of the two PCs. Results here support the importance

of incOld, numb and pNoqual65 for their high contribution to the first PC. rUK as

the main contributor to the PC2 also appears to be important. The main contributors

to PC1 and PC2 are in general consistent to those highlighted by LASSO and subset

selection in previous sections, except widerb. Although widerb is not significant in cap-

turing socio-economic variation according to PCA, both LASSO and subset selection
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show that it is important in mortality modelling.

Another important result shown in Figure 4.17 is that there is a separate cluster of

LSOAs staying below the main cloud of LSOAs. It is mostly highlighted along the

PC2, and LSOAs in this cluster are likely to have certain features that make them

different.

Figure 4.18: Equivalent PC plot as the Figure 4.17 above, with LSOAs coloured by the
geographical regions of England where they are in. Please note that the axes here are
in different scale from Figure 4.17 as the PCs here are not divided by their standard
deviations.

Figure 4.18 shows that the cluster mainly consist of LSOAs in London. As Figure 4.17

shows, the largest contributor to the PC2 out of the seven is the rUK (percentage of

UK-born population in an LSOA i). Therefore we believe the cluster of London-based

LSOAs can be strongly related to the low percentage of domestically born population

in areas around London5.

For any complex, high-dimensional dataset, PCA is always one of the best methods

that helps us to learn more features from the dataset before using it to train any

model. Please note that the different feature in the London-based LSOAs highlighted

only relates to socio-economic factors. There is nothing about mortality here as PCA

is an unsupervised learning method. Considering the results of all selection methods

– subset selection, LASSO and PCA together, they have consistently highlighted the

5One of the predictive variables, rUK, is the proportion of UK-born population at the level of
individual LSOAs according to data from the 2011 Census. LSOAs in London demonstrate a materially
lower proportion than all other geographical regions in England
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same variables. The four highlighted in subset selection, incOld, numb, pNoqual65

and widerb, are also highlighted by either LASSO or PCA.

4.7 Selective Age and Time Dependency

Some estimates of parameters in the CBD-GLMtx model have clearly shown that cer-

tain socio-economic variables are not materially interacted with age, as the estimated

βj1,t either does not have any regular pattern over time, or is very close to zero. For

example, β31,t and β41,t for numb and widerb in Figure 4.11 do not have any regular

pattern over year and mostly fluctuate around zero. What is more, we can consider

another intuitive example, the effect of education deprivation on mortality rates (re-

flected by edu or pNoqual65) is likely to be less related to age than income deprivation

(reflected by incOld) for the older population. Because education level is not expected

to change as age increases after a certain age for most of people. For these kind of

socio-economic factors, movements in their estimated coefficients over time and age

are more likely to come from sampling variations rather than any genuine pattern in

observed mortality rates. In this section we consider removing age or time dependency

for these variables to make the model simpler, which helps mitigate overparamteriza-

tion and reduces computation times.

As a very simple example, as discussed above, consider a CBD-GLMtx model with

X1 = incOld and X2 = edu. Assuming we believe that effect of education deprivation

on mortality (reflected in X2) is not related to age, the CBD-GLMtx model with X1

and X2 can be simplified to:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
(
β10,t + (x− x̄)β11,t

)
Xi1 + β20,tXi2

Or, on the other hand, if we expect that X2 does have strong interaction with age, but

such interaction does not vary significantly over time, we can retain the age interaction

and then remove the term structure from β21,t:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
(
β10,t + (x− x̄)β11,t

)
Xi1 +

(
β20,t + β21(x− x̄)

)
Xi2

In general, we should review the behaviour of estimated coefficients for all underlying

variables under the model fitted with full age and year interaction, and then figure

out those not having strong relationship with age or time. For those having estimated

coefficients without regular pattern over time, or fluctuating around zero, we remove

their age or time dependencies and retrain the model. If the the model selection crite-
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ria (likelihood and BIC) are improved after the change, we can be confident that such

simplifications are meaningful. This is a ’backward’ process which starts from the full

model and simplifies it where needed, until we end up with a model with the best BIC.

4.7.1 Analysis on estimated coefficients

Section 4.3 goes through estimated β coefficients in the CBD-GLMtx model with differ-

ent combinations of variables. Given the estimated β’s we can look into their patterns

and simplify those not showing any significant interaction with year or age. The BIC

is tested after any simplification in terms of age or time dependencies. The steps below

are followed in order to get a model with the most efficient parametric structure:

• Whether the intercept βj0,t or age interaction βj1,t for the jth socio-economic
variable have a regular pattern over time. If not then we consider replacing it by
a constant and see if there is any improvement in the BIC.

• Whether the intercept βj0,t or age interaction βj1,t stay close to zero over all years.
If so we consider to remove them from the model.

• Calculate the BIC after the simplifications above and see if there is any improve-
ment.

• For those coefficients changed to constants without time dependency, it would be
better to check if each estimated constant stays within the 95% confidence interval
of its corresponding time-dependent coefficient before making the simplification.
The purpose here is to ensure that we do not introduce too much bias by such
simplifications.

• We use the BIC as the primary fitting criteria as it penalizes more for over-
parametrization than the AIC. We follow the principle that a model should be
simple and interpretable while the goodness-of-fit is ensured. The likelihood ratio
test (LRT) is also applicable to compare nested models in pairs to validate results
we get from the BIC, but it is not as straight forward as BIC while comparing
more than two models, especially when many of them are not nested.

Looking back to the full CBD-GLMtx model:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +
∑
j

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xji

We start from the set of variables with the lowest BIC over ages 65-89 for England

males, incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb. Compared to the variables highlighted

by LASSO and PCA, here are the differences to be clarified:
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• emp (employment deprivation) is highlighted by both LASSO and PCA but is
not supported by the BIC-driven subset selection. Considering it has very strong
correlation with both incOld (income deprivation) and pNoqual65 (relevant to
education deprivation), incOld and pNoqual65 are highly likely to explain vari-
ation related to emp. We do not include it here, but will include it in the
non-parametric models discussed in later chapters.

• widerb is not highlighted in PCA as a significant contributor to the first two
PCs. However, both BIC and LASSO suggest that it is significant in mortality
modelling. We have it included here.

• According to PCA, rUK is the major contributor to the second PC and captures
socio-economic variations beside most of the others like incOld and pNoqual65.
However, rUK is strongly correlated to spatial or regional variation over the
LSOAs, and we will apply more significant spatial factors to the CBD-GLMtx
model. Therefore rUK is not included here, but again it will be included in
non-parametric models discussed later in the thesis.

We did geographical assessment on the estimated β coefficients as in Figure 4.11, which

are estimated within the ’full’ model with age interactions and time dependencies in

all coefficients. According to the estimated coefficients under the full model, we believe

that the following simplifications could be made to them to reduce over-parametrization

of the model:
• For both numb and widerb (X3 and X4), their intercepts β30,t and β40,t can be

replaced by constants β30 and β40 as there is no clear pattern over time in either
of them.

• For both numb and widerb (X3 and X4), their age interaction can be replaced
by constants as there is no clear time pattern shown by either β31,t or β41,t.

• In order to reduce the model’s degrees of freedom and prevent overfitting, we
could argue to remove time dependency for all age interacted coefficients (βj1,t)
and the intercept with numb (β30,t), as they do not demonstrate any significant
pattern over time as some of the intercepts do.

The first newly simplified model here is called ”simplified 1”, with time dependency

removed from β30, β31, β40 and β41 according to their behaviours under the full model.

Model ”simplified 1” now looks like:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (4.24)

+
(
β10,t + β11,t(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20,t + β21,t(x− x̄)

)
× pNoqual65i

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi
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Then we test the importance of time dependencies on age interacted coefficients of

the first two variables – incOld and pNoqual65, by simplifying the model further

(”simplified 2”) with time dependency removed from age interacted coefficients for all

variables (even though there is some pattern demonstrated in the β11,t and β21,t under

the full model, but it is not significant):

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (4.25)

+
(
β10,t + β11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20,t + β21(x− x̄)

)
× empi

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi

For testing importance of time dependency on the intercepts, we choose to simplify the

model further by removing time dependency from all coefficients (”simplified 3”). The

model obtained is further simplified from and therefore nested to the ”simplified 2”:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (4.26)

+
(
β10 + β11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20 + β21(x− x̄)

)
× empi

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi

Finally, in order to test importance of the age interacted coefficients, we remove them

completely from all socio-economic variables from the ”simplified 2” as it is in (4.25).

The resulting model is called ”simplified 4”, which is the simplest and nested to all

other models:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (4.27)

+ β10,t × incOldi

+ β20,t × empi

+ β30 × numbi

+ β40 × widerbi
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The equations in (4.24) to (4.26) have adjustments according to the selective items on

both age interaction and time dependency. They have fewer parameters to estimate

than the full model, and the key motivation here is to test whether such reduction in

degrees of freedom overcomes the loss in model accuracy. In other words, whether the

simplifications achieve a better position of bias-variance trade-off.

Quantitative diagnostic

Model df LL BIC

full model 192 −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351
simplified 1 as in (4.24) 100 −6, 569, 415 13, 140, 468
simplified 2 as in (4.25) 70 −6, 569, 441 13, 140, 030
simplified 3 as in (4.26) 40 −6, 570, 108 13, 140, 871
simplified 4 as in (4.27) 66 −6, 577, 761 13, 156, 604

Table 4.16: Model selection criteria of the full CBD-GLMtx model versus those sim-
plified versions in (4.24), (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27).

Table 4.16 shows that the first three simplifications improve the BIC significantly. The

comparison between the simplified 2 and 3 confirms the importance of having time de-

pendency on intercepts of certain variables. Comparison between the simplified 3 and 4

suggests that it is important to have age interaction on the socio-economic variables in

the model – as the BIC is worsened greatly after removal of age interacted coefficients,

which has a much greater impact than the time dependencies.

The outperformance of the simplified 1 to 3 in the BIC shows that there are quite a lot

of redundant coefficients in the full CBD-GLMtx model with the four socio-economic

variables. Age interactions are proved to be vitally important for capturing age pat-

terns of interaction between socio-economic variables and mortality, even if the relevant

coefficients βj1 are not large. On the other hand, time dependency of the coefficients

is shown to be more important for the intercepts βj0,t than the age interactions βj1,t.

Graphical diagnostic

The ”simplified 2” is shown to have the best performing (lowest) BIC among all sim-

plifications from 1 to 4 and the full model. In order to test whether the simplification

does not miss too much crucial pattern in the observed mortality rates, we also com-

pare certain estimated coefficients graphically. We expect the unchanged coefficients to
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be robust to any simplification of others, while coefficients simplified to constant still

stay reasonably similar to what they were. Simplified constants are compared to the

estimated 95% confidence intervals of themselves before being simplified. Confidence

interval of coefficients under the full model is the benchmark for testing whether the

simplified coefficients still explain the key patterns. If the constant falls outside the

confidence interval for most of the years, it indicates that such simplification makes

the model misses some genuine pattern in observations.
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Figure 4.19: Estimated linear coefficients under the full CBD-GLMtx model versus the
”simplified 2”, with 95% confidence interval plotted for coefficients of the full model.
Top to bottom row: coefficients with incOld, pNoqual65, numb and widerb. Black
dotted line: coefficients from the full model; Dark red dotted line: coefficients under
the model ’simplified 2’. Grey zone: 95% confidence interval of full coefficients.

Figure 4.19 shows that the ”simplified 2” does not distort its coefficients after many of
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them are simplified to constants. The constants appear to stay well inside their 95%

confidence intervals under the full model for most of the years. It suggests that the

constant coefficients still explain the observed patterns well without time dependency

– fluctuations over time in the full coefficients are more about sampling variations.

Confidence intervals here are calculated asymptotically from the Hessian matrix of the

Poisson log-likelihood function, which produces standard errors of the MLE estimators.

Mathematical details about the Hessian matrix and its interaction with standard error

of estimated coefficients are explained in Appendix G.

In conclusion, the age interacted βj1,t’s are shown to play important roles to ensure

the model’s capability over wide age ranges. What is more, they appear to be more

important than time dependency, which is shown by comparing the BICs. With the

selected variables incOld+ pNoqual65 +numb+widerb, the model version ”simplified

2” with selective time dependency has the best BIC.

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (4.28)

+
(
β10,t + β11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20,t + β21(x− x̄)

)
× pNoqual65i

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi

This structure of the CBD-GLMtx model is considered as a baseline to start with,

which is considered as the base framework explaining relevant socio-economic varia-

tions of mortality. More terms can be added to it to enhance its predictive power for

other factors affecting mortality rates. For example, we can add regional variations,

urban-rural classes, presence of care homes, etc. More details on extensions from the

baseline in ((4.28)) are discussed in the next two chapters.
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Chapter 5

Mortality Indicators Beyond

Socio-Economics

In Chapter 4 we have seen that certain socio-economic factors are strongly associated

with high or low mortality across England. Meanwhile there can be other factors other

than socio-economic factors that have non-negligible impact on mortality rates in one

neighbourhood. In this chapter we assess the impact that spatial effects (consisting of

regional and urban-rural effects) and presence of care homes can have on the level of

mortality risk in an LSOA i.

5.1 Spatial Effect Overview

The 32, 844 LSOAs are split into nine regions and eight urban-rural classes that depend

on demographical and economic features like population size and urbanization level,

(ONS, 2016). In the published demographic and socio-economic data from the ONS,

each LSOA in England has its region and urban-rural class clearly set out.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of LSOAs under 9 geographical Regions over England.

In terms of urban-rural classification, there are two different levels of granularity –

urban-rural 8 (UR8) and urban-rural 4 (UR4) published by the ONS. Table 5.1 below

describes each of the UR8 classes.

UR8 UR4 class Definition

1 1 Urban major conurbation
2 1 Urban minor conurbation
3 2 Urban city and town
4 2 Urban city and town in a sparse setting
5 3 Rural town and fringe
6 3 Rural village
7 4 Rural halmet and isolated dwellings
8 4 Rural town and fringe in a sparse setting

Table 5.1: Definition of LSOAs’ urban-rural classification by ONS – UR4 and UR8 are
outlined.

This thesis mainly focuses on the level of granularity set in the UR4 as there are rel-

atively large sample sizes in each class, which helps reduce sampling variation and is

shown to be granular enough to reflect the impact of urban-rural variation. We can

also adjust the UR4 classification by combining some classes under it or split some of

the classes further into two, which sometimes helps to explain the urban-rural effect in

mortality models. Please see more details on later on.

For a cross look-up, Table 5.2 below outlines distribution of the LSOAs in England

over different regions and urban-rural classes (UR4). London and South West are the
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two extreme regions – London has almost all of its LSOAs as urban-rural class 1, while

none of the LSOAs in South West is urban-rural class 1. This is not surprising as

London is the most urbanized area in the UK, while South West is an affluent area

(reflected by socio-economic factors) and lots of wealthy retirees are settled there.

Region / UR4 1 2 3 4 Total

East 359 2,232 563 460 3,614
East Midlands 523 1,546 421 284 2,774

London 4,810 17 4 4 4,835
North East 737 629 221 70 1,657
North West 2,495 1,561 256 185 4,497
South East 460 3,848 579 495 5,382
South West 0 2,289 448 544 3,281

West Midlands 1,581 1,390 233 283 3,487
Yorkshire and The Humber 1,766 1,003 331 217 3,317

Total 12,731 14,515 3,056 2,542 32,844

Table 5.2: Distribution of LSOAs in England over the nine geographical regions and
the four UR4 classes.

Here we have considered that LSOAs in London can be even more urbanized than all

others within the class 1, i.e. higher population density, heavier traffic, more advanced

infrastructure, etc. Also, Figure 4.18 from PCA in the previous chapter shows that

London-based LSOAs have different socio-economic features from most others along the

second PC. We create a new urban-rural classification here by putting all London-based

LSOAs from class 1 under UR4 into a separate class 5, which contains all London-based

urban major conurbation LSOAs. It then has five classes and we call it UR5. In this

thesis, UR5 is used as the urban-rural input into most of the models in order to explain

spatial pattern of mortality rates. It is believed to reach an acceptable balance between

level of granularity and volatility. The following Table 5.3 outlines the precise definition

of the UR5.

UR5 class Definition

1 Urban conurbation areas (except London)
2 Urban cities and towns
3 Rural towns and villages
4 Rural helmets and isolated dwellings
5 Urban conurbation areas in London.

Table 5.3: Definition of the restructured UR5 classification to reflect urban-rural dif-
ference.

In the opposite direction, based on the newly created UR5, we create another urban-

rural classification by merging the LSOAs into three larger groups, which is named as
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UR3. UR3 reduces volatility in each of the classes by gaining larger sample size within

each of them. Specification of UR3 is outlined as below:

• UR3 class 1: class 1 and 2 of UR5 combined (conurbations and cities);

• UR3 class 2: class 3 and 4 of UR5 combined (rural areas);

• UR3 class 3: class 5 of UR5 (London).

We can see that the UR3 further simplifies the urban-rural classes of LSOAs into three

larger types – urban, rural and London. In summary, with all discussions above we

study three different classification methods that dividing the 32, 844 LSOAs in England

into different groups by level of urbanization:

• UR4: Original definition of urban-rural classes as described in Table 5.1 earlier.

• UR5: Put all LSOAs in London and in class 1 under the original UR4 into a
separate class 5, and class 1 becomes those as ”urban conurbation areas except
London”.

• UR3: based on UR5 above but combine 1 and 2, and 3 and 4 into larger groups.
London-based urban conurbation LSOAs are still in one separate group.

Results from different types of mortality models show that both the UR3 and UR5 can

improve performance in all of them relative to the original UR4 or UR8 – see more

details later in this section and in next chapters.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

E 2.9% 4.4% 6.4% 10.2% 12.1% 13.7% 12.7% 11.3% 12.5% 13.7%
EM 5.6% 7.0% 8.7% 8.9% 9.4% 10.7% 12.6% 13.3% 13.5% 10.2%
LDN 4.5% 13.1% 14.0% 12.3% 10.9% 10.6% 10.1% 9.4% 9.4% 5.7%
NE 13.1% 12.2% 11.0% 10.6% 10.4% 6.9% 8.7% 9.4% 9.9% 7.9%
NW 14.4% 9.2% 8.6% 8.3% 8.8% 9.4% 9.5% 11.7% 11.1% 9.1%
SE 2.1% 3.3% 4.9% 7.1% 8.3% 10.5% 12.3% 13.1% 15.4% 22.9%
SW 3.0% 4.4% 6.9% 11.2% 12.9% 14.1% 13.2% 12.5% 11.8% 10.0%
WM 9.9% 9.7% 7.8% 9.1% 12.1% 10.8% 11.0% 10.8% 9.6% 9.2%
YKH 12.4% 7.8% 8.9% 7.8% 9.3% 10.9% 12.0% 11.1% 10.4% 9.5%

England 6.96% 7.29% 8.11% 9.28% 10.35% 11.1% 11.5% 11.6% 11.8% 11.9%

Table 5.4: Proportion of population exposures over the ten IMD decile groups (1 is
most deprived) by region. Population exposure amount is taken over ages 65-89 and
in year 2016.

Table 5.4 shows that the distribution of deprivation in distinct regions are quite dif-

ferent. South East, South West, East and East Midlands have quite a high proportion

of males living in less deprived areas (close to group 10 of the IMD), especially for

South East – there are more than 20% of males aged 65-89 living in the least deprived
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area in 2016. Meanwhile North West and North East are the two having the highest

proportion of males living in the most deprived areas in 2016, and therefore suggested

as the most deprived regions by the IMD. London also has its population skewed to

the deprived side but has a more even distribution of deprivation than the North West

and North East. Also, although every IMD decile group has roughly the same amount

of LSOAs (10% each), the population at ages 65-89 is more skewed to the less deprived

deciles. Deprivation also contributes to inequality of mortality rates over the regions

and there are relevant analysis in this chapter.

From modelling perspective, we can allow for mortality differences over separate regions

or urban-rural classes in two different ways:

1. Regroup the LSOAs by region or urban-rural class and fit the model with the
distinct groups separately with separate sets of coefficients. The group-specific
outcomes help to reveal regional or urban-rural differences of mortality.

2. Use indicators (dummy variables with value of either 0 or 1) to flag region and
urban-rural class of individual LSOAs. The indicators are used in the model as
predictive variables alongside other socio-economic factors.

5.2 Regional Differences of Mortality

5.2.1 Observed mortality rates by region

In Section 2.6 we noted that the ASMR helps us to compare the level and trend of

mortality rates over different populations. We firstly look at differences in the regional

ASMR.
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Figure 5.2: Regional ASMR calculated from observed death rates of England males in
the nine regions separately, over age 65-89 and plotted over 2001-2016 (London is the
blue dotted line).

Figure 5.2 shows the overall trend of the ASMR over 2001-2016 in each individual re-

gion of England. The 2011 slowdown of mortality improvement is shown in the ASMRs

of all regions but is more significant in regions with higher ASMRs.

We can also calculate the ASMR in individual LSOAs using the estimated death rates

m̂itx, in order to highlight the impact of allowing for regional differences in the model.

In this section, we train the CBD-GLMtx model in two different ways: using observed

mortality rates (Ditx and Eitx) over all LSOAs together, or using LSOAs by regions

separately. The modelled ASMR in LSOA i and year t is calculated as follows (subject

to a prescribed age group):

ˆASMRti =

∑
x m̂itxE

s
x∑

xE
s
x

(5.1)

The m̂itx are the estimated death rates produced by the CBD-GLMtx model following

each of the two methods mentioned above. Please see some indicative results in the

Section 5.2.3 later on.

5.2.2 Age and Deprivation Standardized Mortality Rate (ADSMR)

In Section 5.2.1 we have seen that there are quite significant differences in the regional

ASMR across the distinct regions. However, such differences over the regions might

also be caused by a deprivation effect rather than a regional effect. From certain pre-

liminary studies in the ONS data, we note that some regions have greater proportions
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of the population living in more deprived areas than other regions. This can result

in some regions having naturally higher ASMRs. For example, Table 5.4 shows the

different distribution of deprivation level in different regions. Therefore we seek to

strip out this effect and focus only on the regional differences of mortality. Cairns et

al. (2020) proposed a measure called the age and deprivation standardized mortality

rate (ADSMR) as an extension to the ASMR. The ADSMR has mortality rates stan-

dardized not only by age, but also by deprivation level in each region.

The regional ASMR can be interpreted in a way in which the deprivation effect is

highlighted to a greater extent. In region r and year t, we have the ASMR over age

group X as follows:

ASMRR
rt =

∑
x∈X

(∑10
g=1W

RG
rgtxm

RI
rgtx

)
Es
x∑

x∈X E
s
x

(5.2)

with mRIG
rgtx representing the death rate of the population in region r and deprivation

group g, at single age x and year t. WRG
rgx represents the proportion of the population

in region r that is of the deprivation group g, i.e. WRG
rgtx = ERG

rgtx/(
∑10

j=1 E
RG
rgtx), while

ERG
rgtx represents the number of person-years of exposures in region r as in deprivation

group g. We have
∑10

g=1W
RG
rgtx = 1 for any single region r, age x and year t. Depriva-

tion groups here are defined by the IMD decile groups of England from group 1 (most

deprived) to 10 (least deprived). We can see from the formula in (5.2) that mortality

rates in one region relate to the deprivation distribution reflected in WRG
rgtx.

In order to mitigate the deprivation effect, the ADSMR is proposed as a mortality

measure standardizing both age and deprivation in every region. It measures regional

mortality rates while assuming all regions have their populations evenly distributed

over the ten IMD decile groups, i.e. WRG
rgtx = 10%, g = 1, 2, . . . , 10 in every single

region, year, and age. The regional ADSMR is calculated as follows:

ADSMRR
rt =

∑
x

(∑10
i=1 10%×mRG

rgtx

)
Es
x∑

xE
s
x

(5.3)

=
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10∑
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ASMRRG
rgt in (5.3) represents the ASMR of the population in deprivation group g,
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region r and year t. Regional differences of the ADSMR reflects regional variation of

mortality rates after the deprivation effect is removed. Any remaining differences in

the ADSMR are worthy of further investigation.

Figure 5.3: Comparison of regional ASMR as it shown in Figure 5.2 (left) and the
ADSMR with deprivation measured by the IMD deciles (right). Both are calculated
from England males aged 65-89 and plotted over 2001-2016. The grey solid line in
the middle represents the ASMR and ADSMR calculated using the entire population
without separation by region.

Figure 5.3 shows that regional differences in the ASMR are narrowed in the ADSMR.

It indicates that regional differences in the ASMR are partly due to differences in de-

privation by region. Meanwhile the overall ranking of regions does not change in the

ADSMR, which indicates that the deprivation effect does not distort the results greatly.

London has the most significant difference shown between the ASMR and the ADSMR.

In the ASMR, London was ranked in the middle in earlier years and eventually be-

came one of the lowest in 2016 after years of significant improvement. Meanwhile in

the ADSMR, London was one of the lowest throughout 2001-2016. The higher ASMR

in London-based LSOAs in the earlier years relative to ADSMR could relates to the

relatively large proportion of the population living in deprived areas.
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Figure 5.4: ASMR (black) and ADSMR (red) (log-scale) calculated from observed
mortality rates of the entire population of England males over age 65-89 and 2001-
2016 (without any regional break-up).

Figure 5.4 shows that the national average ASMR and ADSMR have very similar pat-

terns over the years but the ADSMR has always been above the ASMR. The reason

here is that in the ADSMR we assume there are equal population sizes in every de-

privation decile from 1 to 10. However, as Table 5.4 showed earlier, there are more

people living in less deprived areas, i.e. IMD deciles 8,9 and 10. The ADSMR ignores

the population distribution being skewed to the less deprived deciles and therefore has

higher mortality rates overall.

5.2.3 Mortality modelling by region

We fit the CBD-GLMtx model with mortality data in LSOAs in the nine regions

separately. Therefore the LSOAs in different regions have mortality rates estimated

using separate sets of coefficients and these highlight regional differences. The regional

CBD-GLMtx model is as follows:

logmitx = κ1
t,r(i) + (x− x̄)κ2

t,r(i) +
∑
j

(
βj0,r(i) + βj1,r(i)(x− x̄)

)
Xij (5.4)

with r(i) representing the region in which LSOA i is located. The regional model in

(5.4) is equivalent to fitting the model with LSOAs in different regions independently.
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Please note that we have to combine results from separate regions in the correct way

to calculate the overall BIC for model assessment. We use the following process to

calculate the log-likelihood and BIC for models fitted by distinct groups of LSOAs

separately:
1. Fit models to the distinct groups of LSOAs separately and calculate the maximum

log-likelihood for each of them. Then calculate the overall log-likelihood by simply
summing them up: LL =

∑G
g=1 LLg.

2. Calculate the aggregated BIC following its definition of BIC = k×log(N)−−2×
LL, which is based on the aggregated log-likelihood. The degrees of freedom k
should increase in proportion to the number of groups into which LSOAs are
divided, as each group has its coefficients.

Estimated region-specific coefficients help reveal regional differences of mortality across

the LSOAs in England. By comparing the coefficients, we are able to identify the

regions most affected by certain socio-economic factors and those having most and

least significant mortality improvement over recent years.

Figure 5.5: Region-specific estimated κ1
t (left) and κ2

t (right) in the regional CBD-
GLMtx model as in (5.4), using data over 2001-2016 and age 65-89 of England males.
incOld is the only predictive variable applied. London is highlighted by the dotted
blue line.

κ1 in Figure 5.5 demonstrates mortality improvement in distinct regions over 2001-

2016. The 2011 slowdown affects all regions, especially those having high mortality

rates. North West and North East in general have the highest κ1, and they are shown

by the IMD to be the two most deprived regions. The observed regional ASMRs in

Figure 5.2 earlier had trends over time quite similar to the estimated κ1
t . The most

significant difference was in London – the ASMR in London stays in the middle in the

earliest years and becomes one of the lowest in 2016 after years of major improvement,

while the estimated κ1
t for London has always been the lowest throughout the period

2001-2016. The 2011 slowdown of improvement does not impact the LSOAs in London

as much as in other regions. κ2 in general increase over time and are more volatile

than κ1. There is no particular pattern revealed in κ2.
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Figure 5.6: Region-specific estimated coefficients β10 (left) and β11 (right) in the re-
gional CBD-GLMtx model as in (5.4), with incOld as the only variable. London is the
dotted blue curve.

Figure 5.6 shows estimated β10 increasing over time in all regions. London stays well

below other regions and has the least steep slope. We get the following information

from the Figure 5.6:

1. Increasing β10,t over time indicates there has been increasing inequality in mortal-
ity rates over different areas in England. Income deprivation makes an increasing
contribution to such growing inequality.

2. As it demonstrated by β10, mortality in London is less impacted by income de-
privation than in the other regions.

3. Some regions outside London have estimated β10 quite close to each other, e.g.
North East and North West, South East and South West, etc. Meanwhile London
stays quite far from most of the others. It indicates that we might split the
LSOAs only by London and non-London in the model to reduce the overfitting
risk, without losing significant predictive power.

In summary, there are observable mortality differences across different regions, and

London is significantly different than others. Therefore we consider treating the LSOAs

in London separately from the others in the models.

Variables and grouping LL BIC

incOld overall −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
incOld with region split −6, 571, 034 13, 151, 508
incOld with London split −6, 573, 157 13, 148, 413

incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb overall −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb with region split −6, 566, 226 13, 156, 054
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb with London split −6, 568, 696 13, 142, 638

Table 5.5: Summary of log-likelihood and BIC of the GLM-CBDtx model fitted to
LSOAs grouped in different ways: grouped by the nine regions versus only by separation
between London and non-London.
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Table 5.5 suggests splitting the LSOAs only by London/non-London has a better BIC

than the full regional split, as it has fewer additional parameters and mitigates over-

fitting. It also indicates that the extra granularity in the full regional split does not

improve the model significantly relative to the additional complexity it brings. When

we use four socio-economic variables, neither of the splits improves the BIC as there

is potential over-parametrization . Therefore fitting the model to different regions

separately indeed helps reveal the different mortality patterns and socio-economic dif-

ferences, but it is not a good way of allowing for such impacts in the model.

Regional difference of mortality rates can also be analyzed with the ASMR calculated

from estimated death rates m̂itx in individual LSOAs – as it is shown in (5.1). Com-

parison between modelled ASMRs using a model fitted to all LSOAs together and

models fitted to LSOAs in distinct regions separately highlights the difference made by

splitting the regions.

Figure 5.7: ASMRs in individual LSOAs calculated using estimated death rates of
England males over age 65-89 and in year 2001 (left) and 2016 (right). The model here
is fitted using incOld as the only variable. x-axis: ASMR of estimated death rates
from model fitted with all LSOAs in one go; y-axis: ASMR of estimated death rates
from model fitted with LSOAs in distinct regions separately as in (5.4).

There is significant regional difference in mortality rates shown in Figure 5.7 with re-

spect to incOld as the only socio-economic variable. Considering the diagonal line

y = x as a boundary: regions above it have higher mortality rates relative to the na-

tional average, and vice versa. LSOAs in North East and North West in general have

the highest regional ASMRs, with income deprivation considered. This corresponds to

the estimated parameters in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 earlier. On the lower side, London has

the lowest regional ASMR in 2016 and is much lower than all others.
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Plots in Figure 5.7 representing 2001 and 2016 reveals trends of mortality improvement

over 2001-2016. All regions have many LSOAs with reduced ASMRs (shift towards the

bottom left corner). The top right corner has not seen any material downward shift,

which might indicate that LSOAs having the highest mortality rates in 2001 have not

had mortality improvements as significant as others. This conclusion is consistent with

what we observed earlier – populations living in the low-mortality areas have had more

improvement than those in high-mortality areas. This explains the widening inequality

of mortality rates in England over 2001-2016. And London has had greater mortality

improvement than in other regions.

5.2.4 Region indicator as predictive variable

Instead of grouping the LSOAs by region, we can also apply indicator variables for the

region of each LSOA in the model. It does not require any split of data, the indicators

are treated as predictive variables alongside other socio-economic factors. The region

indicators are defined as:

IRi =

{
1 if LSOA i is in region R

0 otherwise

In Section 4.6 earlier, a result from PCA suggests that LSOAs in London appear

to have certain different socio-economic features from LSOAs in other regions along

the second principal component. Figure 5.7 in the previous section also shows the

significant mortality improvements London-based LSOAs have had compared to all

other regions. Therefore, here we split the LSOAs by London/non-London only by

applying an indicator ILDN recognizing London-based LSOAs, instead of a full nine-

region splitting. We seek to test whether the model’s performance can be enhanced.

ILDN takes value of 1 for LSOAs in London and 0 otherwise.
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Model Variables LL BIC

1) incOld −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
2) incOld+ ILDN −6, 573, 404 13, 148, 381
3) incOld+ ILDN(*) −6, 573, 416 13, 148, 142
4) incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351
5) incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb+ ILDN −6, 568, 993 13, 141, 133
6) incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb+ ILDN(*) −6, 569, 004 13, 140, 892

Table 5.6: Model selection criteria calculated from the CBD-GLMtx model fitted over
different sets of variables, over age 65-89. There is the London indicator fitted with
different structures of age and year interaction. (*) are explained right below this table.

In contrast to models 2) and 5), models 3) and 6) in Table 5.6 have a constant age

interaction coefficient with the indicator ILDN , rather than a time-varying coefficient

βLDN1,t . For example, the formula for model 2) in Table 5.6 is:

logmitx = κ1
t +κ2

t (x−x̄)+
(
β10,t+β11,t(x−x̄)

)
×incOldi+

(
βLDN0,t +βLDN1,t (x−x̄)

)
×ILDNi

(5.5)

while the formula for model 3) in Table 5.6 is:

logmitx = κ1
t +κ2

t (x−x̄)+
(
β10,t+β11,t(x−x̄)

)
×incOldi+

(
βLDN0,t +βLDN1 (x−x̄)

)
×ILDNi

(5.6)

We can see the only difference between (5.5) and (5.5) is that one of them has constant

coefficient βLDN1 rather than βLDN1,t as in the original model setting. The same applies to

the comparison between 5) and 6). Results in Table 5.6 show that the indicator ILDN

can improve the model’s BIC by making allowance for relevant regional variation, but

its interaction with age does not change significantly over time (i.e. the constant age-

interacted coefficient βLDN1 leads to a better BIC).
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Figure 5.8: Estimated coefficients β of the CBD-GLMtx model fitted over England
males aged 65-89 with incOld and ILDN as the model number 2 in Table 5.6. Top:
coefficients of incOld; Bottom: coefficients of ILDN .

Figure 5.8 shows patterns of β for incOld is not greatly different from what it is like

without the ILDN . The negative β20,t of ILDN indicates that the London-based LSOAs

generally have lower mortality rates than the national average, and its growing mag-

nitude from zero indicates the accelerating mortality improvement in London over the

years relative to the national average. Meanwhile β11,t and β21,t have no regular pattern

over time at all and we can consider making them constants in the final model.

We have also applied 8 indicator variables to allow the model to identify all the 9

different regions. However, the results show that the BIC is significantly worse then

with only the London split. It appears that any extra regional indicator other than

ILDN does not improve the model performance because of overfitting, and mortality

differences across other regions are not as significant as when they are compared to

London. Therefore we do not consider any more granular regional split by indicator

variables.
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5.3 Urban-Rural Difference of Mortality

Analogous to the regional differences studied earlier, we can train the CBD-GLMtx

model using the LSOAs grouped by urban-rural class. Please see the Section 5.1 for

more details on the definition of the different urban-rural classifications.

Figure 5.9: Distribution of urban-rural classes over England following the UR5 classi-
fication introduced earlier.

Figure 5.9 demonstrates the geographical distribution of UR5 classes in England. There

are clusters of class 1 and 5 LSOAs located around the metropolitan areas and sur-

rounded by class 2 LSOAs. LSOAs in class 3 and 4 (rural village areas) are quite evenly

split and cover the majority of areas in England.

5.3.1 Mortality modelling by urban-rural class

Here we train the CBD-GLMtx model with LSOAs in different urban-rural classes

(UR5) separately using incOld as the only predictive variable.
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Figure 5.10: Estimated coefficients for GBD-GLMtx fitted with incOld only over age
65-89 of England males. The five classes under UR5 are estimated separately. London
(class 5) is highlighted in dots.

Figure 5.10 shows that there are obvious differences in the estimated coefficients over

different urban-rural classes. κ1 shows similarity between class 1 and 2 LSOAs under

UR5, and class 5 (London) is well below the other classes throughout 2001-2016. The

2011 slowdown of mortality improvement is more significant in classes 1 to 3. κ2 as

the slope of class-average mortality over age does not show significant differences over

the classes except class 4 – which is well above all others. In general, the high κ2 in

class 4 (LSOAs as rural villages) leads to a steeper slope of mortality rates over age

there. And the product κ2
t (x− x̄) causes the LSOAs in class 4 to have lower mortality

in relatively young people (i.e. age 65-77), and vice versa for elder people.

In the estimated β10 we can see two clusters – class 1 to 3 are close to each other, while

class 4 and 5 are in another cluster below. All urban-rural classes have β10 increasing

over time, which indicates that income deprivation makes an increasing contribution

to inequality of mortality rates in all LSOAs regardless of urbanization level.
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Predictor LL BIC

incOld overall −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
incOld with UR4 split −6, 574, 770 13, 153, 735
incOld with UR5 split −6, 572, 336 13, 149, 916
incOld with UR3 split −6, 572, 620 13, 148, 386

incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb overall −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb with UR4 split −6, 568, 295 13, 147, 081
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb with UR5 split −6, 567, 805 13, 148, 722
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb with UR3 split −6, 568, 234 13, 144, 335

Table 5.7: Log-likelihood and BIC of CBD-GLMtx model fitted using England males
aged 65-89 over LSOAs grouped by urban-rural class in different ways, and with dif-
ferent predictive variables.

Table 5.7 shows the BIC with different definitions of urban-rural class, and with differ-

ent socio-economic variables. When there is only incOld, all urban-rural splits improve

the BIC and the UR3 classification outperforms the UR4 and UR5. However things

go differently when there are four variables – all splits worsen the BIC because of

overfitting. Improvement brought by urban-rural split of the LSOAs cannot offset the

overfitting when more variables are used. It also suggests that some socio-economic

variables may have some urban-rural differences reflected in themselves.

Compared to regional splits, urban-rural splits in general have greater improvements in

the BIC (shown in Table 5.5 and 5.7), and the model split by UR3 outperforms those

split by UR5 and UR4. It indicates that the UR3 split of LSOAs achieves the best

trade-off between bias and variance here, and any granularity beyond the UR3 split

can result in overfitting. The UR3 split recognizes LSOAs as urban LSOAs (as class 1

and 2 under UR5), rural LSOAs (as class 3 and 4 under UR5) or London-based urban

LSOAs (same as class 5 under UR5) – see Section 5.1 earlier. Please note that this

conclusion holds for the CBD-GLMtx model, meanwhile with non-parametric models

we are discussing in later chapters, the UR5 split is the most appropriate one – see

more details in later chapters.

5.3.2 Urban-rural indicator as predictive variable

Similarly to the nine regions, LSOAs from different urban-rural classes can also be

identified by indicator variables:

IURic =

{
1 if LSOA i is in class c of certain urban-rural classification

0 otherwise
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There are three different urban-rural classifications in this thesis: UR5, UR4 and UR3.

With one class selected as the base group, there are four indicator variables required

for the UR5 classification, three required for UR4 and two required for UR3.

• UR5: IUR5
i1 , IUR5

i2 , IUR5
i3 or IUR5

i4 is equal to one if any LSOA i is in the cor-
responding urban-rural class and zero otherwise. Class 5 (London) is the base
group.

• UR4: IUR4
i2 , IUR4

i3 or IUR4
i4 is equal to one if any LSOA i is in the corresponding

urban-rural class and zero otherwise. Class 1 (Major conurbation) is the base
group.

• UR3: IUR3
i1 or IUR3

i2 is equal to one if any LSOA i is in the corresponding urban-
rural class and zero otherwise. Class 3 (London) is the base group.

Scenario Variables LL BIC

1 incOld −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
2 incOld+UR4 indicators −6, 574, 972 13, 152, 566
3 incOld+UR5 indicators −6, 572, 640 13, 148, 428
4 incOld+UR3 indicators −6, 572, 843 13, 147, 784
5 incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351
6 incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb+UR4 indicators −6, 569, 097 13, 142, 390
7 incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb+UR5 indicators −6, 568, 719 13, 142, 158
8 incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb+UR3 indicators −6, 568, 800 13, 141, 271

Table 5.8: Model selection criteria of model CBD-GLMtx fitted over age 65-89 with
two different sets of variables, and with urban-rural indicator variables constructed
under different classifications.

Table 5.8 proves the rationale of using the UR3 or UR5 rather than the original UR4

classification by the better BICs given under the same set of variables. The UR3

indicators have the best BICs for both sets of variables. Also, by comparison with

Table 5.7, urban-rural indicators are shown to outperform splitting the LSOAs into

different urban-rural classes.
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Figure 5.11: Estimated coefficients in the scenario 4 in Figure 5.8, with incOld as
the only socio-economic variable and the two UR3 indicators. Top to bottom row:
coefficients of incOld, coefficients of IUR3

1 and IUR3
2 respectively. Left column: intercept;

Right: coefficient of age interaction.

All three variables in Figure 5.11 increase over time, which indicate that they all have

increasing contribution to mortality inequality over the LSOAs since 2001. Looking

back to Section 5.2.4, increasing positive intercepts of the two UR3 indicators here

are consistent with the increasing negative intercept of the London indicator as it was

shown in Figure 5.8. London-based LSOAs are suggested to have lower mortality risk

than the national average, and therefore the other LSOAs in class 1 and 2 of UR3 in

general have mortality higher than the national average.

In terms of age interaction, none of the variables in Figure 5.11 have any regular pat-
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tern over time. Therefore we consider replacing them with constant coefficients – see

Section 6.1 for the way of applying them in the final CBD-GLMtx model.

5.4 Summary of Spatial Effects

We studied spatial differences in mortality over different areas in England, which are

mostly relevant to regional and urban-rural impacts. In the CBD-GLMtx model, we

tested two different ways of allowing for spatial differences – regrouping the LSOAs

or using indicator variables, and the latter method appears to be more appropriate in

terms of improving the BIC. Results show that the mortality rates over different areas

indeed have significant spatial differences, in terms of both mortality level and pace of

mortality improvement over time since 2001. We see that the population in London

has had the most significant mortality improvements since 2001, and the 2011 slow-

down in improvement relates more to relatively more deprived regions, i.e. North West

and North East. Inequality of mortality between more and less deprived regions has

widened since 2001, and as it has been mentioned in the previous chapter, differences

in income deprivation is the most significant contributor to this.

From a modelling perspective, the BIC indicates that allowing for spatial differences of

mortality indeed improves the model performance. Implied by the BIC, splitting the

LSOA only by London and non-London appears to be the most appropriate method

to explain the regional differences. London appears to have different socio-economic

features and mortality patterns than other regions, and the differences across the other

regions except London can be explained by the socio-economic variables themselves to

some extent. Meanwhile urban-rural differences are shown to be more significant than

regional differences. In terms of urban-rural effect, the BIC is shown to be improved by

defining indicator variables separating the LSOAs by urban-rural class defined under

the UR3 classification: rural, urban, and London. Meanwhile any extra granularity in

respect of regional or urban-rural differences can worsen the BIC because of overfitting.

The spatial differences are explained in the model with relevant indicators as predictive

variables alongside other socio-economic factors.

More detailed analysis of socio-economic features in London-based LSOAs is beyond

the scope of this thesis. However they definitely need to be understood further, and

it is one of the research topics we will take up in future. There are some possible
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drivers of behaviours of LSOAs in London, as Cairns et al. (2020) has addressed in

their working paper about risk factors and mortality inequality in England:

• Changing demographics/gentrification1;

• A widening gap in NHS spending and more effective use of NHS and public-health
funding;

• The predictive variables are single values covering the entire observation period of
2001-2016 rather than being time dependent. Although we have time-dependent
coefficients in the CBD-GLMtx model, any drift in the variables over time could
result in difference between London and other regions.

• The significantly low proportion of locally born persons in London (there is a
variable rUK) indicates quite different patterns of immigration compared to other
regions. PCA carried out in Section 4.6 earlier also highlighted rUK.

5.5 Care Homes in England

5.5.1 Overview

There are many studies on socio-economic differences of mortality in England, with fac-

tors related to income, employment, housing affordability and residence environment

highlighted as the most significant drivers of mortality inequality over areas in high

and low level of deprivation. Other than socio-economic factors, the presence of care

homes in a neighbourhood is shown to have a clear impact on observed mortality rates

there. Cairns et al. (2020) considered how mortality in an LSOA might be affected by

the population in care homes and suggested an intuitive example – an affluent LSOA

which is supposed to have low mortality could have higher-than-expected mortality if

there is a large care home.

Regarding the presence of care homes in individual LSOAs, there are data published by

the ONS reflecting 1) the proportion of population above age 60 living in care homes,

and 2) what type of care homes are there – with or without nursing services. There

are two predictive variables about presence of care homes in LSOA i:

• pCHwithN : proportion of population above age 60 staying in care home with
nursing, including both genders. Source of information is the 2011 Census.

1i.e. faster growth in London than elsewhere of GDP or higher levels of education, or patterns of
migration within England and from outside its borders might have benefited London mortality (for
example, the healthy immigrant effect; see Vang et al., 2017, and Wen et al., 2021)
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• pCHnoN : proportion of population above age 60 staying in care home without
nursing, including both genders. Source of information is the 2011 Census.

The two variables are shown to have a strong impact on observed mortality rates in

an LSOA i. Preliminary analysis has shown that LSOAs with care homes tend to have

higher mortality than those without. On the other hand, presence of care homes is not

considered to be one of the socio-economic factors and therefore should be dealth with

in a slightly different way from other variables in different cases:

• For estimating mortality risk in a LSOA i: the care home variables should be
involved as they have significant interaction with observed mortality rates. They
help the model to estimate real-world mortality rates with higher accuracy.

• For analysing the underlying socio-economic variations of mortality: care home
effects should be stripped out as they are not considered to be one of the socio-
economic factors, and therefore can interfere with our analysis. For example, for
constructing a mortality index reflecting socio-economic variation over different
areas, the two care home variables should be stripped out. More details are
discussed later on.

Before moving into any further details, there are several questions on care homes to be

considered first. They are expected to be solved by the studies in this chapter.

1. Can mortality rates at the healthier non-care-home LSOAs be estimated?

2. How much can the presence of care homes affect mortality rates in a LSOA i?

3. From a modelling perspective, by how much can the care home variables improve
the CBD-GLMtx model’s performance?

Besides this chapter, one of the later chapters about non-parametric models also con-

tains analysis of the impact of care home on mortality rates – see Section 7.6 for more

details.

According to data from the ONS, there are 23, 464 LSOAs (out of 32, 844 in England)

that do not have any care home, 6, 023 have care homes without nursing only, 2, 058

have care homes with nursing only, and only 1, 299 LSOAs have care homes of both

types. Considering a less granular classification, 6, 023 have no-nursing care homes

only, 3, 357 have care homes with nursing (including those having both types), and the

remaining 23, 464 do not have any care home (’clean’ LSOAs). Therefore we can see

that the two relevant variables, pCHwithN and pCHnoN , are pretty sparse in most

LSOAs they have value zero.
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No-nursing care homes With-nursing care homes
UR5 class #LSOAs Proportion #LSOAs Proportion

1 1,529 19.3% 746 9.4%
2 3,511 24.2% 1,614 11.1%
3 866 28.3% 383 12.5%
4 640 25.2% 332 13.1%
5 776 16.1% 282 5.9%

Total 7,322 3,357

Table 5.9: Proportion of LSOAs (out of all LSOAs in each urban-rural class) having
population aged above 60 living in care homes (including both types), over the different
urban-rural classes (UR5) in England.

No-nursing care homes With-nursing care homes
Region #LSOAs Proportion #LSOAs Proportion

East 842 23.3% 277 7.7%
East Midlands 692 24.9% 316 11.4%

London 780 16.1% 286 5.9%
North East 380 22.9% 206 12.4%
North West 965 21.5% 445 9.9%
South East 1,266 23.5% 642 11.9%
South West 925 28.2% 466 14.2%

West Midlands 756 21.7% 361 10.4%
Yorkshire and The Humber 716 21.6% 358 10.8%

Total 7,322 3,357

Table 5.10: Proportion of LSOAs (out of all LSOAs in each region) having population
aged above 60 living in care homes (including both types), over the different regions in
England.

In tables 5.9 and 5.10, South West as one of the least deprived regions has the highest

proportion of LSOAs having older people living in care homes – over 28% of LSOAs

there have no-nursing care homes and over 14% have with-nursing care homes. There

could be relatively large retirement population in South West, and they could be af-

fluent enough to afford the additional cost of care homes. London has a significantly

lower proportion of LSOAs with care home than other regions, which can be explained

by the lower proportion of the population at retirement ages living there (the working

age population covers the majority of London). In terms of urban-rural difference, the

overall pattern shows that care homes are more likely to appear in less urbanized areas,

i.e. classes 3 and 4.

In order to test whether there is any socio-economic difference caused by presence of

care homes, we have implemented PCA over a selection of socio-economic variables
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over all LSOAs in England, which is similar to what is shown in Figure 4.17 and 4.18.

However, the distributions of the LSOAs over the first two principal components do

not show any significant clustering related to presence of care homes in the LSOAs.

It indicates that the presence of care homes does not have any material effect on

socio-economic characteristics of an LSOA, although it affect mortality rates to a great

extent. Therefore, we want to strip out any mortality variation caused by care home

impact while studying socio-economic differences in mortality – more relevant details

are discussed later in this thesis.

5.5.2 Care homes and mortality

According to observed mortality rates, there is clearly a strong interaction between

mortality rates and presence of care homes in LSOA i, and it is interpretable by

common sense. People living in care homes are expected to have relatively less good

health condition in general. And care homes with nursing generally can have less

healthy residents than those without nursing. On the other hand, as care homes with

nursing generally cost more than those without, persons living there could be relatively

more affluent. Therefore an affluent LSOA might have higher than expected mortality

rates if there is a care home in the neighbourhood. All these considerations somehow

explain the reason for the interaction between mortality and presence of care homes.

Figure 5.12: ASMR (log-scale) over age 65-89 and year 2001-2016 for the LSOAs in
England classified into 3 groups by presence of care homes. Black: LSOAs with no
care home at all; Red: LSOAs with no-nursing care homes only; Darkred: LSOAs with
care homes with nursing (can also have no-nursing care homes).
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Figure 5.12 demonstrates the significant difference of mortality rates over areas with

different distribution of care homes. The presence of care homes is shown to increase

the observed ASMR significantly in an area. The difference between those having care

homes with and without nursing is even wider than the difference between LSOAs hav-

ing no-nursing care homes and no care homes. The presence of care homes with nursing

(i.e. the proportion of the population living there) appears to be a significant indicator

of the level of mortality in LSOA i, which is reflected in the variable pCHwithN .

In this section we try adding the two care home variables, pCHwithN and pCHnoN ,

to the CBD-GLMtx model beside other socio-economic variables and investigate their

impact on the BIC and estimated mortality.

Input predictors LL BIC

incOld −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
incOld+pCHnoN −6, 570, 032 13, 141, 637
incOld+pCHwithN −6, 560, 389 13, 122, 352

incOld+pCHnoN+pCHwithN −6, 555, 812 13, 113, 723
incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351

incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb+pCHwithN −6, 553, 998 13, 111, 143
incOld+pNoqual65+numb+widerb+pCHwithN+pCHnoN −6, 549, 414 13, 102, 500

Table 5.11: Log-likelihood and BIC for the CBD-GLMtx model fitted using different
set of variables including care home variables from data of England males aged 65-89
and over 2001-2016.

Table 5.11 shows that the BIC is improved significantly with the care home variables ap-

plied, and the pCHwithN brings more significant improvement than pCHnoN . There-

fore pCHwithN is seen as a stronger indicator of the mortality level than pCHnoN .

The BIC using both is better than the BIC using either one along. Therefore both

pCHwithN and pCHnoN should be used at the same time.
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Figure 5.13: Estimated coefficients for the CBD-GLMtx model with the six variables
giving the best BIC as in Table 5.11. Left: intercept; Right: age interaction. From top
to bottom: incOld, pNoqual65, numb, widerb, pCHwithN and pCHnoN . Grey zones
are the 95% confidence interval for every estimated coefficient (derived from Hessian
matrix – please see more details in the appendix).

Figure 5.13 shows patterns of all the coefficients with the two care home variables

involved (with full age and year dependency). Both pCHwithN and pCHnoN have

positive coefficients and a significant increasing trend over time, which indicates their

increasing contribution to the excess mortality in areas with care homes (pCHwithN

and pCHnoN have estimated coefficients much larger than others as they are not stan-

dardized).

5.5.3 Magnitude of care home effect on mortality

We have shown that the presence of care homes can affect observed mortality rates

in multiple ways, but we also want to know how large such an effect is. In order

to quantify the effect of care homes, we look at the modelled death rates m̂itx with

different allowances made for the care home inputs. We use the CBD-GLMtx model

with care home niputs to test by how much can amount of population living in care

homes impact mortality rate in an LSOA i. Predictive variables used are X1 = incOld
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as a socio-economic indicator, and both the care home variables X2 = pCHwithN and

X3 = pCHnoN to detect impact of care homes. As the purpose here is to highlight

care home impact rather than estimating mortality, we do not seek to add any other

socio-economic variable. The CBD-GLMtx model used here is:

log m̂itx = κ̂1
t + κ̂2

t (x− x̄) (5.7)

+
(
β̂10,t + β̂11,t(x− x̄)

)
X1i

+
(
β̂20,t + β̂21,t(x− x̄)

)
X2i

+
(
β̂30,t + β̂31,t(x− x̄)

)
X3i

The model is firstly fitted using all LSOAs with observed values of X2 and X3. Then

with the estimated β̂ coefficients, we adjust the care home inputs from X2 and X3 to

X̃2 and X̃3 to create different scenarios, and recalculate the modelled death rates under

each of them. The adjusted scenarios have different allowances of care home distribu-

tion and therefore represent different levels of hypothetical ’healthiness’. Denoting the

estimated death rates with actual observed care home inputs as the case A as in (5.7)

(m̂A
itx), the following scenarios are constructed:

• Case B: we assume no males aged 65-89 are resident in care homes, either with
or without nursing (X̃2 = X̃3 = 0):

log
(
m̂B
itx

)
= κ̂1

t + κ̂2
t (x− x̄)

+
(
β̂10,t + β̂11,t(x− x̄)

)
Xi1 + 0 + 0

This helps us answer the first question at the beginning of the chapter. By
assuming zero care home residents in all LSOAs, m̂B

itx estimates the mortality
level of the ’general’ population that live outside care home in an LSOA i.

• Case C: we assume the ’average’ proportion of care home population aged 65-89
over all LSOAs, i.e. X̃2 = X̄2 and X̃3 = X̄3.

log
(
m̂C
itx

)
= κ̂1

t + κ̂2
t (x− x̄)

+
(
β̂10,t + β̂11,t(x− x̄)

)
X1i

+
(
β̂20,t + β̂21,t(x− x̄)

)
X̄2

+
(
β̂30,t + β̂31,t(x− x̄)

)
X̄3
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The average proportions of the care home population above are calculated as the
average of such proportions over all the LSOAs:

X̄2 =
N∑
i=1

pCHwithNi

N

X̄3 =
N∑
i=1

pCHnoNi

N

Comparing this case C with the case B helps us to understand by how much can
care home impact increase average mortality over all LSOAs in England.

Based on the two cases B and C, we calculate the estimated number of deaths in each

LSOA i with their adjusted care home inputs. For any LSOA i in any calendar year t,

the total number of deaths is calculated over ages 78-89. According to some preliminary

analysis, the presence of care homes has a more significant impact on mortality of higher

ages. Under each of the cases A, B and C we calculate the estimated number of deaths

within age group X as follows:

D̂A
it =

∑
x∈X

m̂A
itxEitx

D̂B
it =

∑
x∈X

m̂B
itxEitx

D̂C
it =

∑
x∈X

m̂C
itxEitx

As the estimated numbers of deaths are calculated by individual year t, any pattern of

change over time can also be tracked.

Figure 5.14: Estimated deaths in individual LSOAs from different scenarios of care
homes: case A and case C (on y-axis) versus case B (on x-axis) assuming no care
home, over age 78-89 of England males. Left: year 2001; Right: year 2016; Black dots:
case A versus case B (D̂A versus D̂B); Lightblue dots: case C versus case B (D̂C versus
D̂B).
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Figure 5.14 clearly shows that reducing care home population to zero significantly

reduces estimated numbers of deaths in some LSOAs. Between case B and case A,

LSOAs along the diagonal are those with no one living in care homes. Meanwhile,

LSOAs having residents in care homes stay above this lower bound. They have mortal-

ity rates reduced after the two variables pCHwithN and pCHnoN are overwritten by

zero in them. Regarding the comparison between case B and C (light blue), it shows

that having the national average proportion of the population in care homes has an

approximate parallel upward shift from case B (no care home). Comparing years 2001

and 2016 we see that the LSOAs having care homes in case A have slightly shifted up-

wards from the diagonal (LSOAs with no one living in care homes). It indicates that

presence of care homes lifts mortality rates in these LSOAs to a greater extent, which

corresponds to the increasing β coefficient of care home variables shown in Figure 5.13

earlier.

We have found that including the the two care home variables significantly improves

performance of the CBD-GLMtx model. This is consistent with the finding that there

is strong correlation between observed mortalities and the presence of care homes.

Results here help answer the third question proposed earlier about care homes – the

extend of the improvement of models involving care homes can be quantified using the

BIC.
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Final CBD-GLMtx Model

In previous chapters we have gone through several formats of factor-based GLM mod-

els. We have also picked up the most important predictive variables by certain variable

importance measures. What is more, beside socio-economic and regional variations,

the presence of care homes is shown to have a strong impact on mortality rates in an

LSOA. Gathering all conclusions from the previous two chapters, in this chapter we

come to the stage to establish the final CBD-GLMtx model for mortality estimation.

It should have the optimized format, variables and bias-variance trade-off.

6.1 Complete Model Outlook

In Section 4.7.1 we have compared models with different structures of time dependency

and age interaction. Results suggest that age interaction is important for all variables.

Meanwhile time dependency of coefficients is only significant with some of the variables.

Taking all these results into consideration, the base framework of the CBD-GLMtx

model we select is as below:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (6.1)

+
(
β10,t + β11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20,t + β21(x− x̄)

)
× pNoqual65i

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi
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Starting from (6.1) with socio-economic variables, features can be added to capture

more variations other than socio-economic factors. As has been discussed before, ob-

served mortality rates in an LSOA i relate to the presence of care homes. Therefore we

add the two care home variables, pCHwithN and pCHnoN to the framework in (6.1).

We found that both pCHwithN and pCHnoN should have time-dependent intercepts

and constant age-interacted coefficients based on the BICs. The base framework of

CBD-GLMtx model is as below with care home inputs:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (6.2)

+
(
β10,t + β11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20,t + β21(x− x̄)

)
× pNoqual65i

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi

+
(
β50,t + β51(x− x̄)

)
× pCHwithNi

+
(
β60,t + β61(x− x̄)

)
× pCHnoNi

The next stage is to consider spatial variation in mortality rates over different areas, i.e.

regional and urban-rural classes. We have tested several different ways of allowing the

spatial differences in the model. Our analysis shows that indicator variables relating to

the UR3 classification (urban, rural and London) give the most significant improvement

of the BIC. Some earlier results show that spatial variation of mortality in England

mostly relates to the difference between LSOAs in and outside London. Starting from

the framework in (6.2), London indicator and UR3 indicators1have their BICs compared

in the following table:

1Please note that the two indicator variables, ILDN and IUR3
3 , are very similar but not identical

– the former one flags all LSOAs in London by geographical regions (4, 835 LSOAs), while the latter
one only flags those LSOAs in London that are also in class 1 under the UR4 classification, i.e.
London-based major conurbations, with 4, 810 such LSOAs.
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Scenario Input variables LL BIC

(1) (6.2)+ILDN −6, 549, 380 13, 100, 743

(2) (6.2)+IUR3
1 + IUR3

2 −6, 549, 228 13, 100, 718

(3) (6.2)+IUR3
2 + IUR3

3 −6, 549, 248 13, 100, 511

Table 6.1: Log-likelihood and BIC of the CBD-GLMtx model fitted to England males
aged 65-89, with different indicator variables for spatial variation. They are extensions
to the framework in (6.2) (all possible combinations of with and without time depen-
dency of the coefficients β0 and β1 for IUR3 are tested, but we only present the two
combinations with the lowest BIC).

Please note that the indicators (ILDN , IUR3
1 , etc.) in the Table 6.1 have different

complexity of the coefficients βj0 and βj1. First of all, they all have constant age

interaction βj1. In terms of intercept, scenario (3) has constant intercept for IUR3
2 and

time-dependent intercept for IUR3
3 . Scenario (1) and (2) have time-dependent intercepts

with all spatial indicators. Scenario (3) is highlighted as the most appropriate one for

having the best BIC – with two indicators identifying rural areas and London, and class

1 (urban) is set as the baseline. And therefore we select the model as in (3) above as

the final CBD-GLMtx model for modelling neighbourhood mortality rates. Differences

over the UR3, UR4 and UR5 classifications were discussed in Section 5.1 earlier. Having

all relevant inputs involved, the model now explains mortality variations in England

relating socio-economic factors, care homes and spatial effects.

Variable Scale Time dependency

X1 incOld Standardized Yes
X2 pNoqual65 Standardized Yes
X3 numb Standardized No
X4 widerb Standardized No
X5 pCHwithN [0, 1] Yes
X6 pCHnoN [0, 1] Yes
X7 UR3 – class 22 Dummy variable (0 or 1) No
X8 UR3 – class 3 Dummy variable (0 or 1) Yes

Table 6.2: All input variables applied in the final CBD-GLMtx model for males aged
65-89 in England, as the model (3) in Table 6.1 above. Please note that the time
dependency is regarding to the intercept coefficient, βj0, as none of the age-interaction
coefficients has time dependency.

2Class 2 and 3 under the UR3 is rural villages (2 combines the class 3 and 4 under the UR5 (rural
areas), and 3 is equivalent to the class 5 under UR5 (London-based major conurbation)).
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The formula of the final CBD-GLMtx model is outlined as below (as the model (3) in

Table 6.1):

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) (6.3)

+
(
β10,t + β11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β20,t + β21(x− x̄)

)
× pNoqual65i

+
(
β30 + β31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β40 + β41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi

+
(
β50,t + β51(x− x̄)

)
× pCHwithNi

+
(
β60,t + β61(x− x̄)

)
× pCHnoNi

+
(
β70 + β71(x− x̄)

)
× IUR3

i2

+
(
β80,t + β81(x− x̄)

)
× IUR3

i3

Given the final structure proposed in (6.3), the estimated coefficients over age 65-89 and

year 2001-2016 for males in England model the magnitude of socio-economic effects on

mortality, alongside their trend of change over the years (if there is time dependency).

All coefficients with time dependency can be projected over future years, which helps

mortality projection given there is sufficient historical experience.

6.2 Model Assessment

In this section we look at the estimated coefficients for the final CBD-GLMtx model

in (6.3) in detail.

6.2.1 Estimated coefficients

First of all we look at the estimated κ and β coefficients in graphs:
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Figure 6.1: MLE estimated coefficients for the final CBD-GLMtx model with its se-
lected predictive variables – as (3) in Table 6.1 with formula outlined in (6.3). Black:
coefficients of the full model with full age and time dependency in all β coefficients;
Red: coefficients in the final CBD-GLMtx model with selective age and time depen-
dency; Grey zone: 95% confidence interval of the estimated coefficients with full age
and time dependency (black line).

Figure 6.1 shows that the β coefficients simplified to constants still in general stay well

inside the 95% confidence intervals3 of their corresponding ’full’ coefficient. It indi-

cates that the simplified β coefficients in the final CBD-GLMtx model in (6.3) does

not introduce material additional bias into the estimates while making the model less

complex.

6.2.2 Analysis of residuals and MSE

Now we look at the standardized residuals of the final CBD-GLMtx model. In this sec-

tion we look at distributions of standardized residuals at different levels of granularity,

as the 32, 844 LSOAs can be combined into larger groups following different criteria.

With observed deaths and exposures and all relevant variables inserted into the final

model in (6.3), the estimated number of deaths by single LSOA, year and age can be

calculated:

D̂itx = m̂itxEitx

First of all we calculate the standardized residuals at single years and ages, and by

IMD decile groups of LSOAs. With the total number of deaths in all LSOAs in IMD

group g, at single year t and age x, the standardized residual is calculated as:

3Note that the confidence intervals in Figure 6.1 only show visually that the constant β do not
lose much information about the genuine pattern around the corresponding variables over time. For
a more precise comparison, a Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) can be done between the “full” model and
the proposed model with certain simplifications.
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Zgtx =

∑
i∈R(g) D̂itx −

∑
i∈R(g) Ditx√∑

i∈R(g) D̂itx

(6.4)

where g = 1, 2, . . . , 10 represents the IMD decile group g and R(g) represents the

collection of LSOAs in the group g. All LSOAs within one IMD group g are aggregated

in single years and ages. Residuals here are also calculated over age 65-89 and year

2001-2016, for England males.
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Figure 6.2: Standardized residuals from the final CBD-GLMtx model in (6.3) fitted
using England males data aged 65-89 and year 2001-2016. They are calculated following
the (6.4). Black cells: positive residuals; Grey cells: negative residuals. From top left
to bottom: IMD decile group 1, 3, 5, 7 and 10.
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Figure 6.2 shows different patterns of residuals over ages and years in different IMD

groups. There are some groups showing clusters of positive and negative residuals along

the diagonal, which indicates unexplained cohort effects left by the model. As it has

been shown earlier in Section 4.3.4, an additional cohort-effect parameter at national

level can improve the distribution of standardized residuals (makes them more random).

We also look at trends of standardized residuals over individual LSOAs – here we

aggregate the number of deaths over the underlying ages and years in every LSOA.

Therefore we can measure the modelling accuracy in single LSOAs within a specified

range of ages and years:

Zi =

∑
txDitx −

∑
tx D̂itx√∑

tx D̂itx

(6.5)

Figure 6.3: Standardized residuals as in (6.5) plotted over estimated number of deaths
in individual LSOAs (D̂i =

∑
tx D̂itx) with aggregation over 2001-2016 and distinct age

groups. Left: aggregation over ages 65-77; Right: aggregation over ages 78-89. Please
note that few very extreme outliers are removed to make the plots more visible.

Figure 6.3 shows that there is no significant non-random pattern of the residuals over

estimated deaths in either of the age groups. It indicates that the standardized resid-

uals are quite evenly distributed over the estimated number of deaths in all LSOAs,

which means the model does not have any systematic bias. It also shows that the se-

lected set of socio-economic variables can explain most of the socio-economic variation

of mortality alongside other factors like care homes and spatial impact.

Besides graphical diagnostics, we also calculate the mean-squared error (MSE) from

standardized residuals to assess the model performance quantitatively. With the fi-

nal CBD-GLMtx model, MSE can be calculated using standardized residuals over the

LSOAs as in (6.5) over distinct age groups to highlight any difference of model perfor-

mance at different ages. The MSE is calculated as follows:
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Zi =

∑
txDitx −

∑
tx D̂itx√∑

tx D̂itx

(6.6)

MSE1 =

∑
i Z

2
i

N

N = 32, 844 is the total number of LSOAs. The residuals are standardized by the

divisor as
√∑

tx D̂itx, which is the assumed standard deviation of the total number of

deaths over a group of ages and years per LSOA. It relies on the assumption that the

total number of deaths in a LSOA i (summed over a group of ages and years) follows the

Poisson distribution Pois(
∑

tx D̂itx), which is an ensemble of marginal Poisson deaths

assumed in single years and ages per LSOA. However this is only true if the numbers of

deaths Ditx in single ages and years are independently distributed. In reality, numbers

of deaths over ages and years are likely to be correlated to each other either positively

or negatively, especially for neighbouring ages and years. We can consider an example

in reality:

• A spike of deaths in older people could be caused by a pandemic of a certain
disease in one year. If the disease lasts for several years, or it affects the health
condition of older people even after cured, there are likely to be excess deaths in
the years following the pandemic. In these case, deaths in different years around
the pandemic are positively correlated.

Theoretically, the aggregate number of deaths over a group of years and ages per LSOA

in MSE1 has variance as follows:

V ar
(∑

tx

Ditx

)
=
∑
tx

V ar
(
Ditx

)
+

∑
t′ 6=t,x′ 6=x

Cov
(
Ditx, Dit′x′

)
(6.7)

Equation (6.7) shows the two components of the variance of aggregated deaths
∑

txDitx

per LSOA. The covariance across deaths in single ages and years is not easy to evalu-

ate as we have limited experience telling us whether they are positively or negatively

correlated. However such correlations are not considered to be material. Also, ages

and years with positively and negatively correlated deaths can have offsetting an effect

on each other. Therefore we consider the assumption of independence of deaths in

different years and ages as appropriate in the MSE calculation.
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Age MSE1 MSE1 – no CH4 MSE1 – CH5

65-69 1.250 1.231 1.299
70-79 1.720 1.510 2.246
80-89 2.930 2.413 4.224

Table 6.3: MSE of estimated deaths produced by the final CBD-GLMtx model and
calculated over distinct age groups. It is calculated over all LSOAs, LSOAs without
care homes and LSOA with care homes separately.

Table 6.3 demonstrates that there is a clear increasing pattern of MSE1 over age. The

oldest age group, 80-89, has MSE much higher than one. We also see that the LSOAs

having care homes have MSEs increasing faster with age, and always greater than the

MSEs in the LSOAs without care homes. As the MSE1 is calculated from standard-

ized residuals, we would expect it to be reasonably close to one over all age groups if

the standardization works. There can be three potential reasons that causes for much

higher MSEs at ages 70-79 and 80-89 and to be much larger than one:

1. The model does not perform as well at the older ages like 80-89 as at other
relatively younger ages like 60-69. Considering the observed mortality rates can
be more volatile at older ages, the model is likely to be impacted by such high
volatilities.

2. The number of deaths and exposures published by the ONS are overdispersed at
some of the data points (i, t, x) (LSOA, year and age). As the Poisson distribution
of deaths has mean equal to variance, any overdispersion in mortality data cannot
be well explained. We could underestimate the standard deviation of deaths and
the standardized residuals are consequently overestimated, i.e. the divisor for

standardization in (6.6),
√∑

tx D̂itx, is smaller than the true standard deviation.

3. Both variables relevant to care homes, pCHwithN and pCHnoN , are observa-
tions at the 2011 Census. They can vary a lot over time following changes like
new care homes being built in a LSOA i, and old care homes being closed or
moved to other LSOAs. Therefore the two variables can be less reliable in years
close to 2016, and this has a bigger impact on the age 80-89 group as a larger pro-
portion of the population at these ages resides in care homes. If we cut the year
range down to 2001-2011 from 2001-2016 in the MSE calculation, the increasing
trend of MSE over age is less obvious.

Preliminary studies of the death data in individual LSOAs, Ditx, have shown that

some of them appear to be overdispersed, especially at some high ages. Some of the

LSOAs have very small population sizes, and observed deaths there can be volatile

and have higher variance than the mean. Therefore the Poisson assumption on deaths

1MSE1 calculated over the 23, 464 LSOAs having no one age above age 60 living in care homes.
2MSE1 calculated over the 9, 380 LSOAs having residents above age 60 living in care homes, either

with or withou nursing.
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could underestimate the variances of residuals,
∑

txDitx −
∑

tx D̂itx. Furthermore,

the exposure data Eitx from the ONS at individual LSOAs are estimates of mid-year

population size following a SAPE6 methodology. According to the ONS, these estimates

include patterns of variance and bias that vary with age and location in both genders7.

Such bias and variance can be eventually transmitted into the mortality modelling

outcomes, which makes the estimated mortality rates less reliable at certain data points

(i, t, x).

Under the Poisson assumption we assume the mean of the true deaths to be the esti-

mated deaths D̂itx. Overdispersion means that we are underestimating the variance of

deaths, and the following inequalities may hold in certain LSOAs, ages and years:

V ar
(∑

tx

Ditx

)
≥ E

(∑
tx

Ditx

)
=
∑
tx

D̂itx (6.8)

(6.8) indicates that the divisor of standardization while calculating MSE1 in (6.6) is

not sufficiently large to standardize the full variance of the observed deaths. The more

Ditx is overdispersed, the more the standard deviation of deaths can be underestimated.

The MSE1 will consequently be overestimated to a greater extent. Observed deaths

at older ages are more likely to be more overdispersed for the limited population size

there, which might explain the MSE1 increasing over age. Although the MSE1 can

overestimate the true error, the main purpose of calculating the MSE is to compare

the accuracy of estimates produced by different models. In different models, the MSE

can be overestimated in the same way. Therefore conclusions drawn from comparing

MSE1 are not materially affected and we still consider MSE1 to be a reliable assess-

ment criteria in the subject in this thesis.

Instead of the Poisson assumption, the number of deaths can also be modelled using the

negative binomial distribution. One of the definitions of negative binomial distribution

is the number of ’successes’ in a sequence of independent and identical Bernoulli trials

before a specified number of ’failures’ occur. For any single data point (i, t, x), we con-

sider the total number of exposures as the sum of successes and failures, and number of

deaths as the failures. Its most significant difference from Poisson distribution is that

there is an extra parameter that adjusts the theoretical variance independently from

3Small Area Population Estimates (SAPE) is a methodology used by the ONS for population
estimate at small neighbourhoods. Please see more details on this methodology on the ONS website:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates
/bulletins/annualsmallareapopulationestimates/previousReleases

4Please see more details on ONS website: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
populationandmigration/populationestimates/methodologies/smallareapopulationestimatessummaryof
methodologyreviewandresearchupdate
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the mean. Therefore its variance can be larger than the mean to take into account

the overdispersion. We will do more studies on modelling deaths following a negative

binomial distribution as one of the future researches. Meanwhile please see the next

Section 6.2.3 for a method of simulating random deaths with negative binomial distri-

bution to allow for overdispersion.

6.2.3 Test of variance in observed mortality rates

We noticed the increasing pattern of MSE1 in the previous section, and there are two

possbile drivers of it relative to variance in observed mortality rates – overdispersion

in the observed deaths (Ditx) over high ages, and variance in the population estimates

provided by the ONS (Eitx). Here we propose a test based on random simulation of

deaths and exposures to understand more the severity of the impact from variances in

the deaths and exposures, Ditx and Eitx. First we test the impact of variance in the

population estimates, Eitx. The process below is followed to create random samples of

deaths and exposures:

1. Calculate the national average death rates at single ages and years: mb
tx =

∑
iDitx∑
i Eitx

(the same concept as the ’base matrix’ discussed earlier). It is determined by the
observed deaths and estimated population from the ONS.

2. Calculate the expected number of deaths in individual LSOAs according to the
national average death rates mb

tx, from the true population exposures, E0
itx:

D̂0
itx = mb

txE
0
itx

3. For each single LSOA, year and age (i, t, x), simulate 10 random samples of deaths
following the Poisson distribution Pois(D̂0

itx), with mean and variance equal to
the expected deaths D̂0

itx based on national average mortality. The simulated
random deaths are denoted as D̃r

itx with r = 1, 2, . . . , 10, and are considered as
observed samples of deaths.

4. For each single LSOA, year and age (i, t, x), simulate 10 random samples of
exposures by assuming the population estimate from the ONS follows a normal
distribution. Its mean is equal to the true population, E0

itx, and its variance is a
fraction of the mean:

Eitx ∼ N
(
E0
itx, ρE

0
itx

)
The simulated exposures are denoted as Ẽr

itx, r = 1, 2, . . . , 10. They are consid-
ered as samples of population estimates. Here we assume the population estimate
by the ONS is an unbiased estimator of the true population size, and only subject
to normal random errors.

Please note the normal simulation of exposures sometimes creates negative ex-
posures. We overwrite the simulated exposures by zero where Ẽr

itx < 0 in order
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to make it meaningful. This issue is more likely to appear when the multiplier of
the standard deviation ρ is large.

5. We use the ONS population estimates, Eitx, to represent the ’true’ population
E0
itx in the normal simulation. After getting the simulated population estimates,

Ẽr
itx, and deaths, D̃r

itx, we treat them as observed numbers in different samples.
The national average mortality, mb

tx, is recalculated using the simulated deaths
and exposures:

m̃b,r
tx =

∑
i D̃

r
itx∑

i Ẽ
r
itx

Then recalculate the expected number of deaths using the simulated national
mortality rates:

D̃0,r
itx = m̃b,r

tx Ẽ
r
itx

6. Calculate the standardized MSE following the same approach as the MSE1 in
previous sections, between the expected D̃0,r

itx (as estimated deaths) and D̃r
itx (as

observed samples) in all 10 simulated samples of deaths and exposures:

MSE1 =
1

N
×

N∑
i=1

(∑
tx D̃

0,r
itx −

∑
tx D̃

r
itx√∑

tx D̃
0,r
itx

)2
(6.9)

Within the simulation we allow for Poisson noise in deaths, Ditx, and normal noise in

estimated exposures, Eitx. MSE1 calculated from the simulated samples can reveal

some patterns in the impact of variances on mortality rate estimates over different

age groups. The multiplier ρ is set to different values to test the effect of variance in

population estimates.

ρ = 0.5 ρ = 5 ρ = 10
Age Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

65-69 1.044 0.006 1.279 0.010 1.318 0.011
70-79 1.054 0.005 1.416 0.011 1.475 0.012
80-89 1.096 0.004 1.659 0.015 1.752 0.016

Table 6.4: Mean and standard deviation of standardized MSE1 calculated from the
randomly simulated deaths and exposures with different settings of variance in sim-
ulated exposures, following formula in (6.9). They are taken from all 10 simulated
scenarios of deaths and exposures in single ages and years over ages 65-89 and 2001-
2016.

Table 6.4 shows that MSE1 has a more obvious increasing trend over age when the

variance in population estimates is high, i.e. ρ is large. It indicates that the increasing

MSE1 from the CBD-GLMtx model could be caused by the variance in ONS popu-

lation estimates, and it is more significant when the variance is higher relative to its

mean. Meanwhile MSE1 has been fairly robust over the different simulated scenarios
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in all age groups, as the standard deviations are relatively low.

Next we test the overdispersion in the observed deaths, especially at high ages. In-

stead of simulating random Poisson deaths, here we simulate deaths using a negative

binomial distribution, which has one additional parameter that determines the degree

of overdispersion. As we have discussed earlier, a negative binomial distribution can

be used to model the number of deaths as follows:

• A negative binomial distribution represents the number of failures occurring in a
sequence of Bernoulli trails before a target number of successes is reached.

• Considering the subject in this thesis, we interpret the exposures in any one single
data point (i, t, x) (LSOA, year, age) as the Bernoulli trails. The total number of
deaths out of all exposures at (i, t, x) can be considered as ’failures’, which means
those did not die are ’successes’.

• We then assume that the true number of deaths in single LSOAs, years and ages
(i, t, x) follow a negative binomial distribution:

Nbin(µ, s)

which is parametrized as the total number of failures with mean µ that occur
before s success in a sequence of Bernoulli trials (the next bullet explains inter-
pretation of the µ and σ, which relates to the number of deaths and exposures
in this example). In this parametrization, the probability of failure in each trial
is 1− s

s+µ
. The mean and variance of the true number of deaths are:

mean = µ

variance = µ
(
1 +

µ

s
)

We can see that the parameter s controls the level of overdispersion. Smaller
s in general increases the variance relative to the mean. A negative binomial
distribution gets very close to a Poisson distribution when s is very large.

• We use the expected deaths following national average mortality rates, D̂0
itx =

mb
txE

0
itx, to represent the mean number of deaths. And the true exposure size is

interpreted as the total number of Bernoulli trials, i.e. µ+ s = E0
itx and the total

number of successes is E0
itx − D̂0

itx (those who did not die). Therefore in each
single LSOA, year and age, we assume the number of deaths, Ditx, to follows the
negative binomial distribution of:

Nbin(D̂0
itx, E

0
itx −D0

itx)

• Simulate ten random samples from the negative binomial distribution proposed
above over all LSOAs, years and ages, which are denoted as D̃r,nb

itx for r =
1, 2, . . . , 10. Then calculate the MSE1 based on the expected number of deaths
and the simulated deaths in each of the simulated scenarios. Again we substitute
the true number of deaths and exposures by what we simulate in each scenario
r, r = 1, 2, . . . , 10:
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1. The expected deaths following national mortality rates is D̃0,r
i and is calcu-

lated by:

D̃0,r
i =

∑
i D̃

r,nb
itx∑

i Ẽ
r
itx

× Ẽr
itx

with D̃r,nb
itx and Ẽr

itx being simulated deaths and exposures following the pro-
posed negative binomial and normal distributions. The Ẽr

itx are simulated
with normal noise with ρ = 10 (see bullet 4 before Table 6.4 above).

2. The observed number of deaths are represented by the simulated number of
deaths, D̃r,nb

itx , following negative binomial distribution as it proposed above.

• The MSE1 allowing for noise from both deaths and exposures, and overdispersion
introduced by the negative binomial distribution, is calculated as:

MSE1 =
1

N
×

N∑
i=1

(∑
tx D̃

0,r
itx −

∑
tx D̃

r,nb
itx√∑

tx D̃
0,r
itx

)2

(6.10)

Age group MSE1

65-69 1.338
70-79 1.520
80-89 1.859

Table 6.5: Mean of standardized MSE1 calculated following (6.10) above, with ran-
domly simulated deaths from negative binomial distribution.

Table 6.5 shows MSE1 with both variances in population estimates and overdispersion

in deaths allowed for in its calculation. It also has a clear increasing pattern over age,

which becomes more significant than what is shown in the Table 6.4 with ρ = 10.

This indicates that the overdispersion in observed deaths could also contribute to the

increasing MSE over age as well as variance in population estimates.

As a supplement to our analysis, Table 6.6 below shows the MSE1 based on the

observed deaths (Ditx) and the expected deaths calibrated based on national average

mortality rates (D̂0
itx as defined above). There is no simulation or modelling applied:

D̂0
itx = mb

txEitx (6.11)

MSE0 =
1

N
×
∑
i

(∑
txDitx −

∑
tx D̂

0
itx√∑

tx D̂
0
itx

)2
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Age group MSE0

65-69 2.428
70-79 4.097
80-89 4.684

Table 6.6: MSE0 in (6.11) calculated from observed and expected number of deaths
aggregated over distinct age groups and years 2001-2016, in individual LSOAs.

Table 6.6 indicates tha MSE1 tends to increase with age when calculated only using

the observed mortality rates. It is more evidence that the mortality dataset itself also

contributes to the increasing pattern of MSE over age – modelling error is not the only

reason.

Generally speaking, variance in the ONS population estimates (especially in individual

LSOAs, years and ages where the sample size is small), overdispersion in observed

deaths (especially at high ages where the observations are more volatile) and bias in

the presence of care homes over time are the most likely reasons for the increasing

MSE over age. They cause the variance in the number of deaths to be higher than the

mean, and consequently cause the Poisson assumption underestimates the variance.

We still consider the CBD-GLMtx model to be credible, as the increasing MSE over

age is found to be largely caused by variations within the underlying data rather than

any systematic issue in the model design.

Figure 6.4: Standardized residuals in individual LSOAs between observed deaths and
expected deaths following national average mortality rates, as they are calculated in
(6.11), over distinct age groups. Left to right: 65-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

We can see from Figure 6.4 that the residuals are approximately centred at zero on the

y-axis in all age groups. However there are a few LSOAs having residuals skewed to the

top, especially at high ages – they consist of LSOAs with a relatively high proportion

of the population living in care homes and LSOAs having a relatively small population.
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The mortality models studied in this thesis can explain these effects and smooth out

much of the observed variance. For example, Figure 6.3 earlier shows that there is

not any significant clustering of very high standardized residuals in the mortality rates

estimated by the CBD-GLMtx model.

6.2.4 Regional variation

We have discussed in Section 5.2.2 that not all regional differences of mortality relate

to regional effects. Such regional differences can also be determined by the proportion

of the population that lives in less or more deprived areas, which means socio-economic

difference also contribute to regional differences in mortality. This is why we introduce

the ADSMR in Section 5.2.2 to highlight mortality differences free of socio-economic

impact. For testing whether the final CBD-GLMtx model explains the regional differ-

ences in mortality well, we calculate the ADSMR using its estimated mortality rates,

which originally come from the modelled death rates, m̂itx, by the final model as is

outlined in (6.3):

D̂itx = m̂itxEitx

The estimated deaths Ditx in LSOA i, year t and age x are specific to single LSOAs,

years and ages. We firstly identify them by one of the nine regions and ten IMD decile

groups, so that we can calculate the estimated death rates from the model in (6.3) by

regions and deprivation groups (defined by the IMD deciles). The estimated number of

deaths and observed number of exposures aggregated over all LSOAs in region r and

deprivation group g (g = 1, 2, . . . , 10) are:

D̂RG
rgtx =

∑
i∈R(r,g)

D̂itx

ERG
rgtx =

∑
i∈R(r,g)

Eitx

R(r, g) here represents a collection of LSOAs in region r and deprivation decile (IMD) g.

Then we can calculate the estimated death rate in individual region r and deprivation

group g, and at single ages and years:

m̂RG
rgtx =

D̂RG
rgtx

ERG
rgtx

With the estimated death rate, m̂RG
rgtx, which is specific to region, deprivation group,

year and age, we can calculate the ADSMR based on estimated mortality rates following
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equation (5.2) in Section 5.2.2:

ˆADSMR
R

rt =

∑
x

(∑10
i=1 10%× m̂RG

rgtx

)
Es
x∑

xE
s
x

(6.12)

=
1
10

∑10
i=1

∑
x m̂

RG
rgtxE

s
x∑

xE
s
x

Figure 5.3 in Section 5.2.2 shows that there are still regional differences in observed

mortality rates shown by the ADSMR. The final CBD-GLMtx model is expected to

explain some of the regional differences as it takes the urban-rural indicators (UR3) as

input.

Figure 6.5: ADSMRs (log-scale) highlighting regional differences of mortality for Eng-
land males aged 65-89 over 2001-2016. Left: ADSMR calculated using observed mor-
tality rates and IMD deciles (same as the Figure 5.3 earlier); Right: ADSMR calculated
using estimated mortality rates m̂itx by the final CBD-GLMtx model and IMD deciles,
following the formula in (6.12).

Figure 6.5 shows that the fitted ADSMRs are smoother than the observed ASMRs,

but, nevertheless, still have very similar trends. There are, in general, slightly nar-

rower gaps between regions in the ADSMR from estimated mortality rates (especially

around 2001), which indicates that the CBD-GLMtx model does explain some of the

regional differences in mortality (there are regional gaps highlighted and the time trend

is consistent with what we observed). However, some residual differences remain un-

explained and require extra model elements (the gaps reflected in the ADSMR from

estimated mortality rates are narrower than those found in the observed rates). One

reason could be that we use the UR3 indicators to explain the regional and spatial

differences, which only recognize LSOAs by the three large classifications (city, village,

London). The ADSMR will have wider gaps if we apply all eight dummy indica-

tors for all nine regions. However, the implication from the BIC is that any further
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granularity beyond UR3 does not improve the model performance significantly, as the

over-parametrization predominates. We therefore stick with the model in equation

(6.3) that uses the UR3 indicators to explain spatial (or regional) variation.

6.2.5 Robustness Test

After getting the framework of the selected CBD-GLMtx model, we expect it to be

robust when fitted to different data. Robustness is also an important feature of a good

model. If any model has robust estimate of coefficients when fitted to different obser-

vations, it is expected to have more reliable performance at making predictions at any

unknown observations.

Here we test robustness of the coefficients of the selected CBD-GLMtx model while

being fitted to different sets of LSOAs – the 32, 844 LSOAs are split into 3 groups with

different sizes randomly (without any consideration of socio-economic factors, spatial

factors or care homes) and the model is fitted to the groups separately. For the purpose

here, group one has 15, 000 LSOAs, group two has 11, 000 and group three has 6, 844.

These are quite different numbers of LSOAs and therefore the estimated coefficients

are expected to have different degrees of volatility. However we expect them to have

similar trends and magnitudes across the three groups.
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Figure 6.6: Estimated coefficients with time dependency under the final selected CBD-
GLMtx model. There are the two common κ’s and intercepts of incOld, pNoqual65,
pCHwithN , pCHnoN and IUR3

3 . Black: LSOAs in group 1; Red: LSOAs in group 2;
Blue: LSOAs in group 3. Solid grey line: estimates from all 32, 844 LSOAs.

Figure 6.6 shows that the coefficients with trends over years are fairly robust when

fitted to the different sets of LSOAs. None of them fitted from the three subsets show
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any material difference from those estimated from all 32, 844 LSOAs.

Coefficient Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 All LSOAs

β11 of incOld -0.007 -0.007 -0.005 -0.007
β21 of pNoqual65 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
β30 of numb -0.013 -0.022 -0.013 -0.016
β31 of numb 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
β40 of widerb -0.025 -0.029 -0.026 -0.026
β41 of widerb -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002

β51 of pCHwithN 0.184 0.237 0.227 0.201
β61 of pCHnoN 0.262 0.355 0.339 0.309
β70 of IUR3

2 -0.019 -0.019 -0.016 -0.019
β71 of IUR3

2 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
β81 of IUR3

3 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003

Table 6.7: Estimated coefficients as constant over years under the final selected CBD-
GLMtx model. Those estimated from three robustness testing groups and all the
LSOAs are outlined.

Table 6.7 shows similar conclusions in respect of the constant coefficients – they are

also fairly robust. The final CBD-GLMtx model with the selected variables is shown

to be robust and therefore is expected to be reliable for producing mortality predictions.

6.2.6 Out-Of-Sample Test

In Section 6.2.2 we have introduced the MSE as a quantitative assessment of one

model’s goodness-of-fit. However we only calculated in-sample MSEs there, which

means that the errors (or residuals) are calculated over the same observations as we

used in fitting the model. In other words, a low in-sample MSE in general means close

alignment with observed mortality rates but not necessarily good performance – as

models with very low in-sample MSEs are likely to be overfitted and have poor perfor-

mance when making predictions on new observations. Therefore we are more interested

in out-of-sample MSE than in-sample MSE when assessing a model’s predictive power.

For the CBD-GLMtx model here, we calculate its out-of-sample MSE by randomly

allocating 25% of the 32, 844 LSOAs into test set Stet and train the model only using

the remaining 75% in the training set Str:
• The 75% remaining LSOAs are treated as the training set, Str, with sample size
N tr = 24, 633. They are used for fitting the proposed CBD-GLMtx model and
estimating the underlying coefficients.
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• The 25% removed LSOAs are treated as the test set, Ste, with sample size N te =
8, 211. They are not involved in model fitting and do not impact the estimated
β coefficients at all. After the model is fitted using LSOAs in Str, we insert the
LSOAs from Ste into the model and calculate an out-of-sample MSE over them.

• Please note that as we do not seek to adjust coefficients in the proposed CBD-
GLMtx model according to the out-of-sample MSE (they are estimated by MLE),
there is no validation set Sva set up here. More details on the difference between
validation and test sets are discussed in Section 1.4.3 earlier.

• Also, as discussed in Section 1.4.3, all LSOAs are used to select predictive vari-
ables based on the BIC. The out-of-sample test here is not strictly “out-of-sample”
(LSOAs in Ste are also used in subset selection and calculating the BICs). There-
fore, the out-of-sample MSE here can be slightly underestimated. But as we take
the same approach for all different models studied throughout this thesis, we do
not expect this bias to materially distort the final conclusion.

After estimating the underlying κ and β coefficients using LSOAs in Str, we then

predict the number of deaths in all LSOAs in Ste using the estimated coefficients and

their selected predictive variables. For every LSOA i within Ste its estimated death

rate m̂te
itx is calculated as:

log m̂te
itx = κ̂1,tr

t + κ̂2,tr
t (x− x̄) (6.13)

+
(
β̂tr10,t + β̂tr11(x− x̄)

)
× incOldi

+
(
β̂tr20,t + β̂tr21(x− x̄)

)
× pNoqual65i

+
(
β̂tr30 + β̂tr31(x− x̄)

)
× numbi

+
(
β̂tr40 + β̂tr41(x− x̄)

)
× widerbi

+
(
β̂tr50,t + β̂tr51(x− x̄)

)
× pCHwithNi

+
(
β̂tr60,t + β̂tr61(x− x̄)

)
× pCHnoNi

+
(
β̂tr70 + β̂tr71(x− x̄)

)
× IUR3

i2

+
(
β̂tr80,t + β̂tr81(x− x̄)

)
× IUR3

i3

(6.13) is analogous to the (6.3) earlier, which is the proposed CBD-GLMtx model with

selected variables and age and year dependencies. The estimated κ̂tr’s and β̂tr’s are

the corresponding coefficients as they are in (6.3), but are estimated using LSOAs in

Str only rather than all 32, 844 LSOAs. Then the out-of-sample test MSE, MSEte, is

calculated over Ste following the MSE formula in (6.6):
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D̂te
itx = m̂te

itxEitx, ∀i ∈ Ste (6.14)

MSEte =
1

N te

∑
i∈Ste

∑
tx

(
D̂te
itx −

∑
txDitx

)2∑
tx D̂

te
itx

In (6.14), m̂te
itx are the estimated death rates as they are in (6.13). Please note that the

25% removed LSOAs here are treated as a test set as they do not impact the model at

all – they are only used for assessing the model’s out-of-sample accuracy. There is no

validation set Sva used here.

In order to reduce the effect of randomness, we repeat the allocation of all 32, 844

LSOAs into Str and Ste in the proportions 75% and 25% for three rounds. Then we

have three different pairs of disjoint Str and Ste, and we can calculate the overall test

MSE by averaging over the MSEte calculated in all three rounds.

Age group Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Overall In-sample MSE

60-69 1.226 1.232 1.251 1.237 1.250
70-79 1.719 1.729 1.737 1.729 1.720
80-89 2.935 2.803 3.087 2.942 2.930

Table 6.8: Test MSE (calculated following of estimated mortality rates by the final
CBD-GLMtx model, following formulas in (6.13) and (6.14). All three rounds of ran-
dom allocation and the overall average are outlined. In-sample MSEs in the last column
are those in Table 6.3 earlier, they are outlined for comparison.

Table 6.8 outlines the out-of-sample MSEs calculated for the CBD-GLMtx model with

selected variables and structure of age-year dependency. We see that the overall out-of-

sample MSEs are in general very similar to the in-sample MSEs in all age groups. The

CBD-GLMtx model has a common (or national) term, κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄), that explains a

significant portion of mortality variations at national level, and removing 25% of the

LSOAs does not have a great impact on the two common parameters κ1
t and κ2

t .

Thinking further, we study other models in this thesis and we seek to compare the

predictive power of different models by a consistent criterion. The test MSE calculated

in (6.14) is standardized and can be calculated for different models. Also, exactly the

same allocation of LSOAs into Str and Ste should be applied to different models if

possible, in order to reduce the impact of sampling variation. More details can be

found in later chapters about testing other models’ out-of-sample performance.
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6.3 Summary and Critical Thinking

Now we have had a selected format of the CBD-GLMtx model, with the most impor-

tant variables and most appropriate structure of time and age dependency optimized

with respect to the BIC. The shape of the estimated coefficients can show trends of

different socio-economic impacts on mortality rates over 2001-2016. Going back to

Section 4.3.4 about the cohort effect, a cohort-effect parameter γc at national level

is shown to improve the model’s BIC without any distortion on the socio-economic

coefficients. Therefore as the final step of creating the CBD-GLMtx model, we will

add a national-level cohort-effect parameter as in (6.3). The time-varying κ1
t and κ2

t

at national level, and time-varying coefficients β for the socio-economic factors allow

us to project future mortality rates following their estimated shapes over historical

observation periods.

We should still be aware of some facts to concerning the CBD-GLMtx model in order

to ensure that it is applied in the most appropriate way:

• The first concern is flexibility. The CBD-GLMtx model assumes a linear re-
lationship between the GLM predictor (relative risk factor RRitx consisting of
predictive variables) and socio-economic factors. Although the log link function
introduces some non-linearity between predictive and response variables, it is
still a log-linear function with pre-defined structure. In certain LSOAs having
extremely high or low values of socio-economic variables or mortality rates, the
CBD-GLMtx model might not work well. In comparison, some more flexible
non-parametric models can capture more complicated patterns. See Chapter 7
and 8 later for more details.

• Secondly, as the CBD-GLMtx model estimates death rates at single years and
ages, it can be impacted by sampling variations greatly. It estimates numbers of
deaths from exposures in single years and ages, which can be volatile for limited
population sizes by single years and ages. The CBD-GLMtx model has high
granularity but is also exposed to higher sampling variation.

• Thirdly, although the time varying κ and β coefficients are capable of future pro-
jection, we have not had sufficient historical experience yet, i.e. the observation
period of 2001-2016 is not long enough for reliable forecasting.
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Local Factor-Based Non-Parametric

Models

The level of mortality in one neighbourhood area can be affected by many different fac-

tors. The previous chapters discussed a factor-based generalized linear model (GLM)

that help us to study in-depth those significant drivers of mortality including socio-

economic factors, care homes and spatial factors. However, a GLM as a parametric

model has the limitation that it requires the functional relationship between response

and predictive variables to be set up in advance (Cairns et al. (2020)). Also, it assumes

a linear relationship between response and predictive variables, which lacks flexibility.

Therefore any unreliable assumption made or lack of knowledge about the observed

variables can impact the quality of the estimates produced by the GLM.

In this chapter and the next chapter, we consider some non-parametric models that

recognize more complex interactions between response and predictive variables. There

are also more flexibilities allowed within the predictive variables, i.e. variables in dif-

ferent formats and scales can be used at the same time without needing adjustment.

7.1 Basic Structure

Non-parametric models help discover complex trends from relevant predictive variables

and response variables. Then we can estimate the level of mortality risk in individual

LSOAs relative to each other (”relative mortality risk” or ”relative risk”). Unlike the

CBD-GLMtx model in previous chapters, relative mortality risk in this chapter is a

scalar factor in single LSOAs. It is represented by the A-E ratio introduced in Section
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2.5 earlier. The non-parametric models are fitted using observed mortality rates ag-

gregated over a group of ages and years alongside relevant numerical and categorical

factors. The A-E ratio is calculated over a chosen period, and we assume that it stays

constant throughout the period. It then can be applied to a time-varying national mor-

tality rate over this period (i.e. mb
tx varying by single years) to capture the variations

in single LSOAs around the national mortality over time. This relationship would be

hard to capture if we use the ASMR directly. Also, the A-E ratio is centred around

1 and is helpful for measuring the mortality level in an LSOA relative to the national

average. As discussed in Section 2.5, we calculate relative risks of different age groups

and use them in modelling to capture age variation of mortality rates. Also, different

aspects of mortality drivers are modelled separately as distinct risk factors, e.g. socio-

economic factors, spatial factors, etc.

We are interested in the relative risks that would potentially explain as much mortality

variation across the LSOAs in England as possible. In general, the two most important

families of relative risk are considered to be socio-economic relative risk and spatial

relative risk – F 1 and F 2. They are estimated as F̂ 1 and F̂ 2 separately and their

product, F̂ 1F̂ 2, is expected to explain mortality variations relevant to socio-economic

and spatial differences. F̂ 1 and F̂ 2 can be derived following a two-stage approach:

• Stage 1: Calculate F̂ 1
i that estimates the socio-economic relative risk in a LSOA

i. It takes socio-economic variables as inputs, e.g. income deprivation score
(incOld), unemployment deprivation (emp), housing affordability metric (numb
and widerb), etc. We calculate F̂ 1 using different methods in this chapter: kernel
smoother and local linear regression. In the next Chapter 8 we calculate F̂ 1 using
random forests.

• Stage 2: Calculate F̂ 2
i that estimates spatial relative risk in LSOA i, which is

expected to explain residual relative mortality risks after socio-economic relative
risks are explained by F̂ 1. It is calculated by kernel estimation taking geograph-
ical locations (longitude and latitude coordinates) as input.

• Any remaining risk factors F k, ∀k > 2: account for any residual relative risk
beside the socio-economic and spatial relative risks explained in F 1 and F 2. It is
beyond the scope of this thesis and we will carry out more in-depth research in
future.

As we can see, each relative risk factor1 in (F 1
i , F

2
i , . . . , F

k
i ) represents a characteristic

that varies over the LSOAs and can be used to explain differences in mortality rates.

1Please be aware that they are not the same as the socio-economic factors – socio-economic factors
(or spatial factors) are used as predictive variables to derive the relative risk factors F ’s as the target
response variables.
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They are defined as relative as they all distribute around 1 and can show the level of

mortality risk in an LSOA i relative to the national average.

In estimating of F 1 and F 2, the key logic is that LSOAs with similar socio-economic

characteristics or spatial locations also have similar relative mortality risk. Similari-

ties of socio-economic or spatial characteristics are defined by a weight function, Wij,

between any pair of observations (LSOAs) i and j on each other. Observations with

similar characteristics have relatively high weights, while those with much less similar

characteristics or very far away from each other have an almost negligible impact on

each other. Estimation of the first two relative risk factors, F 1 and F 2 is discussed

in this chapter. We mainly focus on the socio-economic relative risk F 1 in this thesis

as many previous studies have found the strong interaction between socio-economic

factors and mortality. For example, Villegas and Haberman (2014), Marmot et al.

(2020) and Wen et al. (2020) all have discussion on explaining mortality differences

by socio-economic variations relying on the IMD. Cairns et al. (2019) did a similar

study for the population of Denmark using an affluent index and also found strong

connection between socio-economic class and mortality.

In this chapter we look at two non-parametric models, kernel smoother and local linear

regression. Both are collections of simple functions fitted in every single LSOA. We

use the observed actual-vs-expected mortality ratio (“A-E ratio” R0
i in LSOA i intro-

duced in the Section 2.5 earlier) as the response variable and socio-economic inputs as

predictive variables to train the models. And the models help to estimate the level of

socio-economic relative mortality risk, F 1
i , in single LSOAs i relative to the others. For

both models we estimate mortality in every LSOA by taking information from other

LSOAs having most similar characteristics (socio-economic or spatial), with a specific

smoothing window applied. In other words, they produce estimates based on observa-

tions over small localized areas within the input variable space. It is quite similar to

a K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) method2, where K represents the number of ’closest’

observations involved in estimation (the range of observations to be involved can also

be defined by a smoothing window).

Other than the two models in this chapter, the next chapter discusses another non-

parametric regression model called a random forest, which follows a completely different

algorithm to estimate the socio-economic relative risk F 1
i but is still accurate and reli-

2Please see https://towardsdatascience.com/machine-learning-basics-with-the-k-nearest-
neighbors-algorithm-6a6e71d01761 for more details on KNN.
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able. See Chapter 8 later for more details.

7.2 Data and Framework

Non-parametric regression models are used for estimating relative mortality risks in

individual LSOAs. For studying and evaluating the models in this chapter, we take

relevant LSOA-level factors as predictive variables, e.g. socio-economic variables, spa-

tial factors, etc. And for the response variable we take the observed A-E ratio, R0
i , in

all single LSOAs of specific age groups and over years 2001-2016. More recently pub-

lished data, i.e. over 2001-2018, are used in final research outcomes after evaluating

the models.

In this thesis we have two targets to achieve with the assistance of non-parametric

regression models and relevant inputs:

1. Estimate relative mortality risk in individual LSOAs, which is over certain groups
of years and ages.

2. Discover and analyse the functional relationship between mortality rates and risk
factors that can drive mortality differences over different areas in England, e.g.
socio-economic factors, spatial variations, etc., and identify the most significant
drivers of mortality from a large number of LSOAs as observation points.

For the first target, the estimated relative risk is to be estimated by a non-parametric

function of relevant predictive variables, which might not have a closed-form formula

as a parametric model would. With R0 taken as the observed A-E ratio that reflects

observed mortality in the LSOA i, i.e. yi = R0
i in LSOA i, and selected predictive

variables denoted as X0 (N × p matrix with p predictive variables for N observations),

we seek to estimate the function that explains the functional relationship between

them:

y = f
(
X0
)

+ ε = f
(
X1, X2, . . . , Xp

)
+ ε

where ε represents the residuals that follow an assumed distribution. We use a non-

parametric model to estimate the function f as an estimator f̂ : Rp → R (given there

are p predictive variables). f̂ can also be considered as an estimator of the condi-

tional expected value of relative risks given relevant predictive variables in the LSOAs,

E(y|X0). In an LSOA i, the inputs required to train a non-parametric regression model

are:

• Response variable: yi = R0
i
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• Predictive variables: xi = (Xi1, Xi2, . . . , Xip)

With all required inputs we can derive an estimator F̂i to the true relative risk factor

Fi in a LSOA i, as a function of the selected predictive variables:

F̂i = f̂(xi) = Ê
(
Fi|X0

)
(7.1)

In (7.1) the estimator F̂i can be F̂ 1
i (socio-economic relative risk) or F̂ 2

i (spatial rel-

ative risk), and these can be estimated using different models. In this thesis we put

more focus on estimating the socio-economic relative risk F 1, and identifying the most

significant socio-economic factors that contribute to mortality rates.

For most studies in this chapter we focus on observed mortality rates of males in Eng-

land as a starting point, and implement analysis of relationships between mortality

rates and the relevant factors. In order to explain age variation of mortality rates, we

take the observed mortality rates by distinct age groups with length 10 years to train

certain non-parametric models, i.e. 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89. Different age groups are

expected to have different demographical features and different relationships between

mortality and socio-economic factors.

7.3 Weight Function

As it says in Section 7.1, models discussed in this chapter are fitted on a locally weighted

basis over others neighbours ’nearby’ with more similarities. In models discussed in

this chapter, such similarity is determined by a weight function3 Wij between any pair

of LSOAs i and j, having regard certain features like socio-economic factors or spatial

location. Wij is larger if observations i and j have more similarities, and can be close

to zero if there is negligible similarity. Regarding to the subject in this thesis, LSOAs

in England having similar socio-economic characteristics have higher weights Wij on

each other, and therefore have similar estimated socio-economic relative risk, F̂ 1. Also,

LSOAs close to each other geographically have similar estimated spatial relative risk,

F̂ 2.

3Formula of the weight function Wij is in (7.4) later in the section. We start the section by
talking about the Euclidean distance and the scaling applied to the Euclidean distance to control the
bias-variance trade off.
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7.3.1 Euclidean distance and weight function

Within a specific N × p variable space X0 consisting of N LSOAs in England as

observations and p predictive variables, the weight of LSOA j onto i is defined as a

function of the Euclidean distance between them and a specific parameter controlling

the range of closest neighbours to take in estimation. The Euclidean distance δij

between two observations i and j is defined as:

δij =

√(
xi − xj

)T (
xi − xj

)
(7.2)

=

√(
Xi1 −Xj1

)2
+
(
Xi2 −Xj2

)2
+ . . .+

(
Xip −Xjp

)2

The principle is that LSOAs having shorter Euclidean distance to each other are ex-

pected to share more socio-economic similarities, and therefore tend to have relative

mortality risk at a similar level. The weight function here also determines the effective

number of other observations as neighbours in the socio-economic space (i.e. having

similar socio-economic characteristics) are involved in estimation at every single ob-

servation point. Therefore the Euclidean distance δij as in (7.2) is rescaled by specific

smoothing bandwidths in Σ (see (7.3) below, which rescales the original Euclidean

distance between LSOAs along different dimensions of predictive variable by different

degrees) that controls the level of smoothness of the estimator. Under different cir-

cumstances the rescaled Euclidean distance δij is defined in different ways:

δij =


√(

xi − xj
)T

Σ−1
(
xi − xj

)
i 6= j, URi = URj

∞ i = j

∞ URi 6= URj

(7.3)

where the matrix of bandwidths is denoted as Σ, and is written as:

Σ =


σ2

1 0 . . . 0
0 σ2

2 . . . 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 . . . . . . σ2
p


note that Σ is a diagonal matrix of smoothing bandwidths that controls the num-

ber of neighbouring points involved in the estimation of every data point. Different

dimensions (i.e. predictive variables) can have different bandwidths to optimize the

performance. More details are in the Section 7.3.2. δij is the rescaled Euclidean dis-

tance by bandwidth between LSOA i and j over the predictive variable space X0.
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URi = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 refers to the urban-rural class (UR54) of LSOA i as outlined in

Table 5.3. As it is shown in (7.3), the Euclidean distance is overwritten by infinity

under two circumstances, and weight will be consequently decreased to zero:

• Two LSOAs i and j are in two different urban-rural classes (under the UR5
classification) (URi 6= URj)

• When estimating relative risk in an LSOA i using information of itself (i = j).

We consider urban-rural variation of mortality rates in modelling by forcing any pair of

LSOAs as different urban-rural classes to have zero weight on each other. Then those

as different urban-rural classes are assumed to be independent, i.e. any socio-economic

similarity is not accounted for between them. The rationale here is that LSOAs with

different levels of urbanization can have different socio-economic characteristics, and

therefore are not expected to have similar relative risk even if they are socio-economic

neighbours. It is shown in later sections that allowing urban-rural variation does im-

prove accuracy of estimation. Unless explicitly notified, urban-rural variation is always

applied in the weight function for all weight-based non-parametric models studied in

this thesis. It is called the urban-rural allowance or split in local linear regression

throughout this thesis.

Infinite distances (equivalently, zero weights) are also assigned while estimating at all

LSOAs themselves, i.e. i = j. Firstly, this forces LSOAs not to contribute to estima-

tion at themselves and therefore mitigates overfitting. For example, for any LSOAs

having extreme values of predictive variables, we seek to limit their impact. Secondly,

it enables us to implement out-of-sample tests easily. As relevant information5 in the

LSOAs are not taken into estimate of relative risk in themselves, the pointwise residuals

yi− ŷi can be considered as being out-of-sample as ŷi is calculated without any inputs

from LSOA i. More relevant details on the out-of-sample tests are given in Sections

7.8 and 7.9.2 later.

Meanwhile, since this approach (i.e. set infinite distance or zero weight for every LSOA

with themselves) is not one commonly applied one by others, we also test its impact

on estimation results by removing this setting (i.e. LSOAs now have zero distance and

4We compared the models with UR5 and UR3split, and choose to use UR5 here as it is shown
to have better performance (MSE). Furthermore, from a theoretical point of view, non-parametric
models in this chapter in general have more tolerance on complexity of input than the CBD-GLMtx
model as in the previous chapter.

5Information used in estimating relative risks at level of single LSOAs, e.g. observed mortality,
socio-economic factors, etc.
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consequently the largest weight to themselves) in the weight function, and compare the

results with our approach. The results show that there is negligible difference between

them (i.e. the estimates are very highly correlated) – see appendix N for more details

about the comparison.

There are smoothing bandwidth parameters along the diagonal of the matrix Σ that

control the speed of decreasing in the weight function over Euclidean distance. We

can apply specific bandwidths on each of the predictive variables for more granularity

(i.e. Σ has varying diagonal entries, each mapped to corresponding dimension), or use

a constant bandwidth for all variables for simplification (i.e. Σ has identical entries

along the diagonal). In a nutshell, the narrower the bandwidth, the quicker weights

will decrease as Euclidean distance grows larger. As we can see from (7.3), considering

any two LSOAs i 6= j having positive Euclidean distance to each other, if Σ appears

to be large, the rescaled distance δij tends to be shorter than if there is a small Σ.

Bandwidth is a very important concept for the non-parametric models studied in this

chapter, please see the next Section 7.3.2 for more details on interpretation of band-

width.

The weight function for any two LSOAs, weight of LSOA j on LSOA i is denoted as

Wij, whch is defined as a function of Euclidean distance between them. In general,

LSOAs having more socio-economic similarities and close to each other geographically

to each other tend to have higher weights. The weight Wij is defined as follows:

Wij =


exp

(
− δ2

ij

)
D̂0
j

0 i = j

0 URi 6= URj

(7.4)

The exponential function of negative squared distance in (7.4) makes the weight func-

tion decrease as distance grows larger. The weight Wij is a Gaussian kernel function

and is multiplied by the expected number of deaths (calculated using national observed

death rates), D̂0
i . The reasoning here is that the observed mortality rates in different

LSOAs can have different variances because of different population size, and therefore

we give more credit to those having relatively large population size (less sampling vari-

ation in the observed R0
i ’s). And we assume the variance of estimate in an LSOA i

is in proportion to the population size (or equivalently, the expected deaths D̂0
i ) – see

Appendix L for more mathematical details.
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7.3.2 Smoothing bandwidth

As it has been mentioned in the previous section, the matrix of smoothing bandwidths

by separate dimensions, Σ, in the weight function plays a vital role as it determines

how many socio-economic neighbours are effectively involved in estimate of relative

risk in each individual LSOA. Therefore Σ controls the bias-variance trade-off of any

non-parametric models using the weight function Wij:

• If there are too many observations involved, the estimator could be smooth and
robust. However it could have high bias as some observations further away are
not representative of the target observation being estimated.

• If there are too few observations involved, the estimator is forced to focus only
on those very close to the target observation. Therefore the estimator can be
very close to the observed values but becomes volatile for absorbing too much
sampling variation.

Therefore setting the bandwidth to its most appropriate value is very important for

getting an accurate estimator while preventing overfitting.

The matrix Σ in (7.3) is a p × p diagonal matrix with the squared smoothing band-

width parameters distributed along the diagonal. Each of the parameters controls the

width of a smoothing window along one dimension (i.e. estimation of one of the socio-

economic variables for multivariate regression), and determines how many neighbouring

observations are involved along that socio-economic dimension.

Σ =


σ2

1 0 . . . 0
0 σ2

2 . . . 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 . . . . . . σ2
p


As Σ is a diagonal matrix, its inverse is easily calculated as another diagonal matrix

with inverse taken from the diagonal entries:

Σ−1 =


1
σ2
1

0 . . . 0

0 1
σ2
2

. . . 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 . . . . . . 1
σ2
p


In the two matrices above, σj is the smoothing bandwidth for the jth predictive variable,

which controls the width of the smoothing window along its dimension in estimation.

As we have discussed earlier, large bandwidth makes the weight Wij decrease slowly

with increasing Euclidean distance, which is equivalent to a wide smoothing window
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with more of neighbouring observations effectively involved. Bandwidth in the weight

function is seen as a hyperparameter, different from the coefficients, it cannot be es-

timated based on any objective function like sum of squares of log-likelihood. For

instead, bandwidth is usually selected by a method called cross validation, which tests

out-of-sample performances over a range of choices and picks up the most appropriate

one. More details are to be followed up later on.

In principle, predictive variables that are more important than others should have

relatively narrow bandwidth so that the weight Wij to decreases more quickly along

their dimensions. Therefore the more distant observations along important dimensions

have a small effect on estimation For example, consider a stylised example with only two

variables X1 and X2 having bandwidth σ1 and σ2 respectively, where X1 is believed

to be more important than X2. The square of rescaled Euclidean distance between

LSOAs i and j is defined as:

δ2
ij =

(
xi − xj

)T
Σ−1

(
xi − xj

)
(7.5)

=
(Xi1 −Xj1)2

σ2
1

+
(Xi2 −Xj2)2

σ2
2

=
σ2

2(Xi1 −Xj1)2 + σ2
1(Xi2 −Xj2)2

σ2
1σ

2
2

Since the product σ2
1σ

2
2 in (7.5) is constant, if σ1 is smaller than σ2, the squared dis-

tance along the dimension of X1, (Xi1−Xj1)2, has a higher effect in the kernel weight

Wij = exp(−δ2
ij). By making σ1 < σ2 we can give the distance along X1 more credit

in the estimation.

The argument shown in (7.5) can be demonstrated in a more intuitive way grahically

as a stylized example in Figure 7.1 below. Consider two observations xA and xB in

the variable space of X1 and X2 (X1 is still the more important one). xA is expected

to have higher weight in the estimate at point x0 than the xB as xA is closer to x0

along the dimension of the more important variable X1. For simplicity we assume the

distance between xA and x0 along X1 is equal to the distance between xB and x0 along

X2, and vice versa. The distances m < n and xA and xB having the same Euclidean

distance to x0 we want to estimate:
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Figure 7.1: Example showing effect of variable-specific smoothing bandwidth over a
two dimensional variable space.

In Figure 7.1, we should force the variable X1 to have a bandwidth σ1 smaller than σ2

for X2. By doing so we manage to have WA0 > WB0 even if the two neighbours have

exactly the same Euclidean distance (before the rescaling) to x0.

This thesis focuses on constant bandwidth

However, in this thesis we set the same smoothing bandwidth for all the variables in the

multivariate analysis for simplicity. In this case the constrained Euclidean distance in

(7.3) is written as follows in a much simpler format and the weight function is defined

as follows:

δij =

√
(Xi1 −Xj1)2 + (Xi2 −Xj2)2 + . . .+ (Xip −Xjp)2

σ
(7.6)

Wij =

{
exp

(
− δ2

ij

)
D̂0
j

0 i = j or URi 6= URj

Constant bandwidth significantly reduces the computational burden in calculating

weights and also mitigates high variance arising from the curse of dimensionality when

the number of variables is large. We have done tests on multivariate regressions with

constant bandwidth σ and the generalized bandwidths Σ respectively. Results show

that both settings have pretty much similar accuracy (the generalized bandwidth is
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slightly more accurate), but the constant bandwidth takes significantly shorter com-

puting time than generalized bandwidths. Furthermore, we only need to select one

parameter with constant bandwidth no matter how many variables there are in total.

Also, the generalized bandwidths could be very time-consuming to select. Therefore all

weight functions in this thesis are calculated using the constrained Euclidean distance

δ with constant bandwidth σ over all dimensions, as it is in (7.6). The generalized

bandwidth Σ is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it might be the subject to future

research.

7.4 Locally Trained Model: Kernel smoothing

Kernel smoothing is a statistical technique to estimate a real-valued function or vari-

able as a weighted-average of neighbouring observations over the variable space X0.

Weights are defined by specific functions such that other observations close to an ob-

servation to estimate within the variable space are given more weights. Bierens (1987)

gave a comprehensive review of kernel smoothing and its applications. For more details

on kernel weight assumptions, properties of the estimator and bandwidth selection, see

Scott (1992).

The kernel smoother for any risk factor, F̂i, in a LSOA i is defined as below:

F̂i =

∑
j∈Str WijFj∑
j∈Str Wij

(7.7)

F̂i is calculated by taking a weighted average over observations from the dataset. For

a single LSOA i, its neighbouring points with high weights have a large impact on

the calculation of F̂i. Meanwhile the points having a large Euclidean distance from

LSOA i have small or negligible impact for low weights. Here we use the Gaussian

kernel function to calculate the weight function Wij, which is defined as a function of

Euclidean distance as it is in (7.6). For each Fi, the kernel smoother takes a weighted

average over its closest neighbours, and all LSOAs have zero weight on themselves.

With the subject in this thesis, the relative risk to estimate, Fi, can be socio-economic

relative risk or spatial relative risk.
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7.4.1 Stage 1 kernel smoother – socio-economic relative risk

The estimator of socio-economic relative risk by kernel, F̂ 1,ker, is constructed over a set

of socio-economic factors in X0. Starting from the observed relative risk that contains

all aspects of relative risks, R0
i , in a LSOA i, the estimator is calculated as:

F̂ 1,ker
i =

∑
jW

1
ijR

0
j∑

jW
1
ij

W 1 is the weight function defined by Euclidean distances within the socio-economic

space ,i.e. variable space of the socio-economic factors in all the 32, 844 LSOAs, and

with a constant bandwidth σ1 applied for all dimensions of predictive variables. It is

calculated following the same logic as (7.6) in the previous section:

δ1
ij =

||xi − xj||
σ1

=

(
xi − xj

)T (
xi − xj

)
σ1

(7.8)

W 1
ij = exp

(
− δ2

ij

)
D̂0
i

W 1
ij is still under the constraints that zero weights are assigned to LSOAs in different

urban-rural classes, and they have zero weights on themselves. The expected death

counts at individual LSOAs can then be updated by F̂ 1 as:

D̂1
i = D̂0

i F̂
1,ker
i (7.9)

D̂1
i reflects socio-economic differences of mortality over the LSOAs. With D̂1

i we can

update the observed relative risk, R0, to the relative risk R1, which has socio-economic

variations smoothed out:

R1
i =

Di

D̂1
i

(7.10)

=
Di

D̂0
i F̂

1,ker
i

=
R0
i

F̂ 1,ker
i

The updated R1 in (7.10) can be interpreted as the residual relative risk after socio-

economic variation has been captured in the F̂ 1,ker and D̂1
i . Mortality variation left in

R1 is dealt with in step 2 by another kernel smoother to capture the spatial variation

as a secondary effect on mortality risk after socio-economic factors.
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Smoothness of the kernel smoother is controlled by the bandwidth σ1. As we can see in

Figure 7.2 below – large σ1 widens the smoothing window for estimate of relative risk

in each LSOA and therefore makes the ŷ = F̂ 1 smoother but less accurate. Meanwhile

small σ1 narrows the smoothing window and reduces bias in F̂ 1,ker, but makes it more

volatile. We discuss the method of selecting the most appropriate bandwidth σ1 later

on.

Figure 7.2: Estimated socio-economic relative risks by kernel, F̂ 1,ker, over age 60-
69 for England males, and plotted over the predictive variable used. We only use
one predictive variable here: X1 = incOld. Red dots: estimated F̂ 1,ker; Grey dots:
observed R0 of England males aged 60-69. Top left to bottom right: with bandwidth
σ1 = 0.01, 0.05, 0.5 and 2.

Figure 7.2 shows clearly that σ1 has a material impact on the smoothness of the kernel

smoother F̂ 1,ker. The ideal bandwidth appears to be around σ1 = 0.5, where the overall

pattern in R0 is captured, and the estimator is not too volatile. Please note that in

Figure 7.2 we do not set LSOAs in different urban-rural classes to zero weight on each

other6 (i.e. remove the constraint in the last row in equation (7.4) and then we have

Wii > 0 for all LSOAs), in order to keep the F̂ 1,ker continuous and show the smoothness.

Figure 7.3 below highlights the different socio-economic trends in LSOAs in different

urban-rural classes by with zero weights between different urban-rural classes:

6We have done sensitivity tests and found that this setting of zero weight of LSOAs on themselves
does not have material impact on the estimation results. See Appendix N for more details.
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Figure 7.3: Estimated socio-economic relative risk following the same kernel smoothers
as they are in Figure 7.2, but with urban-rural difference applied in the kernel smoother.

Figure 7.3 shows the differences made by the urban-rural allowance such that zero

weights are assigned to pairs of LSOAs in different urban-rural classes. In this circum-

stance, LSOAs in each of the urban-rural classes have F̂ 1,ker estimated separately and

we can see the different patterns – LSOAs of urban-rural class 1 and 2 in general have

mortality risk impacted by income deprivation to a greater extent than other classes.

7.4.2 Stage-2 kernel smoother – spatial relative risk

The updated relative risk R1 in (7.10) is considered as the residual relative mortality

risk after the socio-economic impact on mortality rates are explained by F̂ 1. We model

the spatial relative risk as the leading secondary risk factor after socio-economic risks,

which is denoted as F̂ 2,ker and is derived from another kernel smoother. In stage 2 we

take spatial inputs in the format of longitude and latitude coordinates of the LSOAs.

Those close to each other geographically are more likely to have similar values of F̂ 2,ker.

Another important spatial factor to consider is urban-rural class – LSOAs of different

urbanization level are considered to have different patterns of spatial relative risk.

There are not as many studies about spatial variations of mortality as socio-economic
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variation. Congdon (2009) tested a bivariate model that takes area and age effects at

Ward level (a larger geographical unit than an LSOA) as input and demonstrated the

impact of area effects on life expectancy at the level of single Wards in the East of

England, by age and gender. Van Berkum et al. (2021) analysed a micro-level lifetime

dataset from a Dutch pension fund using a flexible regression model, which utilizes

many variables including spatial risk factors at participant level.

Kernel smoothing extracts information from other neighbouring points without needing

assumption about the functional relationship we want to learn. The spatial kernel

smoother F̂ 2,ker is calculated using the residual relative risk R1 besides socio-economic

risk as the input response variable:

F̂ 2,ker
i =

∑
jW

2
ijR

1
j∑

jW
2
ij

The spatial weight W 2 is defined by the smoothed geographical distances δs calculated

from geographical locations of underlying LSOAs, which are population weighted cen-

troids7of each LSOA in the format of longitude and latitude coordinates. Having the

population weighted longitude and latitude coordinates, Yi1 and Yi2, in a 32, 844 × 2

matrix for all the LSOAs in England, Y = (Y1, Y2), we calculate the spatial weight

function W 2 as follows:

δsij =
||Yi −Yj||√

σ2(URi)σ2(URj)
(7.11)

rsij = rank(δsij)

W 2
ij = exp

(
− βrsij

)
D̂1
i

There are some differences between spatial weight W 2 here and the socio-economic

weight W 1:

• For W 2 in (7.11) we use the rank8 of the smoothed spatial distances, δsij (i.e. the
rank of an LSOA j 6= i in all other LSOAs. rsij = 1 means LSOA j is the closest
one to LSOA i geographically, rsij = 32, 843 means LSOA j is the LSOA furthest
away from LSOA i). This reduces the impact of absolute spatial distances and
therefore prevents the model from being distorted by extreme distances. The
ranks are then rescaled by a scaling factor β to a more appropriate amount.

7See the ONS website: https://geoportal.statistics.gov.uk/datasets/b20460edf2f3459fa7d2771eacab51fc,
for details about how is population weighted centroid calculated for each LSOA.

8Please note that the rank here does not relate to the concept of rank of a matrix (i.e. number of
linearly independent columns).
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• Bandwidths in F̂ 2,ker vary with the urban-rural class of relevant LSOAs. Any a
LSOA i has bandwidth σ2(URi) determined by its urban-rural class.

The reason for taking ranks here is to mitigate the impact of extremely large distances.

What is more, Cairns et al. (2020) stated another advantage of using ranks, following

the fact that observations are not always evenly distributed within the variable space.

The LSOAs in England can be located in sparse and dense areas. LSOAs in sparse

areas tend to have fewer neighbouring points and can subject to higher volatilities in

the estimate of relative risk. Therefore we transfer the smoothed distance δs into ranks

to mitigate this effect (as ranked distances are more evenly distributed). Ranks can

also be used in the calculation of the socio-economic risk F̂ 1,ker. However, considering

most of the socio-economic variables are standardized to N(0, 1), their distributions

are quite even compared to the spatial coordinates. Therefore we do not use ranked

distances in F̂ 1,ker.

The spatial bandwidths σ2 for the five different urban-rural classes are set up by judge-

ments as below:

σ2 =
(
1.5, 1.5, 5, 25, 1

)
for urban-rural class 1 to 5 (7.12)

σ2 is set up following the rationale that rural LSOAs tends to be more dispersed than

urban LSOAs, and in general have larger areas. Considering spatial distance between

pairs of LSOAs are calculated from their centroids, two rural LSOAs beside each other

may have artificially larger distance than two neighbouring urban LSOAs. Therefore,

we assign wider bandwidth to rural LSOAs to mitigate this limitation, i.e. weight be-

tween pairs of rural LSOAs decreases at a slower speed with distance than the weight

in more urban LSOAs.

With the estimated spatial relative risk factor F̂ 2,ker, we can update the relative death

count further from D̂1 to D̂2:

D̂2
i = D̂1

i F̂
2,ker
i

= D̂0
i F̂

1,ker
i F̂ 2,ker

i

The residual relative risk after both socio-economic and spatial risk factors have been

explained is denoted as R2
i in a LSOA i:
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R2
i =

Di

D̂2
i

=
Di

D̂0
i F̂

1,ker
i F̂ 2,ker

i

=
R0
i

F̂ 1,ker
i F̂ 2,ker

i

R2 represents the residual mortality variations after socio-economic and spatial relative

risks are explained in F̂ 1,ker and F̂ 2,ker respectively. R2 is much less volatile than the

observed R0 and is close to the national average mortality.

7.4.3 Outcome and further discussion

Here we show an example of a two-stage kernel smoother fitted using observed relative

risk over ages 60-69 and 2001-2016. Stage-1 kernel smoother takes only incOld as the

predictive variable, while the stage-2 kernel estimator takes the ranked geographical

distances. Bandwidths are set as σ1 = 0.5 and σ2 = (1.5, 1.5, 5, 25, 1). The scaling

factor β is set as 0.4. These parameters are set by judgement therefore might not be

optimal values. They can be selected in a more scientific way by cross-validation, see

later sections for more details.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of relative risks over age 60-69 and 2001-2016 over all LSOAs
in England. Top left: observed relative risks R0; Top right: relative risk R1 with socio-
economic variations filtered out by F̂ 1,ker (incOld is the only socio-economic variable
used); Bottom: relative risk R2 with both socio-economic and spatial variations filtered
out by kernel smoother F̂ 1,ker and F̂ 2,ker.

Figure 7.4 shows that variations in relative mortality risk over the LSOAs are reduced

by the F̂ 1,ker and F̂ 2,ker. In R0, there are hotspots with quite high relative risk mostly

around big cities. The socio-economic kernel smoother F̂ 1,ker captures most of the

variations in R0 and R1 is consequently much less volatile. Meanwhile the spatial

estimator F̂ 2,ker does not explain as much variation as the F̂ 1,ker does (the distribution

of R2 does not look very different from that of R1). It indicates that socio-economic

factors is the major driver of mortality rates.
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Figure 7.5: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of observed relative risks over
age 60-69 before and after the estimated risks are applied. Black: observed relative
risks R0; Red: R1 with socio-economic variations filtered out; Blue: R2 with both
socio-economic and spatial variations filtered out.

Figure 7.5 again shows the variations in observed relative risks are mostly reduced by

the socio-economic estimator F̂ 1,ker, which is shown in R1. Meanwhile F̂ 2,ker does not

change the distribution of R1 materially, as spatial relative risk does not have very

strong interaction with mortality.
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Figure 7.6: Estimated relative risks by kernel smoother for England males over age
60-69 with incOld only. Top left: socio-economic risk F̂ 1,ker; Top right: spatial risk
F̂ 2,ker. Bottom: combined relative risk estimator F̂ 1,kerF̂ 2,ker.

Figure 7.6 shows results consistent with those of Figure 7.4 – F̂ 1,ker captures majority

of mortality variation over the LSOAs. F̂ 2,ker as the secondary risk factor is not as

significant as F̂ 1,ker, but it still explains some residual variation besides socio-economic

factors.

Figure 7.7: Same estimated combined relative risks F̂ 1,kerF̂ 2,ker using kernel smoother
as in Figure 7.6 with only London-based LSOAs displayed.
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The zoomed-in map in Figure 7.7 shows the distribution of the estimated combined

relative risk in London. There is an approximate concentric pattern with a relatively

high risks in the centre and low risks distributed around the outer areas. In general

east London has a bit higher relative risks than the west, and few spots with low risks

around the centre can be identified, e.g. affluent areas like Kensington and Chelsea.

In this section we estimate spatial relative risk in stage 2 from the residual risks R1

with socio-economic variations filtered out by the stage-1 kernel. The stage-1 kernel

(socio-economic factors) F̂ 1 can also be estimated using other non-parametric models

having better performance. In this thesis we also discuss two other non-parametric

models for calculating F̂ 1 – local linear regression and random forest. Whilst F̂ 1 can

be calculated by different methods, the spatial relative risk F̂ 2 is always calculated by

kernel smoothing as we have not got much relevant experience from others’ works – we

discussed more details in Section 7.4.2.

7.5 Locally Trained Model: Local Linear Regres-

sion

We have applied kernel smoother to estimate the relative mortality risk in an LSOA

as a non-parametric estimator. In this section we look at another locally fitted non-

parametric regression model called local linear regression. It also takes other neighbours

in the variable space for estimation. Unlike kernel smoothing, it also estimates a local

slope for each observation rather than only taking the weighted average.

7.5.1 Background

Cleveland (1979) has stated that local linear regression can be seen as a specific case of

local polynomial regression with order d = 1, i.e. a straight line is fitted locally at each

observation. Higher orders of local polynomial estimator might be used for capturing

more complex patterns. Polynomials also help if there is less data generally and the

bandwidth σ needs to be wide. However, local polynomial regression is beyond the

scope of this thesis. Local regression had been shown by Fan (1993) to be an effective

method capturing non-linearity in data. After that, Wand and Jones (1995), Fan and

Gijbels (1996) and Simonoff (1996) had excellent reviews on local regression. Also,
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Loader (1999) had a complete textbook on local regression, including clear explana-

tion of relevant concepts and intuitive examples.

In this thesis we focus on local linear regression with order d = 1. Local linear estima-

tor with order d = 1 appears to strike a good balance between computational burden

and flexibility (Cleveland, 1979). For simplicity, we call it local regression here as there

is no detailed discussion of local polynomial regression of higher orders.

7.5.2 Motivations

Similarly to kernel smoothing, local regression helps to create an estimator of socio-

economic relative risk F 1
i in individual LSOAs, as a function of the relevant socio-

economic variables. As a general concept, local regression produces an estimator ŷi of

the response variable yi in observation i. Here we denote the socio-economic relative

risk estimator by local regression as F̂ 1,LR
i in a LSOA i.

Local regression can be considered as an ensemble of locally fitted linear models in

every observation, i.e. y = ax + b. There are specific coefficients calculated at each

observation point within the underlying dataset. Compared to kernel smoothing, a lo-

cal slope is estimated at every observation, which reduces bias in estimation especially

at observations close to the boundaries of the data within the socio-economic variable

space (Hastie et al., 2008). Meanwhile the boundary effect is not as obvious within the

spatial relative risk factor9 F 2. Figure 7.11 later shows the difference between local

regression and kernel smoothing, and the most significant differences mostly appear

at boundaries. Compared to some other non-parametric smoothing methods like P-

splines, local linear regression can be easily extended to high-dimensional space. Also,

local regression produces estimates locally on a weighted average basis driven by Eu-

clidean distances. It therefore mitigates the impact of outliers by giving them low

weights.

9There are more variation in the observed mortality rates along the longitude direction (e.g. the
North-South divide). And according to the map of England, there is much less potential for a boundary
effect along the longitude, as the horizontal coastline in bottom of England and the England-Scotland
borderline are in general shorter than the vertical coastlines on the east and west coasts.
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7.5.3 Key assumptions

Cleveland and Devlin (1988) and Hastie et al. (2008) discussed the key assumptions

for fitting local linear regression models while understanding relevant statistical prop-

erties including degrees of freedom, parameter uncertainty, etc. Similar to a linear

regression model, we need certain assumptions on the distribution of the residuals for

local regression. Then we can ensure that we have an appropriate objective function

to estimate the unknown local coefficients. Meanwhile, as a non-parametric model,

local linear regression does not rely on any assumption on the functional relationship

between predictive and response variables, and this is one of the most important dif-

ferences from other parametric models, e.g. the CBD-GLMtx model discussed earlier.

Relevant assumptions are outlined below:

1. As the starting point, we assume that residuals of local linear regression, εi =
yi− ŷi, are normally distributed with mean zero and a constant variance, i.e. εi ∼
N(0, σ2). Normality of residuals with constant variance supports the rationale
of using OLS as the fitting criterion to estimate the local coefficients (in this
case, least-squares estimator is equivalent to MLE estimation that maximizes
the normal likelihood function10). The assumed normality also helps calculate
confidence interval of the local estimator.

2. However, in our subject, residuals εi in different LSOAs i are very unlikely to
have constant variance as the LSOAs have different population sizes. Therefore
both the residual εi and the estimator ŷi are heteroscedastic and have variance
impacted by the population size in an LSOA, i.e. εi ∼ N(0, σ2

i ) and σ2
i is different

in different i’s. Heteroscedasticity in variance indicates that the assumed normal-
ity of residuals might not perfect hold in the LSOAs at the tails of the residual
distribution, i.e. they have quite high variance of residual for some reasons (e.g.
small population size), and the residual distribution consequently have fatter tails
than a Nomral distribution with constant variance – see more details about test-
ing normality of the residuals in Section 7.7.2. Also, Appendix L outlines how
the variances are calculated under the assumption of constant or heteroscedastic
variances respectively.

3. Observed yi’s are conditionally independent from each other, the conditioning
being on the predictive variables in X0, i.e. yi|X0 are conditionally independent.

4. ŷi is an unbiased estimator of the true relative risk in LSOA i, R0
i . The true

relationship between yi and xi is assumed to be locally linear and different in
individual LSOAs.

10One can easily show the equivalence between an OLS estimation and MLE estimation given the
residuals εi are normally distributed. The normal likelihood function can be written in the format of
aggregated probability distribution function, and it can be maximized by taking the partial differential
equations (PDE) regarding to the unknown coefficients. We can then find the PDE is equivalent to
an OLS equation.
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7.5.4 Basic framework

For any a LSOA i, local regression produces an estimator F̂ 1,LR
i of the true socio-

economic relative risk, F 1
i , by taking the observed R0 and certain predictive variables

as inputs, i.e. the estimator F̂ 1,LR
i with the local regression model. We assume that the

relationship between F̂ 1,LR
i and the predictive variables xi is linear in every LSOA i.

Given p selected socio-economic variables in X0 and observed relative mortality risks

R0, the local regression model helps us to estimate the unknown non-linear function

f : Rp → R at a LSOA i, which is supposed to explain the true relationship between

socio-economic relative risk and socio-economic factors:

R0
i = f

(
xi
)

+ εi

where εi is the residual in LSOA i and is assumed to follow a normal distribution. xi

is one of the rows in the variable space X0, representing socio-economic factors in the

LSOA i. The estimated function using local regression is denoted as f̂LRi , which can be

written as a linear function of xi at LSOA i that is driven by specific local coefficients:

F̂ 1,LR
i = f̂LRi

(
xi
)

= âi +

p∑
j=1

b̂ijXij (7.13)

where âi and b̂ij are the estimated local coefficients that are unique to LSOA i. The

local coefficients drive different linear models at different LSOAs, and they are assem-

bled to capture non-linear patterns over the entire set of LSOAs. Please note that in

(7.13) we denote the estimated function as f̂LRi (xi) in order to highlight the fact that

it has local coefficients specific to every LSOA i, but we write it as f̂LR(xi) throughout

the remainder of this thesis for simplicity.

Local coefficients are estimated following a locally weighted OLS method in each LSOA

i. Considering the linear model describing the ’true’ local trend around the neighbour-

ing LSOAs of the LSOA i as gi, we have it defined as:

gi(x) = ai +

p∑
k=1

bikXk, x ∈ Rp (7.14)

gi in (7.14) is a straight line in a univariate model, or a linear hyperplane in a multi-

variate model, defined within the variable space X0. In order to estimate the local

coefficients in gi, we minimize a local sum of squares function at one observation i,

which is defined as a locally-weighted function taking into account all other observations
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(LSOAs) j such that j 6= i:

SSi(ai, bi1, . . . , bip) =
N∑
j=1

Wij

(
R0
j − (ai +

p∑
k=1

bikXjk)
)2

(7.15)

SSi is the objective function of the weighted OLS method for estimating the local

coefficients. It is defined such that LSOAs with higher weights have a higher impact

on estimates of local coefficients in the local estimator f̂LRi for an LSOA i, and pairs

of LSOAs having more socio-economic similarities always have higher weights. The

weight Wij is a function of the Euclidean distance similar to the weight function for

the kernel smoother discussed earlier. See (7.17) later for the formula of Wij in local

linear regression. Specific linear coefficients are estimated locally in every LSOA i:

(âi, b̂i1, b̂i2, . . . , b̂ip) = argmin
a,bi1,bi2,...,bip

SSi(ai, bi1, . . . , bip) (7.16)

The locally weighted OLS in (7.15) and (7.16) are applied to all LSOAs to give us the

local coefficients âi and b̂ij, which define the local regression estimator F̂ 1,LR in (7.13).

âi and b̂ij are estimate of the local linear coefficients ai and bij as in (7.14), which

determines the true local trend in an LSOA i. As a stylised example, we look at two

LSOAs nearby in the univariate socio-economic space with incOld only, i.e. the have

similar values of incOld. Below is an example of two local linear models g fitted at

each of them:

Figure 7.8: Locally fitted lines at the two specific LSOAs with incOld close to each
other as example (x1 and x2 in red and blue are their values of incOld). They are
fitted with incOld and observed relative risk R0 over age 60-69 of England males.

Figure 7.8 shows two LSOAs x1 and x2 having similar values of incOld to each other,
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i.e. they are socio-economic neighbours within the univariate space of incOld. We can

clearly see that they have very similar locally fitted lines with slightly different slopes,

as they take information from other socio-economic neighbours using different weights.

Over all LSOAs, the estimator F̂ 1,LR as an ensemble of locally fitted lines (gi’s) in all

LSOAs can capture non-linear trends of mortality over relevant socio-economic factors.

In this thesis, we use the Gaussian kernel function to calculate the socio-economic

weight, Wij, in local regression. As it is in (7.17) below, we apply constant bandwidth11

σ for all dimensions of the predictive variables, which controls width of smoothing win-

dow and the bias-variance trade-off (an appropriate σ needs to be selected in between

underfitting and overfitting). The weight function here is analogous to what we have in

(7.8) in Section 7.3 earlier for the kernel smoother. Therefore, both the kernel smoother

and the local linear regression model have a bandwidth parameter that controls their

bias-variance trade-off. Their bandwidths are sometimes comparable to each other.

Wij =

 exp

(
−
( ||xi−xj ||

σ

)2
)
D̂0
j

0 i = j or URi 6= URj

(7.17)

where the URi in follows the UR5 classification. Besides (7.13) and (7.15), sum of

squares of the local regression model can also be defined with relative positions of each

of the observations to others over the variable space X0. In respect of an observation

(R0
i ,xi), the sum of squares defined by the relative position of xi to all other xj,∀j 6= i

is written as below, with locally fitted line denoted as g′i (while gi is defined using

absolute positions):

g′i(xj) = a′i +

p∑
k=1

b′ik
(
Xik −Xjk) (7.18)

SS ′i =
N∑
j=1

Wij

(
R0
j − g′i(xj)

)2

Although the sum of squares in (7.18) is defined in a different way from (7.15), it

produces the same estimate as F̂ 1,LR. And the weight function Wij is exactly the same

whether the model is defined using absolute or relative positions. Following the OLS

11As the weight function in (7.17) shows, larger bandwidth σ makes other LSOAs’ weights decrease
more slowly as the Euclidean distance increases, which effectively lead to wider smoothing window
and more neighbouring LSOAs have a large weight. Therefore, the estimator becomes smoother but
can also be less aligned with the data, i.e. less accurate (underfitting). Vice versa, the estimator is
more accurate but more volatile when the bandwidth σ is small (overfitting).
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with relative positions in (7.18), the estimated intercept coefficient â itself is the local

estimator, i.e. â′i = F̂ 1,LR
i . Smolik et al. (2016) discussed that the advantage of using

relative positions in local regression is that they improve numerical stability of the local

estimators while being fitted to different data.

Definition Objective function Local estimator

1 (absolute) SSi =
∑

j

(
Wij

(
R0
j − ai −

∑p
k=1 bikXjk

))2

F̂ 1,LR
i = âi+

∑p
k=1 b̂ikXik

2 (relative) SS ′i =
∑

j

(
Wij

(
R0
j − a′i −

∑p
k=1 b

′
ik

(
Xik −Xjk)

))2

F̂ 1,LR
i = â′i

Table 7.1: Outlook of sum of squares function to minimize for local estimators having
objective functions defined by absolute and relative positions.

Table 7.1 outlines outcome of local regression driven by absolute and relative positions

of underlying observations respectively. The two ways produce the same estimator, but

different ways are preferred for different purposes. In Table 7.1, definition 1 (absolute

positions) returns estimated coefficients for each variable, which reflect the magnitude

of their impact on F̂ 1,LR, i.e. variable importance. Meanwhile definition 2 (relative

positions) produces F̂ 1,LR with more numerical stability. Generally speaking, the local

estimator, f̂LR, can be considered as an ensemble of individual local linear models, gi

(or g′i with relative positions) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N .

7.5.5 Local regression in matrix format

We can consider the logic of minimizing sums of squares in (7.15) or (7.18) in terms of

matrix manipulations. With matrices consisting of the observed relative risk R0 and

socio-economic variables in X0, the estimated local coefficients and estimator can be

solved analytically following closed-form matrix equations.

Firstly we write the sum of squares function in matrix format and minimize it using

partial differential equations (PDE) to solve the unknown local coefficients. Smolik et

al. (2016) has more relevant details. We start from an univariate example with a local

regression model having one single predictive variable, X = (x1, x2, . . . , xN). With the

X, the sum of squares function in (7.15) in one specific observation (LSOA) i, (R0
i , xi),

is written as:

SSi =
N∑
j=1

Wij

(
R0
j − F̂

1,LR
j

)2
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The estimator F̂ 1,LR is a function of xi in LSOA i here, i.e. F̂ 1,LR
i = âi+ b̂ixi. Then the

sum of squares SSi can also be written in an equivalent format using matrix production

as below:

SSi =
(
y−Xai

)T
Wi

(
y−Xai

)
(7.19)

y is aN×1 vector that contains observedR0’s over all LSOAs, i.e. y = (R0
1, R

0
2, . . . , R

0
N)T .

X contains all predictive variables in the format of a polynomial expansion in each of

its rows (representing every observation i) determined by the order of local polynomial

fitted – see (7.20) below. X can be defined differently depending on whether the local

estimator is derived using absolute or relative positions. Here in this thesis we focus

on local linear models and therefore X here only contains predictive variables up to

order one. Wi is the weight matrix determining weights from every other observation

on the target observation i. ai = (ai, bi) contains local coefficients unique to every

single LSOA. In this univariate case, ai is of dimension 2 × 1 for every LSOA i (one

intercept and one slope coefficient of the variable X). After calculating the ai for all

i = 1, 2, . . . , N , we can assemble them into a N × 2 (or 2 ×N) matrix that covers all

the underlying LSOAs.

In this univariate example, the matrix X is has linear polynomial equations of the

predictive variable xi in all LSOAs:

X =

1 x1
1 x2
...
1 xN

 (7.20)

All the 1s in the first column of X are aligned with the intercepts coefficients in a –

the coefficient of order zero in the linear polynomial.

The weight matrix Wi is a diagonal matrix having weights of others LSOAs onto the

LSOA i along the diagonal:

Wi =


Wi1 . . . 0

... Wi2 0
. . .

0 . . . WiN


With y, X and Wi known, the sum of squares SSi in (7.19) can be rewritten as follows

after formula expansion by removing the brackets:

SSi = yTWiy− yTWiXai − aTi XTWiy + aTi XTWiXai (7.21)

Following equations in (7.21) above, for any single LSOA i we implement the locally
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weighted OLS method by letting the partial derivative of SSi be zero, and then solve

for the estimated local coefficients:
∂SSi
∂ai

= −
(
yTWiX

)T −XTWiy + 2aiX
TWiX = 0 (7.22)

Coefficients in ai are solved so that the partial differentiation equation in (7.22) is zero.

The estimated coefficients are denoted as â and can be written in a matrix product

format consisting of known matrices X, Wi and y:

âi =
(
XTWiX

)−1
XTWiy (7.23)

In (7.23), the estimated âi contains estimated local coefficients in LSOA i follow-

ing OLS, i.e. âi = (âi, b̂i), and we can calculate the estimator of relative risk by

F̂ 1,LR
i = âi + b̂i1xi.

As it has been mentioned earlier, local regression can be defined by relative positions

of every observation to all others within the dataset. In the matrix format of local

regression, relative positions can also be used to improve numerical stability in esti-

mation results. We define a matrix Xi explicitly at LSOA i to represent the relative

position of LSOA i to all others. In this univariate example, Xi is defined as below:

Xi =


1 x1 − xi
1 x2 − xi
...
1 xN − xi


Analogous to what we have seen previously, with relative positions, the estimated

intercept coefficient in âi is scalar (1×1) in every LSOA i, and is exactly the estimated

relative mortality risk, i.e. âi = F̂ 1,LR
i . It is written as:

âi = F̂ 1,LR
i = f̂LRi (xi) = eT0

(
XT
i WiXi

)−1
XT
i Wiy (7.24)

In (7.24), e0 = (1, x0 − x0)T = (1, 0)T is a unit vector of length p + 1 with p being

the total number of predictive variables used (p = 1 in this univariate example). e0

represents the relative position of observation xi to itself. From (7.24) we can see that

the estimator F̂ 1,LR
i in LSOA i can be interpreted as a transformation from observed

relative risks in all LSOAs, y = (R0
1, R

0
2, . . . , R

0
N), with a linear operator (terms before

y in (7.24)) consisting of known matrices. We denote the operator as Li in LSOA i,

which drives a linear combination of observed relative risks in all other LSOAs and

transforms them to an estimator F̂ 1,LR
i . The operator in (7.24) can be written as a

vector of the same length (1×N) as the sample size as below:

Li = eT0
(
XT
i WiXi

)−1
XT
i Wi (7.25)
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Li is calculated explicitly for each individual observation, and is a vector of the same

length as the total number of observations. It contains the linear coefficients that

transform other observed relative risks R0
i ’s to the local estimator F̂ 1,LR

i .

F̂ 1,LR
i = Liy =

N∑
j=1

lj(xi)R
0
i (7.26)

(7.26) shows that the local estimator can be interpreted as a linear combination of all

other LSOAs’ observed relative risk in y, with linear coefficients defined in Li. For

better understanding, we represent the jth entry of Li by lj(xi):

Li =
(
l1(xi), l2(xi), . . . , lN(xi)

)
Looking over all observations in the dataset altogether, operator Li for each LSOA (as

vectors) can be combined into a matrix, L, which is of dimension N × N . Rows of

L are the operators Li for individual observations and consist of linear coefficients to

transform the observed relative risks in y into estimators. The contents of the overall

smoothing matrix L are:

L =
(
LT

1 ,L
T
2 , . . . ,L

T
N

)T

=


l1(x1) l2(x1) . . . lN(x1)
l1(x2) l2(x2) . . . lN(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

l1(xN) l2(xN) . . . lN(xN)


The matrix L has its ijth element as Lij = lj(xi), which is the coefficient of observed

relative risk in LSOA j in estimate of LSOA i. It represents the contribution from the

LSOA j onto estimator F̂ 1,LR
i for observation xi. With L clearly defined we can write

the local estimator in a much simpler format as a linear transformation implemented

to all observed relative risks:

ŷ = Ly (7.27)

Here ŷ = (F̂ 1,LR
1 , F̂ 1,LR

2 , . . . , F̂ 1,LR
N ) is the vector of local estimators in all LSOAs. The

formula in (7.27) is analogous to a simple linear regression model in matrix format,

with L analogous to the hat matrix H in linear regression – see appendix I for more

details. L is very useful in studying statistical properties of the local estimator, includ-

ing variance, amount of smoothing, degrees of freedom, etc. It consists of predictive

variables, weight functions and amount of smoothing made onto the observed relative

risks. Also, L is completely independent from the observed y themselves.
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The Table 7.2 below summarizes the different ways in which the univariate local esti-

mator can be defined in matrix product format (but the F̂ 1,LR is equivalent under the

two definitions):

Definition Estimation at observation i

Absolute position (âi, b̂1i)
T =

(
XTWiX

)−1
XTWiy

F̂ 1,LR
i = âi + b̂1ixi

Relative position âi = eT0
(
XT
i WiXi

)−1
XT
i Wiy

F̂ 1,LR
i = âi = Liy

Table 7.2: Local estimators defined in different ways of interpretation at one observa-
tion (LSOA) i. Please note that they are for univariate regression only.

In appendix H we include more intermediate steps of calculating local linear regression

estimators using the matrix format, with patterns in rows and columns of relevant

matrix products (for example, XTWiX) clearly outlined.

7.5.6 Multivariate local estimator

As it is discussed in Ruppert and Wand (1994), local regression can be easily extended

to higher dimensions for higher predictive power. It can be simply done by extending

the variable space and adjusting the weight matrix Wi accordingly. In this case, the

local regression is implemented on a high-dimensional surface and the variable matrix

Xi contains multiple predictive variables. At a LSOA i, multi-variate Xi with its

relative positions to all others is written as:

Xi =


1 X11 −Xi1 X12 −Xi2 . . . X1p −Xip

1 X21 −Xi1 X22 −Xi2 . . . X2p −Xip
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 XN1 −Xi1 XN2 −Xi2 . . . XNp −Xip


In comparison, with absolute positions we can write the matrix X (which applies to all

underlying LSOAs rather than any of one them explicitly) as follows for multivariate

model local regression:

X =


1 X11 X12 . . . X1p

1 X21 X22 . . . X2p
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 XN1 XN2 . . . XNp


Then the multivariate local estimator can then be derived in matrix product format,

which is analogous to (7.24) (we focus on relative positions here):
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F̂ 1,LR
i = eT0

(
XT
i WiXi

)−1
XT
i Wiy = Liy (7.28)

Here the unit vector e0 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)T is a 1 × (p + 1) vector representing the

relative position of observation xi to itself. The weight matrix Wi is still a diagonal

matrix, with socio-economic weights along the diagonal and defined following (7.17).

Generally speaking, (7.28) works in the same way as the univariate example earlier

Table 7.3 below summarizes multi-variate local estimator derived using absolute and

relative positions respectively.

Definition Estimator at observation xi

Absolute position (âi, b̂i1, . . . , b̂pi)
T =

(
XTWiXi

)−1
XTWiy

F̂ 1,LR
i = âi +

∑p
j=1 b̂ijXij

Relative position â = eT0
(
XT
i WiXi

)−1
XT
i Wiy

F̂ 1,LR
i = â = Liy

Table 7.3: Summary of multivariate local regression with more than one variable, which
can be defined with absolute and relative position of observation points.

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show that both univariate and multivariate local regression follow

the same matrix product format, only with the variable matrix Xi and weights Wi

consisting of different numbers of predictive variables. More details on calculation of

the matrix product format can be found in Appendix H.

Please note that local regression is only used for estimating the socio-economic rel-

ative risk F 1, while the spatial relative risk F 2 is still to be estimated by Gaussian

kernel smoothing. Following local regression, socio-economic relative risk in LSOA i

is estimated as a function of p selected predictive variables. The local estimator is an

ensemble of local linear models fitted at all individual LSOAs:

F̂ 1,LR
i = f̂LR(xi) = âi +

p∑
j=1

b̂ijXij

Xij represents the jth socio-economic factor in LSOA i. After obtaining the F̂ 1,LR using

the local regression model, we can estimate the spatial relative risk as F̂ 2,ker following

the same logic as we discussed in Section 7.4.2. Then we have a combined estimator

of relative risks, F̂ 1,LRF̂ 2,ker as a mixture of local regression and kernel. However, we

only focus on the socio-economic relative risk estimator in this thesis.

Although writing the local linear regression in the matrix product format does not

change the result of estimation, this format has two important advantages. Properties
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of the matrix L provide information of the model’s complexity (or degree of smooth-

ing of the fitted values). So the matrix product format enables more straightforward

assessment of a local regression model, e.g. confidence interval, degrees of freedom,

etc. Also, the OLS algorithm to calculate the local estimators (e.g. âi and b̂ij) is much

quicker to run within the matrix product format, as they can be solved by a closed-form

matrix equation as in (7.23).

7.5.7 Outcome and interpretation

Here we walk through some outcomes from the local regression model fitted using

England males data in all 32, 844 LSOAs, with selected bandwidth and input variables.

As it has been mentioned, we focus on males in England over ages 60-69, 70-79 and

80-89 for most of the analysis in this thesis.

Figure 7.9: Local estimator F̂ 1,LR (dark red dots) to socio-economic relative risks with
the observed R0 (grey dots) of England males over age 60-69. Left: incOld as the only
variable; Right: incOld + emp + pNoqual65 as variables. Both are plotted over the
X1 = incOld, and the bandwidth is σ = 1 with urban-rural split applied.

We can see from the left plot in Figure 7.9 that, when we use X1 = incOld as the only

predictive variable, the local estimator of relative risk behaves similarly to the kernel

smoothed estimates in Figure 7.3 earlier. The plot on the right shows extra volatilities

over incOld introduced by the two extra variables used, emp and pNoqual65. Both

plots in Figure 7.9 shows quite clear urban-rural variation in the estimated relative risk

introduced by zero weights between different UR5 classes.
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Figure 7.10: Estimated relative risks F̂ 1,LR with socio-economic inputs using local
regression for England males aged 60-69. It is the same estimator as the plot on the
left in Figure 7.9 – incOld is the only variable applied and bandwidth is σ = 1.

Figure 7.10 shows the distribution of F̂ 1,LR in England, which looks pretty similar to

what was estimated by kernel smoothing.

In order to test the regional variation in mortality risks explained in the estimated

F̂ 1,LR as in Figure 7.10, we can calculate the A-E ratio by regions in England using

the observed and estimated numbers of deaths respectively, and then compare them:

F̂ 1,LR
i = âi + b̂i × incOldi estimated relative risk using local regression (7.29)

R0
r =

∑
i∈rDi∑
i∈r D̂

0
i

observed A-E ratio in the region r

R̂0
r =

∑
i∈rDi∑

i∈r D̂
0
i F̂

1,LR
i

A-E ratio in the region r smoothed by F̂ 1,LR

In (7.29), Di and D̂0
i are the actual number of deaths and expected number of deaths

calibrated by national average mortality rates mb
tx, and aggregated over years 2001-

2016 and certain age groups, e.g. 60-69 – as defined in Section 2.5 earlier. R̂0
r is the

’residual’ relative risk in a region r that has socio-economic relative risk explained by

F̂ 1,LR.
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Age 60-69 Age 80-89
Region Unadjusted Adjusted Unadjusted Adjusted

East 0.876 0.941 0.963 0.975
East Midlands 0.984 0.994 1.034 1.023

London 1.042 0.991 0.933 1.001
North East 1.178 1.015 1.114 1.044
North West 1.160 1.032 1.085 1.038
South East 0.886 0.995 0.940 0.981
South West 0.869 0.928 0.948 0.962

West Midlands 1.055 0.963 1.034 0.991
Yorkshire and The Humber 1.072 1.002 1.061 1.025

Table 7.4: Comparison of A-E ratio of England males at region level over the two
distinct age groups 60-69 and 80-89 as two examples, without (unadjusted) and with
(adjusted) the estimated socio-economic relative risk F̂ 1,LR (as in (7.29), with incOld
only and urban-rural split) applied.

Table 7.4 compares the A-E ratio as a relative risk measure in every region of England

with and without adjustment for relative risk that is explained by income deprivation

only (incOld is the single predictive variable used). It indicates that F̂ 1,LR explains

quite significant regional variation in mortality rates over the both age groups, as the

adjusted ratios are much closer to 1 than those unadjusted. To explain the remaining

variations after being adjusted by F̂ 1,LR, some secondary relative risk factors can be

considered, e.g. the spatial relative risk F̂ 2.

Figure 7.11: Estimated socio-economic relative risk derived from kernel smoother F̂ 1,ker

(black) and local estimator F̂ 1,LR (dark red) over incOld only over age 60-69. Urban-
rural allowance is not applied to keep the curves continuous. Grey dots: crude A-E
ratios over 60-69 as observed relative risks.
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We can see Figure 7.11 allows for a direct comparison between kernel smoothing and

local regression working with the same data. The kernel-smoothed estimator is shown

to be significantly distorted at the edges of data, especially on the right. Meanwhile

the local regression keeps its curvature in a reasonable pattern even at the boundaries.

Please note that both methods under the comparison are with their most appropriate

bandwidths selected in their weights Wij, with σ = 0.18 for kernel smoothing and

σ = 0.8 for local regression. Their bandwidths are selected by cross validation, which

will be discussed with more details later on in Section 7.8 and 7.9.2.

7.6 Care Homes

The presence of care homes has been shown to have a material impact on observed

mortality rates in an LSOA. Here we study the impact of care homes on the relative

risk in a LSOA i using the local regression model. As we discussed in earlier chapters,

the two relevant variables, pCHwithN and pCHnoN , represents the proportion of the

population above age 60 living in care homes with and without nursing respectively

(including both genders). They are applied as predictive variables alongside other

socio-economic factors in local regression. By doing so we can quantify the impact of

the presence of care homes on the level of mortality risk in an LSOA.

7.6.1 Nuisance variables

As it has been mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the care home variables, pCHwithN and

pCHnoN , are not standardized to N(0, 1) as others have been, because of their high

sparsity. Also, they are not considered as any of the socio-economic characteristics of

an LSOA, and should be dealt with differently from other socio-economic variables.

Therefore, when the two care home variables are used as predictive variables in local

regression, they are not involved in the calculation of the socio-economic weights Wij

as in (7.17) earlier. Analogous to the formula in (7.17), we put an additional constraint

onto the weight function to remove care home impacts:

Wij =

{
exp

(
−

∑
k∈K(Xik−Xjk)2

σ2

)
D̂0
j

0 i = j or URi 6= URj

(7.30)

The set of predictive variables K in (7.30) only contains socio-economic variables, i.e.

assuming there are p variables in total (including the two care home variables), weights
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in (7.30) are calculated using the other p− 2 predictive variables.

7.6.2 Care homes and mortality

Here we aim to quantify the effect of the presence of care homes on mortality rates in

a LSOA. Similar to what we did with the GLM-type model in Section 5.5, we adjust

the estimated socio-economic relative risk using local regression, F̂ 1,LR, by making al-

lowance for the proportions of the population in an LSOA in care homes. Looking back

to Section 5.5, the same questions can be answered by analysis using local regression

models:

1. Can mortality rates be estimated in ’healthier’ LSOAs without any care home?

2. How much does the presence of care homes affect LSOA-level mortality rates?

3. Can inclusion of care home inputs improve the model performance?

Some preliminary analysis shows that the presence of care homes affects the mortality

of the older population more than the younger. Therefore most of the studies in this

section focus on England males aged 80-89. Starting with the selected socio-economic

variables in Section 4.4, incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb (X1 to X4), we apply the

two care home variables alongside them as X5 and X6 in local regression. Meanwhile

they are not involved in calculating the socio-economic weight Wij. The estimated

socio-economic relative risk with actual care home inputs (named as case A in this

section), F̂ 1,A, is calculated as:

F̂ 1,A
i = âi +

6∑
j=1

b̂ijXij (7.31)

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, the local coefficients âi and b̂ij’s are estimated

using locally weighted OLS but without involving any of the care home variables while

calculating the weights. This is the approach we always take when calculating the

weights for socio-economic relative risk estimators using local regression.

Starting from (7.31), we define the adjusted relative risks with different adjustments

of care homes inputs. Over age 80-89, the following adjusted relative risk estimators

are calculated by substituting the observed socio-economic variables and adjusted care

home variables into the formula in (7.31), with the estimated coefficients unchanged in
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the case A above12 – (âi, b̂i1, . . . , b̂i6) in LSOA i. The adjusted care home variables are

denoted as X̃5 and X̃6. Bandwidth is set as σ = 1.2 here.

• Case B: assume none of the population aged 80-89 is resident in care homes. This
case is related to the first question proposed above (X̃5 = X̃6 = 0 for all LSOAs).

F̂ 1,B
i = âi +

4∑
j=1

b̂ijXij + 0

• Case C: assume an ’average’ proportion of the population to be resident in care
homes aged 80-89 over all LSOAs (X̃5 = X̄5 and X̃6 = X̄6).

F̂ 1,C
i = âi +

4∑
j=1

b̂ijXij + b̂i5X̄5 + b̂i6X̄6

The cases A, B and C help to quantify effect of care homes on LSOA-level mortality

rates, which answers the first and second questions outlined at the start of this section.

Comparing case A versus B tells how much mortality reduction there might be in a

’healthier’ LSOA (with no one living in care homes) compared to the actual care home

residents. And F̂ 1,B represents the relative mortality risk of the LSOAs in England

without any impact of care homes. Comparing cases B and C can give us a high-level

measure of how much care homes might increase mortality risk in an LSOA at the

national average level.

For the third question about model performance, we have shown in the CBD-GLMtx

model that the two care home variables can improve the model accuracy greatly. In

Section 7.8 later we will show that they also improve the local regression model signif-

icantly.

For an intuitive comparison, we show the three different relative risk estimators, F̂ 1,A,

F̂ 1,B and F̂ 1,C , within the same plot in Figure 7.12 below – the result shows that in

some of the LSOAs, presence of care homes can even triple the relative mortality risk.

In other words, for two LSOAs having very similar socio-economic characteristics, e.g.

the same values of X1 to X4 as in (7.31), if one of them has a large care home population

and the other one has no one in care homes, then the estimated mortality risk in the

former one can be significantly higher than in the latter.

12The coefficients in case A are not changed at all, i.e. the model is not refitted and the same values
of coefficients are used to calculate the relative risks, only with the predictive variables adjusted.
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Figure 7.12: Adjusted relative risks estimator by local regression for England males
aged 80-89, with different care home inputs as outlined in case A, B and C. Case A
and C are plotted over case B assuming nobody lives in care homes. Black: F̂ 1,A with
observed care home presence; Light blue: F̂ 1,C with average proportion in care homes
with and without nursing.

Figure 7.12 shows that the impact of having the average care home population is close

to a parallel upward shift to the ’healthy’ case B with no care home population. In

aggregate, case C with average care home proportion should approximately correspond

to the national mortality. As compared to case A with actual care homes, case C

increases mortality rates at the LSOAs with no care homes while reducing mortality

rates for those having care homes correspondingly.

Next we take the relative risk of England males over age 60-69 to detect the difference in

impact of care homes with and without nursing respectively on mortality in an LSOA.
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Figure 7.13: Estimated relative risks F̂ 1,LR over age 60-69 with and without care home
variables applied. Left: incOld+emp+pNoqual65 (x-axis) vs. with pCHwithN added
(y-axis); Right: incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + pCHwithN (x-axis) vs. with pCHnoN
added (y-axis).

Figure 7.13 shows that care homes with nursing actually increase mortality in an LSOA

i to a much greater extent compared to care homes without nursing – the plot on the left

shows that some LSOAs have relative risk increased greatly with pCHwithN added.

Meanwhile the right-hand plot only highlights some marginal effect of care homes with-

out nursing while the majority of care home impat is explained by pCHwithN . Later

we will show that the MSE of one local estimator of relative risk over age 60-69 with

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 as predictive variables is improved from 1.374 to 1.289 by

adding pCHwithN . And the improvement in MSE for age 80-89 is from 3.929 to 3.056.

More details can be found in the Section 7.8.

In this section we quantify impact of care homes on mortality rates in an LSOA i with

local regression. In general, the presence of both types of care homes can increase mor-

tality rates of the population around where they are. But care homes with nursing have

much more significant impact. The estimator F̂ 1,B with care home inputs overwritten

by zero (no care home) represents the relative mortality risk that is explained solely by

socio-economic factors without any care home impact. The logic underlying F̂ 1,B can

be followed to create a socio-economic mortality index for LSOAs in England that is

not impacted by variation of the care home population – see Chapter 9 for more details.

7.7 Analysis of Residuals

One of the most important diagnostics for regression models is analysis of residuals,

which measures the difference between observed and estimated outcomes produced by
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the underlying model. Residuals tell us whether one model explains patterns in the

observations well, and is always used as a criteria for model fitting, e.g. the OLS

method to minimize the residual sum of squares (RSS). We analyse residuals fitted by

the local regression model, with the motivation of extracting information on goodness-

of-fit, model features and variable importance. We not only look at residuals on their

own, but also analyse them in conjunction with other relevant metrics to get in-depth

understanding of the performance of the local regression.

7.7.1 Overview

The residual at any a LSOA i is calculated as the difference of the estimated socio-

economic relative risk relative to observed relative risk (A-E ratio):

εi = R0
i − F̂

1,LR,−i
i (7.32)

The local estimator is written as F̂ 1,LR,−i
i in (7.32) in order to highlight the fact that

it is calculated assuming zero weights from each LSOA i on itself, i.e. Wij = 0,∀i = j.

But meanwhile we still write the estimator as F̂ 1,LR almost everywhere else for simplic-

ity. Also, the estimated relative risk can be considered as an out-of-sample prediction

– see more details later on.

In ideal circumstances, residuals are assumed to follow an i.i.d normal distribution with

mean zero and a constant variance. However, this assumption cannot always hold in

reality – LSOAs in England are expected to have different variances of residuals be-

cause they have different population sizes. However, we have analysed the distribution

of residuals and shown that the residuals at majority of LSOAs still show quite strong

normality and only those LSOAs at the two edges (with extreme observed values) have

obvious non-normal characteristics, which is demonstrated in Figure 7.14. Therefore,

we still trust the assumption of normality of residuals, and fit local regression models

using the OLS method.

7.7.2 Standardized residuals

The magnitude of residuals is greatly affected by the scale of response and predictive

variables. Different models therefore can have residuals on completely different scales,

which makes model comparison difficult. In order to make separate models directly

comparable to each other, residuals from different models can be standardized so that
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they have consistent mean and variance. Such a standardized residual is also called a

Pearson residual, which maintains a comparable scale even with data of different scales

used (Dunn et al., 1996). Assuming the local estimator F̂ 1,LR
i is an unbiased estimator,

residual εi
13 can be standardized to εsti as follows:

εsti =
εi√

V ar(R0
i )

(7.33)

=
(Di − D̂1,LR

i )√
D̂1,LR
i

=
R0
i − F̂

1,LR
i√

F̂ 1,LR
i /D̂0

i

In (7.33), the variance of observed R0
i is derived based on the Poisson assumption on

the aggregate number of deaths over multiple years and ages per LSOA, i.e. Di ∼
Pois(D̂1,LR

i ) = Pois(F̂ 1,LR
i D̂0

i ). As discussed earlier, the Poisson assumption on total

deaths per LSOA here is an ensemble of marginal Poisson assumption on numbers

of deaths over multiple single years and ages. It is only meaningful if the deaths in

single years and ages are independent but it does not always hold in reality. Also, the

potential overdispersion in Ditx can be transmitted to Di by summing up over ages and

years, and consequently the standard deviation of R0
i may be underestimated in many

LSOAs. This can overestimate the standardized MSE especially when the observed

mortality rates are severely overdispersed. For example, estimation over age 80-89

tends to have the MSE well above one and of younger age groups. Also, overdispersion

can be more significant at high ages due to limited population size. A similar pattern

of MSEs can also be seen in other models like the CBD-GLMtx model – see Section

6.2.2 for more details.

13ε has been used in Section 7.2 to represent the random errors between the expected relative risk
and actual relative risk in single LSOAs. Here we denote residuals by ε.
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Figure 7.14: Quantile-Quantile plot for the standardized residuals (calculated using
(7.33)) of local estimator fitted over England males aged 60-69 and over 2001-2016
with incOld only (y-axis), compared to the N(0, 1) quantiles (x-axis).

Figure 7.14 shows that standardized residuals of the local estimator (fitted using incOld

only) have significantly heavier tails than the standard normal distribution, especially

on the right tail. Meanwhile residuals show fair consistency with normal quantiles in

the middle. The non-normality at the two tails can be partly explained by the relation-

ship between normal and Poisson distributions – we assume the number of deaths in an

LSOA i over a certain group of ages and years follows a Poisson distribution, so when

the Poisson mean (i.e. the λ parameter) is large, a normal distribution, N(λ, λ), can be

a good approximation to the corresponding Poisson deaths (see Figure 3.2 earlier). In

the LSOAs at the two tails, i.e. those having extremely low or high estimated relative

risk, many of them have very small population sizes and therefore small observed or

estimated number of deaths. Therefore, the normal assumption is much less accurate

for these LSOAs than for most of the other LSOAs with larger populations.

Other relevant statistics on uncertainty of local regression, e.g. pointwise variance and

amount of smoothing (see Appendices J and L), also point to the same conclusion that

LSOAs close to the tails of the relative risk distribution are more volatile.

According to the scenario (3) in Table L.1 of appendix L , the variance of observed R0
i

can be written as a function of estimated relative risk and expected number of deaths

from the national death rate:
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V ar(R0
i ) =

F̂ 1,LR
i

D̂0
i

(7.34)

Proof of (7.34) relies on the Poisson assumption and is outlined in Appendix M. To

be more intuitive, standardized residuals here can also be calculated as the difference

between number of observed and estimated number of deaths. Residuals as numbers

of deaths makes results more interpretable. In this case they measure the gap between

the observed number of deaths, Di, and the estimated number of deaths, D̂1,LR
i , in a

LSOA i and over a specific age and year range:

D̂1,LR
i = D̂0

i F̂
1,LR
i (7.35)

εi = Di − D̂1,LR
i

εsti =
εi√
D̂1,LR
i

The last equation in (7.35) relies on the same Poisson assumption as in (7.34) and

(7.33). Standardized residuals in (7.33) and (7.35) are equivalent (relative risk as a

ratio, and number of deaths). Here we focus on the standardized residuals εst – as the

non-standardized residuals can be materially impacted by variation of population size

in different LSOAs. Standardized residuals help mitigate this impact.

Figure 7.15: Original residuals (left) versus standardized residuals (right) of local re-
gression estimator fitted over England males aged 60-69 with incOld only, plotted over
expected number of deaths by national mortality rates, D̂0. Bandwidth here is set as
1.

Figure 7.15 clearly shows the difference made by standardization – the original residuals

are greatly affected by the numbers of deaths (which is pro-rata to population size)

such that LSOAs with smaller populations have much higher volatilities. Meanwhile

the standardized residuals are much more robust to population size.
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Figure 7.16: Standardized residuals of local estimator fitted over observed relative risk
R0 of England males aged 60-69 with incOld only as predictive variable. Left: stan-
dardized residuals plotted over the estimated socio-economic risk; Right: standardized
residuals over the variable incOld (Extreme outliers are dropped out for better view
on shape).

Figure 7.16 with residuals plotted over different metrics is informative for evaluation of

the model fitted. First of all, residuals here are approximately evenly distributed over

estimated ŷ, which indicates that there is not much uncaptured variation. If ŷ shows

a significant non-random pattern of residuals, it indicates that there are certain trends

in observations not well explained by the model. Secondly, the plot on the right indi-

cates there is no significant pattern of residuals along the predictive variable incOld.

Generally speaking, Figure 7.16 suggests that the ŷ with incOld only manages to cap-

ture most of important mortality variations of the male population in England over

age 60-69. However, more detailed studies are still to be done in order to investigate

if there is room for further improvement on its performance. Meanwhile the residuals

over older age groups (i.e. 80-89) show similar behaviour to those of age 60-69, only

with slightly higher volatilities. It indicates that the local regression model is generally

well fitted.

7.7.3 Residuals and variable importance

Residuals can be used to measure impact of certain predictive variables on performance

of a fitted model. We can test the relative importance of different sets of predictive

variables to each other, and compare the result with previous conclusions for validation.

From trends of residuals, any observable irregular pattern can be mostly explained by

the following two reasons:

• Observations have quite high variance and very complex patterns themselves that
are difficult for any model to capture.
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• The fitted model cannot explain variations in the observations well and left un-
explained patterns in the residuals, i.e. some important variables are missed, the
structure of the model does not work well with the data used, etc.

For mitigating the volatilities or extreme values in the observations, we can try identify

and remove extreme values or outliers from the data, or we can use a larger dataset

to reduce impact of volatility. In terms of the second point, we can add additional

predictive variables to enhance the predictive power, or adjust the values of relevant

hyperparameters14 to further improve the bias-variance trade-off. In an intuitive way,

we can also learn about the significance of any new variable by looking into its rela-

tionship with residuals of a model fitted without using it.

Figure 7.17: Standardized residuals fitted with observed relative risk R0 of England
males aged over 60-69 and with incOld as the only predictive variables, plotted over
other predictive variables (not used in model fitting). Top left to bottom right: emp,
pNoqual65, pCHnoN and pCHwithN .

Figure 7.17 shows there is no significant pattern of residuals over the variables tested

except for pCHwithN – where there is a slight increasing trend. It indicates that

LSOAs with a higher proportion of population in care homes with nursing generally

have more variance not explained by the ŷ only taking income deprivation into account.

It indicates that incOld as the major socio-economic variable also manages to explain

14The only hyperparameter in the local linear regression is the smoothing bandwith σ, which controls
the bias-variance trade-off – as discussed in Section 7.3.2 earlier.
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quite a lot of observed mortality variations even along other socio-economic dimensions.

Also, because of the strong predictive power of incOld, some other variables like emp

and pNoqual65 that capture marginal patterns are likely to be dominated by incOld.

We can also compare two nested local estimators fitted with different sets of variables

grahically, by looking at whether the extra variable(s) in either of them bring any ma-

terial difference. The following steps can be followed to carry out the test quickly:

1. Calculate the local regression estimator, ŷa, over a selected set of socio-economic
variables.

2. Calculate another local estimator, ŷb, over the same variables used in ŷa and
with one additional variable. The same bandwidth should be applied for both ŷa

and ŷb. We set σ = 1 for both here.

3. Review the difference ŷb − ŷa between two estimators and see if there is any
particular pattern displayed.

We can plot the difference over the simpler model ŷa and see if the additional variable

makes any great difference in the estimator, and also what LSOAs are affected the

most by the additional variable. Below is an example testing the marginal effect of

rUK on estimating socio-economic relative risks.

Figure 7.18: Difference between two local estimators, ŷb − ŷa, that are fitted using
the observed R0 over age 60-69 of England males. ŷa is calculated from five predictive
variables incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+widerb, while the ŷb is calculated with
the same five and rUK in additional.

Figure 7.18 shows that inclusion of rUK indeed makes some difference to the esti-

mated relative risks. A small kink appears at around ŷa = 0.75 and on the positive

side of differences, which is a non-random pattern that would be missed if rUK is not
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involved. Considering results we got from the PCA earlier, inclusion of rUK enables

the local regression estimator capture one dimension of socio-economic variation that

is not strongly correlated to most of others like income and employment deprivation.

The kink could relate to the LSOAs in London that are also highlighted in Figure 4.17

along the direction of the second PC. Starting from the model with incOld only, we

used this approach for other variables and selected emp, pNoqual65, pMgr, numb,

widerb for having observable impact on the distribution of residuals. Meanwhile, edu,

cri, geob, bHS, and work49h do not show a significant impact, or their impacts are

dominated by other relevant variables.

7.8 Mean-Squared Error

In order to compare the performance of different models, we use the mean-squared

error (MSE) as the main criterion. We discussed MSE with the GLM-type model in

earlier chapters for assessing model performance only. In this section we also use MSE

to select the most appropriate bandwidth for local regression models. MSE should be

considered separately when calculated as in-sample and out-of-sample. For instance,

very low in-sample MSE is best avoided to prevent overfitting. But we prefer low out-

of-sample MSE as it measures the accuracy of prediction at new observations.

Similar to the MSE calculation mentioned in earlier chapters (for example, (6.6) in

Section 6.2.2), here the MSE is again calculated from standardized residuals. With the

independent Poisson assumption on the number of deaths in single ages and years, the

standardized MSE of estimated relative risk F̂ 1,LR
i (from observed relative risk R0

i ) in

every LSOA i within a specific set S is calculated as follows:

MSE =
1

N

∑
i∈S

(
R0
i − F̂

1,LR
i

)2

F̂ 1,LR
i /D̂0

i

(7.36)

=
1

N

∑
i∈S

(
Di − D̂LR

i

)2

D̂LR
i

In terms of the second line of (7.36) is equivalent to the first line but presents the MSE

in terms of estimated versus observed numbers of deaths in individual LSOAs, rather

than relative risk. D̂LR
i represents numbers of estimated deaths in a LSOA i over the

same age and year range as the corresponding relative risk estimator, F̂ 1,LR
i , derived by

local regression (the same method can be used for calculating the MSE of the kernel-
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smoothed estimator, F̂ 1,ker). The set of LSOAs S and the total sample size N in (7.36)

are high-level concepts and can vary depending on the purpose of calculating the MSE:

• We can include all 32, 844 LSOAs in S to calculate the leave-one-out cross vali-
dation15 (LOOCV) MSE, with N = 32, 844. Both F̂ 1,ker

i and F̂ 1,LR
i are derived

without taking the observation R0
i itself into account (by forcing Wij = 0 for all

i = j – see (7.6) earlier). Therefore the MSE can be considered as an out-of-
sample MSE, with the LSOA i itself being the only out-of-sample LSOA, i.e. the
validation or test set only contains a LSOA i for estimation at every LSOA.

• Or we can calculate the MSE only over a subset of LSOAs, now N < 32, 844.
For example, we can allocate certain LSOAs into Sva or Ste for calculating the
MSE, and only use the LSOAs remaining in the training set Str to train the
model. This helps us select hyperparameters using cross validation, or test out-
of-sample accuracy of the model. In this case S = Sva or Ste and the sample
size N is denoted as N va or N te and is smaller than 32, 844. See more details in
Section 7.9 later.

More details on using cross validation to select the appropriate bandwidth for kernel

smoothing and local regression are discussed in Section 7.9.2 later on. Firstly we

calculate the LOOCV MSE of the 2-stage kernel smoother, F̂ 1,ker with F̂ 2,ker:

Stage-1 MSE:
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
R0
i − F̂

1,ker
i

)2

F̂ 1,ker
i /D̂0

i

(7.37)

Stage-2 MSE:
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
R0
i − F̂

1,ker
i F̂ 2,ker

i

)2

(F̂ 1,ker
i F̂ 2,ker

i )/D̂0
i

In (7.37) we have N = 32, 844 as all LSOAs are involved. We can see that the stage-

1 MSE measures performance of the socio-economic kernel smoother only, while the

stage-2 MSE is for the combined kernel smoother also having spatial variations.

Age σ1 σ2 β stage-1 MSE stage-2 MSE

60-69 0.50 as in (7.12) 0.5 1.412 1.402
80-89 0.65 as in (7.12) 0.1 3.973 3.966

Table 7.5: LOOCV MSE of the 2-stage kernel smoother calculated following (7.37)
with certain bandwidths σ and scaling factor β. Estimation of relative risk over age
60-69 and 80-89 are done separately. incOld + emp + pNoqual65 are the predictive
variables used.

15The lecture notes by Raschka (2018) have in Chapter 3 a discussion of the cross-validation method
for model selection and optimization, see https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.12808. It discusses different
types of cross-validation including LOOCV, K-fold cross-validation (out-of-sample MSE is calculated
over more than one observation), etc.
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Table 7.5 shows the spatial kernel smoother in stage 2 can improve accuracy given

appropriate bandwidths and scaling factor. Age 80-89 has a much higher MSE due to

the impact of overdispersion in observed mortality rates over high ages.

Table 7.6 below shows LOOCV MSE of the local regression estimator of the socio-

economic relative risk, F̂ 1,LR, calculated from different sets of predictive variables.

There are MSEs calculated for two different versions of the local regression – with and

without the urban-rural allowance (by having zero weights between LSOAs of different

urban-rural classes).

1

N

N∑
i=1

(
R0
i − F̂

1,LR
i

)2

F̂ 1,LR
i /D̂0

i

(7.38)

Again, the F̂ 1,LR
i in 7.38 is derived without using the LSOA i itself for every underlying

LSOA, i.e. F̂ 1,LR
i ≡ F̂ 1,LR,−i

i . Therefore the MSE is again LOOCV MSE.

Variables Age MSE-1 MSE-2

incOld 60-69 1.486 1.435
incOld+ emp 1.417 1.392

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 1.392 1.374
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ pCHwithN 1.301 1.289

incOld 80-89 4.053 3.999
incOld+ emp 4.052 3.990

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 3.953 3.929
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ pCHwithN 3.083 3.056

Table 7.6: MSE of local regression model fitted using observed relative risk R0 of
age 60-69 and 80-89 respectively, and with different sets of variables following (7.38).
MSE-1: with weights calculated without urban-rural allowance. MSE-2: with weights
calculated with urban-rural allowance. Bandwidth of σ = 1 is used as example.

Table 7.6 also shows that MSEs over age 60-69 are much lower than those at ages 80-

89, which is due to the overdispersion impact in mortality rates at higher ages (similar

results were shown in MSEs of the GLM-type model earlier). Comparison between the

two MSEs proves the rationale of allowing for urban-rural variation in socio-economic

weights.

Model selection using MSE

We have calculated MSEs following (7.38) for the local regression model created using

a different number of socio-economic variables. In principle, as the number of variables

used increases, we expect the LOOCV MSE to decrease first and again increase after
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a turning point. As there is an overfitting issue with too many variables used. From

this we can identify the turning point and the most appropriate number of variables,

or degree of model complexity. However, our researches show that the LOOCV MSE

in (7.36) keeps decreasing even there are many more variables than we expect to have.

Therefore we cannot heavily rely on it for variable selection. One of the reasons can

be the large size of the dataset relative to the number of variables. There are 32, 844

LSOAs used in calculating the LOOCV MSE, while the number of variables used is

much smaller, i.e. the variable matrix X0 is of dimension N × p with N � p. Given

the very large volume of observations, there is considerable scope of the local regression

model to increase complexity before overfitting.

In order to improve model interpretability and prevent overfitting, we do not expect to

have more than fifteen predictive variables with any model used. For non-parametric

models studied in this thesis, we select the most significant predictive variables from

experiences we obtained from other methods earlier like the LASSO, subset selection

and PCA. We tend to select the predictive variables first and then focus on bandwidth

selection in the local regression model fitted with a deterministic set of predictive vari-

ables. The set of variables used is in Section 7.9.3.

Theoretically, there is not a perfect method to find out the most appropriate number

of predictive variables to use (although some rules of thumb might help). Therefore,

for local linear regression and other non-parametric models in this thesis, we first se-

lect the most important predictive variables based on earlier experiences (e.g. LASSO,

subset selection, PCA, etc.), and then select the bandwidth σ (or other hyperparam-

eters) while treating the predictive variables as pre-determined. Experience with the

CBD-GLMtx model earlier shows that the BIC can hardly be improved by adding

extra predictive variable once there are more than 5 (we eventually apply 8, including

2 indicators of the urban-rural split – see (6.3) in Section 6.1). For the local linear

regression model, we apply 9 predictive variables considering its high flexibility. Table

7.9 in Section 7.9.3 shows the 9 variables. Note that the effective number of variables

can be higher than 9 as the UR5 is a categorical variables and has 5 different classes.
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7.9 Understanding the Bandwidth

Non-parametric models sometimes have hyperparameters that impact the level of com-

plexity, and therefore control the bias-variance trade-off. But they cannot be estimated

using the observed dataset directly. For example, coefficients in a linear regression

model can be estimated from observations using OLS and they are not hyperparam-

eters. Meanwhile the bandwidth in local regression and the q in random forest (see

next chapter) cannot be solved directly using the observations and they are considered

to be a hyperparameter. Too narrow bandwidth makes the model too generalized and

produce results with low bias but very high variance. Also, too wide bandwidth always

make the model robust but have high bias in prediction. Therefore we should adjust

the hyperparameters so that a model reaches the break-even point between bias and

variance. Hyperparameters can be selected by cross validation by minimizing out-of-

sample MSE (or validation MSE) of one model calculated using observations in the

validation set Sva. Cross validation searches over a range of values for each hyperpa-

rameter and we can pick up the one having the lowest validation MSE. For example,

the LOOCV MSE we calculate in (7.38) is based on training set Str having 32, 843

LSOAs and validation set Sva with only a LSOA i. We can adjust the allocation of

LSOAs to Str and Sva for different purposes.

Both kernel smoother and local regression have the bandwidth σ16 as hyperparameter,

as it controls the width of the smoothing window and complexity. From σ we can con-

trol whether the estimator at every observation should be derived from a small number

of neighbours only, or whether more observations should be involved.

In general, scientists prefer simpler rather than more complex models, i.e. large band-

width17 for local regression. The reason is that simple models are in general more

interpretable and have lower computational cost. However, on the other hand, the as-

sumption of local estimators ŷ being unbiased can rarely be true in reality. Therefore

we should apply relatively small bandwidth in order to make the bias in ŷ negligible

(Loader, 1999). We should find a break-even point between bias and variance for the

bandwidth in this section.

16To avoid confusion, σ here refers to the bandwidth parameter in the weight function for both
kernel smoother or local regression. In this thesis, it is sometimes used to denote the variance or
standard deviation, e.g. N(µ, σ2), etc.

17Large bandwidth indicates more neighbouring points are involved in estimation of relative risk
in every LSOA, and the resulting local regression model is smoother. Also, large bandwidth equates
to higher number of effective parameters in local regression – see Appendix L for more details. The
textbook by Loader (1999) also contains many relevant explanations.
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7.9.1 Effect of smoothing bandwidth

Based on the univariate local regression with incOld only, the plot in Figure 7.19

below visualizes the pattern of weight function over Euclidean distance and effect of

the smoothing bandwidth in the weight calculation.

Figure 7.19: Estimated relative risks F̂ 1,LR (coloured curves on the left y-axis) of
England males aged 60-69 with incOld only with different bandwidths and weights
Wij (coloured hills on the right y-axis). Weights plotted are Wij’s of all other LSOAs
onto one example LSOA that has value of incOld as the median. Three different
bandwidths are tested – Blue: σ = 1.5; Red: σ = 1; Yellow: σ = 0.5. Please note that
urban-rural variation is not considered for keeping the estimated curves continuous.

Figure 7.19 shows how does bandwidth affect the weight Wij when the Euclidean dis-

tance is the same It also shows how different is smoothness of the estimated relative

risks under different values of bandwidth. Under a wide bandwidth, weights from

neighbouring observations decrease at slower speed with increasing distance along the

variable space, which means more of the other observations are involved in estimation

at each observation. Therefore the estimator becomes less volatile as the effective sam-

ple size is larger with wide bandwidth. As we can see in Figure 7.19 – the estimated

curve in blue is smoother than the other two, and the weights have the slowest speed

of decreasing.

Here we also assessed impact of bandwidth on modelling uncertainty. As an example,

we compare the pointwise variances at all LSOAs with different bandwidths applied to
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the local regression model fitted with incOld as the only variable. Pointwise variance

here is calculated allowing for feature of heteroscedasticity, which allows variance to

vary over LSOAs due to different exposure sizes instead of constant variance. Please

see (2) in the Table L.1 in appendix L for more details.

Figure 7.20: Pointwise variance of local estimator fitted with incOld only for England
males over age 60-69, with different bandwidth σ used. They are calculated following
assumption (2) in Table L.1 of appendix L with heteroscedastic variance determined
by population size in the LSOAs. Blue: σ = 1.5; Red: σ = 1; Yellow: σ = 0.5.

Figure 7.20 clearly shows that narrow bandwidth (yellow curve) has relatively high

standard deviation as there are fewer socio-economic neighbours involved in the smooth-

ing window of every LSOAs’ estimator. Differences in variance driven by bandwidth

appear to be more significant in the LSOAs at the two boundaries – where observations

are sparse and variance is more sensitive to the bandwidth.

7.9.2 Cross validation

Cross validation (CV) is one of the most commonly used methods for hyperparameter

selection. CV takes out-of-sample tests for models using observations in the validation

set, with different values of hyperparameter tried out and then chooses the one leading

to the best test criterion, e.g. lowest validation MSE. For kernel smoothing and local

regression in this chapter, the bandwidth σ is the only hyperparameter. As it is men-

tioned previously, we can use the leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) to calculate

the LOOCV MSE as we did earlier. We call the process ’turning’ – as we look for the

turning point where the validation MSE reaches its minimum.
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Figure 7.21: CV turning plots of LOOCV MSE (following the formula in (7.37)) over
different amounts of bandwidth σ for socio-economic kernel smoother, F̂ 1,ker (stage
1), fitted with England males data over age 60-69. From top left to bottom: kernel
smoother fitted with different variables – incOld only, incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 and
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb.
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Figure 7.22: Equivalent CV turning plots to those in Figure 7.21, but are for relative
risk over age 80-89.

Figures 7.21 and 7.22 shows the trend of LOOCV MSE as the bandwidth increases.

Starting from a narrow bandwidth (more complex model), the MSE is firstly improved

as the bandwidth increases and there is a turning point from which MSE starts get-

ting worse. We select the value of bandwith at the turning point where the lowest

validation MSE is achieved. As we can see in Figures 7.21 and 7.22, the MSE is not

very sensitive to any minor change in bandwidth around the turning point. Therefore,

if the bandwidth is within a reasonable range, we can ensure an acceptable model

performance.

Age Variables Selected σ MSE

60-69 incOld 0.18 1.447
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 0.42 1.408

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb 0.60 1.387
80-89 incOld 0.25 3.997

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 0.59 3.971
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb 0.70 3.954

Table 7.7: Summary of selected bandwidth for having lowest LOOCV MSE for the
socio-economic kernel smoother (stage 1), as plotted in Figure 7.21 and 7.22. Urban-
rural variation is considered in modelling.

Table 7.7 shows results of kernel smoothing fitted using observed relative risk of two
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distinct age groups. We can see that the MSE keeps being improved as more variables

are applied. In Table 7.7, the selected bandwidth tends to be wider when more pre-

dictive variables are used. One of the reasons can be as there are more dimensions,

models with wider bandwidth is preferred to include more neighbouring points, and to

mitigate the extra volatility from the curse of dimensionality.

Figure K.1 in appendix L shows the corresponding effective number of parameters over

the bandwidth, we can see that a narrow bandwidth is equivalent to a large number of

parameters, i.e. the model is more complex and has high variance. Comparing the two

age groups, the selected bandwidth is higher for age 80-89 so there is a relatively wider

smoothing window and we smooth out more of the volatility in the observed mortality

rates.

Figure 7.23: CV turning plots of MSE (using the formula in (7.38)) over different
bandwidths σ for local regression model that takes observed relative risk of England
males over age 60-69. From top left to bottom: local estimator with different variables –
incOld only, incOld+emp+pNoqual65 and incOld+emp+pNoqual65+numb+widerb.
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Figure 7.24: Equivalent CV turning plots to those in Figure 7.23 above, but with
relative risk of age 80-89.

Similar to the kernel smoothing, turning plots for local regression model as in Figures

7.23 also show trends of curvature with turning points. However, the turning curves in

Figure 7.24 for ages 80-89 are not as smooth as for kernel smoothing. In the curves for

ages 80-89, there are some kinks at relatively small values of bandwidth. In general,

a narrow bandwidth causes complexity and one possible reason for the kinks is that

the model is more data sensitive and more volatile. The curves get much smoother as

bandwidth getting wider, e.g. after it goes beyond 0.8 in the bottom plot in Figure

7.24.

Age Variables Selected σ MSE

60-69 incOld 0.80 1.433
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 1.20 1.373

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb 1.40 1.338
80-89 incOld 0.45 3.992

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 1.06 3.929
incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb 1.20 3.842

Table 7.8: Summary of selected bandwidth by LOOCV for the socio-economic local
regression estimators plotted in Figure 7.23 and 7.24, fitted using England males data
over age 60-69 and 80-89. Urban-rural variation of mortality is considered in modelling.

We can see similar results from local regression in Table 7.8 to those in Table 7.7 of
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kernel smoothing – more predictive variables (or higher dimensionality) always require

a relatively wide bandwidth to offset the increased Euclidean distances between obser-

vations.

Meanwhile there is a key difference between kernel smoothing and local regression

shown by Tables 7.7 and 7.8 – local regression has a narrower selected bandwith for

the older age group, which is the opposite of the kernel smoothing estimator. This

highlights the different ways in which the kernel smoothing and the local regression

produce the outcome:

• Kernel smoothing does not fit any local slope to the observations estimated. It
only takes a weighted average over the closest neighbours in the variable space.
For data with more volatility like observed mortality rates over age 80-89, kernel
smoothing works best with wider bandwidths that get more neighbours involved
and therefore mitigate the impact of observed volatilities.

• Local regression fits a local slope at each observation and the estimator is eval-
uated by the linear model fitted locally, which captures local curvature in its
slope. Because the observed mortality rates over age 80-89 are more volatile,
a narrow bandwidth is preferred to avoid the local slope being affected by any
distant observations. If there are too many observations involved, the local slope
fitted at any LSOA would not be representative of the actual local curvature over
its closest neighbours.

As we can see from Table 7.7 and Table 7.8, local regression models always have lower

MSEs than kernel smoothers with the same predictive variables. And as it has been

shown in Figure 7.11 with an example, the most significant differences always appear

at observations at the boundaries.

The plot in Figure 7.25 below visualizes trends of local weights with increasing Eu-

clidean distance when calculated with different numbers of predictive variables:

Wij =

{
exp

( ||xi−xj ||2
σ2

)
D̂0
j

0 i = j or URi 6= URj

(7.39)

with

xi =


Xi1 1-dimension

(Xi1, Xi2, Xi3) 3-dimensions

(Xi1, Xi2, Xi3, Xi4, Xi5) 5-dimension

Scenarios of one, three and five predictive variables in (7.39) are consistent with those

outlined in Table 7.8 earlier.
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Figure 7.25: Trend of local weight Wij (y-axis) of all LSOAs onto a LSOA i selected as
example, calculated following (7.39) and plotted over ranked Euclidean distance from
the example LSOA to others. Weights are plotted separately while being calculated in
the three cases in Table 7.8, over age 60-69. Black: univariate; Red: 3 variables; Blue:
5 variables. Only non-zero weights are displayed.

Figure 7.25 shows slopes of weights as a function of Euclidean distance decreasing as

the number of variables increases. It clearly shows that weights decrease more quickly

when there are more variables (as Euclidean distance grows). Therefore the model

prefers a relatively large bandwidth under high dimensionality to bring more observa-

tions within the smoothing window, which mitigates extra volatilities introduced by

the curse of dimensionality18.

7.9.3 Out-of-sample back testing

We implement out-of-sample test for local linear regression within two different for-

mats. The first one is the out-of-sample back testing in this section. We do not remove

any physical LSOAs from the training dataset (as we did with the CBD-GLMtx model

in Section 6.2.6). We instead remove the observed mortality experience in some cal-

endar years between 2001 and 2016 from the A-E ratio, and only fit the model to the

A-E ratio calculated using the remaining years in all 32, 844 LSOAs.

18The curse of dimensionality represents a set of problems that can arise when working with
high-dimensional data. For example, when we increasing the number of predictive variables in
a regression model, the sample size needed for a well fitted model grows exponentially. See
https://www.mygreatlearning.com/blog/understanding-curse-of-dimensionality/ for an explanation
along with possible mitigations.
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Based on selected predictive variables, we seek the most appropriate bandwidth in the

local regression model using cross validation alongside the out-of-sample back testing.

Table 7.9 below shows the predictive variables selected for the local regression model

and we use them for relative risk estimation for all three age groups: 60-69, 70-79 and

80-89. They are selected based on experiences of certain variable selection methods

discussed in earlier chapters, i.e. LASSO, PCA and subset selection. Meanwhile they

are also subject to expert judgement about which factors to cover, i.e. we should cover

socio-economic factors, presence of care homes and spatial variations in modelling.

Some of the judgements are made from earlier experiences with the CBD-GLMtx model.

We use the same variables for all age groups for simplicity, and earlier results have

shown that the variable importance is in general similar in mortality rates estimates

at different ages above 60.

Variable Method to apply Scale

X1 incOld Predictive variable Standardized
X2 emp Predictive variable Standardized
X3 pNoqual65 Predictive variable Standardized
X4 numb Predictive variable Standardized
X5 rUK Predictive variable Standardized
X6 widerb Predictive variable Standardized
X7 pCHwithN Predictive variable (not in weights) [0, 1]
X8 pCHnoN Predictive variable (not in weights) [0, 1]

N/A UR5 Constraint in weight function Categories 1 to 5

Table 7.9: All input variables selected for estimating relative mortality risks using local
regression. They are consistent over age groups 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

With the eight selected predictive variables (alongside urban-rural allowance) in Table

7.9, the final local linear regression model we select to estimate the socio-economic

relative risk can be written as:

F̂ 1,LR
i = f̂LR(xi) = âi +

8∑
j=1

b̂ijXij (7.40)

Wij =

{
exp

(∑6
k=1(Xik−Xjk)2

σ2

)
D̂0
j

0 i = j or URi 6= URj

As (7.40) shows, although there are eight predictive variables, only six of them are used

in calculating the weight Wij – the two care home variables are removed in the weight

calculation, as they are nuisance variables and are not relevant to any socio-economic

factors. With predictive variables selected, now we need to select the most appropriate

σ in (7.40) for estimation over different age groups to finalize this model. These steps
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are to be followed for out-of-sample back testing:

1. Split the observation period over 2001-2016 into distinct year groups as training
period (for fitting the local estimator) and validation period (for calculating out-
of-sample MSE to select the bandwidth σ). Here we take the observed relative
risks over 2004-2013 as training input, R0,tr and those of the remaining two
distinct periods (2001-2003 and 2014-2016) as validation input, R0,va1 and R0,va2.
All of these are subject to specific age grouping denoted by X , i.e. 60-69, 70-79,
and 80-89:

R0,tr
i =

∑2013
t=2004

∑
x∈X Ditx∑2013

t=2004

∑
x∈X m

b
txEitx

(7.41)

R0,va1
i =

∑2003
t=2001

∑
x∈X Ditx∑2003

t=2001

∑
x∈X m

b
txEitx

R0,va2
i =

∑2016
t=2014

∑
x∈X Ditx∑2016

t=2014

∑
x∈X m

b
txEitx

More details on the allocation of training and validation sets are discussed in
Section 1.4.3 earlier.

2. Calculate observed relative risks R0,tr in all 32, 844 LSOAs following (7.41) over
distinct age groups, i.e. 60-69, 70-79, etc. R0,tr is used as the response variable
to train the local regression model.

3. Calculate observed relative risk R0,va1 and R0,va2 in all 32, 844 LSOAs following
(7.41), again over distinct age groups. R0,va1 and R0,va2 are used to calculate
out-of-sample MSEs (validation MSE) of the model fitted using R0,tr.

4. Train the local regression model, f̂LR,tr, using the R0,tr and selected predictive
variables (in Table 7.9) in all 32, 844 LSOAs. f̂LR,tr is used to produce the
estimated relative risk in a LSOA i, i.e. F̂ 1,LR,tr

i = f̂LR,tr(xi).

5. Calculate the validation MSE, MSEva, over all 32, 844 LSOAs by comparing
F̂ 1,LR,tr
i with R0,va1

i and R0,va2
i respectively over all 32, 844 LSOAs. It tests the

performance of the model f̂LR,tr on estimating mortality risk of ’new’ years not
involved in model fitting:

MSEva1 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
R0,va1
i − F̂ 1,LR,tr

i

)2

F̂ 1,LR,tr
i /D̂0

i

(7.42)

Meanwhile MSEva2 is calculated following exactly the same logic. The sample
size is N = 32, 844 in this case.

6. Calculate the MSEva1 and MSEva2 of the local regression estimator with dif-
ferent values of bandwidth σ iteratively, and the one in general having lowest
MSEtva and MSEva2 should be selected as the most appropriate bandwidth for
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estimating relative risk over a given age group. If different σ’s are highlighted
by the two validation periods, we should use judgement to select a bandwidth in
between them.

The steps above are similar to a back testing19, which makes predictions over historical

periods excluded from model fitting. The bandwidth σ is tested by calculating the

out-of-sample MSEs using (7.42), and trying out many different values of σ within the

model f̂LR,tr. We then select the σ having the lowest MSEva1 and MSEva2 as the

most appropriate bandwidth to use for a given age group.

Figure 7.26: Validation MSE (MSEva1 and MSEva2) calculated following (7.42) for
local estimator fitted using observed R0,tr of England males aged 60-69 and over the
training period of 2004-2013, over observed relative risk of two validation periods:
R0,va1 of 2001-2003 (left) and R0,va2 of 2014-2016 (right). Predictive variables applied
are those outlined in Table 7.9.

Figure 7.26 shows validation MSEs calculated by out-of-sample back testing from the

two test periods under different values of σ. There are some fluctuations with small σ

for high volatility but the trend gets smoother afterwards. MSEva1 suggests σ = 1.85

(where MSE is the lowest), while MSEva2 suggests σ = 1.5. Considering the effect of

noises in the observations, we consider any bandwidth around 1.65 as appropriate in

the local regression model with England males of age 60-69 and with the variables in

Table 7.9.

Another observation is that the MSE for 2001-2003 is in general much higher than

2014-2016. The reason is not clear and can be a mixture of different factors. One pos-

sible reason is that the predictive variables are either sub-domain scores (e.g. income

deprivation, employment deprivation, etc.) of IMD 2015 or metrics created from the

2011 Census, which can be more informative for mortality rates over the years around

19Please note that here we do not account for time trends of the mortality over the observation
period. It just removes mortality experience over 2001-2013 and 2014-2016 from model fitting, which
is another way of out-of-sample test compared to removing physical LSOAs.
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2014 than 2001.

Similar calculations have been run with local regression model fitted with the relative

risks at ages 70-79 and 80-89, and we select the most appropriate bandwidths in every

age group separately. As we have discussed earlier, mortality rates of different ages

can have different socio-economic trends, therefore age-varying bandwidths enables the

model to capture such trends.

Age group 60-69 70-79 80-89

selected bandwidth 1.75 1.65 1.5

Table 7.10: Summary of selected bandwidth σ by out-of-sample back testing for local
regression model fitted using relative risk of different age groups, and selected predictive
variables outlined in Table 7.9.

Table 7.10 summarizes the selected bandwidths in local regression models for differ-

ent age groups of England males. It appears that a narrower bandwidth is preferred

for older age groups, which is consistent with those examples in Table 7.8 derived by

LOOCV MSE.

Please note that we treat the relative risks R0,va1 and R0,va2 over the years not used in

fitting the model f̂LR,tr as validation sets. Because we rely on the model’s performance

over them to select the bandwidth σ, therefore they indeed have an impact on the

model. In the next section, those LSOAs removed from model fitting are used as a

test set rather than a validation set as they do not impact the model at all – see more

details in Section 7.9.5 below.

7.9.4 More tests of the impact of bandwidth

In earlier sections, we have had lots of tests of the impact of bandwidth σ on the per-

formance of the local regression model measured by out-of-sample MSE. We found that

the out-of-sample MSE of the local regression model is not sensitive to minor changes

in bandwidth at all. In order to understand more about the impact of bandwidth on

the local regression model’s outputs, and for additional assurance that the local re-

gression models we build are not materially sensitive to greater changes in bandwidth,

we have tested the impact of doubling and halving the selected bandwidths shown in

Table 7.10. With the predictive variables as in Table 7.9, we have the local regression

model f̂LR. Beside f̂LR, we have built two trial local regression models with selected
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bandwidths changed:

• f̂LR,σ×2: same as the f̂LR but with bandwidths doubled from what were selected
in every age group – 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

• f̂LR,σ÷2: same as the f̂LR but with bandwidths halved from what were selected
in every age group.

We then calculate the estimated relative risk in every of the 32, 844 LSOAs as f̂LR(xi),

f̂LR,σ×2(xi) and f̂LR,σ÷2(xi), and compare them against each other. The result shows

that either halving or doubling the bandwidths does not significantly change the esti-

mated relative risks, and the conclusion holds in all three different age groups. What

is more, if we look at the change in deciles or percentiles of estimated relative risks of

every LSOA, we find that most of the LSOAs are still in the same decile/percentile or

only have minor changes after halving or doubling the bandwidths. Therefore, we have

shown again that results from the local linear regression model are fairly robust to the

bandwidths used, given the data is reliable and of sufficient volume.

More details about the tests above can be found in Appendix N.

7.9.5 Random deselection

Other than the out-of-sample back testing in Section 7.9.3, we can also run cross

validation by randomly removing physical LSOAs and fit the model only using A-E

ratio (over the full period of 2001-2016) in the remaining LSOAs. The removed LSOAs

are used as the test set Ste to calculate the out-of-sample MSE. The unremoved LSOAs

are the training set Str to train the model (denoted as f̂LR,tr here). We calculate the

out-of-sample MSE (test MSE) here by randomly allocating 25% of the 32, 844 LSOAs

into Ste. This random deselection is repeated for three rounds for three different

allocations of LSOAs into Str and Ste (in every round we have N tr = 24, 633 and

N te = 8, 211). We repeat such MSE calculation over all three rounds and average

the three test MSEs to get the overall test MSE as an assessment to the model’s out-

of-sample accuracy. The 25% removed LSOAs are used as a test set rather than a

validation set – the calculation here does not impact the selected model at all (the

predictive variable and bandwidth have been selected). The test MSE by random

deselection, MSEte, is calculated using LSOAs in Ste as below:

MSEte =
1

N te

∑
i∈Ste

(
R0
i − f̂LR,tr(xi)

)2

f̂LR,tr(xi)/D̂0
i

(7.43)
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The MSEte is calculated three times over the three randomly allocated pairs of Str

and Ste, then the average is taken over them. Table 7.11 below shows the constituent

and overall MSE results.

Age of relative risk Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Overall

60-69 1.258 1.242 1.289 1.263
70-79 1.648 1.661 1.662 1.657
80-89 2.844 2.724 2.951 2.840

Table 7.11: Out-of-sample MSE (test MSE) of the proposed local regression model
(with selected variables in Table 7.9 and selected bandwidths in Table 7.10).

Table 7.11 outlines test MSEs for the local regression model by random deselection

of LSOAs calculated following (7.43). Ages 60-69 and 70-79 have MSE close to one,

meanwhile ages 80-89 has much higher MSE due to reasons explained in Section 6.2.2

of Chapter 6. The three rounds of test MSEs are fairly robust while being calculated

using different sets of LSOAs.

We take a specific approach to removing 25% of LSOAs for local regression. Instead of

physically removing any of them from the training set, we deselect LSOAs by assigning

zero socio-economic weight to them so that they have no impact on estimation at

other LSOAs (see (7.44)). The test MSE is then calculated over the removed 25% only

following the formula in (7.43). For calculating the f̂LR,tr here we use the following

weight function (with one more constraint than the usual ones):

Wij =


exp

(
−
( ||xi−xj ||

σ

)2
)
D̂0
j

0 i = j or URi 6= URj

0 ∀i ∈ Ste
(7.44)

A simple univariate example is presented below. We assume the training set (75% of

total LSOAs) consists of response variable y = (y1, y2, . . . , yNtr) and one predictive

variable xtr = (x1, x2, . . . , xNtr). Meanwhile the predictive variable of the removed

LSOAs is a vector xte of length N te. Now let us consider one specific observation

(x0, y0) in Ste, and its local estimator ŷ0 calculated by a locally fitted linear function

at x0:

ŷ0 = â0 + b̂0x0 (7.45)

where â0 and b̂0 are local coefficients estimated at x0. The following plot shows the

difference between two locally fitted lines and the corresponding estimated relative risks

at the observation x0 fitted with incOld only. One of them is fitted using all 32, 844

LSOAs, while the other only uses the 75% of LSOAs in Ste.
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Figure 7.27: Locally fitted lines in one particular LSOA in Ste fitted using different
amount of LSOAs. They are fitted from relative risk of England males over age 60-69
and incOld. Black line: all 32, 844 LSOAs are used in model fitting; Red line: only
using the LSOAs in Str (75%). Grey and lightblue dots: observed relative risks of
LSOAs in Str and Ste respectively. Left: entire plot; Right: zoomed in at x0.

Figure 7.27 shows the difference between locally fitted lines in the same LSOA but using

different numbers of LSOAs to fit the model. The two lines are very similar but have

a small difference in slope. The small difference comes from the LSOAs in the test set

Ste (light blue in 7.27). The example also suggests that local regression is fairly robust.

We also implement cross validation using the test MSE by random deselection in (7.43)

as a benchmark to find the most appropriate bandwidth σ. Results show that the se-

lected σ turns out to be very similar to those in Table 7.10 selected by out-of-sample

back testing. Therefore bandwidths of 1.75, 1.65 and 1.5 for estimation over age 60-69,

70-79 and 80-89 of England males seem to be reasonable. Also, as mentioned in Section

1.4.3, we used all of the 32, 844 LSOAs to fit the local regression estimator, therefore

the out-of-sample MSE calculated in this section is not strictly out-of-sample (the 25%

deselected LSOAs are also used in model fitting). However, we mitigate the impact of

the potential bias by repeating the random allocation and take the average over three

rounds.

7.9.6 Robustness test

The out-of-sample back testing discussed in Section 7.9.3 also helps test robustness

of the local regression model. We compare estimated relative risks of England males

derived from the training period 2004-2013 (R0,tr
i in Section 7.9.3) and the entire ob-
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servation period of 2001-2016 (R0
i ), using the selected local regression model with the

bandwidths in Table 7.10 and the eight predictive variables in Table 7.9.

Figure 7.28: Estimated relative risk for England males aged 70-79 by local regression
model fitted using relative risk of two different periods, R0 over 2001-2016 (x-axis)
versus R0,tr over 2004-2013 (y-axis).

Figure 7.28 shows that the slope between local regression estimators calculated using

relative risks of different years is very close to one, which indicates that the proposed

model is robust to different data. Other than age 70-79, the same test has been done

over relative risks of age 60-69 and 80-89 respectively, and the model is shown to be

robust in all age groups.

7.10 Critical Thinking

Kernel smoothing and local regression as non-parametric models are good at learning

complex non-linear trends and relationships between predictive and response variables,

without requiring much knowledge or assumption on any functional relationship be-

tween them. They filter out observed noise to an extent controllable by the bandwidth

σ and improve the signal-to-noise ratio. However, they also have limitations that can

make them less powerful in certain circumstances, which should be carefully considered

alongside research motivation and features of the data available to us.

Firstly, local regression and kernel smoothing are designed for discovering patterns in

a set of observations rather than making predictions at new observations. In local
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regression, there is not any fixed coefficients estimated for prediction at new obser-

vations – the local coefficients are estimated explicitly at every observation in the

training set. For new observations within the range of the training set, we need to

produce predictions by interpolation. Meanwhile it is not reasonable to extrapolate for

new observations beyond the range of the training set, as the local regression model

relies on a local subset of observations.

Secondly, they require a quite large volume of data to prevent overfitting and improve

reliability. This is quite computationally expensive. But as computational power has

been improved greatly nowadays, this aspect is less of our concern.

Thirdly, some of the assumptions underlying the local regression model might not per-

fectly hold in reality, i.e. we assume the estimator ŷi is an unbiased estimator of the

true value at observation i and it might not be true in reality. Inappropriate assump-

tions are likely to underestimate model risks. For example, errors of local regression

estimators are assumed to be normally distributed. However in reality, they can have

fatter tails than the theoretical normal distribution, and estimation close to the tails

can be much less reliable.

Finally, they have the issue common to other non-parametric models – interpretability.

Neither of the local regression model or kernel smoother has a closed-form formula that

works with known and new observations (i.e. y = ax+ b for a linear regression model).

It is sometimes difficult to understand the way in which they work in the background.

Therefore the outcomes can be less interpretable, and difficult to assess or validate. We

have to make sure that we thoroughly understand the underlying algorithm, in order

to maximize their contribution to the research subject.

7.11 Key Conclusions

This chapter studies mortality variations over LSOAs in England relevant to socio-

economic and spatial factors. Focusing on the males in England at pensionable ages

as a starting point, we have found that quite significant mortality variation across

different areas in England can be explained by socio-economic differences. There are

also variations of mortality relevant to spatial differences of the LSOAs. By focusing

on socio-economic impacts first, we explain a very high degree of mortality variation
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within the F̂1. This is consistent with the fact that socio-economic features are cor-

related with health behaviours like smoking, diet, exercises, etc. (Contoyannis and

Jones, 2004). Within the residual variations after socio-economic smoothing, we then

applied smoothing using spatial factors. Results show that the spatial factors do not

capture too much variation. As socio-economic factors explained most variations first,

there is not much left for spatial factors unless certain spatial effects can be linked to

some socio-economic variables that have not yet been applied. In England, there is a

well-known North-South divide in mortality rates (see Buchan et al. (2017) for more de-

tails). Results in this chapter demonstrates that a substantial part of the geographical

divide can be explained by the underlying socio-economic differences between regions

in the North and South. Although some residual regional variation remains after we

apply the socio-economic estimator F̂ 1, it gets much smaller. We can also see from

the ADSMR that the regional gaps get narrower after stripping out the socio-economic

inequalities reflected in the IMD.

There are six socio-economic variables found to be significant in estimating mortal-

ity rates in an LSOA i using local regression. Also, the two care home variables,

pCHwithN and pCHnoN , are shown to have strong predictive power in respect of

observed mortality rates in an LSOA i. However the care home variables are not in-

cluded in the socio-economic weights Wij. Other than socio-economic factors and care

homes, LSOAs in different urban-rural classes (UR5) are kept independent from each

other by applying zero socio-economic weights to them, which is shown to improve

modelling accuracy. It indicates that urban-rural class is an important spatial factor

that explains some spatial variations. Table 7.9 outlines all input variables used in the

proposed local regression model.

In local regression, the bandwidth σ in its weight function Wij controls the width of the

smoothing window, which determines how many of the closest neighbours are involved

in the estimates at each individual observation. This logic is similar to the K-Nearest

Neighbour (KNN) that controls the number of nearest neighbours to include in a differ-

ent way. The principle is that as the number of predictive variables increase, the wider

bandwidth should be used to mitigate additional volatilities introduced by the curse

of dimensionality. With appropriate bandwidths selected for estimation in specific age

groups, local regression appear to be fairly robust to different datasets.

Unlike the GLM-type models in earlier chapters, local regression model produces es-
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timates of relative mortality risks without requiring much assumption or knowledge

about the structure of the data. Estimated relative risks from local regression are

shown to be accurate. For comparison of out-of-sample accuracy of different models,

see Section 8.6 in the next chapter for a complete comparison of test MSEs over the

three different factor-based models20 studied in this thesis.

20The three factor-based models are the CBD-GLMtx model, the local regression model and the
random forest model (discussed in the next chapter). They are fitted using LSOA-level mortality rates
and socio-economic and spatial factors.
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Random Forest Model

In this chapter we introduce the random forest as another non-parametric regression

model for discovering complicated patterns in mortality rates of population in England

over socio-economic factors. It also estimates the relative risk F 1 at the level of single

LSOAs, by estimating a non-linear regression function f :

y = f(X0) + ε (8.1)

With p predictive variables in total, a random forest produces f̂RF : Rp → R, as an

estimate of the ”true” function f . f̂RF can also be interpreted as an estimator of

the conditional expected value of the response variable in one observation i, given the

known predictive variables in X0:

F̂ 1,RF
i = f̂RF (xi) = E

(
yi|X0

)
(8.2)

Similar to the F̂ 1,LR in the previous chapter, the estimated socio-economic relative

risk using the random forest model is denoted as F̂ 1,LR in this chapter. The observed

relative risk, R0
i is used as the response variable, i.e. yi = R0

i in any a LSOA i of a

given age group. We start by introducing a single regression tree and then look at a

random forest as an ensemble of a large number of trees.

8.1 Overview – Two-stage Model Construction

The random forest algorithm we use to estimate relative risk consists of two stages.

In stage one, we split our complete dataset (32, 844 LSOAs with observed relative risk

R0 and selected predictive variables) into two disjoint subsets randomly, and train the

model to find out the most appropriate hyperparameters:
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• The training set, Str ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N}, contains LSOAs used in fitting the random
forest model. It is fitted with hyperparameters of a range of different values.

• The validation set, Sva ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N}, is the set of LSOAs used for model
validation. They are not directly involved in model fitting, and are only used for
selecting the hyperparameters. More details are explained later.

The hyperparameters are optimized using the observations in the training set by repeat-

ing the fitting of the model for every choice of hyperparameters. The hyperparameters

selected are those for which the model produces the best fit for the observations in the

validation set.

In stage two, we take the model with hyperparameters selected in the first stage as

fixed, which is denoted as f̂RF , and split our complete dataset (same 32, 844 LSOAs)

again into two disjoint subsets randomly:

• The training set, Str ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N}, contains LSOAs used in fitting the random
forest model with selected hyperparameters.

• The test set, Ste ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N}, which is a subset of LSOAs that are only used
for evaluating how accurate is a model fitted with selected hyperparameters and
using data in the Str. They are out-of-sample observations whose relative risk is
predicted using the f̂RF , and prediction accuracy is assessed following a certain
method. More details are explained later.

We train the f̂RF using observations in the new training set Str (different from the Str

in the first stage), and evaluate the goodness of fit using the test set Ste. In summary,

in the first stage we refit the model to the stage-one training set many times to optimize

its hyperparamters. And in stage two the model is fitted to the stage-two training set

only once with fixed hyperparameters (as we selected in the first stage). Again, as

discussed in Section 1.4.3 earlier, this approach repeatedly use some LSOAs within the

training set in stage one and the test set in stage two. This means that the test MSE

calculated from Ste is not strictly out-of-sample and might be underestimated However,

we investigate this issue and show that the impact is quite small. See Sections 8.3.2

and 8.4.1 for more details.
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Variable Method to apply Scale

X1 incOld Predictive variable Standardized
X2 emp Predictive variable Standardized
X3 pNoqual65 Predictive variable Standardized
X4 numb Predictive variable Standardized
X5 rUK Predictive variable Standardized
X6 widerb Predictive variable Standardized
X7 pMgr Predictive variable Standardized
X8 cri Predictive variable Standardized
X9 work49h Predictive variable Standardized
X10 pCHwithN Predictive variable [0, 1]
X11 pCHnoN Predictive variable [0, 1]
X12 UR5 Predictive variable Categories 1 to 5

Table 8.1: Twelve variables selected for random forest model to estimate relative mor-
tality risk in individual LSOAs. They are consistent for modelling mortality at all
ages.

Table 8.1 outlines the twelve selected variables for the random forest model, which are

selected prior to optimization of hyperparameters. They are selected considering the

experience we obtained in the earlier chapters, where we have applied methods like

subset selection, LASSO, PCA, etc. to select the most important variables for mor-

tality models. There are slightly more variables selected in the random forest model

(12) than the CBD-GLMtx model (8) and local regression model (8) earlier, as the

random forest model in general mitigates overfitting risk better due to its nature of

randomness, more details are discussed later in this chapter.

In this thesis, we split all N = 32, 844 LSOAs into disjoint halves, either as training

and validation set or training and test set, as the two stages mentioned above. In

these two stages we have equal sizes for each of them, i.e. N tr = N va = 16, 422 and

N tr = N te = 16, 422. Please note that there is one training set Str in both stages for

model validation and test respectively, but as the allocation is implemented randomly

every time, the two Str here contain different LSOAs. We always have Str ∩ Sva = ∅
and Str ∪ Sva = {1, 2, . . . , N}, which is the full set of all 32, 844 LSOAs, and the same

for the Str/Ste split. More details on manipulation of training, validation and test sets

are set out later in this chapter.
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8.2 Regression Tree

A regression tree is a supervised learning model that stratifies the variable space into

small groups with binary splits driven by particular predictive variables, and then fol-

lows the paths along the trees to predict which of the groups a new observation should

be in. A random forest consists of B > 1 regression trees. We will here briefly discuss

how each tree is constructed as a very crude estimator of the regression function f in

(8.1), before discussing the random forest in the next sections.

For fitting an individual tree with index b ∈ {1, ..., B} within a random forest model,

we only use a subset Sb of the data in the training set Str, and the procedure is the

same for stages one and two. The choice of Sb is further explained in Section 8.3.1.

Constructing an individual tree is an iterative procedure. We start by defining the

initial tree estimator f̂
(b)
0 as the average of all observed values of R0 in set Sb:

f̂
(b)
0 (xi) =

1

|Sb|
∑
i∈Sb

R0
i ∀xi ∈ L0 (8.3)

where |Sb| is the size of Sb. L0 is the root node of the tree that contains all observations

in the data used, Sb.

In the next step we choose one predictive variable Xj, and a level lj, and split the root

node L0 into two disjoint subsets, as two non-overlapping collections of LSOAs in the

set Sb:

Lb1,1 = {i|xi ∈ L0 : Xij < lj} (8.4)

Lb1,2 = {i|xi ∈ L0 : Xij ≥ lj}

We then repeat this procedure, but in addition to choosing an Xj and a threshold lj,

we also choose one of the nodes, Lb1,1 and Lb1,1, which we split in the next step.

Starting with s = 1 and the two nodes defined in (8.4) we now apply the following

iterative procedure:

• Choose one node Lbs,k∗ (k∗ ∈ 1, ..., s+ 1) out of the s+ 1 nodes obtained after the
first s splits. Also, choose a variable Xj and a threshold lj for splitting.

• Split the selected Lbs,k∗ further into two nodes and leave all other nodes unchanged.

With this procedure we obtain the following nodes after s+ 1 splits:
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Lbs+1,k = Lbs,j ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , s+ 1, k 6= k∗ (8.5)

Lbs+1,k∗ = {i|xi ∈ Lbs,k∗ : Xij < lj}

Lbs+1,s+2 = {i|xi ∈ Lbs,k∗ : Xij ≥ lj}

The first equation in (8.5) states that the split s + 1 does not affect any nodes other

than Lbs,k∗ . And the another two equations indicate that all LSOAs classified into node

Lbs,k∗ in the previous split having Xj ≥ lj are classified into a new node Lbs+1,s+2, so

that only those LSOAs within Lbs,k∗ and Xj < lj are in Lbs+1,k∗ after s+ 1 splits.

After making all splits required, we now define the estimator f̂
(b)
s of the regression

function f in (8.1) (obtained from one tree b after splitting L0 into s + 1 nodes) as a

piecewise constant function:

f̂ (b)
s (xi) =

s+1∑
k=1

r̂kI(xi∈Lb
s,k) (8.6)

In (8.6) r̂k is the average observed relative risk R0 for LSOAs in the kth node:

r̂k =
1∑N

i=1 I(xi∈Lb
s,k)

N∑
i=1

I(xi∈Lb
s,k)R

0
i (8.7)

The N in (8.7) in general means the total number of observations in the dataset used

to fit the tree f̂ b, which varies in different circumstances. I(xi∈Lb
s,k) is an indicator func-

tion that takes value of one if LSOA i is in the kth node after s splits, or zero otherwise.

As we explained above, for every new split we need to select an existing node Lbs,k∗ , a

predictive variable Xj and a threshold lj driving the split. They are selected on the

principle that the new estimator f̂
(b)
s+1(xi) ≡ f̂

(b)
s+1(xi|k∗, Xj, lj) is optimized. In other

words, selection here should minimize the residual sum of squares (RSS) as below:

RSSbs(k,Xj, lj) =
∑
i∈Sb

(
R0
i − f̂

(b)
s+1(xi|k,Xj, lj)

)2

(8.8)

(k∗, Xj, lj)
b
s = argmin

k,Xj ,lj

RSSbs(k,Xj, lj)

RSS in (8.8) can be considered as an aggregation of residuals over all LSOAs used in

fitting the tree b after the split s. The RSSbs is improved in step-by-step until we stop

making any further split. In our empirical study, we actually restrict the predictive

variables from which Xj is chosen to a subset of q randomly chosen variables out of the
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twelve variables listed in Table 8.1. The parameter q is a hyperparameter, we explain

more details in Section 8.3.2 later.

There are many different stopping criteria that we can choose for a regression tree

model. In this thesis, for all of the underlying trees while using random forests, we

stop making splits once either of these two criteria is not achieved:

1. Any split made to a node should reduce the within-node RSS by at least 1% of
the null RSS, RSS0, in the root node L0, when all observations have the same
”estimate” as the overall average:

RSSb
s,Lb

s,k′
−
(
RSSb

s+1,Lb
s+1,m

+RSSb
s+1,Lb

s+1,n

)
RSS0

× 100% ≥ 1% (8.9)

RSSb
s,Lb

s,k′
represents the within-node RSS calculated over LSOAs within the par-

ticular node Lbs,k′ only. RSSb
s+1,Lb

s+1,m
and RSSb

s+1,Lb
s+1,n

represent the RSS in the

nodes m and n that are split from the Lbs,k′ , and this split can only be implemented
if (8.9) above holds.

2. Every terminal node should have at least M observations. M is a suitably chosen
number. For our subject we choose M = 200. This mitigates overfitting risk by
avoiding very small terminal nodes appearing in any of the trees. See Section
8.3.3 later for more details about the M , which is a hyperparameter in the random
forest model.

On the other hand, splits driven by categorical variables separate observations by

whether they are in one or some of the categories. For a categorical variable of d levels,

a regression tree considers all 2d possible combinations of binary splits and picks the

one having the biggest RSS reduction – see Tan et al. (2019) for more details.

The entire process above of fitting a regression tree is called recursive binary split,

which is considered as a greedy approach. It is described as selection of k, Xj and

lj in the latest split only focuses on the latest step while accepting all previous splits

without adjusting any of them, even if there is a possibility to improve the model. This

greedy approach helps reduce computational cost.

Below is one particular regression tree, f̂ (b0), fitted using the observed relative risk of

males in England over age 60-69 and 2001-2016 alongside two socio-economic variables

– incOld and emp (describing level of income deprivation in the older population and

employment deprivation respectively) as predictive variables. Half of the LSOAs are
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randomly selected for growing the tree b0 (i.e. the underlying sample size is N tr =

16, 422 for b0).

Figure 8.1: One regression tree f̂ (b0) fitted using R0 of England males over age 60-69,
alongside incOld and emp as socio-economic inputs.

Figure 8.1 shows that the tree b0 has s = 5 splits in total, in the order of s = 1 to

5, and are driven by either incOld or emp. There are s + 1 = 6 terminal nodes from

Lb06,1 to Lb06,6, and the LSOAs have estimated relative risk at one of the six values, as a

piecewise constant function f̂ (b0):

f̂ (b0)(xi) =



r̂1 = 0.712, ∀i : xi ∈ Lb06,1 = {xi : incOld < −0.418}
r̂2 = 0.983, ∀i : xi ∈ Lb06,2 = {xi : −0.418 ≤ incOld < 0.351}
r̂3 = 1.207, ∀i : xi ∈ Lb06,3 = {xi : 0.351 ≤ incOld < 1.060 and emp < 0.701}
r̂4 = 1.447, ∀i : xi ∈ Lb06,4 = {xi : 0.351 ≤ incOld < 1.060 and emp ≥ 0.701}
r̂5 = 1.566, ∀i : xi ∈ Lb06,5 = {xi : incOld ≥ 1.060 and emp < 1.441}
r̂6 = 1.875, ∀i : xi ∈ Lb06,6 = {xi : incOld ≥ 1.060 and emp ≥ 1.441}

In Figure 8.1 we also see that the first three splits, s = 1, 2, 3 are driven by incOld.

To illustrate this specific example further we also report the residual sum of squares,

RSSb0s , over the splits made in Figure 8.2 below for the tree shown in Figure 8.1. It

clearly shows that in this tree f̂ (b0), incOld has a higher predictive power than emp

since early splits driven by incOld reduce the RSS by more than other splits driven by

emp.
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Figure 8.2: Steps of RSS being reduced following every split made by incOld and emp
in the tree b0 shown in Figure 8.1.

See Figure 8.3 for a 2D view of the same tree as in Figure 8.1. All LSOAs used in fitting

the model over the space of incOld and emp are stratified into six terminal nodes by

the five splits made:

Figure 8.3: Estimated relative risk for all the LSOAs by the same regression tree b0
as Figure 8.1 shows. Blue solid boundaries: splits from the first split s = 1 to the last
s = 5 as in Figure 8.1. Red numbers: estimated relative risk by terminal nodes.

From Figure 8.3 we can see that the LSOA with higher income and employment de-

privation scores in general have higher relative mortality risk. It also shows that the

terminal nodes in this tree f̂ (b0) can be interpreted as the distinct rectangular zones
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that the overall variable space is partitioned into.

8.3 Random Forest

One of the most significant disadvantages of a regression tree is variance – one decision

tree is sensitive to data and can easily overfit. Data-sensitive models can sometimes be

mitigated by ensemble learning, which means combining multiple independent models

into one model in order to achieve a better bias-variance trade-off. For regression trees

here, they can be combined into a ”forest” following this logic. We grow a relatively

large number of trees from bootstrapped samples from the data, and take the aver-

age over their outcomes to mitigate the impact of variance (James et al., 2013). This

method is called a random forest.

8.3.1 Basic framework

A random forest uses bootstrapping to create random samples as part of the training set

and trains different trees using these random samples. Then an estimate is calculated

by the trees are calculated as the average over over all the individual trees grown. The

overall process is:

1. Create B bootstrap samples with replacement from the training set Str. Each
sample b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , B} has the same sample size as the training set at N tr (there
will be duplicates only with extremely high probability). Remove all duplicates
in every sample and get B random samples Sb ⊂ Str, as subsets of the training
set.

2. Train one regression tree using LSOAs in each of the B samples Sb, and obtain
B different regression trees f̂ (b), b = 1, 2 . . . , B.
• For every regression tree f̂ (b), we also restrict the predictive variables con-

sidered at every split. Rather than allowing all predictive variables to be
considered when minimizing the RSS in (8.8), in every split we only choose
Xj from a subset of q variables out of the p predictive variables used (q ≤ p).
Different splits are subject to different sets of q variables but they are all
subsets of the p underlying variables.

• Therefore, each tree b = 1, 2, . . . , B is fitted to a randomly chosen subset Sb
of LSOAs from the Str, and the RSSbs is optimised with respect to q ran-
domly selected predictive variables in every split s. As we mentioned earlier,
q here is a hyperparameter and will be optimized using cross-validation in
stage one, and is fixed at the selected number in stage two.
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3. The final estimator from the random forest model in a LSOA i is produced by
the f̂RF : Rp → R, which assembles all B trees f̂ (b) by taking the mean average
over them:

f̂RF (xi) =
1

B

B∑
b=1

f̂ (b)(xi)

As in the process above, a random forest has both sample randomness and variable

randomness, i.e. only a randomly selected set of predictive variables are considered at

every split in every individual tree. Therefore the individual trees not only use differ-

ent observations, but can also be driven by different sets of predictive variables. This

reduces correlation between different trees and makes the estimator less data-sensitive.

For every tree f̂ (b), the selected random sample Sb is also called the in-bag sample,

while those LSOAs not used in fitting f̂ (b) are called the out-of-bag sample and de-

noted as Ob for the tree f̂ (b). And in-bag and out-of-bag samples have the aggregated

sample size equal to sample size of the training set, i.e. N IB
b + NOOB

b = N tr for all

b = 1, 2, . . . , B.

8.3.2 Hyperparameter selection (stage one)

Hyperparameters are parameters having an impact on model’s outcome, but which are

not straightforward to be optimized by any closed-form solution. They always control

the bias-variance trade off, i.e. a break-even point between overfitting and underfitting.

For example, in the previous chapter we introduced the smoothing bandwidth σ in the

local regression model, which is a hyperparameter controlling the amount of nearby

observations to take.

The most important hyperparameter is the number of variables to consider at each split

out of all underlying variables, which is denoted as q. It controls the degree of variable

randomness. Meanwhile the total number of trees, B, is also a hyperparameter but

does not cause the model to overfit, as the trees are grown in parallel to each other.

In constrast, there is another tree-based model called a Gradient Boosting Machine

(GBM) (see Friedman (2001)), which grows a large number of trees in a sequence such

that every new tree is grown based on its predecessor tree to improve the predictive

power iteratively. GBM can overfit if too many trees are grown as they can be highly

correlated.
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As mentioned earlier, we split all 32, 844 LSOAs into halves randomly as the Str and

Sva (N tr = N va = 16, 422 in this particular case). Then we repeat fitting the random

forest model as f̂RFq,B using LSOAs in Str with different choices of q and B, and evaluate

the performance of f̂RFq,B with data in the validation set using the validation MSE (out-

of-sample) as criterion (a similar cross validation method to what we have used for

selecting the bandwidth in the local regression model earlier):

MSE(q, B) =
1

N va

∑
i∈Sva

(
R0
i − f̂RFq,B (xi)

)2

f̂RFq,B (xi)/D̂0
i

(8.10)

=
1

N va

∑
i∈Sva

(
Di − D̂RF

i

)2

D̂RF
i

Validation MSE in (8.10) is calculated from standardized residuals. The way of stan-

dardizing the residuals (dividing residuals by
√
f̂RFq,B (xi)/D̂0

i ) from the assumption that

numbers of deaths in single LSOAs, years and ages follow independent Poisson distribu-

tions. Meanwhile (8.10) can be interpreted as the mean squared standardized residuals

of the estimated number of deaths, D̂RF
i = f̂RFq,B (xi)D̂

0
i .

In Figure 8.4 below we plot MSE(q, B) in (8.10) with different values of B (with

q = 4):

Figure 8.4: Validation MSE calculated following (8.10) and over LSOAs in Sva, and
plotted over the number of trees B. f̂RF4,B is fitted using observed R0 of age 70-79 with
the twelve selected variables.

Figure 8.4 shows that out-of-sample performance of f̂RF is not worsening as more trees

are grown, i.e. it does not ovefit, and we choose B = 2, 500 as we expect this to be

a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy. Meanwhile, Figure 8.5
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shows trend of the MSE(q, B) with different values of q (with B = 2, 500) out of

twelve:

Figure 8.5: Validation MSE calculated following (8.10) with f̂RFq,2,500 fitted using different
values of q and using observed R0 of different age bands separately, with the twelve
selected variables. Left to right: estimation of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

Figure 8.5 shows the lowest validation MSE is achieved by using q = 2, 4 and 3 out of

12 for age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89 respectively. Plots in Figure 8.5 also show that the

validation MSE does not significantly change with small changes in q. Therefore we

set q = 4 for all age bands between 60 and 89 for consistency.

Age group Selected q Number of trees B minimized MSE

60-69 2 (we use 4) 2, 500 1.285
70-79 4 (we use 4) 2, 500 1.656
80-89 3 (we use 4) 2, 500 2.876

Table 8.2: Summary of the selected hyperparameters (q, B) for the random forest model
for modelling at all ages.

In Table 8.2 we summarize the selected hyperparameters B and q, alongside the corre-

sponding minimized validation MSEs by age band. We select q = 4 for all age groups

for simplicity as a difference of 1 in q only has negligible impact on the out-of-sample

accuracy.

As mentioned in Section 1.4.3, we have repeated the cross validation as in Figure 8.5

and Table 8.2 using the same twelve variables and random forest model, but split all

LSOAs into disjoint training, validation and test set with proportion of 50%−25%−25%

in one go. We then calculate the validation MSE of all the fitted models with different

values of q using the validation set (25%). After picking up the model with the lowest

validation MSE, we calculate the test MSE of the selected model using the test set

(25%). Results are summarized in Table 8.6 below.
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Age group Selected q Number of trees B Minimized MSE

60-69 2 out of 12 2, 500 1.283
70-79 3 out of 12 2, 500 1.711
80-89 3 out of 12 2, 500 2.900

Figure 8.6: Summary of the selected hyperparameter q following the disjoint split of
50% − 25% − 25% as a comparison to the Table 8.2 above using a 50% − 50% split
(although the 25% LSOAs as the test set is not used here).

Table 8.6 shows that the approach in this thesis (two-stage allocation of LSOAs) only

results in a negligible difference in the out-of-sample MSE and the selected hyperpa-

rameter compared to the more commonly used approach (the three disjoint sets).

8.3.3 Mitigation of overfitting

A random forest model reduces correlation between the underlying trees greatly by

introducing sample and variable randomness, and therefore can mitigate overfitting

risk given that appropriate hyperparameters (q, B) are selected. However, a random

forest model can still overfit if one tree has too many splits, and consequently too many

terminal nodes. In this circumstance the trees might capture too much noise from the

data used, and the model will be overfitted. To mitigate this, we can apply an upper

limit on the total number of terminal nodes in every tree, or analogously, a floor on

every terminal node size, i.e. any terminal node must have at least certain number of

observations, otherwise no further split is allowed on this node. The floor on terminal

node size is the parameter M we mentioned earlier in this chapter.

In this thesis we use the randomForest package in R to train random forest models.

With the training set with size N tr = 16, 422, each tree in general has approximately

5, 500 terminal nodes following the default setting, i.e. there are around 5, 500 different

estimated relative risk values produced for 16, 422 LSOAs. Therefore every terminal

node only has a very small size on average, which introduces quite significant variance

in the model outcome F̂ 1,RF . To mitigate this, we apply a floor M on the size of

terminal nodes as an additional constraint. But we should keep in mind that the

estimator can be highly biased if M is set too large as the model will lose predictive

power, and it is again a bias-variance trade-off to achieve. We calculate an average

standardized deviation of the estimator produced by single regression trees within the

random forest model, to measure variance in the outcome:
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1

N va

Nva∑
i=1

√∑B
b=1

(
f̂ (b)(xi)− f̂RF (xi)

)2

B
(8.11)

In (8.11) we calculate the standard deviation of results produced by all trees by single

LSOAs in the validation set, and take the average over them. We have N va = 16, 422

in the validation set, total number of trees B = 2, 500 and f̂ (b) and f̂RF fitted using

the other 16, 422 LSOAs in the training set Str. The Table 8.3 below shows impact of

the M on variance in the model and the validation MSE:

Random forest model Average standard deviation Validation MSE

M = 5 (default) 0.308 1.285
M = 50 0.204 1.272
M = 200 0.138 1.279

Table 8.3: Average standard deviation calculated following (8.11) and validation MSE
calculated with the same split of Str and Sva as it in Figure 8.5. The model is fitted
using relative risk of age 60-69 and the twelve selected variables in Table 8.2. There
are default setting, with floor of 50 and floor of 200 compared.

Table 8.3 shows the significant difference made by M – limiting the depth of the trees

reduces variance in the estimation by individual trees greatly. Meanwhile there is no

material impact on accuracy reflected by the MSE. M = 200 does not have an MSE

as good as M = 50, but there is no material difference. The more important thing is

that M = 200 reduces variance over individual trees greatly and therefore mitigates

overfitting risk. Furthermore, larger M also reduces computational cost by stopping

growing the trees much earlier than the default setting.

Figure 8.7: Distribution of estimated relative risk of age 60-69 in one example LSOA
i∗, f̂ (b)(xi∗), from the B = 2, 500 trees underlying the random forest model f̂RF (with
q = 4) fitted using different values of M on terminal node size. Left: M = 5; Middle:
M = 50; Right: M = 200.

Figure 8.7 shows that estimated relative risk from individual trees become smoother

and more evenly distributed with larger floor M on terminal node size. M = 200 has
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much less volatility than the other two. Therefore, according to the results in this sec-

tion, we add an additional constraint that forces all terminal nodes in all trees to have

at least M = 200 observations, in order to mitigate overfitting risk without materially

impacting the accuracy of the random forest model.

8.4 Proposed Random Forest Model

8.4.1 Model setting and out-of-sample assessment (stage two)

According to all the analysis in the previous sections, the final random forest model

used for creating the new mortality index is outlined as follows:

Parameter / hyperparameter Notation Value

Number of trees B 2, 500
Total number of variables p 12

Number of variables to consider per split q 4
Minimum size of terminal nodes (floor) M 200

Table 8.4: Settings of the final proposed random forest model we use for estimating
socio-economic relative risk in individual LSOAs of England, for males over all three
age groups over 60.

At the second stage of fitting the f̂RF , for testing its out-of-sample performance, we

calculate its test MSE by splitting all 32, 844 LSOAs into halves randomly as training

set Str and test set Ste, with N tr = N te = 16, 422. We train f̂RF with the settings in

Table 8.4 using Str, and then evaluate its out-of-sample performance to data in the Ste

by calculating a test MSE following (8.12) below. We repeat the random allocation

of Str and Ste of all 32, 844 LSOAs and MSE calculation for three rounds, and then

calculate the average MSE over all three rounds as the final measure. As we discussed

earlier, the training set Str here is different from the Str used in hyperparameter

selection in Section 8.3.2 as the LSOAs are split randomly.

MSEte =
1

N te

∑
i∈Ste

(
R0
i − f̂RF (xi)

)2

f̂RF (xi)/D̂0
i

(8.12)
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Age Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Overall

60-69 1.273 1.253 1.299 1.275
70-79 1.686 1.689 1.688 1.688
80-89 2.799 2.744 2.935 2.826

Table 8.5: Test MSE (calculated using the formula in (8.12)) of the selected random
forest model (as in Table 8.4) fitted using the training set Str.

Table 8.5 has MSEs of the proposed random forest model calculated following (8.12).

The proposed random forest model has MSEs broadly consistent over the three rounds

of random selection, which indicates that it has quite robust performance with different

data.

With the hyperparameters selected as in Table 8.4, and the twelve selected variables,

we can build up a random forest model f̂RF by refitting with all 32, 844 LSOAs. In

terms of new prediction we can consider a ’new’ LSOA x∗, which has unknown relative

risk and known predictive variables as x∗. Then we can predict its socio-economic

relative risk using the f̂RF and known predictive variables by F̂ 1∗ = f̂RF (x∗).

As mentioned in Section 1.4.3 earlier, the test MSEs in Table 8.5 above are not strictly

out-of-sample, as some LSOAs within the Ste in the stage 2 also exist in the training

set Str in the stage 1. Therefore, these test MSEs are likely to be underestimated.

However, in order to ensure that this impact is not significant, we have repeated the

MSE calculation following the 50% − 25% − 25% as in Section 8.3.2, where we have

shown that the selected hyperparameter q is not impacted by the different approaches

taken. We recalculated the test MSEs as in Table 8.5 using the test set that are not

used to fit the model at all, but only with one round of random allocation rather than

three rounds. Table 8.6 below shows the results.

Age Test MSE (q = 3) Test MSE (q = 4)

60-69 1.195 1.191
70-79 1.595 1.582
80-89 2.703 2.690

Table 8.6: Test MSEs calculated using the test set (25% LSOAs that are disjoint with
the training set) following the 50%− 25%− 25% split. Results from the random forest
models with either q = 3 or 4 are presented for comparison.

Table 8.6 shows only negligible differences between the 2-stage 50% − 50% allocation

and the 50%−25%−25% allocation. And the approach we take in this thesis does not

necessarily underestimate the out-of-sample MSE. It also shows that a small difference
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in the hyperparamter q does not materially impact the model’s out-of-sample perfor-

mance – it shows the appropriateness of using the same q over all age groups between

60 and 89, as in Table 8.2 earlier.

8.4.2 Variable importance measure using random forest

The random forest model can also be used to compare the importance of many predic-

tive variables quantitatively in different ways1. In summary, the importance measures

quantify the impact of every predictive variable on performance of the model (e.g. re-

duction in the RSS from all binary splits made using a variable). Here we fit a random

forest model using 26 variables (including all the 12 selected ones in Table 8.1), with

B = 2, 500, q = 4 and M = 200 for consistency with the model to use in prediction.

The two care home variables (pCHwithN and pCHnoN) are not used here as their

high sparsity can distort the importance measure.

1We do not explain the importance measures in details here as they have standard defi-
nitions and can be easily found in many textbooks. For example, a clear explanation can
be found at https://towardsdatascience.com/explaining-feature-importance-by-example-of-a-random-
forest-d9166011959e
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Variable Reduction of RSS

incOld 505.437
pNoqual65 326.474

inc 321.098
emp 256.322

incChild 174.119
pMgr 149.459
pL465 107.394
pMgr65 101.039
edu 97.609
numb 94.079

pNoqual 72.016
adultSkill 67.063
eduAdult 66.380
widerb 44.472

youngSkill 44.313
eduY oung 42.292
rUK 41.746
pL4 38.056
cri 36.008
liv 34.776

indoor 34.049
bHS 33.331

work49h 30.013
geob 29.858

outdoor 26.758
ur5 17.140

Table 8.7: Variable importance calculated using random forest. It measures the aggre-
gate reduction in RSS over the entire model made in all splits by each of the variables
tested. See Table 2.2 earlier for meaning of all the variables here.

The measure shown in Table 8.7 is the total reduction in the RSS in the random forest

model, aggregated over all splits in all the 2, 500 trees, by each of the underlying vari-

ables. We can see that those ranked at the top, e.g. incOld, pNoqual65, emp, etc., are

also highlighted in other variable importance measures we conducted earlier, e.g. the

BIC subset selection, PCA, LASSO, etc.

8.4.3 Robustness test

We also test robustness of the proposed random forest model to different data used.

Robustness is an important criterion for model selection as one model might overfit if

it produces data-sensitive results.
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For testing robustness of the proposed random forest model to different data, we train

it with observed relative risk of different, non-overlapping periods. The observation

period of 2001-2016 is split into two groups by odd and even years, Yodd and Yeven:

Yodd contains 2001, 2003, 2005, . . . , 2015 and has relative risk R0,odd. Meanwhile Yeven

contains years 2002, 2004, . . . , 2016 and the relative risk defined over them is R0,even.

Following the relative risk (A-E ratio) formula in (2.2), relative risks for odd and even

years are calculated as follows (over given age groups, e.g. 60-69):

R0,odd
i =

∑
t∈Yodd,xDitx∑

t∈Yodd,xm
b
txEitx

(8.13)

R0,even
i =

∑
t∈Yeven,xDitx∑

t∈Yeven,xm
b
txEitx

The random forest model is fitted using R0,odd and R0,even as response variables respec-

tively and using the twelve selected predictive variables. Here we again split the 32, 844

LSOAs into halves as Str and Ste. The 16, 422 LSOAs in Str are used to train the two

random forest models with data of odd and even years. Then we calculate two sets of

estimated relative risks, F̂ odd and F̂ even, using the models fitted to Str but predictive

variables of LSOAs in Ste.

Figure 8.8: Estimated relative risk in the 16, 422 LSOAs in Ste by random forest
model fitted using LSOAs in Str alongside relative risk of the two year groups, R0,odd

and R0,even. x-axis: model fitted using odd years; y-axis: model fitted using even years.
Left to right: relative risk of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

Scatter plots in Figure 8.8 show that the selected random forest model has fairly robust

outcomes when fitted using relative risks of different observation periods (the slope of

every scatter plot is close to one, which indicates that there is no systematic differ-

ence between the two random forest estimators). There is no material inconsistency

between the estimates, which indicates that the proposed random forest model is not

data-sensitive.
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8.5 Critical thinking

8.5.1 Pros and cons

Tree-based model have significant advantages over many traditional models for having

high flexibility and accuracy. However they also have shortcomings that are always

hard to mitigate. Depending on the target of modelling and features of data we have,

tree-based models can have the following pros and cons that are clear on both positive

and negative sides.

Pros (+):
• Flexibility: Tree-based methods are good at capturing complex non-linear trends

without requiring much of initial assumptions or knowledge on functional rela-
tionship between the predictive and response variables. They also handle the
categorical variables well without needing the one-hot encoding2. In this thesis,
it helps us to allow for urban-rural variations easily by taking the urban-rural
class (i.e. UR5) as a predictive variable. Tree models can also handle missing
entries in data.

• Prevents overfitting: As each of the splits is executed by just one of the
variables, those less important ones are more likely to be left aside. Therefore
tree models have relatively lower overfitting risk than other methods like GLM
or local regression.

• Accuracy: Tree-based models are shown to have quite high prediction accu-
racy with acceptable computational cost. In this thesis, random forest models
have similar test MSEs to GLMs and local regression models but require much
shorter computation time. It outperforms popular regression methods like linear
regression and logistic regression, especially with complex and highly non-linear
datasets.

• Variable interaction: It somehow relates to flexibility. In statistics, an inter-
action effect exists where two or more predictive variables interact to affect the
response variable in a non-additive manner. In other words, interaction of the
two variables has a higher impact than the sum of their parts. For example, two
variables Xa and Xb can have higher predictive power when existing as (Xa+Xb)
or (Xa × Xb). The non-parametric feature of tree-based models can sometimes
capture such interactions without needing any additional term in the model.

We can see that many of the advantages relate to flexibility. Meanwhile on the other

hand, there could be also a price to pay for such high flexibility in the tree-based models.

Cons (-):
2One-hot encoding is an approach that transforms categorical variables to multiple dummy

variables (take value of either 0 or 1). The number of resulting dummy variables depends
on the number of categories in the original variable. See more detailed explanation at:
https://www.kaggle.com/dansbecker/using-categorical-data-with-one-hot-encoding
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• Interpretability: The way in which tree-based models work can be a ’black box’
for most people unless they have relevant knowledge. It does not have a closed-
form formula telling the relationship between predictive and response variables.
In a random forest, as it is an ensemble of multiple trees, features of the trees
cannot be shown in a diagram as we did for one single tree model in Figure 8.1
earlier.

• Statistical assessment: It somehow relates to flexibility. Tree-based models
in general require fewer or no assumptions about the data used. This helps us
deal with complex datasets, but can make it difficult to learn their theoretical
properties. For example, prediction interval or degrees of freedom are not easy
to calculate for a random forest, as there is no relevant assumption (either exact
or asymptotic) made on either residual distribution or functional relationship
between variables.

• Data requirement: Similar to other non-parametric models, tree-based models
in general require a large volume of data to produce reliable results. They also
require the dataset itself to be reliable. Any small issue in the dataset can be
passed into the model result with increased severity.

• Mean average: The random forest we study here takes the mean average over
all the underlying trees, which means equal weight on every single tree as the sub-
models, and likely different importance of different trees is ignored. A weighted
random forest that averages individual trees by importance-based weights is likely
to further improve the performance. Or, instead of selecting variables to consider
randomly at each split, we can explicitly increase the likelihood of being selected
for more important variables. These considerations are beyond the scope of this
thesis and we might look at them in future research. Please see Gajowniczek
et al. (2020) and Liu and Zhao (2017) for more relevant details on a weighted
random forest.

Broadly speaking, given we have in-depth understanding of the training data and a

clear target of research, random forest (and other tree-based methods) can add great

value. The most important thing is to apply them while maximizing their advantage

and mitigating the shortcomings. For mortality estimation in individual LSOAs or cre-

ating a mortality index at LSOA-level using socio-economic inputs, the random forest

model is shown to have decent performance.

8.5.2 Gradient boosting machine: for further studies

Besides random forest, there is another tree-based model called gradient boosting ma-

chine (GBM). Friedman (2001) discussed many details about GBM. GBM grows the

individual trees in a sequential way such that any new tree grown is added to the

previous ensemble of trees. It improves the performance of the model iteratively. As
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Friedman (2001) stated, a model’s predictive power can be improved by letting it learn

’slowly’. Boosting refers to the type of algorithms which convert ’weak’ learners (the

individual models) to ’strong’ learners (ensemble of individual models). Gradient rep-

resents the gradient descent method used for minimizing the loss function, which is

done by iteratively moving in the direction of steepest descent of gradient. Although

GBM has the advantages of flexibility and accuracy, it contains more than one hy-

perparameter (both number of trees and the learning rate per step must be selected).

Computational burden of cross validation for two hyperparameters can increase expo-

nentially. Also, mathematics behind the GBM is more complex than random forest.

The sequential trees in GBM are grown in such a way that each of the individual

trees learns from ’mistakes’ made by the previous tree. In other words, the individual

trees in sequence are fitted with errors in the previous tree. Therefore modelling error

is reduced at every step of learning until hitting a certain convergence criterion. By

comparing the estimated relative risks from GBM to those from random forest, we

found that the GBM indeed further improves the accuracy in estimation. However,

considering complexity of algorithm in GBM, and the fact that GBM has multiple

hyperparameters to be selected to achieve best performance, we do not discuss any

further detail about GBM in this thesis. As a part of future researches, the application

of GBM in mortality prediction using socio-economic inputs is one of the most impor-

tant fields to focus on.

8.6 Comparison with GLM and Local Linear Re-

gression

In this chapter we estimate the socio-economic relative mortality risk as F̂ 1,RF using

socio-economic variables. F̂ 1,RF is comparable to those estimated using the CBD-

GLMtx model and local regression in earlier chapters. A comparison of out-of-sample

test performance of all three models studied in this thesis is summarized in Table

8.8 below, which are evaluated by the test MSE calculated by random deselection of

LSOAs. Years modelled are 2001-2016, and with age group 60-69 (65-69 for the CBD-

GLMtx model), 70-79 and 80-89 respectively. In summary, the test MSE to compare

is calculated using the estimated LSOA-level number of deaths for every model:

• CBD-GLMtx model: Training set Str contains 75% of LSOAs in England and
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test set Ste contains 25%, i.e. N tr = 24, 633 and N te = 8, 211. The estimated
number of deaths in every LSOA i calculated by:

D̂GLM
i =

∑
tx

m̂itxEitx

with m̂itx representing the estimated death rate by the final proposed CBD-
GLMtx model.

• Local regression model: Training set Str contains 75% of LSOAs in England and
test set Ste contains 25%, i.e. N tr = 24, 633 and N te = 8, 211. The estimated
number of deaths in a LSOA i is calculated by:

D̂LR
i = D̂0

i F̂
1,LR
i

F̂ 1,LR is the estimated socio-economic relative risk calculated using the proposed
local regression model.

• Random forest model: Training set Str contains 50% of LSOAs in England and
test set Ste contains 50%, i.e. N tr = N te = 16, 422. The estimated number of
deaths is calculated in every LSOAs i by:

D̂RF
i = D̂0

i F̂
1,RF
i

F̂ 1,RF is the estimated socio-economic relative risk calculated using the proposed
random forest model.

We can see that the random forest model above takes a smaller size of training set Str

than the other two. With the estimated deaths by LSOA, test MSEs are calculated

using the same formula for all three models, as we have discussed in the earlier sections:

MSEte =
1

N te

∑
i∈Ste

(
Di − D̂∗i

)2

D̂∗i
(8.14)

In (8.14), the estimated number of deaths D̂∗i can be D̂GLM
i , D̂LR

i or D̂RF
i to calculate

the MSEte for all three models. Di represents the total number of observed deaths over

2001-2016 and corresponding age group in a LSOA i (see (2.2) in Section 2.5 earlier).
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Model Age group MSE Note

CBD-GLMtx 65-69 1.237 out-of-sample MSE calculated by randomly
70-79 1.729 removing 25% of LSOAs for three times, and
80-89 2.942 calculating the average over them

Local regression 60-69 1.263 out-of-sample MSE calculated by randomly
70-79 1.657 removing 25% of LSOAs for three times, and
80-89 2.840 calculating the average over them

Random forest 60-69 1.275 out-of-sample MSE calculated by randomly
70-79 1.688 removing 25% of LSOAs for three times, and
80-89 2.826 calculating the average over them

Table 8.8: Test MSE calculated from the three different models using (8.14). All meth-
ods have predictive variables and hyperparameters selected to achieve their optimized
performances.

Table 8.8 compares test MSEs of the three models (MSEs for the CBD-GLMtx model

and local regression model are also outlined in Tables 6.8 and 7.11 earlier). We can

see the three methods in general have similar MSEs with the increasing trend from

younger to older age groups, with possible reasons explained in Section 6.2.2 earlier.

The CBD-GLMtx model is fitted using mortality rates in single years and ages, there-

fore it explains more granularity in mortality trends. However, as the MSEs in Table

8.8 are calculated using deaths by LSOA with ages and years aggregated, this advan-

tage can be offset. Although the local regression model has slightly lower MSE than

the random forest model for ages 60-69 and 70-79, their difference is negligible. Con-

sidering that the random forest model takes considerably less time to run and is easier

to update using new data, we still prefer the random forest model here.

As it mentioned in Section 1.4.3, some of the 25% LSOAs as the test set are repeatedly

used as a part of the training set to fit the model and select hyperparameter. Test

MSE displayed for the three models here is not strictly out-of-sample, and we take

the average MSE over three rounds of random allocation as mitigation. Also, we have

shown that the impact is negligible in the reconciliation test (see Table 8.6 earlier).

Therefore, we believe the results in Table 8.8 remain credible.
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A Socio-Economic Mortality Index

The IMD published by the ONS in 2015 is considered to be an informative indica-

tor of deprivation level in small geographical areas of England (LSOA). It combines

multiple socio-economic factors relating to deprivation. Some previous researches have

shown that grouping the England population in individual LSOAs by the IMD helps

to analyse mortality rates in England, and also helps to capture mortality patterns in

populations over different socio-economic groups, see Kleinow et al. (2020) for more

details about one application of socio-economic differences in mortality modelling.

In this chapter, we seek to construct an index alternative to the IMD, from selected

socio-economic factors relevant to mortality. Many results in previous chapters are

considered when setting up the index. Three models we studied in this thesis, GLM,

local regression and random forest, are used in constructing the index respectively and

compared against each other.

9.1 Motivation and Criteria

The IMD is widely used for understanding socio-economic differences over different

areas in England. As socio-economic factors are shown to strongly relate to the level of

mortality, the IMD can also be used for mortality analysis over populations of different

socio-economic class, or deprivation levels. However, the IMD has several shortcomings

as an index of mortality risk:

• Basis risk: the IMD is constructed using indicators most relevant to deprivation
rather than mortality, although it is shown to have strong correlation to mortality.

• Flexibility on age: the IMD is created using relevant indicators that are not
functions of age separation. But the mortality pattern can materially change
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with underlying ages.

• Spatial variation: we found that there are spatial differences in mortality of
England (different mortality patterns appear in different geographical regions or
areas of different urbanization levels) – see Cairns et al. (2020) for more details.
According to Smith et al. (2015)1, the IMD does not involve any spatial factor
to explain such variation.

• Interpretation: one of the indicators of the IMD is a health deprivation score
and it directly relates to mortality. Therefore it is considered as a nuisance in
studying socio-economic variation of mortality.

On the other hand, observed mortality (i.e. the observed relative risk R0) in individual

LSOAs reflects the mortality level there but is not appropriate to be used as a mortality

index – because there can be quite high volatilities in the death data, Ditx, especially in

LSOAs with small population. Also, the exposure data, Eitx, are population estimates

produced by the ONS following a specific methodology2, and there can be bias and

variance.

We seek to create a socio-economic mortality index for England using the most relevant

predictive variables for mortality estimation in an LSOA. It is expected to have the

following functionalities and features:

• Reflecting small neighbourhood mortality: it quantifies the level of mortality risk
in individual LSOAs relative to each other and relative to the national average
mortality. Similarly to the observed relative risk R0, the index is centred at one.

• Flexibility: it is a function of gender, age and calendar year, which is flexible
on reflecting the mortality risk of different groups of population. Also, it can be
easily updated following any update made to relevant predictive variables.

• Multi-population analysis: it can be used for grouping the population in England
by level of mortality risk (analogous to the IMD decile groups). LSOAs within
the same group should have similar mortality and the groups are clearly ranked
and separated by mortality level.

• Reducing noise: volatilities in observed mortality rates can be materially smoothed
out. Only important signals are retained in the index.

Keeping the motivations in mind, we discuss the modelling tool used for creating the

index in the next section. The index is calculated as an estimated socio-economic rel-

ative risk factor, F̂ 1
i , in individual LSOAs, which estimates the expected value of the

1Technical report and Research report of the IMD published by the ONS in 2015. It explains the
methodology followed to create the IMD in details.

2Please see more details here: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationand
migration/populationestimates/bulletins/annualsmallareapopulationestimates/previousReleases
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true relative risk using R0
i in all LSOAs.

9.2 Index Methodology

Similar to the IMD, the new index is to be constructed as a combination of predictive

variables deemed most relevant (with both socio-economic and spatial factors). There

are two key aspects to consider for creating the new index:

1. Select the most significant socio-economic and spatial variables for mortality es-
timation.

2. Combine the selected variables in the most appropriate way, i.e. use an appropri-
ate weight on each variable and produce the index using an appropriate modelling
tool.

Selection of variables has been done by different approaches discussed earlier, and they

in general return consistent results. In this thesis there are three models we can use to

create an index – the CBD-GLMtx model, local regression model and random forest

model. They all produce mortality estimates in single LSOAs either in the format of

death rate m̂itx, or relative mortality risk factors F̂ 1,LR
i and F̂ 1,RF

i .

We test three different models to produce the index, with their explicitly selected struc-

ture and variables. The new index is to be represented by an estimated mortality risk

factor in individual LSOAs with explicit modifications. All indices are constructed for

distinct age groups separately: 60-69 (or 65-69 with the CBD-GLMtx model3), 70-79

and 80-89 by taking certain mortality experiences of the corresponding age group as

input alongside selected predictive variables. We also calculate the index values for

younger age bands including 30-39, 40-49 and 50-59, to understand neighbourhood

mortality risk over a wider age range. Considering the models and predictive variables

are selected for ages 60 and above, index values between age 30 and 60 can be less

representative, but we do not consider this bias to be significant. Studies earlier in

this thesis suggest that the random forest model4 is fairly robust to mortality data

of different age groups, and small changes in the hyperparamter q are shown not to

3The CBD-GLMtx model is fitted to ages starting from 65 instead of 60, because we started
working on it earlier than the local regression model and random forest model (which rely on the
A-E ratios defined starting with age 60), and we did not update the CBD-GLMtx model eventually.
As the provisional results at this stage show that we in general prefer the random forest model, this
inconsistency does not have significant impact on our conclusion.

4We select the random model to use for creating the index.
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change the model performance materially (Figure 8.5 earlier gives a good example).

We also calculated the MSE (following the same method as in (8.10) earlier) of the

index values at some ages below 60 and found that it is still very close to 1 for both

genders5. Therefore, we are comfortable that the index also fits ages between 30 and

60 well. Looking back to the LASSO method discussed in Section 4.5.2, Figure 4.13,

4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 suggest that the most important variables highlighted for ages 40s,

60s and 80s are quite consistent.

We include 2001-2016 within the index calculation in this section for comparison of

indices created using different methods. Although we have mortality data up to 2018,

we leave data in 2017 and 2018 aside for some out-of-sample tests – see more details

in Section 9.3 later. For the final version of the index to use, we also include data of

the latest years up to 2018.

Other than an index by 10-year age groups, we can also calculate an index by single

ages for more granularity and based on a rolling smoothing window. It is more complex

but also improves accuracy in further applications of the index, for example, calculat-

ing life expectancy in single LSOAs. See more details in Section 9.5 later.

While creating the index, we seek to modify the care home inputs within the index

as two different scenarios, and create two versions of the index accordingly. Assuming

Xik = pCHwithNi and Xil = pCHnoNi as the two care home variables in a LSOA i:

• With all LSOAs assumed to have no one living in care homes:

Xik = Xil = 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N

• Or we apply the national average proportion of population in care homes equally
to all LSOAs:

Xik = X̄k =

∑N
i=1 pCHwithNi

N

Xil = X̄l =

∑N
i=1 pCHnoNi

N
, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N

A similar way of manipulating the care home impact was followed in Section 5.5.3 with

the CBD-GLMtx model, and in Section 7.6.2 with the local linear regression model

earlier. With three different models studied in this thesis, we create an index using

5For example, the index created using the random forest model has MSE of 0.990 at age 45 and
1.060 at age 55 for males.
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each of them as follows:

• Index GLM: We take the final selected CBD-GLMtx model as it is in Chapter
6. It has selected age and year interaction of coefficients as in (6.3) earlier, and
the eight selected predictive variables in Table 6.2. We denote the matrix of pre-
dictive variables by X0, which is of dimension 32, 844 × 8 for the CBD-GLMtx
model. We train it using observed death rates mitx over ages 65-89 and years
2001-2016 in all LSOAs and get the estimated κ̂ and β̂ coefficients.

We then replace the two care home variables, pCHwithN and pCHnoN , with
zero and the national average proportion of the population in care homes in
all LSOAs respectively, to get different versions of the index for the ”general”
population living outside care homes and those living in LSOAs with the average
care home impact. The variable matrix after changing the care home inputs is
X0′ – it is same as the X0 except the two columns of care home variables are
replaced by their national averages or zero. We insert X0′ into the fitted model
to re-predict the relative risk factor in a LSOA i, in year t and age x:

R̂R
′
itx =

8∑
j=1

(
β̂j0,t + β̂j1,t(x− x̄)

)
X ′ij

=



∑4
j=1

(
β̂j0,t + β̂j1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij + X̄5 + X̄6 +

∑8
j=7

(
β̂j0,t + β̂j1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

OR

∑4
j=1

(
β̂j0,t + β̂j1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij + 0 + 0 +

∑8
j=7

(
β̂j0,t + β̂j1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

with X ′ij representing the jth variable in LSOA i within X0′ , which is equal
to the Xij except that j = 5 and j = 6 – the two care home variables are
replaced by their national averages or zero. Considering RR′itx is a matrix, for
a scalar index by LSOA we calculate average of RR′itx over underlying years
T = (2001, 2002, . . . , 2016) and certain age group X (65-69, 70-79 or 80-89),
weighted by the population size Eitx. We eventually get a relative risk estimator
from the CBD-GLMtx model, F̂ 1′,GLM , in single LSOAs:

F̂ 1′,GLM
i =

∑
t∈T ,x∈X

EitxR̂R
′
itx

The Index GLM is denoted as IGLMi (i.e. IGLMi = F̂ 1′,GLM
i ) in LSOA i, which

is subject to different age groups depending on underlying ages of the observed
relative risk R0.

• Index RF: Train random forest model f̂RF using observed relative risk R0 (of
specific age group and over 2001-2016) and the twelve selected variables outlined
in Table 8.1 in all 32, 844 LSOAs. Hyperparameters are those outlined in Table
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8.4 – number of trees B = 2, 500, number of variables to consider at every split
q = 4 and a floor of 200 on terminal node size. Similar to the Index GLM above,
we follow the process below for Index RF:

1. Take the selected predictive variables in X0 = (X1, X2, . . . , X12) (of di-
mension 32, 844 × 12). We replace the two care home variables by either
zero or average care home variables in all LSOAs to get a new matrix
X0′ = (x′1,x

′
2, . . . ,x

′
N)T , with the ith row as x′i = (Xi1, Xi2, . . . , 0, 0, Xi,12)

or (Xi1, Xi2, . . . , X̄10, X̄11, Xi,12), for LSOA i.

2. Insert X0′ into the random forest model f̂RF and re-predict the relative risk
in every LSOA i as:

IRFi = f̂RF
(
x′i
)

IRF measures the relative mortality risk of the ”general” population in single
LSOAs that live outside care homes or are exposed to national average care
home impact.

• Index LR: Following a similar process to the Index RF, we take the local linear
regression model f̂LR (with selected bandwidths in Table 7.10 and the eight
predictive variables in Table 7.9) and all 32, 844 LSOAs. The estimated local
coefficients, â = (âi, b̂i1, b̂i2, . . . , b̂i8), are taken as deterministic. Then we again
replace the two care home variables in X0 by zero or the national average, and
create a modified matrix X0′ . Then we insert X0′ into the f̂LR to derive the
Index LR as the re-predicted relative risk with zero or average care home impact:

ILRi = f̂LR(x′i) =



âi +
∑6

j=1 b̂ijXij + b̂i7 × 0 + b̂i8 × 0

OR

âi +
∑6

j=1 b̂ijXij + b̂i7 × X̄7 + b̂i8 × X̄8

where b̂i7 and b̂i8 are the estimated local coefficients of the two care home vari-
ables.

We overwrite the observed care home distribution by zero or the national average to

prevent the index from being distorted from care home impact. The index is designed

for explaining socio-economic and spatial variation of mortality in the general popula-

tion of England. Care homes are not relevant to socio-economic factors and therefore

we decide to strip them out from the index. The care home variables can be used

alongside the index to predict the true level of mortality risk in an LSOA i. For exam-

ple, we can use the latest care home information from the 2021 Census with the index

to estimate up-to-date mortality risk in an LSOA i.

In Section 7.4.2 earlier, we noted that there are still residual spatial variations over

different LSOAs after the relative risk estimator F̂ 1 is applied. The index here can be
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improved if we combine it with the spatial kernel smoother as in Section 7.4.2. We will

look into more details on this as a part of future researches after the socio-economic

index is well established.

Although there are separate indices created for populations of different age groups,

index of one age group can also be representative to mortality inequality of a wider age

group over England. For example, for the subject in this thesis, the index constructed

from observed relative risk R0 over age 70-79 is considered to be the most appropriate

one to reflect the mortality inequality of population over the pensionable ages from 60

to 89. More explanations on this can be found in the next section.

9.3 Index Selection

According to the motivations set out in the previous section, we compare the three

indices, IGLM , IRF and ILR, following certain criteria and seek to select the most

appropriate one. The IMD 2015 is also compared against the two new indices in this

section. Comparison and selection of indices are in general about the three aspects:

1. Accuracy in quantifying mortality risk in individual LSOAs.

2. Robustness while being constructed using mortality experiences of different age
groups.

3. Performance in recognizing and grouping the England population by level of
mortality risk.

The first one is measured by out-of-sample MSEs in earlier chapters, with the conclu-

sion that the three models have similar accuracy. The second one can be tested by

comparing the indices constructed from different ages against each other. The third

one requires us to split the 32, 844 LSOAs into distinct groups using the indices, e.g.

splitting all LSOAs into 10 groups by the index deciles or into 5 groups by the index

quintiles. Analogous to the IMD decile groups, here we group the England males pop-

ulation in individual LSOAs into ten distinct groups by taking the deciles of certain

indices:

• Group 1: Population in LSOAs with the 10% highest values of one index.

• Group 2: Population in LSOAs with the next 10% highest values of one index.

• ...

• Group 10: Population in LSOAs with the lowest 10% highest values of one index.
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Decile 1 has the highest relative risk and decile 10 has the lowest. Then we compare

demographic features in all ten groups split by different indices. We also split the

population into 100 groups by taking percentiles of anyone index for more granularity.

9.3.1 Graphical diagnostics

In order to compare the different indices, we firstly plot them and assess them in visible

ways to see if there is any significant difference in their patterns. We also want to see

if they are robust or variable over different age groups.

Figure 9.1: Percentiles of Index GLM (IGLM) compared between indices constructed
for relative risk over different age groups over all 32, 844 LSOAs. Left: age 65-69 vs.
70-79; Middle: 65-69 vs. 80-89; Right: 70-79 vs. 80-89.

Figure 9.1 shows that the Index GLM is fairly robust over the different age groups as

the slope is nearly one in all pairs of indices compared, and with a reasonable degree of

variation. Age 60s and 70s in the first plot appear to have quite consistent distributions,

while the other two plots show slightly higher volatilities. As we have discussed earlier,

observed mortality rates over age 80-89 are more volatile than at younger ages because

of lower population size. It explains the relatively higher volatilities when age 80-89 is

involved in any comparison.

Figure 9.2: Percentiles of Index LR (ILR) compared between indices constructed for
relative risk over different age groups over all 32, 844 LSOAs. Left: age 60-69 vs. 70-79;
Middle: 60-69 vs. 80-89; Right: 70-79 vs. 80-89.
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Figure 9.2 shows that the Index LR has quite similar age variations to the Index GLM

above, with sightly higher volatilities and slightly more LSOAs having a significant

shift of index rank over different ages. According to what is shown in the graphs, both

Index GLM and Index LR have reasonable degrees of age variation.

For the Index RF, we look at a ‘trial version’ at first. It is created following the same

method in Section 9.2 but with the floor M = 200 on terminal node size replaced

with M = 5, i.e. terminal nodes can be as small as 5 LSOAs. This trial index is

therefore much more volatile and we use the comparison here to show the importance

of preventing the terminal nodes to be too small.

Figure 9.3: Percentiles of a trial Index RF compared between indices constructed using
relative risk over different age groups, in all 32, 844 LSOAs, with M = 5. Left: age
60-69 vs. 70-79; Middle: 60-69 vs. 80-89; Right: 70-79 vs. 80-89.

Section 8.3.3 earlier discusses more details about the impact of the constraint on the

terminal node size, M . Unlike Index GLM and Index LR, Figure 9.3 shows that

the trial Index RF is much more volatile across different ages than the other two,

especially for age 80-89. The high age variation here indicates that the trial Index RF

is overfitted. LSOAs around the top left and bottom right corner are those having

completely different percentiles of the trial Index RF over different age groups due to

the overfitted random forest model. The trial Index RF in Figure 9.3 allows terminal

node sizes to be as low as 5, therefore the underlying trees can be overfitted. In

comparison, Figure 9.4 below shows the improved Index RF calculated with the floor

of 50 and 200 respectively.
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Figure 9.4: Percentiles of Index RF (IRF ), compared between indices calculated with
floor on terminal node size of M = 50 (top row) and M = 200 (bottom row, which is
the M we select). Left: age 60-69 vs. 70-79; Middle: 60-69 vs. 80-89; Right: 70-79 vs.
80-89.

Figure 9.4 shows that the age variation is greatly reduced by constraining tree depth

in the underlying random forest model. With M = 200, Index RF has quite similar

age variation to the other two indices. The final version of Index RF we focus on is

the one in the bottom row of the Figure 9.4 with M = 200 to mitigate overfitting risk.

Figure 9.5: Comparison of indices created by different methods as of age 70-79 by
percentiles over all LSOAs. Left: Index GLM vs. Index LR; Middle: Index GLM vs.
Index RF; Right: Index LR vs. Index RF.

Figure 9.5 compares the three indices in pairs over the age group of 70-79. All three

show fairly robustness over different ages. The two constructed from non-parametric

models, Index LR and Index RF, shows more robustness to each other than to the

Index GLM. Meanwhile the Index GLM has some overdispersed clusters at the two
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tails when compared with Index LR and Index RF. It indicates that the CBD-GLMtx

model produces some outliers relative to the other two methods, especially at the two

sides with highest and lowest mortality. These LSOAs at the tails are then investigated

in more detail to understand drivers of this difference between Index GLM and the

other two. Firstly we look into the scatter plot between Index GLM and Index LR,

and highlight the LSOAs as outliers of interest:

Figure 9.6: (Same plot as the first in Figure 9.5 above) Comparison of percentiles of In-
dex LR (y-axis) and Index GLM (x-axis) as of age 70-79, with the outliers highlighted in
different colours – upper-bottom (red); upper-top (blue); lower-bottom (navy); lower-
top (green).

Figure 9.6 highlights the LSOAs as outliers for having quite different values of Index

GLM and Index LR. Please note that lower percentiles here represent higher index val-

ues and higher relative mortality risk. LSOAs as outliers are identified by two bound-

aries as straight lines y = x ± 20, with the upper-diagonal outliers having y > x + 20

and those in the lower-diagonal having y < x− 20. We can read from Figure 9.6 that

the upper-diagonal cluster have estimated relative risks much lower in Index LR than

the Index GLM. Vice versa, the lower-diagonal cluster have relative risks much higher

in the Index LR. From the two clusters, the outliers are further split by a boundary

as y = x + 100, which further splits each of the upper and lower clusters into two

sub groups – high mortality risk (bottom left corner) and low mortality risk (top right

corner). In order to understand more about the inconsistency in Index GLM against

other two, we focus on the LSOAs as outliers in the four coloured regions in Figure 9.6

only.
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Figure 9.7: Total number of deaths (y-axis) and exposures (x-axis) in individual 32, 844
LSOAs summed over 2001-2016 and different age groups, with LSOAas as outliers
highlighted in the same colours as they are in Figure 9.6. Left: aggregation over age
70-79; Right: aggregation over age 65-89.

Figure 9.7 shows that three of the four outlier groups have LSOAs with either very

low or high volume of population over both age groups. Upper-top (blue) and lower-

bottom (navy) contains LSOAs having very small population size and therefore very

low numbers of deaths. These two outlier groups could have higher volatility in ob-

served deaths than most of other LSOAs because of their limited population size. And

volatility could be one of the reasons for the inconsistency between the Index GLM

and other two from non-parametric models. Lower-top LSOAs (green) have relatively

large size of population and number of deaths, but they are not as obvious as the blue

and navy LSOAs having very low exposure size. Meanwhile the LSOAs in the upper

bottom (red) are quite widely spread and show no significantly different features from

others.

To rule out the possibility that the tail differences are caused by boundary effect, we

also looked up values of the socio-economic variables and observed A-E ratio in the

LSOAs showing big differences (coloured in the Figure 9.7). However, we found that

they are quite evenly distributed rather than showing any specific abnormality at the

tails (or boundaries). Therefore, we do not consider the tail differences to be caused

by boundary effect. For instead we expect the reasons for such inconsistency in certain

LSOAs to be explained by the following factors:

• Although the Index GLM is constructed using mortality data over 70-79, the β
coefficients determining RRitx are estimated using observed mortality rates over
age 65-89. Therefore the estimated β’s can be less representative of mortality
risk of ages 70-79 compared to the other two.
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• Many of the outliers tend to have very small populations, i.e. those shown in
Figure 9.7. Therefore they are likely to have quite volatile observed mortality
rates. Considering the CBD-GLMtx model takes observed mortality rates of
single years and ages in each LSOA, it can be impacted by the high volatilities
in small-population LSOAs to a greater extent than the other two.

• In general, the three underlying models for the indices compared have completely
different algorithms and also take slightly different socio-economic variables as
input. For example, the CBD-GLMtx model has a linear relationship between
mortality and predictive variables with link function explicitly chosen by us.
Meanwhile the other two are non-parametric and therefore more flexible. For
LSOAs with irregular or extreme observations (i.e. very small population), they
always capture the complicated features better than parametric models.

Broadly speaking, the three different indices have fairly similar values to each other in

most of the LSOAs. However, considering the parametric nature of the CBD-GLMtx

model and its limitations in certain ’extreme’ LSOAs, we would prefer the Index LR

and Index RF in this aspect.

9.3.2 Difference in mortality rates

One of the motivations of creating a mortality index is to split the population in the

LSOAs into groups of homogeneous mortality risk. Therefore the LSOAs within the

same group are expected to have similar mortality level, and the gap of mortality

between different groups are expected to be as wide as possible. Here we test the in-

dices regarding to difference of mortality rates between different groups, and represent

group-specific mortality rates using ASMR, which helps compare mortality rates over

different populations. We calculate group-specific ASMRs following decile groups of

England males defined by the given index I that we are considering (IMD, Index LR

and Index RF).

We can split all the 32, 844 LSOAs into ten groups by taking deciles of any given index

I, with gI(i) being the decile group that a LSOA i is grouped into, i.e. gI(i) = k for all

LSOAs i grouped into decile group k, and k can be integer values from 1 to 10. As a

high-level representation of grouping driven by a given index I, we denote the overall

allocation of decile group for all LSOAs as G(I) = (gI(1), gI(2), . . . , gI(32, 844)). We

first calculate the average mortality in every decile group that is split by a given index

I:

mI
ktx =

∑
i:gI(i)=kDitx∑
i:gI(i)=k Eitx

(9.1)
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mI
ktx in (9.1) is the observed death rate of population in decile group k at single years

and ages. It is calculated as the average mortality over all LSOAs within each of the

decile groups k. We can then calculate group-specific ASMR under grouping of LSOAs

driven by a particular index I (or allocation of groups G(I)), using the ASMR formula

in (2.3). The ASMR of decile group k with grouping driven by index I is calculated

as:

ASMRI
kt =

∑
x∈X m

I
ktxE

s
x∑

x∈X E
s
x

(9.2)

gI(i) = 1, 2, . . . , 10 is the decile group that LSOA i is grouped into, with the grouping

benchmark being the index I (can be IMD, Index GLM, Index LR or Index RF that

are under comparison).

Figure 9.8: ASMRs (ASMRI
kt in (9.2)) (log-scale) of England males over decile groups

of LSOAs split by the IMD and other three indices as of age 70-79, and plotted over
2001-2018. Top row: ASMR of population over age 70-79; Bottom row: ASMR of
population over age 40-89; Left to right: IMD, Index GLM, Index LR and Index RF.

Figure 9.8 shows difference in observed ASMRs by difference in mortality, which are

recognized by decile groups of the three indices and the IMD. They all have quite clear

ranking from high to low ASMR and there is not much crossover. In general, gaps over

different groups get wider from left to right in Figure 9.8, with the order of IMD, Index

GLM, Index LR and Index RF. Index RF has the widest gaps between decile groups,

especially for the most and least deprived groups. It is an indication of its strong
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predictive power to recognize mortality difference over populations in different areas.

Although all three indices are created using mortality rates over 2001-2016, they still

recognize mortality differences over different areas of population well in the two “out-

of-sample” years 2017 and 2018. What is more, the bottom row in Figure 9.8 shows

that the indices calculated using data over age 70-79 can also split the population of

a much wider age range (40-89) well by mortality difference. It corresponds to what

we have shown previously that the indices are fairly robust over different age groups.

Another observation in Figure 9.8 is that the ASMR over ages 70-79 in the group 10

for the Index RF (top right) flattens out after 2015, while other indices still show a

decreasing pattern after 2015. There can be different factors that lead to this abnor-

mality. Indices from different methods can result in different LSOAs within deciles at

the two sides (e.g. 1 and 10). For example, if decile 10 of the Index RF contains a

mixture of LSOAs in IMD deciles 8, 9 and 10, the downward trend in IMD decile 10

might be offset by some reverse trends in the IMD deciles 8 and 9 when these get mixed

up in the Index RF decile 10. There can also be a certain amount of random variation

in the ASMRs that leads to differences in a short interval of years. Furthermore, as the

Index RF is tailored to ages 70-79, it can be more accurate than the IMD at these ages.

We also test the ADSMR standardized for both age and deprivation in the individual

regions, which is introduced in Section 5.2.2 earlier. Calculating ADSMR with popu-

lation grouped by the new indices shows whether do they explain regional variation of

mortality well alongside socio-economic variation. Following similar logic to the ASMR

in (9.2), we calculate the regional ADSMR with ten subgroups of England males split

by a given index I (IMD, Index GLM, Index LR and Index RF). And the index hav-

ing the narrowest gaps over different regions in ADSMR in general explains regional

variation of mortality most efficiently.

ADSMRR,I
rt =

1

10

10∑
k=1

ASMRRG,I
rkt (9.3)

In (9.3) we have ADSMRR,I
rt as the ADSMR of region R having deprivation standard-

ized over all mortality subgroups split following index I. ASMRRG,I
rkt is the ASMR of

population in region r and decile group k split by a given index I – see Section 5.2.2

earlier for more details on how it is calculated.
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Figure 9.9: Regional ADSMRs (ADSMRR,I
rt in (9.3)) of population over age 40-89 with

mortality subgroups split by deciles of the four indices respectively (IMD and the three
new indices as of age 70-79). They are plotted by individual regions of England with
the same colour scheme as other earlier regional plots – North East (yellow) and North
West (green) are the two having highest mortality rates. London (blue) is the one have
had most significant improvement over the recent decade. Left to right: IMD, Index
GLM, Index LR and Index RF

Figure 9.9 shows the ADSMR over nine regions in England with the population of Eng-

land split into mortality subgroups following different indices. In general, all indices

have similar trends over regions and years. Index RF shows the narrowest gaps across

regions in ADSMR, which again indicates its superiority over others as it efficiently

explains regional variation of mortality.

9.3.3 Quantitative criteria

We also compare the indices using a quantitative criterion. All LSOAs are split into

decile groups following each of the indices, and a good index is expected to maxi-

mize the similarity of mortality in LSOAs within the same group, and maximize the

mortality differences between LSOAs in different groups. In order to test the index

performance on this, we propose a ”model-free” log-likelihood criterion that evaluates

predictive power of the indices in recognizing the mortality groups. Under all indices

compared, all LSOAs in the same decile group are assumed to have the same mortality

in all single years and ages, which is the average mortality in each group. Here we

calculate the log-likelihood over the decile groups split by different indices, and use the

independent Poisson assumption on the number of deaths in single LSOAs, years and

ages.

As it is mentioned earlier, all LSOAs within the same decile group split by a particular
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index I have the same estimated death rate at every single ages and years. Here we

treat the average death rate of one decile group of one index I (as it is calculated in

(9.1)) as the ’estimated’ or ’modelled’ death rate in all LSOAs within that group, m̂I
itx:

m̂I
itx = mI

ktx ∀i : gI(i) = k (9.4)

In (9.4) we assume all LSOAs i in decile group gI(i) have the same death rate as the

’modelled’ death rate, which is the average death rate over the group gI(i) in each

single age and year. Death counts in individual LSOAs at single years and ages, Ditx,

are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and are independent from each other:

Ditx ∼ Pois
(
D̂I
itx

)
= Poisson

(
m̂I
itxEitx

)
Based on this Poisson assumption, we calculate the Poisson log-likelihood function by

aggregating observed deaths and exposures over all LSOAs i, years t and ages x, with

decile groups split by the index I:

L(G(I)) =
∏
itx

(
e−m̂

I
itxEitx(m̂I

itxEitx)
Ditx

Ditx!

)
(9.5)

l(G(I)) = −
∑
itx

m̂I
itxEitx +

∑
itx

Ditx log m̂I
itxEitx −

∑
itx

logDitx!

= −
∑
ktx

m̂I
itxEitx +

∑
itx

Ditx log m̂I
itx +

(∑
itx

Ditx logEitx −
∑
itx

logDitx!

)
The log-likelihood in (9.5) is calculated based on the allocation of decile groups G(I).

It can be calculated for different indices for comparing their accuracy to each other

in recognizing mortality homogeneity within each group, while maximizing mortality

heterogeneity between different groups. If an index I groups the LSOAs accurately by

level of mortality risk, it should have a relatively large value of l(G(I)) following (9.5).

The log-likelihood l(G(I) can be calculated for any index created using mortality ex-

periences of different ages, but we focus on the indices calculated over age 70-79. The

reason for this is explained later in Section 9.4.3.

Please note that there are few data points (i, t, x) having zero exposures and non-zero

deaths, i.e. Eitx = 0 while Ditx > 0 at some (i, t, x) due to bias in the ONS population

estimates. To keep the constant term in (9.5) meaningful, we choose to strip out these

data points having Eitx = 0 from the term
∑

itxDitx logEitx. This makes the value of

the constant term in the log-likelihood function slightly biased. However, it impacts

the log-likelihood calculation for all the indices in a homogeneous way, and the rank of

the log-likelihood over the indices being compared is not distorted.
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Grouping index Log-likelihood
age 60-69 age 70-79 age 80-89

IMD −2, 012, 148 −3, 016, 740 −3, 291, 154
Index GLM −2, 010, 267 −3, 013, 299 −3, 288, 367
Index LR −2, 007, 502 −3, 010, 771 −3, 287, 253
Index RF −2, 004, 703 −3, 007, 607 −3, 282, 695

Table 9.1: Log-likelihood calculated following (9.5) for males population in England
over distinct age groups and year 2001-2018, and over the decile groups split by the
three different indices (IMD and the two new indices calculated over the three corre-
sponding age groups explicitly).

Table 9.1 shows quite significant improvement of the log-likelihood in the three new

indices compared to the IMD. As the new indices are built from mortality experiences

over explicit age groups, their performance over corresponding ages is indeed expected

to be better. Among the three new indices, Index RF outperforms all others over all

age groups as shown by its highest log-likelihood value.

However, considering the indices are calculated from methods not having exactly the

same degree of complexity, here we also test the out-of-sample log-likelihood over the

two years, 2017 and 2018 only, which are not involved in the calculation of the three

indices, which are derived using observed relative risks over years 2001-2016. The

purpose of highlighting out-of-sample results is to avoid selecting an overfitted index.

Index Log-likelihood
age 60-69 age 70-79 age 80-89

IMD −218, 384 −336, 330 −397, 637
Index GLM −218, 052 −335, 783 −397, 058
Index LR −217, 734 −335, 464 −396, 894
Index RF −217, 715 −335, 347 −396, 697
Index RF −218, 327 −335, 661 −396, 803

(unconstrained)6

Table 9.2: Out-of-sample log-likelihoods following the same formula as those in Table
9.1, but calculated over the two years 2017 and 2018 only. These are the two years
not involved in constructing the indices, therefore log-likelihoods calculated over them
measure out-of-sample performance of the indices.

Table 9.2 shows that the ranks of the four indices compared are not changed in respect

of the log-likelihood calculated over the two out-of-sample years, 2017 and 2018. It

6Index RF created using a random forest model of the same predictive variables and number of
variables to consider per split (q), but removing the floor on terminal node size, i.e. terminal nodes
in each tree follows the default setting and are not enforced to have at least 200 observations.
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validates the results we got from Table 9.1 with results calculated over the full observa-

tion period. Index RF is still the preferable one in terms of out-of-sample performance.

What is more, comparison of the Index RF with and without the floor on terminal node

size shows the significant difference made. Without such constraint, Index RF clearly

overfits and consequently has much worse out-of-sample log-likelihood. The result here

again highlights the importance of the floor on terminal node size in the random forest

model. It also reminds us of the importance of thoroughly understanding the algorithm

of non-parametric models (like random forest) – if we just treat them as black boxes

and only focus on outcomes, it is very likely that we cannot unlock all of their potential.

Index Log-likelihood

IMD −10, 179, 189
Index GLM −10, 176, 404
Index LR −10, 167, 397
Index RF −10, 162, 303

Table 9.3: Equivalent log-likelihoods to those in Table 9.1 calculated for England males
population over 2001-2018 and a much wider age group 40-89, grouped by the IMD
and two new indices calculated over age 70-79.

As it is shown in Table 9.3, the ranking of the four indices compared is still the same

over a much wider age range. Index RF is still the preferable one, and the two non-

parametric methods have quite significant advantages over the IMD and Index GLM.

It indicates that although the new indices are constructed with mortality rates over

narrow age groups, any one of them could still be representative of a much wider age

range of the underlying population.

CAE model fitted over new decile groups

In Chapter 3 about fitting a multi-population mortality model, the model m6 (CAE

model with common αx) is selected as the best fitted model. Here we can validate the

model selection result in Chapter 3 by the new indices here. We repeated fitting all the

twelve models (m1 to m12) using decile groups of England males data split by the new

indices constructed over age 70-79 (IGLM , ILR and IRF ). With all grouping indices

tested, m6 always has the preferred BIC with England males data of age 40-89 and

years 2001-2018. Therefore we can confirm the superiority of model m6 over others

again, as it is shown not only to perform well over the England IMD deciles, but also

with decile groups following the new index discussed in this chapter.
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9.3.4 Testing care home impact

According to the index methodology set out in Section 9.2 earlier, Index LR and Index

RF are created by re-predicting relative risks with the care home inputs removed, but

their underlying models are fitted while having care home inputs. In other words, the

two care home variables indeed have impact on the underlying models as well as the

indices created. For testing robustness of the index methodology to different circum-

stances of care homes, here we create a trial index for both Index LR and Index RF

respectively following the same method as in Section 9.2 (still using observed R0 of

age 70-79 and the selected predictive variables). But this time we only use the 23, 464

LSOAs (out of 32, 844) without care homes to train the underlying model, f̂LR∗ or f̂RF∗,

and then re-predict relative risks in all 32, 844 using them, i.e. F̂ 1,RF∗
i = f̂RF∗(xi) in

a LSOA i. Although we do not manually change the input variables in X here, the

care home variables do not impact the index created at all as the model is fitted using

LSOAs without care homes only.

Here we denote the trial Index RF as IRF∗i in LSOA i, i.e. IRF∗i = F̂ 1,RF∗
i (same for the

trial Index LR, ILR∗). We can compare the trial indices against their original indices,

ILR and IRF , over LSOAs with and without care homes separately.
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Figure 9.10: Index LR and RF, ILR and IRF (x-axis) versus their trial indices ILR∗

and IRF∗ (y-axis) compared over LSOAs without and with care homes separately. Left:
23, 464 LSOAs having no care home; Right: 9, 390 LSOAs having care homes (of both
types). Top: Index LR; Bottom: Index RF. Red solid line is the diagonal line y = x.

In Figure 9.10 we see that the trial indices created without taking presence of care

home into account are fairly consistent with the original indices in all LSOAs, as the

slope is nearly equal to one and with strong correlation. It indicates that there is no

significant interaction between the socio-economic factors and presence of care homes,

and the Index RF, IRF , manages to strip out care home impact as we expect. We also

tested the Index LR (of age 70-79) using the same method and obtained pretty much

the same result.

9.4 Selected Index and Analysis

9.4.1 Selected index

The three new indices are compared to the IMD in reference to multiple criteria in-

cluding both graphical and quantitative assessment. All indices in general have similar

behaviour to the IMD in terms of age variation, accuracy and robustness. A small

number of LSOAs are outliers having quite wide difference between the Index GLM
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and the other two, which are those LSOAs having relatively extreme observed num-

bers of deaths and relevant socio-economic factors. Results show that Index GLM is

not consistent to the other two indices in certain ’extreme’ LSOAs over age, while

Index LR and Index RF are fairly consistent to each other. We applied graphical and

quantitative assessments to all indices that reflect how well are mortality differences

recognized between LSOAs of different levels of mortality risk. Generally speaking,

Index RF is selected as the most appropriate index for having the following preferable

features compared to others:

• It has the widest gaps between different decile groups split by mortality level
(ASMR).

• It has narrowest gaps of ADSMR between different regions in England, which
indicates that it explains regional mortality variation well.

• It is fairly robust over indices (Index RF) constructed using observed relative risk
of different age groups.

• It has the highest log-likelihood value over decile groups it creates, which indicates
that it accurately recognizes mortality differences.

This indicates that the Index RF, IRF , manages to maximize the homogeneity of

mortality within each group, while maximizing mortality differences between different

groups. It is also fairly robust over different ages and mitigates overfitting risk well.

Furthermore, the random forest model allows great flexibility not only in the functional

relationship between response and predictive variables, but also between different pre-

dictive variables, i.e. it handles both numerical and categorical variables at the same

time. However, we should keep in mind that the random forest model is data-sensitive

and we have to ensure that overfitting risk is well mitigated while using it.

For the latest Index RF to publish, we include the two years of observation in 2017 and

2018 in scope of the index to make it more reflective of the latest mortality experiences.

Therefore, the final Index RF in this thesis consists of mortality experience over 2001-

2018 and by separate age groups, 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89 of males in England at LSOA

level. And as we discussed earlier, there are two versions of the index with zero care

home impact and average care home impact respectively.
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Figure 9.11: Comparison of Index RF value with care home setting of zero care home
(x-axis) versus national average care home proportion (y-axis). Left: Index of age
70-79; Right: Index of age 80-89.

In Figure 9.11 we see that assigning average care home population in the index in

general increases the index value in all LSOAs, and there are some having more sig-

nificant increases than others. This can be partly explained by the fact that people

might be at different health status at the time point when they start living in care

homes, and LSOAs always have populations of different age structure and health sta-

tus. Therefore increasing the proportion of the care home population equally still leads

to different mortality shifts in individual LSOAs. In Section 9.5 we look at the impact

on LSOA-level life expectancies from care homes, more details can be found there.

LSOAs Min 1st Q. Median 3rd Q. Max

All 0.427 0.828 0.980 1.207 3.768
UR5 - 1 0.427 0.926 1.145 1.387 3.768
UR5 - 2 0.531 0.835 0.981 1.182 2.351

UR5 - 3 and 4 0.534 0.759 0.830 0.929 1.756
UR5 - 5 0.512 0.861 1.034 1.206 2.146

Table 9.4: Summary of the Index RF (average care home impact, age 70-79) value over
LSOAs in England by five quantiles and by separate UR5 classes.

Table 9.4 shows that the Index RF is roughly centred at 1 (an index value of 1 indicates

being close to the national average mortality risk) at the national level. Meanwhile it

also captures spatial variations of mortality risk over different urban-rural classes by

showing observable differences in different UR5 classes. In general, the less urbanized

LSOAs, i.e. those of UR5 class 3 and 4, in general have lower index values.
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Figure 9.12: Distribution of Index RF value (age 70-79) over LSOAs in separate UR5
classes. Top left to bottom right: class 1, class 2, class 3 and 4 combined, and class 5.
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Figure 9.13: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plots of the index (average care
home impact) with different look up criteria. Top left: index value over all LSOAs in
England, with three age groups plotted separately; Top right: index value of age 70-79
and plotted with LSOAs in nine regions separately; Bottom: index value of age 70-79
and plotted with LSOAs in five urban-rural classes (UR5) separately.

Figures 9.12 and 9.13 above together shows the overall picture of the index’s distribu-

tion across LSOAs in England, by different spatial groups, and by different age groups.

We can see that the index at younger ages varies across a wider range of values, which

corresponds to the finding that population of elder ages have less socio-economic dif-

ference. In terms of regional inequality, north of England in general has higher values

of index than the south, which reflects the well-known North-South disparities of mor-

tality in England7. And more rural LSOAs in class 3 and 4 of UR5 tend to have lowest

index values.

7See more details in the published research paper at https://jech.bmj.com/content/71/9/928
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Figure 9.14: Index RF value (average care home population) of different age bands,
plotted over incOld and coloured by UR5 class of every LSOA. Please note that a few
outliers are removed from the plots for better visualization. Top left to bottom: index
of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

As an example of the trend of the Index RF over socio-economic variables in England,

in Figure 9.14 we plot values of Index RF over the IMD income-old deprivation score,

incOld. We see that the index of younger age bands shows higher correlation with the

socio-economic variables (like incOld shown as an example) than older ages, which cor-

responds to our earlier finding that socio-economic variation in mortality rates tends to

be lower in population at older ages. In terms of urban-rural difference, LSOAs in class

5 (major conurbations in London) in general have the lowest index value, i.e. lowest

relative risk, at the same level of income deprivation. It indicates that mortality risk

in London is impacted by income deprivation for less than for other regions – Figure

5.6 in Section 5.2.3 earlier suggests the same finding.

9.4.2 Assessment of the shape of the index

As we have mentioned, random forest as a non-parametric model does not have a closed-

form formula in terms of the predictive variables. The f̂RF in this thesis is therefore

abstract, and it is not easy for us to see what does it ”look like”. Therefore we try to
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visualize trend of the f̂RF along certain predictive variables, to give an impression on

shape of the random forest model within the selected socio-economic variable space.

Here we create a ”trial” Index RF by manually adjusting the predictive variables as

input into the f̂RF , and then re-predict the relative risk as the trial index based on the

adjusted predictive variables:

1. Take the random forest model f̂RF , which has settings outlined in Table 8.4.

2. Within the twelve selected predictive variables in Table 8.1, replace all variables
by their average amount over all N = 32, 844 LSOAs, except for the selected
variables over which we want to assess the pattern of f̂RF . For example, we
change X0 to X0,trial, which only have some variables (selected by us) retained
at their original values. Meanwhile, all other variables are overwritten by their
averages and are flat over all the LSOAs:

Xij =

∑N
k=1 Xkj

N
∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N

as the jth variable, or jth column in X0,trial, if Xj is not selected.

Please note that the urban-rural class as a categorical variable, UR5, is kept at
its original observed values all the time.

3. Insert the modified X0,trial into the random forest model and calculate a trial
Index RF, I trial = f̂RF (X0,trial). For example:
• I trial(Xj) is the trial estimator that only has one variable Xj varying over

the LSOAs, while others are set flat at the average.

• I trial(Xj, Xk) is the trial estimator that has two variables, Xj and Xk vary-
ing, while others are set flat at the average.

4. The trial index, I trial, is calculated over the three age groups separately. From
which we can visualize the shape of the random forest model f̂RF along certain
dimensions within the socio-economic variable space.

By looking at trend of the trial index over its corresponding unchanged predictive vari-

ables, we are able to understand more about the magnitude and direction of the impact

that every predictive variable has on the value of f̂RF (i.e. the estimated relative mor-

tality risk in single LSOAs).

We set all variables other than the selected ones to their average values in order to

highlight the shape of the estimator f̂RF varying over only some selected variables of

our interest. In order to assess the shape of the f̂RF in some particular circumstances,

we can also set the other variables within the twelve to different values, i.e. average

over the ”most deprived” LSOAs (those in IMD decile 1), extreme values, or other
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more explicit choices. This in-depth analysis is beyond the scope of the thesis, and will

be the subject of future research.

Figure 9.15: Heat plot demonstrating distribution of the trial index value,
I trail(incOld, emp), over the LSOAs through two variables – incOld and emp. Left:
index of age 60-69; Right: index of age 70-79.

Plots in Figure 9.15 shows that more variation of mortality risk is explained by incOld

than emp, especially for relatively older ages like 70-79. emp shows higher significance

in the index of age 60-69 in capturing mortality variations, at which ages it has similar

level of significance to incOld.

Figure 9.16: Same trial index value of I trail(incOld, emp) as the one of age 70-79 in
Figure 9.15 above, but plotted by LSOAs in different UR5 classes separately. Top left
to bottom right: UR5 class 1, 2, 3 and 4 combined, and 5.

Figure 9.16 shows that behaviour of I trail(incOld, emp) in LSOAs of separate urban-
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rural classes (UR5). Different classes show slightly different distributions of index

values, and the most rural LSOAs (class 3 and 4) have very few LSOAs in the band of

highest index values (above 1.5).

Figure 9.17: Heat plot demonstrating distribution of the trial index value
of I trial(incOld, pNoqual65) over LSOAs in England along varying incOld and
pNoqual65. Left: index of age 60-69; Right: index of age 70-79.

Figure 9.17 again shows that incOld captures more mortality variations than the

pNoqual65 tested, as more variation of value of the index is shown along its dimension

on the x-axis.

Figure 9.18: Heat plot demonstrating distribution of the original Index RF (age 70-79,
average care home population) value (left column), and the observed relative risk R0

of age 70-79 (right column), plotted over certain predictive variables. Top row: incOld
and emp; Bottom row: incOld and pNoqual65.
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The plot on the left in Figure 9.18 is comparable with the plot of trial Index RF in

Figure 9.15 above. We can see the original Index RF has less clear boundaries between

the bands than the trial index, as there are variations captured by more variables other

than incOld and emp. Comparing the two plots as smoothed and observed in Figure

9.18, the Index RF on the left recognizes much clearer separation between LSOAs with

different levels of mortality risk by clearer boundaries (i.e. smoothing impact on the

observed R0).

Figure 9.19: Heat plot of other pairs of variables showing distribution of corresponding
trial index values I trail of age 70-79 over all LSOAs in England, with incOld and another
variable varying. numb, pMgr, widerb and rUK are from top left to bottom right.

Plots in Figure 9.19 in general shows that incOld is more significant than other vari-

ables in mortality estimation, as the index value varies much more along its dimension

than all others. We use the trial index method to test the impact of all twelve variables

on index values of all three age bands. We found that incOld, emp, pNoqual65 and

numb are those showing most significant impact on the index value. But there are

certain differences across age groups, for example, emp has much higher impact over

age 60-69 than the other two elder age groups, as Figure 9.15 shows.

In the plots of Index RF earlier we see that many boundaries between index value

bands are in irregular shape. In order to assess whether boundary shape relates to the

way in which the random forest model works, we produced several trial Index LR using
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the local linear regression model as in Section 7.9.3 earlier, following the same logic

as above. They are of age 70-79 and with all predictive variables set at the national

average, except for two variables the impact of which we want to test.

Figure 9.20: Heat plots based on trial Index LR (age 70-79) calculated from the pro-
posed local linear regression model with selected variables (see Section 7.9.3 for more
details on the local linear regression model). All plots contain incOld and another
variable: emp, pNoqual65, numb, rUK and widerb from top left to bottom.

Figure 9.20 in general shows a similar trend of the trial index between Index LR and

Index RF. However, compared to those of Index RF, boundaries between LSOAs of

different bands in Index LR appear to have more regular shapes, i.e. there are more

straight boundaries rather than irregular ones as in Figure 9.19 earlier. This difference

could be related to the algorithm of the random forest model – the random forest

model produces estimates by splitting the observations into groups using binary splits

in every single tree, and each of the splits is driven by only one predictive variable. The
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discrete nature of binary splits used in the random forest model can make its results

less smooth compared to other models with numerical coefficients. For example, local

linear regression produces estimates from its estimates of local coefficients.

Comparison between trial indices in Figure 9.19 and Figure 9.20 also shows tha the

random forest model is less impacted by noise in observations than is the local regression

model. With the trial Index RF in Figure 9.19, LSOAs of different colour bands are

better separated, while the trial Index LR in Figure 9.20 has different colour bands

slightly mixed up. We can reduce the impact of noise on the Index LR by increasing

the bandwidth parameter σ, but there is a concern that its accuracy can be negatively

impacted.

Figure 9.21: Heatplots of the original Index LR values (age 70-79, with average care
home population) plotted along two pairs of predictive variables: incOld and emp
(left); incOld and pNoqual65 (right).

Comparing Figure 9.21 with the original Index RF in Figure 9.18 earlier, Index LR in

general has a similar trend to Index RF, and both indices explain the observed trend

in relative risk over the socio-economic factors well.

For visualizing dependencies of one variable on other variables, we can also use the

partial dependence plot8 (PDP). However, compared to the coloured scatterplots with

physical LSOAs, one shortcoming of PDP is that it covers a full rectangular zone by

extrapolating the value into regions with very few or no observations at all. The ex-

trapolated values can be less reliable.

8See more details on PDPs at https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/pdp.html
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9.4.3 Underlying age of the Index RF

We prefer to use Index RF constructed over age 70-79 to represent mortality risk of

population at pensionable age in an LSOA. As over these ages, both the observed

number of deaths and population estimates, Ditx and Eitx, are of reasonable sample

sizes in single LSOAs. Although there are more deaths observed over ages 80-89, there

are limited population sizes and it makes the data less reliable. On the other side,

age 60-69 has sufficient size of population and deaths, but there are many people at

this age still working and are still likely to move to another LSOA after retired. They

are likely to move to another place after retiring, which makes the mortality data less

reliable at the neighbourhood level.

Also, as we mentioned earlier, the Index RF can also be calculated by single ages using

a rolling 10-year age band for every single age, which makes the index shape smoother

over age and helps life expectancy calculation. See the next section, 9.5, for more

details.

9.5 Indexed Life Expectancy

In this section, we calculate the life expectancy of populations in single LSOAs in 2019

(the latest year with required data available) and by single ages, using national average

mortality rates and the selected Index RF.

9.5.1 National average mortality

The national average mortality is used as the baseline that explains mortality variation

over single years and ages, and is constant over all LSOAs in England. As it is discussed

in this thesis, it is denoted as mb
tx for in year t and age x includes aggregation of deaths

and population size over all LSOAs:

mb
tx =

∑N
i=1Ditx∑N
i=1Eitx

(9.6)

with N = 32, 844 being the total number of LSOAs in England. In terms of underlying

data, deaths at single years of ages by LSOA, Ditx, is available from age 0 up to 110.

Meanwhile the population estimate is only available up to age 89 (by LSOA) and 104

(national level of England). Therefore we take both deaths and population estimates
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data up to age 104 in our calculation here.

9.5.2 Indexed death rate and life expectancy

In order to calculate life expectancy in single LSOAs, we firstly calculate death rates

at LSOA level that explain mortality variation in a LSOA i relative to others. The

LSOA-specific death rate, m̃itx, is calculated as an ”indexed” mortality:

m̃itx = mb
txĨix (9.7)

The Ĩix in (9.7) is a mortality index as estimated relative risk in a LSOA i and at age

x. We use the selected Index RF as in Section 9.4.1 earlier. In Section 9.4.1 the index

was calculated by 10-year age groups as a stepwise constant function, i.e. same index

value for all ages between 60 and 69, 70 and 79 etc. However, for more granularity, it

can also be calculated at single ages.

Ĩix =


IRFi,X stepwise constant index (as in Section 9.2)

IRF
′

ix index of single ages x (see more details in the next section)

(9.8)

X represents certain 10-year age groups like 60-69 to which age x belongs, i.e. x ∈ X .

More details about the two different types of index are discussed in the next Section

9.5.3. With the indexed death rates m̃itx, we use the Trapezium Rule to calculate

period life expectancy at single years of age in an LSOA i:

LEitx =
1

2
+

tu−x∑
k=0

k∏
j=0

exp
(
− m̃it,x+j

)
(9.9)

=
1

2
+

tu−x∑
k=0

k∏
j=0

exp
(
−mb

t,x+jF̂i,x+j

)
LEitx in (9.9) is the period life expectancy based on the indexed death rate in a LSOA

i, year t and age x. Here we set the upper age at tu = 104, which is the highest age at

which we consider survival probability in the life expectancy calculation9.

9Data of population estimates at single years of age in England is only available up to age 104.
Considering low volume of data and probability of survival beyond age 104, we do not expect ignoring
ages beyond 104 to have material impact.
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9.5.3 Index setting and extrapolation

In Section 9.4.1 we discussed an Index RF as a stepwise constant index, which is flat for

all ages by 10-year groups over 60 to 89, i.e. 60-69 and 70-79, and covers the mortality

experience over 2001-2018. Other than a stepwise constant index, we can also calculate

an index value at every single age following the same random forest model to improve

the accuracy. The two different versions of the index are as below:

1. Stepwise constant index: Use the selected Index RF as in Section 9.4.1. It is
a stepwise constant function over age between 60 and 89, and all ages within the
same 10-year group have the same index value in an LSOA i, i.e. 60-69, 70-79
and 80-89. As we discussed earlier, there are two versions of the index with zero
care home impact or national average care home impact. By doing so we can
assess the impact of care homes on life expectancy in an LSOA i.

2. Single-age index: Recalculate the index using the same random forest model
and predictive variables at every single age between 60 and 89. For every single
age10, we use the observed R0 covering a ten-year age group that has that age as
mid point and rolls forward over ages, as the response variable. For example:

• For index value at age 60 we calculate the R0 (using formula in (2.2) earlier)
over age 55 to 64 (and year 2001-2018) as the observed response variable.

• For age 75 we take R0 of age 70-79.

• For age 83 we take R0 of age 78-87.

Due to data limitation, we only calculate the single-age index up to age 85. For
ages beyond 85 we apply extrapolations, more details are coming later. Again
there are two version of index with zero or average care home impact.

As the index is only available up to age 89 (or 85 for the single-age index), we need to

extrapolate for ages beyond 89 to get survival probabilities of older ages. For extrap-

olation we consider two options here:

• Option 1: In every LSOA, assume all ages beyond 89 (or 85) have the same
index value as at age 89. Therefore the relative risk level at age 89 is retained
for all older ages up to 104.

• Option 2: In every LSOA, assume all ages beyond 89 (or 85) have index value
tapering to 1 linearly up to age 95, then stays at 1 for all ages between 95 and 104.
The reasoning here is that populations of high ages in general have less socio-
economic difference in mortality than those at younger ages. An index value of 1
assumes that there is no mortality variation over different areas of the same age
and gender.

10This single-age index does not mean that the index value is calculated only from the data at
single ages. Similar to the A-E ratio introduced earlier, there is still a 10-year smoothing window that
includes mortality experience of several years for every single age, so that the high volatility in the
data of single ages can be mitigated.
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We compare the stepwise constant and single-age indices that are extrapolated following

the two different ways (option 1 versus 2), and see how much difference it makes in

LSOAs’ life expectancy. For all experiments in this section, we take index values with

zero care home impact.

Figure 9.22: Index RF value over age 60-89 (or 85) calculated by two different ways, in
two LSOAs as examples. Left: Blackpool 010E with higher relative risk than national
average; Right: City of London 001A with lower relative risk than national average.
Black dots: stepwise constant index up to age 89; Grey line and dots: single-age index
up to age 85.

Figure 9.22 shows that the two settings in general have similar patterns. The single-age

index captures more variation over age but is still in the same general shape. We also

see the general trend of converging to 1 as age increases. Please note that, in principle,

the single-age index value in Figure 9.22 at age 65, 75 and 85 should be identical to

the stepwise constant index value of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89 respectively. There are

minor gaps at these ages in Figure 9.22 because of the nature of the randomness in the

algorithm of the random forest model.

Figure 9.23: Extrapolated index over ages 60-104, based on index values over age 60-89
(or 85) and option 2 of extrapolation beyond 89 (or 85), in the LSOA Blackpool 010E
(same as the left one in Figure 9.22 above). Left: single-age index; Right: step-wise
constant index.

Figure 9.23 shows an LSOA with quite a smooth index trend between age 60 and 85.
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We can see a clear pattern in the extrapolated index above age 85 that tapers to 1 lin-

early (following our assumption used for extrapolation). Also, we see that the stepwise

constant index still captures the trend over age well.

We then look at indexed life expectancy in single LSOAs following different settings of

index and extrapolation. First of all, we choose to use the single-age index over 60 to

85 for life expectancy calculation in order to capture more granularity in age variation.

And we calculate life expectancies in 2019, which is the latest year with mortality data

(deaths and population size) available. Based on the single-age index up to age 85, here

we compare the options 1 and 2 as discussed above and assess how much difference in

life expectancy do they make. The following plots compare indices of life expectancies

using the single-age index extrapolated following the two options respectively:

Figure 9.24: Comparison between indexed life expectancies in 2019 of population in
individual LSOAs, with single-age index over age 60-85 and extrapolated to age 104
following option 1 and 2 respectively. Top left to bottom: life expectancy at age 65,
75 and 85.

Figure 9.24 shows that the option 1 of extrapolation in general produces longer life

expectancy in LSOAs with relatively low mortality, as it keeps mortality variation as

it was. For example, for some LSOAs at the top-right corner (i.e. with ”long-lived”

population), option 1 can result in life expectancy for one more year than option 2. In

this thesis we prefer option 2 that assumes the index value tapers down to 1 from age
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85 to 95, and stays at 1 for ages beyond 95. Because there is evidence in this thesis

and some relevant publications (e.g. Wen et al. (2021)) that the mortality difference

between socio-economic classes appears to be much less significant at high ages.

Figure 9.25: Distribution of indexed life expectancy (option 2) over all LSOAs in Eng-
land at age 65 in 2019. Left: histogram over all LSOAs; Right: cumulative distribution
(CDF) plot.

Figure 9.25 shows that the distribution of life expectancy at age 65 is centred at 20

years, with some LSOAs having life expectancies longer than 23 or shorter than 12

years. The overall distribution is slightly skewed to the left, which indicates there are

more LSOAs that have indexed life expectancy shorter than the mid point.

Other than comparing option 1 and 2, below is the comparison between indexed life

expectancies extrapolated by option 2 and with different settings over age 60-85 –

stepwise constant versus single-age index (as those in Figure 9.23).

Figure 9.26: Comparison between indexed life expectancy in 2019 and at age 65, with
different settings of index over age 60-85. x-axis: single-age index; y-axis: stepwise
constant index. Both are extrapolated using option 2.
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The scatter plot in Figure 9.26 shows that the stepwise constant or single-age index

over does not make a material difference in life expectancy, as all LSOAs are close to

the diagonal without any significant variation. In comparison, the option of extrapo-

lation beyond age 85 has a much more material impact on the indexed life expectancy

in an LSOA.

9.5.4 Results using the latest data

We calculate the indexed life expectancy in 2019 in individual LSOAs following the

same logic discussed in the sections above. They are produced by the single-age Index

LR as we discuss above. In order to calculate the life expectancy of a wider age range,

we produce the single-age index at all ages between 30 and 85. Then we extrapolate

the index until age 104 following option 2. Please note that the indexed life expectancy

is subject to bias from two sources:
• Life expectancy at very young ages, i.e. around 30, might be less reliable as

the predictive variables in the random forest model are selected for modelling
mortality at retirement ages above 60.

• The underlying index is calculated using observed relative risk, R0, covering
experiences over 2001-2018, while life expectancy is calculated in 2019. There is
a gap of one year, but the impact is not considered material.

We calculate the indexed life expectancy by single LSOA and single ages in 2019 using

the single-age Index RF, by assuming no population living in care homes and national

average care home population respectively in every LSOA. Therefore, we can assess the

impact of average care home distribution on length of life expectancy in single LSOAs.

Figure 9.27: Indexed life expectancy in single LSOAs at age 65, with single-age index
assuming no care home population (x-axis) versus average care home population (y-
axis). Left: wide range of life expectancies with all LSOAs; Right: zoomed-in plot with
around 10 outliers removed.
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Figure 9.27 shows that assuming the average care home population in all LSOAs in

general decreases life expectancy (they stay below the diagonal line) in the LSOAs.

However, the impact is not material as most of the LSOAs are still close to the diago-

nal.

We can calculate the difference between the indexed life expectancy in 2019 based on

indices with zero versus average care home population in all LSOAs, i.e. LEnoCH
itx −

−LEaverageCH
itx is the what we look at11, with t = 2019 and at certain age x. Results

show that the difference in life expectancy with zero and average care home impact is

quite randomly distributed over the LSOAs. At age 65, the index with average care

home population in general reduces LSOA-level life expectancy by around 0.1 to 0.2

years. At age 35, the difference appears to be wider at around 0.2 to 0.3 years.

Figure 9.28: Distribution of difference in indexed life expectancy with index of zero
versus average care home population in all LSOAs, at different ages.

Figure 9.28 shows how much does the average care home population reduce life ex-

pectancy in single LSOAs from assuming there is no one living in care homes, and

it covers different age groups. Generally speaking, life expectancy at young ages are

reduced more significantly than at older ages.

11LEnoCH is the indexed life expectancy calculated using the index assuming all LSOAs have no
one living in care homes. And LEaverageCH is calculated using index with national average care home
population in all LSOAs. See Section 9.2 for details.
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Figure 9.29: Indexed life expectancy in 2019 (on x-axis) plotted over corresponding
single-age index value (average care home population). Left: age 45; right: age 65.

Figure 9.29 shows the relationship between the indexed life expectancy and value of the

index. It again indicates that populations living in more deprived areas are in general

exposed to higher mortality risk, and consequently have lower life expectancy at all

ages. What is more, the decreasing trend is more significant at age 45 than 65, which

indicates that the socio-economic difference is less obvious in older populations.

9.6 Practical Applications and Maintenance

The Index RF is helpful in demonstrating the distribution of mortality risk by explain-

ing socio-economic differences over England, and can have many practical applications.

For example, in the previous section we discussed the indexed life expectancy, which

is a simple and interpretable indicator of mortality risk to the public. Other than this,

there are many other areas in which this index can be used.

• First of all, the National Health Service (NHS) or other public health sectors
can rely on it as an indicator of the level of mortality risk in different areas of
England. Then corresponding strategies can be taken accordingly in each area,
e.g. amount of investment in health services, allocation of public funds, etc.

• Secondly, insurers can assess mortality risk level in their annuity portfolios by
looking at locations where the policyholders are, and the indexed life expectancy
in the locations by policyholders’ age.

• The index can also be used as a predictive variable while modelling mortality risk
of one individual policyholder alongside other information, e.g. smoking status,
whether he/she is a member of a pension scheme, etc.

Similar to other indices, the Index RF is expected to reflect the most up-to-date in-

formation. In this thesis, it is created using observed mortality rates in single LSOAs
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over 2001-2016 while assessing its features and comparing it with indices from other

methods, and we use mortality data over 2001-2018 for the final index to publish. Most

of the socio-economic factors used as predictive variables were last updated in the 2011

Census. Both response and predictive variables should be updated in a timely way

to reflect the latest information. Over the long term, it is important to reflect new

releases of mortality and socio-economic data in the index, i.e. data from the 2021

Census. In terms of mortality data, those close to 2001 can become less relevant as

time passes, and we should strip out the earliest years from index construction and

include the latest years available.

The index also has limitations. Firstly, the index only gives an indication of the av-

erage relative risk in an LSOA, but within an LSOA there are individuals that have

more or less healthy lifestyles than the average population. In consequence there will

be lower or higher relative risks of individuals than what does the index show for an

entire LSOA. Secondly, the index is not suitable for mortality forecasting as it does

not capture any trend of mortality over the years. For instead it aggregates mortality

experience over a range of years and needs to be updated over time to reflect the most

up-to-date mortality experiences.
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Appendix A

Sources of Data In This Thesis

Most of the researches and analysis in this thesis are data-driven. We rely on large

volumes and many different varieties of data in our research. Data we use in general

are of two aspects – mortality data and socio-economic factors data. There are data

of different levels of granularity used in this thesis:

• Aggregation level: Numbers of deaths Dtx and number of mid-year exposures
(population estimates) Etx available in single ages and years. They are aggre-
gations over a whole nation or district without any split, i.e. total number of
deaths and exposures of population in England, Canada (excluding Quebec) and
Quebec region, of certain gender and in single years and ages.

• Population subgroup: Numbers of deaths and exposures, Ditx and Eitx in single
group of population i, years t and ages x, of population in a certain nation or
region. The subgroups are split following certain criteria.

• Small neighbourhood (LSOA): Numbers of deaths and exposures, Ditx and Eitx
in LSOA i of England and in single years and ages. We also have many numerical
factors (mostly relevant to socio-economic factors) available in individual LSOAs,
they can be used as predictive variables in mortality modelling. Other than these,
there are also spatial indicators at the level of single LSOAs. They tell us the
region that every LSOA locates in and the urban-rural class that every LSOA is
classified to.

Within this appendix, all mortality, socio-economic and other aspects of data that

contribute to the research in this thesis are cited with online sources clearly outlined.

This helps anyone seeking to get access to the same underlying data as us with the

purpose of enhancing understanding, replicating and validating our results, etc.

Dataset Citation – Mortality data

In terms of mortality data (deaths and population estimates at different levels of gran-

ularity), those of England (both aggregation and IMD decile groups) are sourced from
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the ONS website. Mortality data of Canadian and Quebec Pension Plan1 were provided

by the CPP and QPP privately (Alain Guimond and Michel Montambeault prepared

the CPP data, and Mario Pépin prepared the QPP data) and are not available for

public use.

The England deaths and population estimates in single years and ages by IMD decile

can be found at:

- Office for National Statistics, 2019, Death Registrations and Populations by Index
of Multiple Deprivation, England, 2001 to 2018, [data collection], Accessed 24
January 2020. Available from: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationand
community/birthsdeathsandmarri ages/deaths/adhocs/11169deathregistrations
andpopulationsbyindexofmultipledeprivationengland2001to2018

For mortality data of England population at small neighbourhood level (LSOA) at

single years of ages, ONS website is still the most convenient source of getting them.

Mid-year population estimates (exposures, Eitx, by single LSOAs and ages) are avail-

able from 2001-2019 at:

- Office for National Statistics, 2020, Lower layer Super Output Area population es-
timates (supporting information), [data collection], Accessed 11 September 2020.
Available from: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/popu
lationandmigration/populationestimates/datasets/lowersuperoutputareamidyear
populationestimates

And the number of deaths at single years of age over 2001-2018 by single LSOA are

accessible on ONS website as follows:

From 2001 to 2016:

- Office for National Statistics, 2017, Deaths by lower super output area, age and
sex: England and Wales, 2001 to 2016, [data collection], Accessed 10 December
2017. Available from: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/adhocs/007807deathsbylowersuperoutputarea
ageandsexenglandandwales2001to2016

Deaths registered in 2017 (single year):

- Office for National Statistics, 2018, Number of deaths registered in each Lower
Super Output Area by sex and age, deaths registered in 2017, [data collection], Ac-
cessed 20 November 2018. Available from: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopu
lationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/adhocs/009235numberof
deathsregisteredineachlowersuperoutputareabysexandagedeathsregisteredin2017

Deaths registered in 2018 (single year):
1Chapter 3 of this thesis contains some brief summary on our analysis of the CPP and QPP

mortality data, but there are not as many details discussed in this thesis as the data of England IMD
decile groups.
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- Office for National Statistics, 2019, Deaths by Lower level Super Output Area
(LSOA), England and Wales, 2018 registrations, [data collection], Accessed 02
December 2019. Available from: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationand
community/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/adhocs/10829deathsbylowerlevel
superoutputarealsoaenglandandwales2018registrations

Data Citation – Predictive variables

All the predictive variables studied in this thesis are sourced from the ONS. All the

IMD sub-domain scores (those starting with ”IMD” in the Table 2.2 in Section 2.2

within the main thesis) are accesed on the ONS website directly, including the IMD

index itself, alongside ranks and deciles:

- Office for National Statistics, 2015, English indices of deprivation 2015, [data col-
lection], Accessed 05/01/2018. Available from: https://www.gov.uk/government/
statistics/english-indices-of-deprivation-2015

Meanwhile all other predictive variables at LSOA level (other variables in Table 2.2

beside the IMD sub-domain scores) are accessed on the UK Data Service website:

- Office for National Statistics, 2013, 2011 Census: Aggregate Data, [data col-
lection], UK Data Service, Accessed 05 July 2018. SN: 7427. Available from:
http://doi.org/10.5257/census/ aggregate-2011-2

Other than IMD sub-domain scores, there are socio-economic factors like average num-

ber of bedrooms per household, spatial factors like geographical region and urban-rural

class, and also other relevant factors like presence of care homes. They are all available

by single LSOA and can have material impact on observed mortality.
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Appendix B

Identifiability Constraints in

Stochastic Mortality Models

Many stochastic mortality models have identifiability problems in underlying param-

eters, including the ones studied in this thesis in Chapter 3. Identifiability constraint

exists with parameters in one model when there are different sets of parameters achiev-

ing the same amount of maximized likelihood. Most of them require identifiability

constraints to obtain unique set of estimated parameters unless they are fully iden-

tifiable like the κ1
t and κ2

t the m12 (CBD model). The constraints are implemented

onto estimated parameters via certain transformation made on them, i.e. substracting

the mean over all ages from the estimated αx at all ages. There are multiple transfor-

mations leading to different meaningful constraints, but they have to ensure that the

log-likelihood function remains unchanged before and after transformation.

Identifiability constratins for model m1 to m11 in Chapter 3 are outlined below. Please

note that the constraints shown here are not the only solution, there could be other

valid constraints resulting in different trends of parameters.

Model m1

∑
x

(β1
xi)

2 = 1,
∑
x

(β2
xi)

2 = 1, κ1
0i = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0

Model m2

∑
x

(β1
xi)

2 = 1,
∑
x

(β2
x)

2 = 1, κ1
0i = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0
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Model m3

∑
x

(β1
x)

2 = 1,
∑
x

(β2
xi)

2 = 1, κ1
0 = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0

Model m4

∑
x

(β1
xi)

2 = 1, κ1
0i = 0

Model m5

∑
x

(β1
x)

2 = 1,
∑
x

(β2
x)

2 = 1, κ1
0i = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0

Model m6

∑
x

(β1
x)

2 = 1,
∑
x

(β2
x)

2 = 1,
∑
ti

κ1
ti = 0,

∑
ti

κ2
ti = 0

Model m7

∑
t

κ1
ti = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0

Model m8

∑
ti

κ1
ti = 0,

∑
ti

κ2
ti = 0

Model m9

∑
t

κ1
t = 0,

∑
t

κ2
ti = 0

Model m10

∑
t

κ1
ti = 0,

∑
t

κ2
t = 0
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Model m11

∑
t

κ1
t = 0,

∑
t

κ2
t = 0

Models with cohort-effect parameter

Model m8c ∑
c

γci = 0,
∑
ci

(c− c̄)γci = 0,
∑
ci

(c− c̄)2γci = 0

∑
ti

κ1
ti = 0,

∑
ti

κ2
ti = 0

Model m8c with common γc∑
c

γc = 0,
∑
c

(c− c̄)γc = 0,
∑
c

(c− c̄)2γc = 0,

∑
ti

κ1
ti = 0,

∑
ti

κ2
ti = 0

Meanwhile, the CBD-GLMtx model does not have any identifiability constraint with

its κ1
t and κ2

t for national mortality rates if there is no cohort-effect parameter γc

applied. If there is cohort factor, we would need additional constraints on the

cohort-effect parameter to ensure its identifiability. Constraints in extension of m8

(as above – model m8c and m8c with common γc) with cohort effects added are in

the same case. Please see the Appendix C below for more details about constraints

on cohort-effect parameter.
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Appendix C

Identifiability Constraints for

Cohort Extension

For mortality models with cohort-effect extension in this thesis, the following

transformations are implemented for the cohort-effect parameter γc. They are subject

to model m8c with common or group-specific γ, and the CBD-GLMtx model with

cohort extension in the base matrix modelling national mortality rates, mb
tx.

According to the actual circumstance there are two transformations we can

implement:

γ̃c = γc + δ0 + δ1(c− c̄) (C.1)

OR

γ̃c = γc + δ0 + δ1(c− c̄) + δ2(c− c̄)2

Both transformations in (C.1) have the purpose of assigning a curvature shape to the

cohort factor γc while forcing them to fluctuate around zero, and also making it fully

identifiable. The second one with quadratic term is to be considered if the first one

does not result in the shape we expect, which adds an extra constraint onto γc from

the first one. With the transformations in (C.1) we would have the following

constraints applied to the estimated cohort-effect parameter:
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∑
c

γ̃c = 0 (C.2)

∑
c

(c− c̄)γ̃c = 0

∑
c

(c− c̄)2γ̃c = 0 (only exist with the second one in (C.1))

The coefficients δ0, δ1 and δ2 in (C.1) are solved by substituting the γ̃c in the

equations in (C.2). So the coefficients are the ones realizing the purposed

identifiability constraints onto the estimated γc. Any extra factors introduced by the

identifiability constraint transformations are to be offset by adjusting some other

parameters in the model to keep the log-likelihood unchanged. For some models like

the model m12 (CBD model), if we look forward to apply the third constraint, the

extra quadratic age factor (x− x̄)2 cannot be absorbed by any other existing

parameter. Then we need an extra age-period factor with quadratic age function to

absorb the extra figures introduced by the transformation, otherwise the

log-likelihood cannot be kept unchanged. The extra factor consists of a third

period-effect parameter κ3
t and a quadratic age factor (x− x̄)2. The model has now

been restructured as follows (analogous to the M7 studied in Cairns et al., 2009):

logmtx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) + κ3
t

(
(x− x̄)2 − σ2

x

)
+ γt−x

with the σ2
x = 1

nx

∑
x(x− x̄)2 being the term offsetting any additional effect from the

new additional κ3
t onto the modelled mortality rates.
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Appendix D

Poisson Maximum Likelihood

Estimation

One commonly applied model fitting method for the stochastic mortality models in

Chapter 3 is the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), which is based on certain

statistical assumption made onto the observation data. For the the stochastic

mortality models, as it has been widely applied in other relevant works, the MLE

here is based on the Poisson assumption on number of deaths at any single year t and

age x, and in certain group i:

Ditx ∼ Pois
(
D̂itx

)
D̂itx = m̂itxEitx

with both of mean and variance of the assumed Poisson deaths Ditx equal to the

estimated number of deaths D̂itx from certain model estimating the death rate mitx.

Following the probability density function of Poisson variable, the likelihood function

is constructed in the following way. Using the variable d to represent number of

deaths to estimate at certain year, age and group:

P (d = Ditx) =

(
D̂itx

)Ditx exp
(
− D̂itx

)
Ditx!

=

(
m̂itxEitx

)Ditx exp
(
− m̂itxEitx

)
Ditx!

Probability density function for d above is from the probability mass function of

Poisson variable, P (X = x) = λx exp(−λ)
x!

, for X ∼ Pois(λ). Here in this thesis the
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Poisson mean and variance are represented by the estimated deaths, i.e. λ = D̂itx at

individual years, ages and groups. Then the log-likelihood function can be

constructed by aggregating the probability mass function over all observed data

points by as a production, and then taking the logarithm scale. For subject in this

thesis we aggregate the observed data points over all single years, ages and groups to

create the log-likelihood function. With the parameters to estimate denoted by

θ = (α, κ, β, γ) for the stochastic mortality models, the Poisson likelihood is as follows:

L
(
D,E|θ

)
=
∏
itx

((
m̂itxEitx

)Ditx exp
(
− m̂itxEitx

)
Ditx!

)
(D.1)

The unknown parameters θ = (α, κ, β, γ) are the ones driving the estimated death

rates m̂itx. We write the likelihood function in terms of the unknown parameters by

substituting the estimated death rates by them, and then they are estimated by

maximizing the likelihood function with respect to the unknown parameters

respectively using partial differentiations. As most others do we transform the

likelihood function into logarithm scale before maximization. Starting from (D.1), we

write the log-likelihood function, l(D,E|θ), as follows:

l
(
D,E|θ

)
=
∑
itx

Ditx log m̂itx −
∑
itx

m̂itxEitx +

(∑
itx

Ditx logEitx −
∑
itx

logDitx!

)
(D.2)

Starting from the equation in (D.2) we see that terms in the second half (within the

bracket) only consist observed deaths and exposures and do not have any unknown

figures to estimate. All the unknown parameters are embedded in the first half with

the term m̂itx. Therefore the terms in bracket belongs to the constant part and do

not have any effect onto the estimated parameters – the log-likelihood function is

maximized by only focusing on the first half.

As an example for demonstration, we look at parameter estimation for the Lee-Carter

model on multi-population basis. First of all the death rate mitx is estimated as:

m̂itx = exp

(
αxi + βxiκti

)
By substituting the m̂itx in (D.2) by the model equation with unknown parameters,

we rewrite the log-likelihood as a function of the unknown parameters: αxi, βxi and

κti:
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l
(
D,E|α, β, κ

)
=
∑
itx

Ditx

(
αxi + βxiκti

)
−
∑
itx

Eitx exp
(
αxi + βxiκti

)
+

(∑
itx

Ditx logEitx −
∑
itx

logDitx!
)

As the models are non-parametric, there is no closed-form solution for optimizing the

the log-likelihood function with respect to the unknown parameters. We instead have

to solve the unknown parameters iteratively by numerical methods. As most of others

do, we rely on the Newton’s method here. The log-likelihood function is maximized

with respect to the unknown parameters separately using partial differentiations.

Looking at the Lee-Carter model as example, we solve the partial differentiation

equations at zero to estimate the parameters αxi, βxi and κti separately. By doing

this we manage to find values of the unknown parameters that maximize the

log-likelihood function.

∂l

∂αxi
=
∑
t

(
Ditx − Eitxexp(αxi + βxiκti)

)
= 0

∂l

∂κti
=
∑
x

βxi
(
Ditx − Eitxexp(αxi + βxiκti)

)
= 0

∂l

∂βxi
=
∑
t

κti
(
Ditx − Eitxexp(αxi + βxiκti)

)
= 0

The equations above are solved iteratively by Newton’s method with a prescribed

convergence criterion, i.e. 0.0001. We define the first-order partial differentiation of

log-likelihood to be a function f , i.e. ∂l
∂θ

= f(θ). Newton’s method finds the solution

to θ by taking the following calculation iteratively:

θ(k+1) = θ(k) − f(θ)

f ′(θ)
(D.3)

with θ(k) representing the estimated value of θ after kth iteration, with certain starting

value to be set up, i.e. θ(0) = 0. The iterations stop once the value of stepwise change,
f(θ)

f ′ (θ)
, is no larger than the convergence criterion. The value of θ(K) meeting the

convergence criterion after K iterations is the MLE estimator θ̂ we look for.

Looking back to the multi-population Lee-Carter model, we use the Newton’s method

as it in (D.3) to update the αxi, βxi and κti iteratively until the convergence criterion

is achieved. Initial values for the unknown parameters are set as follows for the
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Lee-Carter model:

α
(0)
xi =

∑
tmitx

Nt

κ
(0)
ti = 0

β
(0)
xi =

1√
Nx

with Nt and Nx representing the total number of years and ages involved in modelling,

and mitx being the observed death rates. The initial values are set following the

rationale of being close to their expected behaviour, and also being subject to the

corresponding identifiability constraints. The three parameters are then solved

following Newton’s iterations one-by-one in order of αxi, κti and βxi following (D.3):

α̂
(k+1)
xi = α̂

(k)
xi −

∑
t

(
Ditx − Eitx exp(α̂

(k)
xi + β̂

(k)
xi κ̂

(k)
ti )

)
−
∑

tEitx exp(α̂
(k)
xi + β̂

(k)
xi κ̂

(k)
ti )

κ̂
(k+1)
ti = κ̂

(k)
ti −

∑
x

(
Ditx − Eitx exp(α̂

(k+1)
xi + β̂

(k)
xi κ̂

(k)
ti )

)
β̂

(k)
xi

−
∑

xEitx exp(α̂
(k+1)
xi + β̂kxiκ̂

(k)
ti )(β̂

(k)
xi )2

β̂
(k+1)
xi = β̂

(k)
xi −

∑
t

(
Ditx − Eitx exp(α̂

(k+1)
xi + β̂

(k)
xi κ̂

(k+1)
ti )

)
κ̂

(k+1)
t

−
∑

tEitx exp(α̂
(k+1)
xi + β̂

(k)
xi κ̂

(k+1)
ti )(κ̂

(k+1)
ti )2

The same method is applied to all the mortality models studied in this thesis if they

have parameters of coefficients estimated using the MLE approach – including the

twelve multi-population models in Chapter 3 and the CBD-GLMtx model with

socio-economic inputs in Chapter 4. After getting the estimators, we have to check if

there is any identifiability constraint within the parameters. If there is any, certain

further transformations have to be done for making the estimators fully identifiable.

Appendix B has detailed identifiability constraints outlined for the models tested.
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Appendix E

Predictive Variables and

Standardization

As we have discussed in Section 2.2.2 in the thesis, we standardize most of the

numerical predictive variables to N(0, 1) distribution in order to prevent the

modelling outcome from being distorted by scale of different predictive variables. We

follow a two-step approach to transfer the variables to standard normal, which

transfers them to uniform first and then get them normalized. Denoting one

predictive variable at its original scale by Ai in LSOA i, we have:

Ui =
rank(Ai)

N + 1
(uniformized variables) (E.1)

Xi = φ−1(Ui) (normalized to N(0, 1))

with φ representing the probability function of standard normal distribution, and N

representing the total number of LSOAs in the dataset. From Ai to Xi we manage to

transform the variables into scales that are consistent to each other:

• Ui follows U(0, 1) and reflects the value of any variable in different LSOAs
relative to each other, i.e. it ignores for how much does a LSOA i having one
variable different from another LSOA. As the original variables are not evenly
distributed, doing so helps us mitigate impact of LSOAs having extreme value
on some variables.

• Transforming Ui to standard normally distributed Xi makes the variables
distribute within a constant range and symmetric around zero. It is more
visible that which LSOAs have certain socio-economic factor close to or
materially different from the national average.

In order to test robustness of the models we studied in the thesis, and also to test

whether scaling of predictive variables have significant impact on the modelling
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outcome, we rerun the them following the same settings as outlined in this thesis but

use the relevant variables rescaled in different ways from the two-step normalization

(Xi). The following two alternatives of rescaling are tested:

• Take the variables as Ui (uniformized) from intermediary of the standardization
process in (E.1) above. We then standardize it by extracting the mean and
dividing by standard deviation:

U z
i =

Ui − µU
σU

where µU is the mean of Ui over all LSOAs and σU is standard deviation, we

have µU = 0.5 and σU =
√

(1−0)2

12
for U(0, 1) variable. Then we insert the U z

i ’s

into the proposed random forest and local regression model.

• Standardized the variables Ai by extracting the mean and dividing with the
standard deviation so that they have mean as zero and standard deviation as
one:

Zi =
Ai − µA
σA

where µA is the mean of Ai over all LSOAs and σA is standard deviation.
Although Zi in general has the same mean and variance as the normalized Xi,
their distribution are quite different.

The two alternative scaling methods shape the empirical distribution of original

variables Ai in slightly different ways. U z
i makes all LSOAs evenly distributed along

dimension of every underlying predictive variable and ignores the actual distances

between LSOAs, especially at the two tails. Meanwhile Zi keeps the overall

distribution shape and just squeezes them into a narrower scale by dividing the

standard deviation σA.

Here we compare socio-economic mortality indices calculated using different models

with their selected predictive variables rescaled following different ways. Other than

scaling of predictive variables, we follow exactly the same method and model settings

as outlined in Section 9.2. Below are the comparison between the indices calculated

from normalized variables Xi (which we rely on in this thesis) versus variables scaled

in other two different ways (Ui and Zi). We did the comparison for both Index LR

and Index RF using local regression and random forest respectively.
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Figure E.1: Mortality index (at log-scale) created by the proposed random forest model
using mortality rates over age 70-79 and the twelve selected variables in 8.1 but scaled
differently. Left: uniformized (Ui) versus normalized (Xi); Right: Mean extracted (Zi)
vs. normalized (Xi).

In Figure E.1 the random forest model driving Index RF of age 70-79 appears to be

very robust to the predictive variables scaled in different methods (slope is almost

equal to one). It again shows that the random forest model in general has significant

robustness to different data used.

Figure E.2: Mortality index (at log-scale) created by the proposed local linear regression
model using mortality rates over age 70-79 and the eight selected variables in Table
7.9 but scaled differently. Left: uniformized (Ui) versus normalized (Xi); Right: Mean
extracted (Zi) vs. normalized (Xi).

And for the index created by local linear regression, Figure E.2 shows slightly

different results. It is still robust in general, but the trail Index LR seems to be

impacted to a greater extend while being uniformized (U z
i ), especially at the two tails

with LSOAs having highest and lowest relative risks. Shape of the index created from

U z
i ’s suggests that the underlying local regression model needs the bandwidth
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parameter (σ) in weight function to be adjusted accordingly. Compared to the Index

RF in Figure E.1 above, Index LR appears to be slightly more sensitive to scaling of

predictive variables. One of the most important reasons relates to the bandwidth –

the selected bandwidth σ in the local linear regression model with normalized

variables might not be appropriate with uniformized or other scales of variables any

more, and there is larger inconsistency appears.
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Appendix F

All Outcome from Subsect

Selection with CBD-GLMtx Model

As it has been discussed in Chapter 4, we tried out different combinations of

socio-economic variables to compare their BICs and select the most appropriate

CBD-GLMtx model and predictive variables. Here we outline value of maximized

log-likelihood and corresponding BIC of all combinations tested, from univariate to

multivariate. The model is fitted using England males data of age 65-89 and over

2001-2016, with full age and time dependency:

logmitx = κ1
t + κ2

t (x− x̄) +

p∑
j=1

(
βj0,t + βj1,t(x− x̄)

)
Xij

One variable

X1 LL BIC
inc −6, 578, 163 13, 157, 374

incOld −6, 575, 731 13, 152, 512
emp −6, 580, 988 13, 163, 025
edu −6, 590, 755 13, 182, 560
cri −6, 601, 848 13, 204, 745
bHS −6, 624, 747 13, 250, 543
liv −6, 619, 643 13, 240, 335
numb −6, 596, 266 13, 193, 580
geob −6, 610, 975 13, 222, 999
widerb −6, 607, 503 13, 216, 055

pUnemp35to64 −6, 591, 728 13, 184, 506
pUnemp65to69 −6, 614, 427 13, 229, 902
pNoqual16to24 −6, 608, 198 13, 217, 446
pNoqual25to34 −6, 598, 777 13, 198, 603
pNoqual35to49 −6, 586, 774 13, 174, 596
pNoqual50to64 −6, 583, 484 13, 168, 016
pNoqual65 −6, 579, 353 13, 159, 756

Figure F.1: Model selection criteria of age and year interacted CBD-GLMtx model
fitted over different combinations of socio-economic variables – single-variable models.
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Two variables

X1 X2 LL BIC
inc emp −6, 577, 865 13, 157, 304
inc edu −6, 578, 077 13, 157, 728
inc cri −6, 577, 719 13, 157, 011
inc bHS −6, 577, 375 13, 156, 323
inc liv −6, 578, 095 13, 157, 763
inc pUnemp35to64 −6, 577, 537 13, 156, 648
inc pMgr35to64 −6, 577, 733 13, 157, 040
inc pNoqual35to49 −6, 577, 963 13, 157, 500
inc geob −6, 577, 446 13, 156, 466
inc widerb −6, 577, 642 13, 156, 857
inc numb −6, 577, 039 13, 155, 651
inc pubTrans −6, 577, 762 13, 157, 098
inc work49h −6, 577, 042 13, 155, 657
inc pRent −6, 577, 423 13, 156, 420
inc rUK −6, 577, 529 13, 156, 632

incOld emp −6, 573, 330 13, 148, 234
incOld edu −6, 574, 225 13, 150, 024
incOld cri −6, 575, 259 13, 152, 091
incOld bHS −6, 574, 453 13, 150, 480
incOld liv −6, 575, 505 13, 152, 583
incOld geob −6, 575, 494 13, 152, 561
incOld widerb −6, 574, 151 13, 149, 876
incOld pubTrans −6, 575, 156 13, 151, 885
incOld work49h −6, 574, 371 13, 150, 315
incOld numb −6, 575, 024 13, 151, 621
incOld rUK −6, 573, 361 13, 148, 296
incOld pNoqual65 −6, 570, 880 13, 143, 333

Figure F.2: Model selection criteria of age and year interacted CBD-GLMtx model
fitted over different combinations of socio-economic variables – dual-variable models.

Three variables
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X1 X2 X3 LL BIC
inc cri bHS −6, 576, 945 13, 155, 989
inc geob widerb −6, 576, 879 13, 155, 857
inc geob numb −6, 576, 765 13, 155, 629

incChild incOld emp −6, 572, 990 13, 148, 077
incOld emp numb −6, 572, 760 13, 147, 617
incOld emp rUK −6, 572, 114 13, 146, 325
incOld numb rUK −6, 572, 653 13, 147, 404
incOld edu bHS −6, 573, 102 13, 148, 303
incOld edu widerb −6, 572, 812 13, 147, 721
incOld emp edu −6, 573, 182 13, 148, 463
incOld work49h rUK −6, 572, 384 13, 146, 867
incOld widerb rUK −6, 573, 052 13, 148, 203
incOld emp pNoqual65 −6, 570, 288 13, 142, 673
incOld pNoqual65 rUK −6, 570, 338 13, 142, 774
incOld pNoqual65 numb −6, 570, 180 13, 142, 458
incOld pNoqual65 widerb −6, 570, 022 13, 142, 143

Figure F.3: Model selection criteria of age and year interacted CBD-GLMtx model
fitted over different combinations of socio-economic variables – models having three
variables.

Four and more variables

Predictive variables LL BIC
incOld+ emp+ numb+ geob −6, 572, 649 13, 147, 921
incOld+ emp+ numb+ rUK −6, 571, 590 13, 145, 803
incOld+ emp+ geob+ rUK −6, 571, 861 13, 146, 345
incOld+ emp+ widerb+ rUK −6, 571, 771 13, 146, 165
incOld+ geob+ numb+ rUK −6, 572, 510 13, 147, 643
incOld+ emp+ edu+ rUK −6, 571, 993 13, 146, 608
incOld+ emp+ edu+ widerb −6, 571, 976 13, 146, 575
incOld+ emp+ edu+ work49h −6, 572, 726 13, 148, 075
incOld+ emp+ work49h+ rUK −6, 571, 606 13, 145, 834
incOld+ emp+ work49h+ numb −6, 572, 235 13, 147, 092

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + widerb −6, 569, 457 13, 141, 537
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ rUK −6, 569, 646 13, 141, 914
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ widerb −6, 569, 364 13, 141, 351

incOld+ emp+ pNoqual65 + numb+ rUK −6, 569, 263 13, 141, 674
incOld+ pNoqual65 + numb+ rUK + widerb −6, 569, 281 13, 141, 710

(*) −6, 571, 456 13, 146, 060
(**) −6, 571, 455 13, 146, 056
(***) −6, 571, 649 13, 146, 444
(****) −6, 571, 522 13, 146, 191
(*****) −6, 571, 518 13, 146, 183

Figure F.4: Model selection criteria of age and year interacted CBD-GLMtx model
fitted over different combinations of socio-economic variables – models having four or
more variables. *: incOld + emp + geob + numb + rUK; **: incOld + emp + edu +
numb + rUK; ***: incOld + emp + edu + widerb + rUK; ****: incOld + emp +
work49h+ numb+ rUK; *****: incOld+ emp+ geob+ widerb+ rUK.
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Appendix G

Hessian Matrix and Parameter

Uncertainty

Figure 4.19 in Section 4.7 shows 95% confidence interval for each of the coefficients in

CBD-GLMtx model estimated by MLE. The confidence intervals are based on

standard error calculated using the Hessian matrix, which contains second-order

partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to the unknown

coefficients. As an example, we can consider one unknown coefficient, θ, and it has

estimator θ̂, the Hessian of this coefficient is calculated as follows:

H(θ) =
∂2l(θ)

∂θ2

We can calculate Hessian for the MLE estimator (which estimates the mean of θ,

θ̂ = E(θ)) as follows:

H(θ̂) = E
(
H(θ)

)
=
∂2l(θ̂)

∂θ̂2
(G.1)

With Hessian calculated for all estimated coefficients following (G.1), we then move

into next step to connect their variance to value of Hessian. In MLE, we have the

Fisher Information matrix I as the negative expected value of the Hessian matrix:

I(θ) = −E(H(θ)) (G.2)

Fisher Information about the coefficient θ measures the overall sensitivity of the

modelled functional relationship to changes in θ. Understanding in another way, I(θ)

reflects how much information can a sample of observations provide about the

unknown parameter, and it can be calculated as the negative expected value of the

second differentiation of log-likelihood with respect to θ. More details about

interpretation of I(θ) is beyond the scope of this thesis. Please see Ly et al. (2017)

for more theoretical details.
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We also know that the variance-covariance matrix of all estimated parameters is the

inverse of Fisher Information of the underlying log-likelihood function. Therefore,

given the equations in (G.1) and (G.2), we calculate standard error of θ̂ starting with

the variance-covariance matrix:

V ar(θ) = I−1(θ) (G.3)

= −
(
E(H(θ))

)−1

= −
(∂2l(θ̂)

∂θ̂2

)−1

= −
(
H(θ̂)

)−1

As we can see from (G.3), if θ̂ is unbiased estimator to the mean of θ, the standard

error of θ̂ is the square root of diagonal entries of the variance-covariance matrix.

Given the standard error, we calculate the confidence interval for θ̂ at (1− α)

confidence level:

CIα = θ̂ ± zα/2
√
−
(
H(θ̂)

)−1
(G.4)

with z representing the α-quantile of the distribution that residuals follow, i.e. we can

assume Normal or Student t distribution. Looking back to the CBD-GLMtx in this

thesis, confidence interval of κ1
t , κ

2
t and β coefficients in Figure 4.19 are calculated

using (G.4) with z being 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of standard normal distribution.
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Appendix H

Local Linear Regression in Matrix

Format

As it has been mentioned in the section introducing local linear regression, the local

estimator can be interpreted in a matrix production format with input variables,

response variables and weight functions formatted into matrices. Following the

formulas 7.19, 7.22 and 7.26 we can write the local regression at observation (x0, y0)

as follows:

ŷ0 = f̂(x0) = eT1
(
XT

0 WX0

)−1
XT

0 Wy

Given the smoothing operator L, then we can rewrite the local regression in the

format of a smoother implemented onto the observed response variable y:

ŷ = Ly (H.1)

And within the smoothing operator matrix L:

L0 = eT1
(
XT

0 WX0

)−1
XT

0 W (H.2)

L0 represents a specific row in L for observation (x0, y0). Therefore the local

estimator ŷ0 at this observation is actually a linear combination of the observed

response variable yi from all other observations with i 6= 0, with the coefficients being

entries in L0, i.e. ŷ0 = L0y.

Matrix production in visible format

Starting with an univariate model with only one predictive variable

x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN), the row in L corresponding to observation with predictive

variable x0 = x0 can be written in the matrix production following the (H.2) above:
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L0 = (1 0)×
((

x1 − x0 . . . xN − x0

1 . . . 1

)
×

w1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 . . . wN

×
1 x1 − x0

...
...

1 xN − x0

)−1

×

(
x1 − x0 . . . xN − x0

1 . . . 1

)
×

W1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 . . . WN


= (1 0)×

(∑
iWi(xi − x0)

∑
iWi(xi − x0)2∑

iWi

∑
iWi(xi − x0)

)−1

×
(

(x1 − x0)W1 . . . (xN − x0)WN

W1 . . . WN

)

The matrix X0 here is defined by the relative position of x0 to all other observations

xi with i 6= 0. The weight matrix W is diagonal matrix consisting of weights from

other observations i onto the target observation x0. The local estimator written in

matrix format help on coding the calculation using computer packages with much

simpler and more easy-to-understand codes, while reducing the computation time

significantly from running any optimization functions like optim in R. In terms of the

research subject in this thesis, for any individual LSOA x0 we can calculate the L0 as

above and then calculate the estimator as a linear combination of others with

ŷ0 = L0y.

Now following the same framework as the univariate estimator, the matrix format of

local regression can easily be generalized to multivariate cases with more than one

predictive variables. The multivariate local estimator is definitely more important in

this thesis for capturing mortality variations along all the important socio-economic

dimensions. The design matrix X0 defined by relative positions is now a

(N × (p+ 1)) matrix rather than (N × 1):

X0 =


1 X11 −X01 X12 −X02 . . . X1p −X0p

1 X21 −X01 X22 −X02 . . . X2p −X0p
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 XN1 −X01 XN2 −X02 . . . XNp −X0p


The row in smoothing operator L for observation x0, L0, is then written in matrix

format as:

L0 = eT0 (XT
0 WX0)−1XT

0 W
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= eT0 ×
(


X1p −X0p . . . XNp −X0p

... . . .
...

X11 −X01 . . . XN1 −X01

1 . . . 1

×
W1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 . . . WN

×


1 X11 −X01 X12 −X02 . . . X1p −X0p

1 X21 −X01 X22 −X02 . . . X2p −X0p
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 XN1 −X01 XN2 −X02 . . . XNp −X0p


)−1

×


X1p −X0p . . . XNp −X0p

... . . .
...

X11 −X01 . . . XN1 −X01

1 . . . 1

×
W1 . . . 0

0
. . . 0

0 . . . WN



Please note that the unit matrix eT0 now represents the relative position of x0 to itself

in multi-dimension variable space, which consists of one at the beginning (intercept)

and followed by zeros (local coefficients of the input variables), i.e. (1 0 . . . 0) of

dimension 1× (p+ 1). L0 is then written as follows after merging some matrices by

production:

L0 =

eT0 ×



∑
iWi(Xip−X0p)

∑
iWi(Xip−X0p)(Xi1−X01) . . .∑

iWi(Xi,p−1−X0,p−1)
∑

iWi(Xi,p−1−X0,p−1)(Xi1−X01) . . .
...

...
. . .∑

iWi(Xi1−X01)
∑

iWi(Xi1−X01)2 . . .∑
iWi

∑
iWi(Xi1−X01) . . .

∑
iWi(Xip−X0p)

2∑
iWi(Xi,p−1−X0,p−1)(Xip−X0p)

...∑
iWi(Xi1−X01)(Xip−X0p)∑

iWi(Xip−X0p)

×
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(X1p −X0p)W1 (X2p −X0p)W2 . . . (XNp −X0p)WN

(X1,p−1 −X0,p−1)W1 (X2,p−1 −X0,p−1)W2 . . . (XN,p−1 −X0,p−1)WN
...

...
. . .

...
(X11 −X01)W1 (X21 −X01)W2 . . . (XN1 −X01)WN

W1 W2 . . . WN



Please note that all ”×” symbols in the matrix equations represent matrix production.

In the matrix production formula, the L0 can be written as a vector of length N (i.e.

production of eT0 of 1×N and a N ×N matrix). It is the smoothing operator that

transforms the observed y into a local estimator ŷ0 at the particular observation x0.

From coding prospective, the matrix format of local regression and the patterns in

rows and columns shown above help us code the local regression algorithm within a

simple and efficient way. Although the matrices can be quite big (i.e. can be

32, 844× 32, 844 in this case), the computational burden can be overcame by looping

through the big matrices row by row (or equivalently, column by column) and then

assembling them altogether.
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Appendix I

Analogue of Linear Regression in

Local Linear Regression

Local linear regression consists of local linear models locally at individual

observations, and therefore captures non-linearity over the entire training set.

Considering both linear and local regression rely on the assumption that residuals

y− ŷ follow i.i.d Normal distribution with zero mean, we can understand logics

behind local regression in terms of some well-known concepts about linear regression.

Following the similar OLS approach in matrix production format, linear regression

can also be considered as an smoothing operator applied to the observed response

variable y. Considering one linear model ŷi = β̂0 + β̂1Xi1 + β̂2Xi2 + . . .+ β̂pXip, it can

be written in matrix format as:

ŷ = Hy (I.1)

H = X(XTX)−1XT

X here is the variable matrix with rows representing the observations and columns

are predictive variables in data, and the first column is filled with 1 to match the

intercept β0. H is the hat matrix as linear operator that transforms observed y to

estimator. Analogous to the smoothing operator L with local regression, H of linear

regression also determines the complexity and level of uncertainty of the linear

estimator ŷ. For both H and L, their algebraic features are informative on measuring

uncertainty and degrees of freedom on estimators made from linear and local

regression.

For linear regression, the effective number of parameters is simply p+ 1, which

consists of p predictive variables with one intercept. We can easily prove that trace of
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the hat matrix, tr
(
H
)
, is equal to the degrees of freedom in any linear model.

Considering H has property of idempotent and symmetric:

H2 = H idempotent (I.2)

HT = H symmetric

From the properties in (I.2) we have the following matrix algebras regarding to

matrix traces of H, which determines degrees of freedom of the linear estimator:

tr
(
H
)

= tr
(
HTH

)
= tr

(
HHT

)
= p+ 1 (I.3)

We can clearly see that trace of the linear operator represents the effective number of

parameters, or degrees of freedom in linear regression model. Now considering the

local regression fitting linear models locally at different observations on a

weighted-average basis using non-constant weights, the effective number of

parameters and degrees of freedom are then represented by the trace of smoothing

operator L, tr(L) – more details are discussed in the appendix K later on.
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Appendix J

Measuring Variance Reduction in

Local Linear Regression

Here we measure the amount of smoothing implemented by local estimator. Amount

of smoothing also reflects model complexity – if an estimator has less amount of

smoothing, i.e. less reduction of variance from observations, it absorbs more noise

from the observations and therefore is more complex. In principle, less degrees of

freedom is required for local estimator to filter out more of variance or noises in data.

The smoothing operator L determines most of the metrics required in this section, as

it contains characteristics of both predictive variables and the smoothing window

defined by the bandwidth. We start from variance of estimator to see how much is

the observed variance reduced, as it tells how much of variance is retained in

estimation. Starting with the assumption of constant variance, i.e.

V ar(ŷ) = V ar(F̂ 1,LR
i ) = σ2, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , pointwise variance of local estimator is

calculated as:

V ar(F̂ 1,LR
i ) = σ2

N∑
j=1

(
lj(xi)

)2
(J.1)

Please note that (J.1) is only a starting point, it has a significant shortcoming that

variance in different LSOAs is not constant for having different population size.

Appendix L later has discussion on moving variance over LSOAs driven population

size, which are more appropriate.

Proof of (J.1) is outlined in the appendix M later. It suggests that the quantity∑N
j=1

(
lj(xi)

)2
reflects the variance reduction at observation xi by the local estimator.

As
∑N

j=1

(
lj(xi)

)2
getting smaller, there will be less portion of observed variance σ2

left in the estimator ŷi and the model becomes less complex. On the other side, if
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∑N
j=1

(
lj(xi)

)2
close to one, it indicates most of observed variance will be retained in

the estimator and ŷ is volatile. In this case the estimator will have high degrees of

freedom and there is tiny amount of smoothing. Please see more details on

calculating degrees of freedom in the next section.

Two metrics reflecting amount of smoothing are defined as follows – the influence

function, infl, and variance reduction factor, varRed. Please see Loaders (1999) for

more details on them.

infl(xi) = Lii = li(xi) (J.2)

varRed(xi) =
N∑
j=1

(
lj(xi)

)2

The influence function infl is taken from diagonal of L, it reflects volatility around

estimator at individual observations and measures sensitivity of each individual

estimator ŷi to its underlying observations. infl measures amount of smoothing done

by the local estimator at individual observations. Looking at variance in (J.1), we can

interpret variance reduction factor as the proportion of observed variance retained in

estimator by local regression, which is determined by entries in the operator L at

observation xi (Loader, 1999). varRed appears to be a decreasing function of

smoothing bandwidth applied in weight function Wij.

Please note that we remove the constraint of zero weight on LSOAs themselves, i.e.

Wij = 0, ∀i = j, for all calculations relevant to the diagonal of smoothing operator

L in this appendix. The reason is that this constraint causes the L to have zero

diagonal and makes any relevant calculation meaningless. However, it only does

matter for evaluating variance and complexity of any local estimator. We still enforce

the LSOAs to have zero weight on themselves while producing the final outcomes, as

it helps mitigate overfitting and test out-of-sample performance. More details are also

mentioned in the next section.
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Figure J.1: Influence function infl (left) and variance reduction factor varRed (right)
for the estimated socio-economic relative risks in England males over age 60-69, by
local regression with incOld as the only variable.

Figure J.1 shows pattern of influence function and variance reduction over the unique

predictive variable, incOld. We can see the LSOAs in different urban-rural classes are

distributed separately but have the same pattern – those at the boundaries have more

variance smoothed out than those in the middle. As there are much fewer LSOAs

having socio-economic factors of extreme values, and sampling variation at the two

boundaries is in general higher.

There are upper and lower bounds on infl and varRed as measures on amount of

smoothing, or model complexity. As Loader (2004) discussed, infl and varRed have

the same upper and upper bound and which can be explained as two extreme

smoothing levels.

1

N
≤ infl(xi) ≤ 1 (J.3)

1

N
≤ varRed(xi) ≤ 1

Boundaries in (J.3) are achieved under two extreme scenarios. At one side, if the

local estimator perfectly interpolates the observations, i.e. F̂ 1,LR
i = R0

i in all LSOAs,

the infl(xi) = varRed(xi) = 1. In this case no sampling variance is filtered out and

therefore variance of the estimators is the same as the observed variance. On the

other side, if the estimator is the simple mean, i.e. F̂ 1,LR
i = R̄0,

infl(xi) = varRed(xi) = 1
N

. In this case the estimator has zero variance but quite

high bias as there is no local trend captured at all.
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Appendix K

Effective Number of Parameters in

Local Linear Regression

Degrees of freedom in non-parametric models as local regression model provide a

generalization of the number of parameters. It is an important metric reflecting

complexity and helps on preventing any model to be overfitted. For local regression,

there are two distinct definitions of effective number of parameters that are measured

by the infl and varRed respectively (both reflects amount of smoothing applied),

and the degree of freedom can be calculated using them. The smoothing operator L

help determines the effective number of parameters as it measures the amount of

smoothing done by local estimator.

The two definitions of effective number of parameters are as follows:

ν1 = tr(L) =
N∑
i=1

li(xi) =
N∑
i=1

infl(xi) (K.1)

ν2 = tr(LTL) =
N∑
j=1

N∑
i=1

(
lj(xi))

2 =
N∑
j=1

varRed(xi)

The two metrics in (K.1) are not always equal, but similar to each other most of the

times. ν1 and ν2 are interpreted as aggregations of amount of smoothing over all

observations measured in different ways. They reflect the effective number of

parameters of the local estimator, and therefore make it comparable with other

models fitted using the same data (Loader, 1999). They also help calculate model

selection criteria for non-parametric models, for example, Cp estimate of risk, AIC,

etc. Looking back to upper and lower bounds of the infl and varRed specified in

(J.3), ν1 and ν2 are bounded in the similar way:
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1 ≤ ν1 ≤ N (K.2)

1 ≤ ν2 ≤ N

According to (K.2), one local estimator has number of parameters equal to the

number of observations while there is no variance smoothed out at all. Vice versa,

there is only one parameter if the local estimator is the mean average over all

observations and does not capture any local pattern, i.e. the bandwidth covers all

observations.

We can also understand both ν1 and ν2 in the concept of linear regression model from

trace of the hat matrix H, tr(H) – see appendix I earlier for more information. Given

the hat matrix H being symmetric and according to (I.3), we have

ν1 = ν2 = tr(H) = tr(HTH) = p+ 1. Definition of ν1 as the sum of diagonal entries

in L is more consistent with the number of parameters defined for linear regression as

the sum over diagonal in the hat matrix H. As it has been mentioned in the previous

section, the operator L will have all diagonal entries to be zero if we enforce the

LSOAs to have zero weight on themselves in estimation. Therefore we remove this

assumption of Wij = 0,∀i = j when calculating the ν1 and ν2 from L. It will be

applied again while producing the final outcomes from local regression as it helps

mitigate overfitting and also makes out-of-sample test easier.
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Figure K.1: Two measures of effective number of parameters on y-axis, ν1 and ν2,
plotted over bandwidth σ of local estimator to socio-economic relative risks over age
60-69. Black: local estimator fitted with variables incOld + emp + pNoqual65; Red:
local estimator fitted with incOld + emp + pNoqual65 + cri + geob; Solid curves: ν1;
Dashed curves: ν2.

Figure K.1 shows trend of the effective number of parameters over bandwidth and

with different number of predictive variables. When there is a narrow bandwidth, or

more predictive variables applied, there are more number of parameters and therefore

the model is more complex and have high variance. In the extreme circumstance

where the bandwidth is as wide as distribution of data used (weights are almost

equivalent over all observations), both the infl and varRed will be close to 1 and

therefore ν1 and ν2 are close to the sample size N . We also see that ν1 is always

larger than ν2 under the same set of predictive variables, and the difference between

them is more significant when the smoothing bandwidth is narrow.

In local linear regression, the degrees of freedom can be calculated as a function of ν1

and ν2. Based on the assumption of constant variance, i.e. V ar(y) = σ2, and

considering the local estimator as a linear combination of observed response variables,

ŷ = Ly, as Cleveland and Devlin (1988) discussed, it can be shown that the expected

value of residual sum of squares (RSS) of one local estimator can be written as:
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E
(∑

i

(R0
i − F̂

1,LR
i )2

)
= E

(
εT ε
)

= σ2tr
(
(I− L)T (I− L)

)
(K.3)

= σ2
(
N − (2tr(L)− tr(LTL))

)
= σ2

(
N − (2ν1 − ν2)

)
In (K.3), ε = (ε1, ε2, . . . , εN) is the vector of residuals at all observations, which can

also be written in matrix format as ε = (I− L)y, with I being the identity matrix of

dimension N ×N . See Section 7.7 for more studies on residuals of local estimator.

From the formula in (K.3), Cleveland and Devlin (1988) says an unbiased estimator

to the constant variance σ2, σ̂2 can be calculated as:

σ̂2 =
εT ε

N − (2ν1 − ν2)
(K.4)

=

∑N
i=1(yi − ŷi)2

N − (2ν1 − ν2)

The denominator in (K.4) proposes definition of the degrees of freedom, which is

ν3 = N − (2ν1 − ν2). With all of the assumptions we can show the following

inequality for local regression model:

1 ≤ ν2 ≤ ν1 ≤ ν3 ≤ N (K.5)

As it has been discussed previously, under the most extreme scenarios with highest

and lowest level of model complexity, ν1, ν2 and ν3 can be as small as one or as large

as the sample size N .
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Appendix L

Heteroscedastic Variance in Local

Linear Regression

Apart from the constant variance assumption in (J.1), here we discuss more accurate

measures of pointwise variance of estimator and residual in single LSOAs. In reality,

population size is considered as the most important factor determining variance of

estimator and residual in an LSOA. LSOAs with larger population in general have

less sampling variation in data and therefore relatively low variance in the estimator.

Considering the fact that all LSOAs could have quite different population sizes, we

think constant variance is not an appropriate assumption.

Before variance, we firstly look at the expected value of one local estimator at a

particular LSOA x0 as example (F̂ 1,LR
0 = L0y):

E(F̂ 1,LR
0 ) =

( N∑
j=1

lj(x0)
)
E(y) (L.1)

The following table outlines pointwise variance in observed relative risk and locally

estimated relative risk for a LSOA i having observed variables as (x0, R
0
0), and under

different assumptions made for variance.
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Number Variance V ar(R0
0) V ar(F̂ 1,LR

0 ) Comment

(1) constant σ2 σ2
∑

i li(x0)2 σ̂2 =
∑

i(R
0
i−F̂

1,LR
i )2

N−(2ν1−ν2)

variance is assumed to be an
unbiased estimator to σ2

(2) heteroscedasticity 1

D̂0
0

∑
i
li(x0)2

D̂0
i

by Poisson assumption on

observed deaths at individual
LSOAs assuming variances of

all LSOAs are determined
population sizes

(3) heteroscedasticity
F̂ 1,LR
0

D̂0
0

∑
i
li(x0)2F̂ 1,LR

i

D̂0
i

by Poisson assumption on

observed deaths, variance
is determined by both

population size and socio-
economic relative risk

Table L.1: Pointwise variance of local estimator to socio-economic relative risks, ŷ =
F̂ 1, under different assumptions of variance structure.

Table L.1 outlines the pointwise variance for the observed and estimated relative risks

respectively, based on different assumptions made. Proofs to the formulas of V ar(R0
0)

and V ar(F̂ 1,LR
0 ) are outlined clearly in the appendix. Moving variance with

population size in individual LSOAs is preferred for modelling the neighbourhood

mortality rates, as (2) and (3) in Table L.1. Comparing the two variances with

heteroscedasticity, assumption (3) also considers estimated socio-economic relative

risk ŷ and assumes that LSOAs with high relative risk in general subject to higher

variance.

Pointwise variance of local estimator in a LSOA i x0 can also be written in matrix

production format, as a function of the corresponding row to the LSOA in the

smoothing operator L:

V ar(F̂ 1,LR
0 ) = LT

0 ΣL0

The covariance matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix, as individual LSOAs are assumed to

have relative risk y conditionally independent from each other. Depending on

whether constant or moving variance is assumed, diagonal entries of Σ are in different

formats. Following the (1), (2) and (3) in Table L.1, we have Σ consisting of:

Σ =

σ̂
2 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . σ̂2

 or


1

D̂0
1

. . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . 1

D̂0
N

 or


ŷ0
D̂0

1

. . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . . ŷ0
D̂0

N
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Assumptions with heteroscedasticity takes population size in a LSOA i into account

while calculating variances. And the moving variances are driven by the Poisson

assumption made onto observed number of deaths in a LSOA i – LSOAs having more

expected deaths D̂0 (calculated from national average mortality rates), which are also

the LSOAs having higher exposure size, tend to have relatively low variance in

estimated relative risk.

In order to show impact of the three assumptions on variance in Table L.1, in Figure

L.1 we plot pointwise standard deviation of a local estimator of relative risk in

England males aged 60-69, which is calculated using the incOld as the unique

predictive variable in all 32, 844 LSOAs, and following the three assumptions as in

Table L.1 respectively. Bandwidth is still set at 1. Please note that we removed the

urban-rural split (i.e. zero weight between LSOAs in different UR5 classes) here to

keep the shape of estimator continuous in the plot.

Figure L.1: Pointwise standard deviation of the estimated F̂ 1,LR calculated following
the three different assumptions (1), (2) and (3) in Table L.1 respectively, plotted at log-
scale. Left: standard deviation plotted over incOld as the unique predictive variable;
Eight: standard deviation plotted over the estimated F̂ 1,LR.

Figure L.1 shows that variances of estimator at the two boundaries are much higher

than middle, which is consistent with shape of infl and varRed shown in Figure J.1

earlier. Comparing the assumptions in Table L.1, assumption (1) of constant variance

is in general higher than (2) and (3) of moving variances that are impacted by

population size in a LSOA i. Meanwhile (2) and (3) are not materially different from

each other. Looking back to the setting of socio-economic weights Wij in (7.17) of

Section 7.5.4, we multiply the expected number of deaths, D̂0
i , to put more weights

on LSOAs having more population (D̂0
i is proportional to population size in a LSOA

i), which have lower variance. This setting reflects the fact of moving variance in our

modelling with local linear regression.
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Appendix M

Pointwise Uncertainty in Local

Linear Regression

We have discussed uncertainty in local estimator on a pointwise basis in individual

LSOAs. Such uncertainty is mainly driven by the smoothing bandwidth parameter,

which controls for how much variance from the observations to retain in the smoothed

estimator ŷ. As it has been mentioned in the main text, we start from the pointwise

mean and variance of a local regression estimator to analyse its level of uncertainty.

Expected value (mean) of the estimator at a particular observation (x0, y0) can be

derived by taking the expected value and variance from the quantities in (7.26):

E
(
ŷ0

)
= E

(∑
i

li(x0)yi

)

= E

(
l1(x0)y1 + . . .+ lN(x0)yN

)
= l1(x0)E(y1) + . . .+ lN(x0)E(yN)

=
∑
i

li(x0)E(y)

E(y) is the mean of observed response variable in all observations in data.

Calculation of variance for the estimator can be more complex than mean as it is

affected by assumption about the observed pointwise variance, V ar(yi) at single

LSOAs i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Three different assumptions are outlined in the Table L.1 –

the first one assumes constant variance across all LSOAs and ignores the effect of

variation in population size of individual LSOAs. The second and third assumptions

are more realistic and we prefer them two. Keeping the three assumptions in mind,

variance of the local estimator at the particular observation (x0, y0) is calculated by:
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V ar
(
ŷ0

)
= V ar

(∑
i

li(x0)yi

)
(M.1)

= V ar
(
l1(x0)y1 + . . .+ lN(x0)yN

)
= l1(x0)2V ar(y1) + . . .+ lN(x0)2V ar(yN)

=
N∑
i=1

li(x0)2V ar(yi)

Decomposition of marginal variances in (M.1) is based on the assumption that the

observed mortality rates in y are conditionally independent over different LSOAs (see

Section 7.5.3 about assumptions made for local regression). With the conditional

independence we can have the covariances between any pair of yi and yj (i 6= j) to be

zero and then the (M.1) holds.

Depending on the assumption made on variance of observed relative risks in any a

LSOA i, V ar(yi), equation in (M.1) can be rewritten following different ways. Firstly

we look at the constant variances. Local estimator at observation x0 has its variance

calculated as follows:

V ar
(
ŷ0

)
= l1(x0)2V ar(y1) + l2(x0)2V ar(y2) + . . .+ lN(x0)2V ar(yN)

=
(∑

i

li(x0)2
)
V ar(y)

= σ2
(∑

i

li(x0)2
)

with the constant variance of observed relative risks denoted as σ2. The second and

third assumption in Table L.1 assume different variances in different LSOAs, which

are pretty much determined by population size over certain age group. With their

assumed heteroscedasticity, the variance of estimator is now calculated as follows:
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V ar
(
ŷ0

)
= l1(x0)2V ar(y1) + l2(x0)2V ar(y2) + . . .+ lN(x0)2V ar(yN) (M.2)

=
∑
i

li(x0)2V ar(yi)

=
∑
i

li(x0)2

D̂0
i

OR

=
∑
i

li(x0)2ŷ0

D̂0
i

The moving variances as they are in (M.2) are derived following the Poisson

assumption on number of deaths at individual LSOAs: Di ∼ Pois(D̂i), with the

Poisson parameter represented by estimated number of deaths at LSOA i. Depending

on the assumption on point-wise variances, D̂i as the Poisson parameter can be

calculated in the following two different ways:

D̂i =


D̂0
i expected deaths aligned to national mortality

OR

F̂ 1
i Di estimated deaths from socio-economic relative risks

(M.3)

with D̂0
i representing the expected death count in LSOA i calculated from the

national mortality level of corresponding age and year group. Meanwhile we can also

write the D̂i as a function of estimated socio-economic relative risk ŷi = F̂ 1
i and

observed number of deaths Di. It adds socio-economic inputs into pointwise variance

and somehow reflect the pattern that LSOAs having more extreme socio-economic

metrics (either on the left and right boundary of socio-economic distribution) tend to

have higher variances than those in the middle.

Then it comes to the question on calculating variance of observed relative risks in a

LSOA i based on the second and third assumptions. Starting from the definition of

relative risk (A-E ratio) alongside Poisson assumption, the variance is calculated as:

V ar(yi) = V ar

(
Di

D̂0
i

)

=
1

(D̂0
i )

2
V ar

(
Di

)
The problem has now been transformed in variance of observed number of deaths,

which can be written in different formats following the Poisson parameter defined in

(M.3) representing different assumptions on variance:
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D̂0
i = 1

D̂0
i

1

(D̂0
i )2

(ŷiDi) = ŷi
D̂0

i

(M.4)

The two figures derived in (M.4) are the ones outlined in the Table L.1. They are

used in calculating the pointwise variances of local estimator, which reflects level of

uncertainty and reliability in estimation, and also helps pointwise confidence interval

calculation.

Given point-wise variance is calculated for each every LSOA estimated, with Normal

assumption on the residuals we can calculate the pointwise confidence interval of one

estimator F̂ 1,LR in every LSOA. At any a LSOA i with observed variables (xi, R
0
i ),

the confidence interval with significant level 1− α is denoted as Iαi and calculated as

follows:

Iαi = F̂ 1,LR
i ± zα/2

√
V ar(F̂ 1,LR

0 ) (M.5)

Here the estimator F̂ 1,LR
i is central forcast produced by the local estimator. The

variance V ar(F̂ 1,LR
0 ) can be either constant or heteroscedastic depending on what

assumption we take, here we take the assumption of moving variance as the (2) in

Table L.1 earlier. zα/2 represents the theoretical α-quantile of the distribution that

residuals are assumed to follow, i.e. Normal distribution here. However, as it has

been discussed previously, local estimator ŷ can rarely be unbiased at individual

observations, therefore (M.5) also has bias. With bias taken into consideration, the

confidence interval in (M.5) is actually for mean of the local estimator, E(ŷ), instead

of the estimator ŷ itself. However, as Breheny (2012) has mentioned, many

calculations of confidence interval in non-parametric regression accept the fact that

they are actually calculated for the mean of estimator. What is more, Loader (1999)

mentioned that the confidence intervals should be calculated under small bandwidths

to reduce the effect of bias.

Pointwise standard error at xi is calculated as the square root of the local estimator’s

variance, depending on which assumption in Table L.1 is taken. Widths of confidence

interval displayed graphically is shown not materially different with the three distinct

assumptions (1), (2) and (3) in Table L.1. However, we should keep in mind that the

two moving variances actually ignores overdispersion in the observed mortality rates

and therefore underestimate variance to some extent, as they are set up under the

Poisson assumption on number of deaths.
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Figure M.1: 95% confidence interval of estimated socio-economic relative risk by local
regression fitted with incOld only. Confidence interval is calculated based on the
assumption (2) in Table L.1 on pointwise variance (moving variance). Urban-rural
variation is not applied here in order to keep the estimator continuous. Left: relative
risk over age 60-69; Right: relative risk over age 80-89.

Figure M.1 shows that confidence interval is narrow in the middle, where LSOAs have

mild socio-economic relative risks, and much wider at the two tails, where the

socio-economic relative risk is highest or lowest. It is consistent to what we find in

the pointwise variances and amount of smoothing in previous sections – LSOAs close

to the mean of socio-economic distribution have less observed variance retained in

estimator and therefore have relatively narrow confidence interval. Estimation at

these LSOAs are considered to be more reliable than those at the two tails.

Estimation at the two different age groups have confidence interval in quite similar

trend. Although the observed mortality rates appear to be more volatile over age

80-89 than 60-69, width of confidence interval does not look very different.

Figure M.2: Density of LSOAs along distribution of observed relative risk R0 and the
incOld as socio-economic indicator. Left: relative risk over age 60-69; Right: relative
risk over age 80-89.

Figure M.2 clearly shows that there are much more LSOAs around the middle of

socio-economic distribution (represented by incOld as example) than the two sides.
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Therefore more observations are taken into account while estimating relative risks for

LSOAs in the middle, and variance there is consequently lower than the tails. It also

highlights importance of dealing with boundary effect in non-parametric regression.

As there are limited amount of observations at the tails, estimation in any LSOA

there is backed by much lower sample size than those in the middle. Therefore it is

important to fit local slopes for mitigating boundary effect, which can capture

observed patterns over a longer horizon than just taking weighted average over closest

neighbours near the tail. In this aspect, local regression is more superior than kernel.

The univariate example with the single predictive variable only can be easily

extended to multivariate local regression models, and then we are able to calculate

the confidence interval for multivariate estimators to help measure their uncertainty.
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Appendix N

More Tests on Local Linear

Regression

In order to understand more about the impact of setting of hyperparameters and

weight function on local linear regression model’s outcomes, here we carry out two

tests for the proposed local regression model for creating the Index LR (as discussed

in Section 9.2), with the eight predictive variables as in Table 7.9 and selected

bandwidths as in Table 7.10 earlier:

• Impact of removing the weight setting of Wij = 0,∀i = j as in (7.17). In other
words, the LSOAs are allowed to have weight contributing to estimation at
themselves.

• Impact of significant changes made to the selected bandwidths for every age
group 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89.

N.1 Impact on zero weight on observations

themselves

As we have discussed earlier, we assign zero weight on every LSOA while estimating

the relative risk in themselves using local regression, in order to mitigate overfitting

risk, reduce impact of outliers and help out-of-sample performance test. However, one

can argue that removing LSOAs themselves from the smoothing window can ignore

the most representative observation while estimating each of them, and it in general

can makes the estimate less smooth. Also, considering it is not a commonly used

approach by others, here we compare the Index LR value (as estimated relative risk

using local regression), ILR, with a trial index, ILR,trial that is without the setting of
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Wij = 0,∀i = j. By this test we are able to ensure that this zero-weight setting does

not materially impacted the outcomes.

Figure N.1: Comparison between the Index LR with (x-axis) and without (y-axis)
setting weight of LSOAs on estimate of themselves to zero. Top left to bottom: index
of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89. Red line: diagonal line (y = x).

Figure N.1 shows that whether or not the setting of zero weight on LSOAs themselves

exist does not have material impact on most of the LSOAs, except for very few

outliers. And the robustness in index value can be seen in all age bands. As for most

of the LSOAs, their index value only have negligible change after we removing this

setting. Looking at age 70-79 as an example, the correlation coefficient between the

Index LR and the trial index is as high as 0.997, which indicates that the setting of

Wij = 0, i = j does not introduce any significant inconsistency.

We can calculate difference between the default Index LR, ILRi , and the trial index, in

all LSOAs i = 1, 2, . . . , N to assess the impact of setting every LSOA to have zero

weight on estimation at themselves:

ILR,triali − ILRi ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N (N.1)

By looking at trend of the difference in index value in (N.1), we can understand more

on whether there is any systematic bias in the estimated relative risk introduced by

setting weights of LSOAs to be zero on themselves in local linear regression.
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Figure N.2: Difference between Index LR with and without zero self weights of LSOAs,
plotted over the Index LR with this setting (default). Top left to bottom: age 60-69,
70-79 and 80-89.

Figure N.2 shows that there is no significant pattern of the difference in estimated

relative risk, and most of the LSOAs having very small difference made by whether to

set zero weight on LSOA themselves.

In our study we found that most of the LSOAs have negligible difference (calculated

using (N.1)) made by whether or not there is the setting of zero self weights in

Gaussian kernel function. For example, if we look at LSOAs having such difference

for more than 0.1 in value of Index LR, there are only 44, 47 and 74 out of 32, 844

LSOAs for index of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89 respectively.
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Decile shift Number of LSOAs

-9 0
-8 0
-7 0
-6 0
-5 0
-4 1
-3 3
-2 3
-1 218
0 32,419
1 187
2 6
3 1
4 1
5 3
6 0
7 1
8 2
9 0

Table N.1: Summary of change in index deciles (males over age 70-79) of the Index LR
after removing the setting of LSOAs have zero weight in local regression estimator at
themselves.

Table N.1 shows that almost 99% of the LSOAs are still in the same decile of index

value no matter we set weights of LSOAs on themselves at zero or not. We can get

the same conclusion from estimation in the other age groups, and with females data.

Beside deciles, we also compared difference made in percentiles of the Index LR by

removing the setting of zero weights on LSOAs themselves.
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Figure N.3: Percentiles of the original Index LR (x-axis) versus the trial Index LR
without forcing the LSOAs to have zero weight in estimation at themselves. Both
indices are calculated using England males data of age 70-79. Red solid line is the
diagonal line y = x.

Figure N.3 shows that LSOAs in general have percentiles staying robust after

removing the zero-weight setting. Out of 32, 844 LSOAs in England, there are 29, 024

LSOAs still in the same percentile of index value following this change. It again

indicates that whether or not to let LSOAs have zero weight while estimating at

themselves do not materially impact the result. We have done the same tests for

other age groups and for female population in single LSOAs, and ended up with the

same conclusion.

N.2 Impact of smoothing bandwidth

In Section 7.9 we show that the accuracy of local linear regression model (measured

by out-of-sample MSE) is not sensitive to small changes in the bandwidth σ. For

better understanding on impact of bandwidth on the local linear regression model

and the index ILR as outcome, here we test the impact of doubling and halving the

selected bandwidths as in Table 7.10. We can then compare difference made for the

three distinct age groups, 60− 69, 70− 79 and 80− 89 respectively. Compared to the

Index LR, ILR, we create two sets of trial Index LR using the same eight predictive

variables as in Table 7.9, but with different bandwidths:

• I trial,σ×2, trial Index LR with bandwidths doubled from the selected bandwidths
in Table 7.10 for every age group.
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• I trial,σ÷2, trial Index LR with bandwidths halved from the selected bandwidths
in Table 7.10 for every age group.

Figure N.4: Comparison of original Index LR, ILR, and the trial indices with the
selected bandwidths σ doubled and halved (I trial,σ×2 and I trial,σ÷2). x-axis: original
Index LR; y-axis: trial index with bandwidth σ doubled (red) or halved (black). Top
left to bottom: index of age 60-69, 70-79 and 80-89. Only index values between 0.25
and 2.5 are displayed for better view.

Figure N.4 shows that doubling or halving the bandwidth in general does not have

material impact, as the trial indices are still close to the original ILR. We also see

doubling the bandwidth (red) makes the estimated relative risk less volatile as they

involve more observations within the wider smoothing window. Looking at age 70-79

as example, correlation coefficient between the original Index LR and the trial indices

having bandwidths halved/doubled is 0.963 and 0.992 respectively. It shows

quantitatively that adjusting the selected bandwidths in our way does not have

material impact on the results.

For analysis of impact of the bandwidth σ on the index value quantitatively, we

calculate the difference, d, in index value made by doubling or halving the σ (for

corresponding age groups separately) compared to the original Index LR value, in all

LSOAs i = 1, 2, . . . , N :
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dσ×2
i = I trial,σ×2

i − ILRi Impact of doubling σ (N.2)

dσ÷2
i = I trial,σ÷2

i − ILRi Impact of halving σ

Figure N.5: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot of difference in index values
calculated using (N.2), by halving or doubling the selected bandwidths in corresponding
age groups. The plot is only drawn between ±0.3 as there are very few LSOAs having
difference beyond this range.

Figure N.5 tells that the difference made from Index LR by doubling or halving the

bandwidth is very small in most of the LSOAs, no matter which age group is the

estimation. Only very few LSOAs have the differences made larger than 0.05.
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Figure N.6: Heat map showing trend of Index LR value (age 70-79) over the two
predictive variables, incOld and emp. Top left and right: trial indices with bandwidth
σ halved (left) and doubled (right); Bottom: original Index LR.

Figure N.6 shows the index still have very similar trend over the most important

predictive variables after having the bandwidth halved or doubled. We have also

tested for other variables beside the incOld and emp, and had in general the same

conclusion.
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Figure N.7: Comparison between percentiles of the original Index LR (x-axis) and
percentiles of the trial indices with bandwidth adjusted (y-axis) of males over age
70-79. Red: bandwidths doubled; Black: bandwidths halved.

Figure N.7 shows that neither doubling nor halving the selected bandwidths can

significantly change the percentiles of the resulting Index LR, as they both are still

quite strongly correlated with the original index.
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Decile shift Halved bandwidths Doubled bandwidths

-9 0 0
-8 0 0
-7 2 0
-6 3 1
-5 6 0
-4 5 2
-3 14 21
-2 144 84
-1 2,990 2,312
0 26,560 27,911
1 2,959 2,483
2 107 23
3 24 5
4 12 0
5 10 0
6 2 1
7 2 1
8 3 0
9 1 0

Table N.2: Summary of change in index deciles (males over age 70-79) of the Index LR
after the bandwidths being halved or doubled from what selected.

Table N.2 shows that most of the LSOA only have a tiny change in index decile or

even no change at all, after the bandwidths are doubled or halved from the selected

numbers. Again, result suggests that outcome of the proposed local linear regression

model is fairly robust to the bandwidths, although the impact is slightly greater than

the setting of zero weight tested earlier.
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